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Preface 

Russian history and culture has long fascinated Westerners, but only in 
the twentieth century has Russia had an impact on people everywhere. Why 
is this true? Why is the Soviet period of Russian history extraordinary in 
Russia’s millennium-long existence? Several reasons come to mind. In the 
twentieth century Russia has served as a dramatic example of the challenges 
encountered by all late modernizing societies. For a time, the Soviet Union 
seemed to incorporate the dreams of both Marxism and nationalism. It 
offered an unprecedented developmental path to modernization while main- 
taining both political and economic independence. Many Soviet citizens and 
some foreign observers correspondingly escalated their view and under- 
standing of Russia’s historical experience to universal levels, seeing the 
Soviet Union as embodying the sufferings and humanitarian aspirations of 
people everywhere, in all cultures and in all places. 

Within this broad context, other factors have also made the Soviet period 
of Russian history extraordinary. Among them is the special concern of this 
book-Russian experience with modem war. War is arguably the central fact 
of modem Russian history. Encounters with modem warfare have certainly 
transformed Russia in the twentieth century. In particular the Soviet period 
of Russian history has been uniquely shaped, possibly distorted, by the 
devastating results of global war. One outcome has been that Russia’s 
influence has been extended globally, even into space itself. 

To date, however, the centrality of war in the Russian historical 
experience has not been well integrated into the general understanding of 
Russian history in the West. Several factors have contributed to this, not the 
least of which has been the emotionalism engendered by the extravagant 
mutual hostility of Communists and anti-Communists. Unrealistic optimism 
concerning the impending demise of capitalism on the one hand, or of 
socialism on the other, colored interpretations and obscured evidence. Only 
occasionally were partisans on both sides forced to accommodate themselves 
to the stubbornness of historical data. 

In addition to the problems generated by this emotionalism, the subject 
of modem warfare itself is exceptionally complex and generally underesti- 
mated intellectually by both civilians and military professionals. The subfield 
of military history has not always kept pace with modem warfare as it has 
evolved from the eighteenth to the twentieth century. The rapidity of the 
changes in the craft of war combined with the intricate and interrelated 
nature of the political, social, and economic factors affecting modem war to 
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challenge, if not defy, the conventionally trained historian. Military 
professionals, politicians, and the general public find themselves in the same 
situation. As a result the Russian military experience, particularly over the 
past century and a half, has not been well understood, especially by the 
nonspecialist. Even specialists who study and interpret Russian and Soviet 
military history have been notably unsuccessful in effectively informing 
military professionals, politicians, and the general public. 

The Twelfth Military History Symposium was designed to address this 
enormous problem, modestly by arriving at a definition of the subject in the 
organization of its program and associated topics, less modestly in attracting 
some of the Westem world’s leading specialists to address specific subjects 
(information on the contributors is at the end of this volume), and ambi- 
tiously, in view of the work remaining, to suggest tools and approaches for 
future study. The symposium’s planners began with a major assumption, that 
the rise of the Soviet Union as a military superpower ranked among the 
leading events of recent global history. Further, they concluded that some 
roots of Soviet military capabilities existed before the twentieth century in 
continental resources, in the experience of a centuries-old imperial state, and 
in well-established military traditions and institutions. This conclusion 
brought the planners to another assumption, that a better understanding of 
the developments which led to the transformation of the Russian Empire into 
a military superpower would lead to a more comprehensive and accurate 
view of the Soviet Union and to a fuller appreciation of Soviet military 
power today. The readers of this volume are in a position to judge for 
themselves the validity of these assumptions and conclusions. 

Given the limits of sessions and presentations spread over forty-eight 
hours, the program had to be simple, broad, and inclusive, with all the 
hazards that suggests. The guiding historical view that came to influence the 
symposium’s structure can be summed up in the following fashion: the milit- 
ary heritage of Imperial Russia was shaped by many of the same problems 
of physical environment, domestic reform, and great power status in a hostile 
world which later beset Soviet military professionals. Dealing with these 
problems shaped a military tradition which eventually served as a basis for 
the Soviet Army. The development of an adequate intellectual basis for the 
Soviet military profession became increasingly critical for the evolution of 
these new military forces. As the Soviet state modernized Russia’s war- 
making capability, Communist leaders envisioned using that capability in 
defense of the Revolution and in extending both Communist and state 
power. 

Hitler’s invasion of Russia in 1941 proved an epochal event, providing 
the opportunity for an extraordinary assertion of power, far beyond that of 
Napoleon’s invasion in 1812, known to Russians as the Patriotic War. World 
War I1 also attested to major successes by the Communist Party: 
industrializing for war, contributing to the theory and doctrine necessary for 
success in modem warfare, and providing the professional military forces 
with the weapons and the leadership required to achieve the goals of the 
Soviet state. The Great Pamotic War, as World War I1 is known in the 
Soviet Union, mobilized and focused the nation’s resources, its people, and 
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its military might at new and higher levels of capability than Russia had ever 
known before. This achievement and its ensuing results led to the emergence 
of the Soviet Union as a military superpower. In this capacity, the Soviet 
Union was able to project its power to a degree unparalleled in Russian 
history-a transformation with immense potential. This broad view focused 
the examination of the symposium’s various topics and themes, orally in 
presentations and discussions, and then more fully in the essays of this 
volume, composed prior to the symposium and refiied in its wake. 

All historical records are incomplete and these proceedings are an 
imperfect record. The introductions and commentaries exhibit some discon- 
tinuities because their authors did not see the revised versions of the papers 
contained in this volume. The members of the i n t i ~ ~ t i ~ n a l  panel which 
closed the symposium commented only briefly because of time limitations, 
but subsequently submitted the written observations in this volume. Discus- 
sions with the audience at the symposium’s sessions and the banquet presen- 
tation by Brig. Gen. Roland Lajoie, USA, on “The Soviet Fignting Man” are 
not included here because of space limitations. They must remain the special 
pleasure, benefit, and memory of the symposium’s participants. 

What distinguishes this book from others in Soviet studies and Russian 
military history? In Soviet studies a plethora of books and articles on mil- 
itary issues exists in a contemporary framework from the vantage points of 
national security and international relations. Very few are written in the his- 
torical perspective. In Western writing on Russian military history, the 
number of historians and uniformed specialists recognized as truly out- 
standing is surprisingly limited- fact which became forcefully evident to 
the symposium’s organizers as they combed Germany, France, Great Britain, 
and the United Stam for qualified contributors. This volume views the sub- 
ject historically and may be unique in its combination of overall program, 
individual connibutions, and suggestions for future research. In the structure 
of its program it is a survey of modern Russian military history. In its indi- 
vidual contributions it provides a good bit of specialized “post-holing.” It 
possesses a pragmatic, professional military view in having sought out con- 
tributions by qualified military contributors and in providing a biblio- 
graphical aid. This aid is a significant indicator of the current professional 
level of Soviet military studies in the West, offering military specialists, 
scholars, and graduate students a readily accessible tool for further research 
and study. 

The Great Patriotic War demonstrated both capabilities and deficiencies 
in Soviet society, many still unexplored by Western specialists. The ability 
of the Soviet Union to sustain itself in the face of extraordmxy losses and 
destruction is indisputable. Why this was true is less cIear. It may be that 
this was the major contribution of the Communist Party, but the issue remains 
unestablished, at least in Western minds. This question is related to one of 
the symposium’s major gaps, the question of the role of the “rear” or the 
“homefront” in Russian wars and in particular in World War II. The poverty 
of Westem scholarship on the Russian and Soviet ‘‘mar’’ caused planners for 
the Academy’s 1982 military history symposium to leave out Russia and the 
Soviet Union altogether at that symposium, which was devoted to the subject 
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of the homefront and war.* Four years later the subject of the Soviet home- 
fmnt remained largely unaddressed by Westerners, a gap of enormous signif- 
icance. Therefore, it purposely was not included in this symposium’s program. 

The Soviet “rear” as a subject for further research is tied to an even 
larger topic, that of Russian mobilization in the broadest sense. Although 
mobilization is at the crux of the many factors influencing modem watfm 
during the last half of the nineteenth century and the first half of the 
twentieth, it has generally remained in the shadow of operational matters for 
both military histmians and officers. In the context of combat, the teeth must 
understandably come before the tail, but periods of actual combat in the 
course of a war, decisive as they may be, are relatively short compared to 
the time expended in preparation for battle. And the subject of mobilization 
may also prove a revealing touchstone for a number of unexplored factors 
in the larger context of Russian history. 

The relationship between military matters and the political, social, and 
economic dimensions of Russian and Soviet society has received increased 
attention since World War II, but remains shrouded in considerable ambiguity. 
Although no issue has aroused more interest than Soviet political-military 
relations, much re& an open question for Westerners. However, the fun- 
damental and long-term dimensions of the relationship might be better under- 
stood if viewed in the context of the historical evolution of the expanding 
Russian capability for mobilization. Russian and Soviet political leaders and 
military professionals, whatever their differences over the past one hundred 
years, have both been forced to recognize the complications posed for mobil- 
ization not only by geography but also by the poverty of Russia, reflecting its 
late modernization. Relative to other great powers from 1850 to 1950, Russia 
had less developed national wealth from which to draw resources for national 
security. The historic primacy of military matters in Russia, however, has 
generally resulted in an exceptional share of those resources being devoted to 
the military or to military-related sectors of the economy. It is not only a 
Marxist-Leninist tenet, but also a condition of modem political independence, 
that economic and military concern cannot be separated indefinitely. 

As a result of limited national resources in both the Imperial and the 
Soviet periods of Russian history, the human element has remained in the 
foreground. Mobilization is more than a technical, bureaucratic, and organ- 
izational matter. It is also intensely human and social. Historically, human 
beings have been Russia’s great marginal resource. The ability of Russian 
leaders to marshal and control that resource has proven correspondingly 
crucial. The attention Western research devotes to the military as an agent 
of socialization in both the Imperial and Soviet periods highlights this fact, 
and is also tied to the basic, underlying, and ongoing modernization of 
Russia. Further research in this area will expand our understanding of 
phenomena so basic as the role of the political officer in military units. The 

*The proceedings were publish& as The Homefront and War in the Tweaieth 
Century: The AmericanExperience inComparative Perspective, ed Lt. Col. James Titus 
(Washington, 1984). 
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problem of social mobilization is basic in modem warfare and directly 
related to the will and motivation to fight and’ to die, a matter as crucial, 
complex, and significant as the most advanced weapons system. 

Other questions and ideas concerning fume research grew out of the 
planning for the symposium, the symposium itself, and reflection upon its 
results. This volume CoIlStiRltes an argument for the historical approach, but 
no single disciplinary approach is superior to all others, especially in 
studying and understanding a subject such as the Soviet Union. Soviet 
studies, including Soviet military studies, in the best sense are multi- 
disciplinary. What is clear is that Soviet military studies have been 
dominated by other than historical approaches, notably by those with exper- 
tise based on the analysis of quantitative data. The historical approach has 
been neglected for a number of reasons. Few competent specialists exist, and 
this in turn reflects the difficulty of acquiring and using the kinds of records 
necessary for the retrospective and contextual analysis distinctive to the his- 
torical discipline. For all its handicaps, the historical approach, especially 
the broad recounting and interpretive effort, does force the addressing of 
elements of analysis which have been major weaknesses in Soviet military 
studies. The historical approach ideally makes it necessary to analyze events 
and personalities in the context of organizational and institutiod processes. 
Answering the causatiod questions “How did it work?“ or “Why did it 
work?” in the past should suggest reasonable hypotheses about “How does 
it work, or not work, now?” But if an accnte  and thorough historical 
record, and a contextual analysis of processes, do not exist, how can the 
quantitatively based analyst ask appropriate questionS of contemporary data? 

From this vantage point of historical analysis, processes became more 
significant than historical events themselves. For example, much of the data 
on the Soviet Union before and during World War I1 suggest that it should 
not have won the war, that it could have been defeated. It was not. A host 
of Western rationalizations exist for its victory. Too often they are based on 
the deficiencies and errors of Russia’s enemies, the exceptional contributions 
of its allies, and any number of other avenues but that of answering the 
historian’s question, “What did the Soviet Union do right and well?’ 

Were Soviet military achievements derivative in terms of military 
thought and practice? If they were, and yet were also applied effectively, 
perhaps conventional wisdom about the lack of flexibility and adaptability 
in the Soviet military profession and political leadership should be modified. 
If Soviet achievements were original, what does this say about the Soviet 
capacity for innovation? What does it suggest about the Soviet state’s 
management and syntksis of the political, economic, and social dimensions 
of modem war? In summary, it may be that the synthesis was forced by the 
extraordinary challenges and dimensions of the Russian physical environ- 
ment; made possible by the broad parameters of Soviet military thought in 
providing for the scope of the war; achieved through the adaptability, 
professionalism, and patriotism of the Soviet soldier; and led with 
extraordinary political effectiveness by the Communist party. But we do not 
know this with assurance, given the current state of Westem historical 
research in Soviet military studies. 
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A number of other issues and questions deserving further research may 
emerge for the reader. They include the following: 

Elaborating on the development of the military district and the 
evolution of associated organizational forms and practices in 
zmperial Russia as prologues to Soviet forms of mobilization and 
operations. 

Assessing the impact of military geography, especially the prob- 
lems growing out of territorial expansion and defense of the fron- 
tier and their historical influence on Russian and Soviet military 
organization and the military profession. 

Specifying the distinctive Soviet contributions to Russian military 
thought in light of its historical origins and antecedents with con- 
sideration of the particular impact of Marxism-Leninism. 

Assaying the adequacy and inadequacy of Soviet military thought 
as an anticipation of modem war as experienced in World War II. 

Surveying the experience of late modernization as advantage or 
disadvantage in preparing for and waging modem war effectively. 

Describing the integrative processes which led to the coincident 
undertakings of national mobilization (on a scale beyond that of 
any other World War II combatant); military organizational modi- 
fications; the implementation of new tactics; and the manufacture, 
modification, and use of new weapons. 

Specifying the evolution of the educational and training param- 
eters of the Soviet military profession to understand better both 
Soviet military science and the role of military history in it. 

Analyzing the Soviet approach to sustainability of forces as evi- 
dence of the professional viability of Soviet military science. 

How should these and other questions which may emerge fiom the fol- 
lowing pages be approached? The preceding paragraphs implicitly constitute 
a discussion in support of professional Soviet military studies. If one accepts 
the validity of Soviet military studies as a professional subfield, then a 
number of points follow concerning the appropriate credentials of its prac- 
titioners. Some are logical outgrowths: of the subject; others become apparent 
in reviewing the biographies of specialists, such as the contributors to this 
volume. 

Successful study of the Soviet military involves accepting the fact that 
the attempt to understand the institutions, practices, and thought of another 
culture risks misunderstanding because of applying one’s own culturally based 
values and attitudes to another society. The intellectual rigor requhed to 
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avoid this pitfall can be derived both from a professional recognition of the 
obstacles to telling the story of any Society “the way it really was” and from 
finnsthand experience with the subject itself. 

In the simplest sense this justifies a combination of academic training 
and direct involvement with the subject. The profile of the ideal specialist 
in Soviet military studies would include professional military experience and 
firsthand familiarity with the Soviet military; language competence, exercised 
and developed in the country itself; an awareness of the millennium-long 
history of the subject of study and therefore of its continuity; and an 
acceptance of the multidimensional, multidisciplinary nature of the subject, 
growing largely out of the complex nature of the development of modem 
warfare. All too rarely do we have these qualifications in appropriate balance 
and representation. And when we do find them, as in the biographies of 
some of the distinguished contributors, we discover they are often the result 
of accidental circumstance, such as unforeseen involvement in World War 
11, rather than the product of a carefully planned and guided program of 
professional development. 

From the military viewpoint, the value and usefulness of such specialists 
in Soviet military studies is not dictated by academic concerns and needs, 
rather it is rooted in the historically unprecedented military power possessed 
by the Soviet Union and the United States. As the executom of violence for 
the political leaders in both countries, Soviet and American military pro- 
fessionals are by definition among the most knowledgeable advisors about 
the use and exercise of the enormous destructive power of both conventional 
and nuclear weapons. For this reason alone, they are vitally concerned with 
sustaining peace. Their ability to contribute successfully may be directly 
based on the accuracy and depth of their understanding of their counterparts. 
Mutually achieved professional respect and understanding can be its own 
powerful contribution to peace and the deterrence of violence, a prospect 
enhanced by the specialists in Soviet military studies who contributed to the 
symposium and who wrote for this volume. 





Introduction 

Colonel Carl W. Reddel, USAF 

The Russian physical environment is unique in scale and degree. Its s h  
and location have placed special demands on Russia’s people and leaders 
throughout the country’s long history and given distinctive meaning to the 
word “frontier.” Understanding the impact of the frontier on the Russian 
military profession may contribute to understanding how national security 
has posed planning problems unique to the Soviet military profession. The 
ever-expanding Russian frontier has also posed exceptional difficulties in 
conducting modern wad-cularly with regard to mobilizing mmpre- 
hensively and effectively the nation’s resources, one of the major indices for 
potential military success. Russian military professionals, challenged by 
defeats in the Crimea and the Russo-Japaxse War, wrestled with this prob- 
lem long before the October Revolution. One of their proposed solutions was 
the military district system, and its durability to the present day testifies to 
their understanding of military geography and the merits of a solution 
peculiar to Russian environmental challenges, independent of the 
predilections of the governing authoritites. 

Within this environmental context, the experience of political and 
military transition growing out of World War I and the October Revolution 
provides other challenges to the historian’s capacity to specify and to 
interpret elements of change and continuity. With defeat in World War I, the 
role of the military professional was temporarily eclipsed. However, the 
influence of the Russian military profession grew and was magnified in the 
Soviet Union because of the hostile international environment, the struggle 
for survival during a vicious civil war, the poverty of Communist ideology 
concerning military questions, and the ad hoc approaches of Communist 
leaders to d i g  Russia following their seizure of power. Military consid- 
erations came to the forefront for Communist leaders at that time and have 
never retreated. The soundness of Russian military intellectual achievements 
before World War I, and the numbers of former Tsarist officers and NCOs 
who fought with the Communists during the Civil War, further enhanced 
the influence of the military profession. The contribution of Communist 
ideology to the enrichment of Russian military thought was to follow, and 
Russian military history came to play a special role in this context. 

xvii 
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Military history has been for some time a “secret weapon” for Soviet 
military professionals-“secret” in the sense that Westerners, apart from 
notable and significant exceptions, have seriously underestimated its role and 
impact in the Soviet military professionals’ understanding and approach to 
war. The Westem devaluation of military history has many sources, not the 
least of which is underestimating the intellectual dimension of modem war. 
Westerners have also been properly offended by the Marxist-Leninists’ 
willingness to restructure history according to political imperatives. The 
extreme differences between the Marxist-Leninist and the Western views of 
the role and purpose of military history are striking. In practice military 
history remains in the ivory tower for many Western military professionals 
and civilian national security and defense analysts, though few, if any, will 
publicly state this. For the Soviet military professional, on the other hand, 
history is a multifaceted tool to be widely used and applied, if necessary at 
the expense of Western standads of scholarly objectivity. 

World War 11 provided the crucible in which much was tested-the tra- 
ditional qualities of the Russian soldier, Russian military thought in its Soviet 
application, the political effectiveness of the Communist Party, and the results 
of forced draft modernization with the accompanying development of a total- 
itarian state. Not least, the Great Patriotic War tested the Soviet military 
profession itself. It is not surprising that Soviet military professionals have 
found their experience in World War 11, especially since Stalin’s death, such a 
useful laboratory for assessing their views and hypotheses on modem warfare. 

In World War 11 the Soviet soldier was found to be the Russian soldier, 
especially in his patriotism and willingness to serve the state. These Russian 
qualities proved special assets to those Soviet military leaders who knew how 
to exploit them with skill and imagination in conditions of modem warfare. 
The Russian soldier has long been recognized as courageous and capable of 
withstanding immense hardship. To Western eyes, however, the capacity to 
endure sometimes appears as undue submissiveness. This in turn causes the 
Westerner to wonder if the Soviet military man possesses the Westerner’s 
capacity to adapt, to innovate and to take initiatives. It may be that 
endurance is a quality which has grown particularly out of the extraordinary 
demands of the Russian environment, and in many respects the Russian 
environment has not changed. 

Some may also find unprecedented and unparalleled military profes- 
sionalism in the retreat of the German Army, but final victory remains the 
ultimate standard for the successful conduct of modem warfare. Soviet par- 
ticipation in World War I1 generated specific data for the military profes- 
sional and the military historian to demonstrate strengths and weaknesses, 
effective and ineffective performance, and a host of other contradictory and 
paradoxical findings concerning Soviet military forces. 

World War I1 also demonstrated a number of specific professional 
achievements by the Soviet military. The Soviet Air Force exhibited the 
capacity to overcome large initial losses and then to adapt organizationally 
as it developed new aircraft and tactics to prosecute the war in support of 
Soviet land forces. The Soviet Army proved to have organizational flexi- 
bility, a second tier of young, exceptional leaders to replace those lost during 
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the purges, and the military theory to support its growing capabilities during 
the war. These achievements are especially striking in that they occurred 
after losses and destruction which could have spelled defeat, and were 
prosecuted in the midst of a continuing and intense struggle for survival. In 
an exceptional way, the Soviet military profession following the war has 
continued to assess the history and results of World War II in the interest of 
developing and refining contemporaq military thought and practice. In this 
sense there is truly a Soviet “military science” which grows out of and is 
dependent upon military history. 

For the purist, military history and military studies are not the same, and 
Soviet military history is sometimes too much in the applied mode for 
Western scholarly criteria and tastes. Fecund rationalizations are as unlimited 
as human imagination itself, and the fertility for their p w t h  increases rather 
than diminishes in the battles of memoirs and postwar accounts. This 
complicates immensely the problem of analysis for the military professional. 
Ideally, it is at this juncture that the role of the military historian, in or out 
of uniform, should be vital and critical. However, as noted earlier, within 
Western professional military circles the military historian is frequently 
regarded as residing in the ivory tower. In this, as in so many other matters, 
the Soviet approach is different and without Western equivalent. In 
particular, the Institute of Military History, The Military Hkbry Journal, and 
the professional development of serving officers, including flag rank officers, 
with doctoral degrees in military history or military science have very few 
Western counterparts. 

Since World War 11, and especially following Stalin’s death, Soviet 
military capabilities have expanded dramatically. The Soviet military 
profession’s theory and practice have accommodated the Western challenges 
of nuclear weaponry and improved conventional weapons. More striking in 
the minds of some Western military professionals have been not only the 
vastly increased numbers but also the diversity and range of improvements 
in Soviet weaponry over a relatively short period of time, the Soviet Air 
Force serving as a striking example in this regard. The debate over whether 
these improvements are for offensive or defensive purposes remains insol- 
uble in the sense of satisfying all questioners, but no one denies that credible 
offensive capability constitutes a strong Soviet defense. 

In the final analysis, the essential transformation which occurred in 
Russian and Soviet military history was the mastery of modernization in the 
interest of Russian national security, a fact which is indirectly demonstrated 
by the essays in this book. This relationship between the military and the 
process of modernization is inseparable because of the multifaceted nature 
of modern war, which is total war in that no dimension of human experience 
or activity escapes it. The bureaucratic and organizational infrastructure 
necessary for waging modem war is also the underlying base characteristic 
of the modemized state and society. It is also expensive, which has meant 
political decisions overriding purely economic and social needs in the 
interest of national security. Russia’s military transformation was a primary 
factor placing the Soviet state irrevocably on the global stage of history and 
making it the historical planetary leader in the exploration of the universe. 
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The proper investigation and understanding of Russian and Soviet military 
history may contribute to other changes, possibly in the broad appreciation 
of Russian history and in the general field of Soviet studies, a matter which 
others will appropriately judge for themselves. 
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The scope, scale, and mystery of Russian history has, through the years, 
captured the imagination of poets, novelists and historians. Especially from 
the time of Peter the Great, the forcell presence of Russia on the European 
historical stage has been a continuing reminder of that great multinational 
empire’s determination to participate in the world’s affairs. However, our 
scholarly, historical understanding of the special contribution of Russian 
military figures and institutions to the growth of Russia’s international 
influence has been modest at best. Without attempting to assay fully the 
reasons for this neglect, it might be noted that the geographical and cultural 
distance of the Russian historical experience from our own has too 
frequently left Western military historians comfortable with the accounts of 
the vanquished in describing and assessing Russian, and Soviet, military 
victories and achievements. This symposium is a small step in the direction 
of a more complete and accurate understanding. This is also a timely 
undertaking, for surely the emergence of the Soviet Union as a military 
superpower, having conquered its previously landbound status and indeed 
much of space itself, is a transformation in the military capability and status 
of Russia and must rank as one of the more significant achievements of the 
twentieth century. 

The potential contribution of the scholarly discipline of history to 
improved understanding of our subject faces formidable obstacles, not only 
the usual challenges of removed time and place, but also the problem of 
overcoming distinctive cultural differences. The solution to this problem is 
aided by the mastery of unusual languages and sources, and familiarity with 
the military profession itself. In this regard, we are unusually fortunate in our 
lecturer, Professor John L. H. Keep of the University of Toronto, because he 
has demonstrated tremendous range and power in his command of historical 
sources and periods, having worked across more than three centuries of 
Russian history, exhibiting great skill in synthesis and conceptualization in 
an era when the historical profession is dominated by high specialization. 
Pertinent to our subject tonight, “Soldiering in Tsarist Russia,” is the fact 
that hofessor Keep has been a serving soldier, entering the British Army at 
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the age of seventeen during World War I1 and completing his service in 
1947 with the rank of staff captain. 

For more than thirty-five years, John Leslie Howard Keep has studied, 
spoken, and written about Russian history and the Soviet Union. From the 
University of London he received the B.A. degree (with honors) in 1950 
and the Ph.D. in 1954. A research officer for the Foreign Office during 
1953-54, Dr. Keep served as lecturer in Modern Russian History at the 
University of London from 1954-66, with a year as a visiting Associate 
Professor at the University of Washington during the academic year 
1964-65. From 1% to 1970, Dr. Keep was the Reader in Russian Studies 
at the University of London, leaving that post in 1970 to assume his present 
position as the Professor of Russian History at the University of Toronto. 

From the l W s ,  F’rofessor Keep has written on an impressively wide 
range of subjects, including the origins of Communism in the Russian 
Empire with The Rise of Social Democracy (Oxford, 1%3), the Russian 
revolutions of 1917 in The Russian Revolution: A Study in Mass Mobilization 
(New York, 1976), and Soldiers of the Tsar: Army and Society in Russia, 
1462-1874 (Oxford, 1985). He has also edited books devoted to the 
methodological problems of understanding Soviet history and power, 
wherein he demonstrated mastery of another foreign language, that of 
Communist ideology. The scholarly distinction of his work was recognized 
with a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1978. His current research includes work 
on “The Russian Army in the Seven Years War” and on “Military Justice in 
Russia” during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

This lecture series, “The Harmon Memorial Lectures in Military 
History,” is dedicated to the memory of the late Lieutenant General Hubert 
R. Harmon, the first Superintendent of the Academy. The purpose of the 
lecture series and the memory of General Harmon are indeed well served by 
the work of our lecturer, because Professor Keep speaks to the most basic 
reality for most participants in Russian military history through the course 
of time, soldiering itself. 
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SOLDIERING IN TSARIST RUSSIA 

John L. H. Keep 

For most of us the title of this lecture conjures up images of technologi- 
cal backwardness and administrative inefficiency, perhaps also of bovine 
submissiveness on the part of vast numbers of peasant conscripts to some 
faraway autocrat, indifferent to their fate, and to equally unfeeling officers 
and bureaucrats-an instinctive loyalty, punctuated from time to time by 
violent and brutal mutinies. 

It is a picture that is exaggerated and oversimplified. It owes much to 
Western historians’ tendency to mncenwate on the f d  years of the Imperial 
regime, which were untypical in that Russia’s armed forces confronted 
unusually severe, indeed ultimately insoluble, problems. In World War I, all 
but isolated from her allies, Russia faced Ludendorff‘s mighty military 
machine, far better trained and better equipped, as well as the Ausaians and 
the Turks. Along the Eastern Front, her traditionally loyal and courageous 
fighting men suffered unparalleled casualties and privations in seemingly 
endless and unprofitable trench warfare until even they finally decided they 
had had enough. They rebelled, and this great upsurge of “the men in grey 
overcoats,” coupled with disaffection in the rear, led to the collapse of 
tsarism in February 1917, the breakup of the Russian Empire, economic 
chaos, the dissolution of the armed forces, and, within a matter of months, 
to the formation of a new “Red Army” under Bolshevik direction, which 
differed in many important ways from its Imperial predecessor.’ 

Yet the social revolutionaries who so zealously advocated a people’s 
militia imbued with political consciousness and totally unlike any traditional 
army, soon found that the legacy of the past loomed larger than they had 
expected. It was especially evident in the logic of a situation that forced the 
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new regime to take immediate, desperate measures to defend itself against 
its many intemal and external foes. Only a trained, disciplined, cenually 
administered, and wellquipped force could do this. So it was that within 
a few months conscription came back and former Tsarist noncoms and 
officers were recruited. After a few more years Trotsky’s name disappeared 
down the “memory hole,” and the Red Army became a fully professional 
force in which certain selected values and traditions of the old army were 
resurrected and even made the object of a veritable cult2 

That is not to say that there is continuity between the Tsarist and Red 
Armies. Stalin’s army, like its successor of today, was a heavily politicized 
body dedicated to supranational goals as defined by the ruling party. But in 
the pursuit of these goals it has proved expedient to invoke old-fashioned 
sentiments of patriotism, of selfless service to the central state power, such 
as had animated men in Russia for centuries, along with various familiar 
institutional habits. 

To understand how this was possible we have to take a longer histori- 
cal view than one focusing exclusively on the prerevolutionary years. Any 
army expresses the mores of the society from which it is drawn. It will 
reflect the goals of its leaders and suffer from the tensions that strain the 
nation’s cohesiveness. Already in medieval and early modem times Russian 
society had been shaped by warfare: by internecine strife among the princes 
and by the need to defend the forest heartland against attack from the open 
steppe. The Mongol-Tatar conquest in the thirteenth century left psychologi- 
cal wounds that have not entirely healed today. We can see them in the fear 
and prejudice with which many Soviet Russians view their great neighbor 
to the east. 

Even once the Russian lands had regained their sovereignty under the 
autocrats of Moscow in the fifteenth century, forces had to be mobilized 
each year along the country’s exposed southern border to grapple with bands 
of aggressive Tatar raiders: skillful horsemen who came to take prisoners, 
whom they enslaved and sold in Near Eastem markets-that is, if they did 
not choose to kill them instead. 

The elderly and sick [wrote a Western traveler in the 1520~1 who don’t 
fetch much and are wsfit for work are given by the T m s  to their young 
men, much as one gives a hare to a hound to make it snappish: they are 
stoned to death or eke thrown into the sea? 

It must be acknowledged that the proud but impoverished rulers of 
Muscovy (as Russia was then known) were rather slow to develop an 
effective response to this threat. The earthen and wooden palisades they 
built to guard the border were expensive to maintain and soon rotted away. 
Even the warlike Cossack communities established beyond the line were a 
mixed blessing, for at times their chieftains rebelled and led masses of 
disaffected peasants against Moscow. It was not until the late eighteenth 
century that this volatile region became stabilized; and even so the Russians 
could not be certain that the Ottoman Turks, for long a formidable military 
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power, would not try, with backing from the West, to make good the losses 
of Islam-as happened at least four times between 1806 and 1914: 

To her west, Russia confironted European stam that were more advan& 
politically and eumomically. Nationalist and Communist historians never tire 
of reminding us that in 1612 the Catholic Poles stabled their horses in 
Moscow’s holy churches, or that a century later Charles XI1 of Sweden led 
an anny of 40,oOO men into Russia. He might well have reached Moscow 
had he not shortsightedly put all his eggs in one basket and lost his supplies, 
which placed his forces at a disadvantage to those of Peter the Great, who 
proved to be an effective military leader. One might have thought that 
Napoleon in 1812 would have studied the lessons of history, but he did not 
and paid an even heavier penalty. Then of course in our own time there was 
the Kaiser, who could have made it in 1918 if he had really wanted to, and 
the Nazi General Guderian, who certainly wanted to but was halted near 
Moscow’s airpon 

Before jumping to the conclusion that the historical record justifies the 
Russians’ evident “defense psychosis,” let us add that they were not always 
the innocent victims. Many peoples of eastern Europe and northern Asia had 
reason to feel similarly about them. Some nations probably gained from 
absorption into the Russian Empire, as the Armenians did, and for a time 
also the Finns, Baltic Germans, and even Ukrainians. Others had more 
painful experiences: conquest by force of arms, violent repression of dissent, 
loss of cultural identity, and so on. One thinks here of the Muslim peoples 
of the Volga Valley, the Caucasian highlands, of Central Asia, but most 
obviously of the Poles, who had enjoyed statehood before partition of their 
country, and whose four revolts (from 1794 to 1905) were put down with 
great severity. Nor did the Hungarians, whose uprising of 1848-49 was 
suppressed by Nicholas 1’s troops, or the peoples of the Balkans, whom 
several nineteenth century Tsars tried to protect or “liberate,” necessarily 
have reason to remember the Russians fondly, whatever may be said to the 
contrary in these countries? 

All this warfare fueled intemational conflict and also posed problems 
of imperial integration, a task in which the army was only partially 
effective-less so than in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, for example: It 
also determined the lifestyle and outlook of much of the country’s elite. 
When there were rumors in Moscow in 1853 of impending war with the 
Turks, young officers “awaited impatiently for hostilities to break out so 
that they could fight the foe, ‘toss their caps in the air,’ as the phrase went, 
and win a few medals.’” They had plenty of opportlmities, for right up to the 
1870s Russian military planners preferred to have at their disposal a large 
semitrained army rather than a professional cadre force-partly fiom tradi- 
tional inertia, partly because manpower was the most readily available 
resource in what was still a “developing country.” One contributory cause 
to Russia’s economic backwardness was the iremendous strain placed on her 
limited productive resources by the rapacious ambitions of the state. This 
vast body of men had somehow to be paid, fed, clothed, lodged, and 
equipped? 
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Over and above this, for 400 years or so before the reform era of the 
mid-nineteenth century, Russia was a “service state”; that is to say, the 
various social groups were defmed largely by their roles in supporting the 
throne as the embodiment of sovereignty. The Tsar’s privileged 
servitorethose whom we call inaccurately “nobles” or “gentry,” classes 
that had no close analogy in Russia-started out as cavalrymen. It was they 
who in Muscovite times manned the defensive screen against the T a m  
already alluded to and who after Peter the Great’s reforms officered the new 
standing army. Any commoner who worked his way up the ladder to 
subaltern rank automatically pined the privileged estate. This means that the 
autccrats could regulate social mobility, and that one’s stam was determined 
not by ancestry or wealth but by one’s place in the official hierarchy? 

For over a century most young, well-born males preferred to render state 
senice in the military, since this conferred greater honor and prestige than 
the civil bureaucracy. To be sure, the system was not watertight. Russia 
never developed an exclusive officer caste with its own ethos as the 
Prussians did, and in 1762 the obligation on nobles (dvoriane) to serve was 
actually abolished, but there were plenty of “Volunteers”-indeed, almost too 
many for the army’s health, since they could not all be properly trained or 
employed. Poverty and custom compelled all but the wealthiest aristocrats 
to spend at least some time in military uniform. Foreigners were often struck 
by the number of officers to be seen in the capital’s streets: “cocked hats, 
plumes and uniforms encounter us at every step,” m t e  one English clergy- 
man in 1839,” while the more celebrated French observer, the Marquis de 
Custine, noted the “haggard look” of the soldiers who passed by, not citizens 
but “prisoners for life, condemned to guard the other pkmen” in a ‘%ountry 
that is entirely military.”” Still, all this had its brighter side, too: social 
gatherings in St. Petersburg were brilliant affairs at which dashing dragoons 
and hussars, clad in all colors of the rainbow, paid court to the ladies. 

Since almost everyone served, it comes as no surprise to leam that many 
of the great Russian writers had military experience. Lermontov served in 
the Caucasian wars, and Dostoevsky was an engineering officer before he 
resigned his commission and got into political trouble, which earned him a 
terrifying mock execution followed by forced labor in Siberia.12 Tolstoy 
served at Sevastopol, and though a Christian pacifist, it was in the army that 
he learned his habit of command; he once joked that he was “a literary 
general.”‘3 So many officers or ex-officers worked in government bureaus 
that an ambitious civil servant complained: 

It was almost impossible to make a career except by serving in the armed 
forces: all the senior offices in the state-ministers, senators, 
governors-were given over to military men, who were more prominent 
in the Sovereign’s eye ihan civilian omials. . . . It was taken for granted 
that every senior person should have a taste of military discipline?‘ 

Using modem sociological terminology, we can say that Imperial Russia 
fell into the category of states with a military preponderance, if it was not 
actually militaristic; in this respect it stood midway between Prussia and 
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Austria. In any case the armed forces’ prestige remained high until the 
1860s, when the attractions of soldiering began to pall for members of the 
elite, who now had other career options that paid better, imposed fewer 
restrictions on their liberties, and offered more excitement than life in some 
dreary provincial garrison town. 

Those officers who stayed on in the forces gradually developed a more 
professional outlook. They were better trained, although the old cadet 
schools, with their strict discipline, narrow curriculum and caste spirit, 
survived in all but name right into the twentieth century.” Most incoming 
oficers were educated (if that’s the word) in so-called “junker schools,” on 
which the state spent only one-tenth as much money as it did on the elite 
institutions. Even so their quality had improved by World War I, and more 
and more entrants came from the underprivileged groups in society, 
including sons of former serfs. This was against the government’s wishes, 
but it happened all the same. 

Can one speak of the “democratization of the officer ~orps?”’~ Russian 
officers were too diverse to form a “corps” on the German model, and the 
humbly born might be no more democratic in outlook than their more priv- 
ileged fellows, perhaps even less so. But they were more likely to take a 
professional, conscientious attitude to their duties. It bears restating that 
three of the best known White generals in the Civil War of 191&2&Denikin, 
Komilov, and Krasnov-were of this type. Unfortunately, they also betrayed 
a lamentable lack of political suvoir fuire which can be traced back to their 
education and the deliberate, indeed disastrous, isolation of the army fiom 
the country’s political life and from the problems that concerned ordinary 
pe0~le.l~ In old Russia a vast gulf yawned between officers and men. An 
attempt to bridge it was made by Dmitrii Miliutin, the reformist War 
Minister of Alexander II;’ but he had a hard struggle against archcon- 
servatives in the military bureaucracy. When the Tsar was assassinated by 
left-wing terrorists in 1881, Miliutin was forced out of office, and the 
pendulum swung back to social exclusiveness until after the disastrous war 
with Japan in 1904-5, which prompted further reforms. John Bushnell has 
argued eloquently, but perhaps a liule one-sidedly, that the old vices, 
including corruption, persisted right up to 1914.19 

As for the soldiers, they were of course drawn overwhelmingly from 
the peasantry. In early times they generally served for a single ~ e a s o ~ l  
campaign, but after Peter the Great set up the standing army they remained 
in the ranks for life-or phaps one should say until death. In the 1790s the 
service term was cut to twenty-five years, but this made liule difference, 
given the low life expectancy at that time. It is thought that perhaps one- 
quarter of all those enlisted survived to tell the tale, the rest falling victim 
to disease more often than enemy bullets, while one man in ten may have 
deserted.20 

Only some of the survivors returned to their native villages, which they 
would not have seen for a quarter century, since home furlough was 
unknown. If they did go back they might well find that their wives had 
remarried, no one would recognize them and they would be resented as 
“ghosts returned from the dead” and a potential burden on the community. 
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The plight of the Russian veteran was harsh indeed. A foreign observer 
wrote in 1812 

The Russian soldier generally serves in the anny as long as he can and 
then joins a garrison, where he pegorms ordinary service until he 
becomes an invalid; then he is put in a monastery, where, thanks to the 
fmgd diet, he vegetates a little while longer?’ 

Chhers got low-grade govemment jobs as doorkeepers and the like, and only 
a few fortunate enough to have been totally incapacitated fighting “for Tsar 
and Fatherland” qualified for institutional care and a tiny pension. 

Yet many contemporaq Western military writers admired the Russian 
military system and thought it preferable to select recruits from the native 
population than to hire mercenaries of doubtful loyalty. The system might 
be “despotic,” but the authorities at least seemed to look after their men in 
a paternalistic spirit. For instance, soldiers who had children might find 
them taken away to be educated at the state’s expensez-they were literally 
state property! But then this was an age of serfdom when most peasants also 
belonged to someone and received next to no education. Soldiers were 
housed, fed, and even paid, so that materially they were better off than some 
peasants- 

Still the system looked better from outside than from inside. The laws 
on selection of recruits, although designed to spread the load as fairly as 
possible, were actually full of loopholes that allowed the wealthier peasants 
to escape the net, so the army might be left with the social misfits, as in the 
Western mercenary forces. The painful task of deciding which member of 
a rural community should be separated forever from his loved OM sort 
of blood tax-was beyond the capacity of the barely literate rural officials. 
There was a good deal of wheeling and dealing. Money changed hands to 
secure exemption from the draft or to pass off as fit young men who were 
actually sick, or undersized, or deaf--once a recruiting board was presented 
with two men so deaf that they could not even hear a cannon being 
firedB-or who squinted, or had no front t e e k  serious matter, since you 
needed them to bite off cartridges before ramming them down the barrel of 
your musket! It seems to be a legend that unwilling but resourceful recruits 
would put a gold coin in their mouth, which the examining doctor would 
pocket and let them go;24 but there is a surviving decree ruling that the 
Tsar’s Army should not contain any eunuchsz-a point readily established 
since recruits paraded naked en m e  with their families still in attendance! 

Service was unpopular. Men liable to the draft would flee to the woods, 
or mutilate themselves, “cutting their fingers, poking out or otherwise 
damaging their eyes, and deforming their ears and feet,” to quote another 
official decree.% When finally taken, a recruit would have the front part of 
his scalp shaved l i e  a convict- useful means of spotting deserters and 
cutting down on lice-and was clothed in ugly prison-grey garb. All this 
produced a traumatic effect. One of the few soldiers who wrote his memoin 
gives us a glimpse of this: “When I woke up the next morning, as it 
happened opposite a mirror, and saw my head shorn I was greatly shaken’” 
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Officers tell us that the men soon settled down and adjusted to their 
unfamiliar environment, but the high rate of desertion tells its own story. 
Perhaps it was less of a problem than in the West, but that was partly 
because of the ~ h r r a l  obstacle-ttlements were rare, and if the peasants 
found you they would turn you in for the monetary reward-and partly 
because of the harsh corporal punishment that awaited those caught, which 
acted as a powerful deterrent. 

It will come as no surprise to hear that discipline was maintained by 
physical coercion. In general, absolutist Russia lagged in developing a 
judicial system that encouraged respect for the law, let alone that protected 
men’s natural rights. So far as soldiers were concerned, natural rights were 
not recogmed even in theory until the 186Os, although a system of military 
tribunals, modeled on that of Prussia, had existed since Peter 1’s day. The 
spirit of prerefonn military justice may be judged from a case that occurred 
in the Polotsk regiment in 1820. Some soldiers engaged in an illicit 
moneymakmg scheme killed a noncom to stop him from squealing on them. 
Two privates reported the murder, and their account was confimed on 
investigation. But the brigade commander ordered the informants, not the 
culprits, to be severely punished, and his verdict was upheld by higher 
authority. The case happened to come to the Tsar’s attention, but since he 
knew the brigade commander personally he simply ordered him posted and 
took no other action.28 The army’s rank structure had to be upheld at all 
costs. 

As in other armies, commanders had ample scope to impose 
“disciplinary penalties” without any formal pmxedmgs. These might involve 
all kinds of physical tomre-for instance, standing to attention for hours at 
a stretch bearing up to six muskets, each of them weighing over twelve 
pounds, and above all, the dreadful ‘‘running the gauntlet.” In Prussia, where 
this penalty originated, it was used only in exceptional circumstances, since 
it could well lead to the victim’s death, but in Russia it was treated as a 
regular means of enforcing discipline. “Running the gauntlet” involved 
having a soldier beaten in public by all his comrades, who were lined up in 
two opposing ranks, through which the prisoner, stripped to the waist, 
staggered along while the men on either side struck him with thongs about 
one inch in diameter. To prevent him from moving too fast he was preceded 
by a noncom who held a musket with the bayonet fmed and pointing to the 
rear. An officer rode alongside to see that the blows were properly 
administered, and the victim’s groans were drowned by the rohg of drums. 
Although his back would soon be reduced to a bloody mess, beating 
continued until he collapsed-and sometimes even after that, for his limp 
body would be placed on a board and carried along?’ 

In 1801 the enlightened Alexander I, a correspondent of Thomas 
Jefferson, formal1 abolished torture throughout his domains and prohibited 
“cruel” penalties? Unfortunately, “running the gauntlet” was not considered 
cruel! The only change was that a doctor now had to be present, who could 
order the punishment stopped if he thought the victim might expire; but as 
soon as the prisoner revived, the beatings recommenced. This was a mixed 
blessing both for the soldier and for the doctor, who had to compromise his 
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J3ppocratic oath, much as some do today in certain Latin American 
dictatorships. Tsar Nicholas I (1825-55) issued secret orders reducing the 
number of blows to 3,000;but this rule was not always enforced, precisely 
because it was secret?l Soldiers who deserted might now get 1,OOO blows 
or double that number if they repeated the offense or stole while on the 
run?* Men sometimes survived an incredible number of blows. The m r d  
is held by a stout fellow named Gordeev, who absconded six times and 
received a total of 52,000 blows; on the last occasion he was spared and sent 
to forced labor in~tead.3~ 

After the Crimean War corporal punishment was generally replaced by 
jail terms, although it was not abolished until the early twentieth century. 
Along with this reform came an improvement in the military judicial system 
Court verdicts, for instance, might be publicized-this new openness was 
referred to by the same Russian term, glasnost, that Gorbachev has made so 
!ke with. Tribunals conducted promdings orally, by adversarial contest, and 
allowed the defendant to have an advocate. An official, called the military 
procurator, carried out the pretrial investigation and saw to it that justice was 
done; and sometimes it certainly was, for during the Russo-Turkish War of 
1877-78 we hear of a procurator standing up to a powerful functionary, 
saying “Your Excellency, you have no power to alter a statute!”% 

A recent American historian states that by the turn of the twentieth 
century “the structure of Russian military justice, the legal education of 
military-judicial personnel, and [their] attitudes and practices . . . all 
buttressed due process of law.” Students at the restigious Alexander 
Academy acquired “a highly developed legal ethos.”’ That was one reason 
why army leaders resented having to repress and try civilian political 
offenders, such as demonstrators and strikers, as the army did on a massive 
scale during the 1905 revolution, especially in the national minority regions 
of the empire. 

The new legal ethos, insofar as it existed, was one fruit of the Miliutin 
reforms, which involved giving the troops some sense of what they were 
fighting for and humanizing their conditions of service. “An army [he wrote] 
is not merely a physical force . . . but an association of individuals endowed 
with intelligence and sensitivity.”36 This meant a veritable cultural and 
psychological revolution, for previously officers and noncoms had treated 
their subordinates like impemonal cogs in a machine. Now fear was to give 
way to trust, to “conscious self-discipline,’’ as the phrase went. Miliutin’s 
ideal was coopemion among all ranks in the common task, while preserving 
the hiemchid rank structure. He took over from the French republicans the 
notion of the army becoming “the school of the nation.” The idea was too 
radical for his contemporaries, who saw him as something of a “Red,” and 
the Tsar stalled on it, Even so, a start was made. Schools were set up in 
many units, and in 1867 it was ruled that noncoms had to be able to read 
and write. Many mistakes were made, such as holding literacy classes in the 
evenings, when the men were exhausted after an eleven-hour day, and the 
instructional material was hardly inspirin : training manuals, for instance, 
instead of contemporary literary works?’ The budget ran a miserly ten 
kopecks a year per man, and interest soon waned. One expert who toured 
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regimental schools in 1870 reported that “the soldier can scarcely cope with 
the technique of reading. . . . In a book he sees only the letters, not under- 
standing what they mean, and he cannot relate what he has read.”38 

Even so, by the end of the century educational standards were higher 
in the army than they were in the population at large, which admittedly is 
not saying much. Once the short (generally six-year) service term was 
introduced in 1874, literate soldiers who rehuned to their villages helped to 
awaken a thirst for knowledge among peasants. It was foolish of Miliutin’s 
successor, Irm~vskii, to shift the program to a voluntary basis in the mid- 
1880s. It was not restored until 1902 and then only for the infantry. When 
one subaltern in the 65th Infantry Regiment taught the men in his company 
the ABCs on his own initiative, his CO was furious and ordered him to stop 
at o m :  “Get those booklets out of here!” he thundered, “You’ll get me into 
trouble with the War Mini~ter!”~’ 

Among other things, the finde-si2cle reaction meant that Russian 
soldiers were still poorly paid, housed, and fed-significantly worse than in 
the armies of the other major European powers. Many received less than 
three rubles a ear before the pay scales were doubled after the Russo- 
Japanese War?Since they needed to cover not only personal expenses but 
also repairs to items of clothing and equipment, they could survive only by 
offduty labor independently or under an officer’s supervision, which took 
place on a vast scale. The regiment was as much an economic organization 
as it was a fighting one; in 1907, 150,000 men, or 12 percent of total 
effectives, spent their duty hours tailoring! This was an old tradition. Since 
the central supply services were notoriously inadequate, units were expected 
to be as self-sufficient as possible; but the pressure seems to have increased 
after the 1860s when the government was trying to save money on the army. 

Tinned meat came into the quartermaster’s stores around 1870, as did 
tea, much encouraged as an alternative to hard liquor. The food ration had 
until then consisted almost wholly of cereals, which the men would either 
mix with water to make a kind of gruel or dough, or else double bake as 
biscuit to cany with them in their packs on the march. In this way they 
could do without the elaborate field bakeries other armies required. This 
impressed foreign observers. They thought the Tsar was lucky to get his 
soldiers so cheaply. The first to make this point was an Englishman who 
went to Moscow as early as 1553: 

Every man must . . . make provision for himself and his horse for one 
month or two, which is very won&t$d. . . . I pray you, among all our 
bomting warriors how many should we find to endure fhe field with them 
but one month?” 

Another traveler of the time noted that gentry cavalrymen and their men 
shared the same frugal meal of millet and salt pork, “but it may occur that 
the master gets very hungry, in which case he eats everything himself and his 
servants fast splendidly for three days.’43 Yet somehow they fought well and 
looked robust, which had some Westerners womed. The Frenchman Charles 
de Nercly wrote in 1853 that they were sober, impervious to fatigue, and 
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in a word an admirable fighting machine, more intelligent than 
Europeam generally think, who would be a redoubtable immunent in 
the hands of a conqueror, a Russian Napoleon, should the windr blow 
in that direction one day in their icy regions.# 

This was an uncommonly good prophecy, some might say! 
Patriotic Russian and Soviet historians have dutifully catalogued the 

many “exploits” (podvig& or feats of bravery, which these warriors had to 
their credi~~’ There are countless inspiring tales of soldiers who volunteered 
for dangerous missions, who stood by the flag to the last man, who fired off 
all their ammunition but kept the last bullet for themselves, or even chopped 
off a gangrenous arm with their own sword while awaiting transport to the 
dressing station4 Foreigners sometimes thought these deeds more foolhardy 
than courageous. In the Seven Years War of the mid-eighteenth century, for 
instance, a Saxon engineer seconded to the Russian forces expressed amaze- 
ment that troops would deliberately stand up on the battlements to draw 
enemy fire, commenting that “in this army rash bravery is much respected, 
if an officer wishes to win his troops’ esteem he must expose himself with 
them in a manner that would be reckoned absurd in any other army.’47 Some 
critics maintained the Russians showed themselves to better effect in defense 
than in offense; “passive courage” this was called. Insofar as this existed, it 
may be linked to their cultural and social background as Orthodox Christian 
peasants, as well as to Russia’s lack of a chivalrous feudal tradition such as 
one finds in the West, including Poland. But one should not be too dogmatic 
about this. In the Russian Army, as in others, soldiers’ morale on the battle- 
field was greatly affected by local circumstances. It mattered a lot whether 
they had full stomachs, whether earlier engagements had been successful, 
and above all whether they had a chief who could address them in hearty, 
comradely fashion and win their affection and loyalty, as Suvorov was 
conspicuously able to do. 

This martial valor might not be such a good thing for the other side. If 
a general “gave the m n  their head” and allowed them the run of a captured 
place, they would ransack it and commit awcities. There were Occasions of 
this on several of Suvorov’s campaignsP8 In 1794, at Praga on the Vistula 
opposite Warsaw (where Marshal Rokossovskii stopped his advance during 
the Warsaw insurrection in 1944), the great commander allowed his men to 
loot the place for three hours. Afterward they made up a ditty about it: 

Our Suvorov gave us freedom 
To take a walk for just three hours. 
Let’s take a walk, lads, 
Our Suvorov has ordered it! 
Let’s drink to his health . . . 
Long live Count Suvorov! 
Thou livest by the truth 
And leadest up soldiers justlyr’’ 
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They expressed no pity for the several thousand Polish combatants and 
noncombatants who were drowned in the Vistula or whose mutilated bodies 
lay around everywhere.% 

Atrocities have of come accompanied warfm everywhere from ancient 
times to the present. The Russians seem to have been particularly blood- 
thirsty when dealing with Poles-or with Islamic peoples, which may help 
to account for the Soviets’ grave misconduct in Afghamstan; but in the 
Imperial era they were no worse than others in Europe. The hungrier they 
were, the more likely they were to loot. When they marched through 
Germany into France in 1813-14 and the supply trains could not keep up, 
they took what they needed, just as the Prussians did. Oddly, the first thing 
they went for was the feather bedding. Clouds of plumage could be seen 
floating over places that were being ransacked. 

Russian soldiers were normally quartered in country districts in the west 
of the empire for much of the year when they were not away on maneuvers 
or campaigns. There was a good deal of tension between peasant hosts and 
their unwanted guests. Soldiers formed a separate caste and seldom made 
common cause with the people whence they had sprung. Only gradually 
were barracks built in major towns, and they were insanitary buildings 
deservedly unpopular with the men, who identified them with “everything 
that makes the soldier’s heart miss a beat,” to quote one critic?l 

Training was elementary and for long consisted mainly of drill, the 
mechanical repetition of evolutions which units were then supposed to 
reproduce on the battlefield. Many of the Tsars had an unhealthy fascination 
with the parade grod .  Nicholas I lmed  off by heart all the bugle calls, 
which he could reproduce vocally, to the amazement of  foreigner^.^^ He 
derived an almost sensual pleasure from the sight of massed formations. 
After some maneuvers he wrote to his wife: “I don’t think there has ever 
been anything more splendid, perfect or overwhelming since soldiers first 
appeared on earth.’’53 His brother, Alexander I, used to go along the ranks 
inspecting whether the men’s socks were at regulation height., and in 1816 
he had three Guards colonels put under arrest because their men were 
marching out of step. Such severity, he maintained, “is the reason why our 
army is the bravest and the 

It was a shallow view, but one readily transmitted down through the 
officer corps, which had more than its share of pedantic martinets. This was 
one of the hallmarks of a semimilitaristic society, where the army was as 
much a symbol of the autocratic power as it was a fighting force. It certainly 
looked gorgeous when drawn up on parade before the Winter Palace in St. 
Petersburg, in a square that could hold nearly 100,OOO men.” But could it 
fight well? Its weaknesses were revealed during the ensuing Crimean War 
when, though the soldiers did fight just as bravely as ever, the infrastructure 
broke down.% 

The reforms that followed attempted to encourage a more professional 
attitude in this sphere, too. Drill was supplemented by gymnastics and 
weapons training; maneuvers became more realistic; personal arms were 
modernized, as the musket gave way to the rifle; the artillery received guns 
of bronze and then of steel, with a greater range; and we hear of millions of 
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rubles being spent on mysterious “special But unfortunately it 
was becoming harder for Russia to produce all the arms and munitions her 
forces needed, since the empire’s industrial growth did not get off the 
ground until the 1880s and lagged behind that of her potential rivals, most 
obviously Germany. The harmful consequences of this weakness and of the 
maiomy attitudes that prevailed at the top after 1881 showed up in the war 
with Japan and even more catastrophically in 1914. 

Russia entered the Great War with a crippling shortage of machineguns 
and small arms’ ammunition. Too many heavy guns were immobilized in 
fortified places, built at great cost and with little realization of the mobile 
nature of twentiethcentury warfare. The generals also complained bitterly 
about the “shell shortage,” but some recent Western historians have argued 
that this was something of a myth, invented to explain away reverses due to 
incompetent leadership:’ Moreover, many deficiencies of equipment were 
made up in 1915-16, although only at the cost of grievously overstraining 
the country’s economic and social fabric. Once again, as in the Crimean 
War, it was the system that failed, not the army as such. The crisis was 
made worse than it need have been by Nicholas II’s well-meant but naive 
decision to lead his armies in person, a role for which he was totally 
unfitted. At headquarters he only got in the way of the professionals, 
whereas back in the capital he might have given some stability to his shaky 

By this time the officer corps was grievously split between the few 
surviving prewar regulars and the civilian-minded replacements. “A marked 
clash of views appeared between the two groups,” writes one military 
memoirist; “when politics were mentioned the former would say . . . ‘I am 
a servant of the Tsar and my duty is to obey my superiors,’ [while the 
reservists] followed the gossip about what was going on at home with 
passionate interesLYa Increasingly, so too did their men. The hunt was on 
for scapegoats who could be blamed for defeats, high casualty rates, and 
neglect or corruption in the supply services. “ T m o n  in the rear” became 
a popular cry. This politicization spelled the doom of the Imperial Russian 
Army and of the Tsarist regime as well. 

What then did the Imperial Army bequeath to its Soviet successor? 
Directly, it passed on very little. Some Red Army chiefs, Tukhachevskii for 
instance, began their careers under the Tsar and gained experience which 
would prove useful in the Civil War; and the time-honored preeminence of 
the artillery arm continues to this day. Equally ancient is the tradition of 
bureaucratic, highly centraliied administration which often saps the initiative 
of commanders in the field. Beyond that there is the age-old “security 
psychosis” that leads political and military decisionmakers to seek 
reassurance by militarizing much of the civilian population and by 
maintaining large armed forces and what we now call “overkill capacity.” 
There is a familiar disregard for the creature comforts that would make life 
more agreeable for the common soldier, who is expected to bear all his 
hardships uncomplainingly and to give his life for a sacred cause, if need be. 
Even the old social divisions have reappeared, in a new form, beneath a 
veneer of comradeship. 
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Yet we should not oversimplify. Most of the former ingrained 
weaknesses have been overcome with industrialization, the technological 
revolution, and educational progress. In our discussions we shall be hearing 
about many new phenome-dvd weaponry, nuclear strategy, political 
indoctrination, and so on-that make the Soviet Army of today as remote 
from its Tsarist predecessor as the B-1B bomber is from Kitty Hawk. What 
we should perhaps remember, as we refine our deterrent power to meet the 
Soviet challenge, is that its armed forces do not consist of abstract “enemies” 
or mindless automata but of human beings who are the heirs to a long 
tradition of honorable service in the profession of arms and who deserve our 
respect and understanding in their difficult predicament, past and present. 
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Nicholas V. Riasanovsky 

Members of the Air Force Academy, ladies and gentlemen, it is a great 
pleasure to open this session of the program. We have distinguished 
speakers, a distinguished gathering, and a very interesting theme-a theme 
of essentiality, continuity, and development of the Russian armed forces 
(Russian and then Soviet) in the broad historical perspective. 

The subject of Russian history is of course enormously significant both 
in abstract academic terms and in so-called practical terms. It is a subject 
which awakens interest in many counmes, primanly in the Soviet Union, but 
also of course in the United States, Great Britain, and in many others. These 
interests have their particular characteristics. Broadly speaking there is good, 
varied, and important scholarship, including British, German, French, and 
American. I also think very highly of Russian historiography. And we all 
profit from Soviet historiography, although that creates its own problems and 
has special difficulties as well as advantages. 

The last time I was in the Soviet Union was in connection with research 
on my book The Image of Peter the Great in Russian History and Thought* 
and I was very well received, for which I again thank the Soviet Union. One 
difficulty, however, was that many of my Soviet colleagues and friends 
suggested that I not write the Soviet part of the image. Various reasons were 
given, for example, “You’re such a fine historian why deal with these 
contempomy subjects?” Whereas my teachers at Oxford might have agreed, 
circumstances were different. People I talked to I usually knew well, but I 
remember once after a long presentation I made on one of these trips to the 
Academy of Sciences a person I knew very little showed a great interest. We 
discussed the matter and then I said, “I appreciate very much the way I was 

*Oxford, 1985. Ed. 
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received, but one thing bothered me a litlle-all this advice not to cover the 
Soviet period. What’s your opinion? Should I listen to these people or not?’ 

“Don’t listen to them, do what your government tells you.” 
That was the fall of 1979. Carter was busy, and he never told me what 

he wanted. I must say our government often fails us. Today, I am also not 
told what to do and so direction for OUT session will have to be on our own. 
I think we will do well because this is a good group. The three papers, as it 
turns out, approach the subject of the Russian armed forces both in related 
and in somewhat different perspectives. 

Dr. Menning’s paper is especially concerned with the frontier in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, but it has very clear connections going 
very far back int~ Russian history, to the frontier and frontier society. 
Professor Pintner’s paper is more narrowly concerned with the basic army 
problems in the last decades of Imperial Russia. Dr. Jones’ paper is 
concerned with a still narrower focus on the very vital years immediately 
after revolutionary change. So we have a very interestingly different angle. 
In terms of chronological perspective, in terms of zeroing in on the subject, 
all are related to the basic problems of continuity and to the armed forces in 
their broad and very sigruficant social context. 



The Army and Frontier in Russia 

Bruce W. Menning 

Precedent and focus render this symposium an appropriate forum for a 
discussion of the impact of the frontier on the Imperial Russian Army. The 
presentations of two Harmon Memorial Lecturers, Robert Utley on the 
frontier and the American military tradition (1977) and Peter Paret on 
innovation and reform in warfare (1966), testify to an interest in two broad 
subject areas which have often been both prominent and related in Russian 
history.’ The theme of this year’s symposium, transformation in Russian and 
Soviet military history, implies a willingness to view Russian and Soviet 
military development in a broad perspective, of which the frontier and its 
military legacy remain important parts. 

Historians of Russia have long acknowledged a direct though sometimes 
imprecise link between the frontier in various guises and military-related 
change. Nearly a century ago, V. 0. Kliuchevskii saw in the twin burdens 
of territorial expansion and frontier defense the origins of the autocratic 
Russian state and its military, land-owning gentry. He saw these same 
burdens, which flowed in large part from the Eastern Slavs’ historic impulse 
toward colonization, dictating the reforms of Peter the Great. In brief, over 
long periods of time, resettlement opened new frontiers for the Eastern Slavs, 
confronting them with novel circumstances and peoples and imposing on 
them new military exigencies? Subsequent observers, including Western 
historians as diverse as B. H. Sumner, William H. McNeill, Richard Hellie, 
and Joseph L. Wieczynski, have at times estimated the impact of the frontier 
on various Russian institutions, including the military? However, for reasons 
of intent and focus, their and other treatments usually concentrate more on 
consequence within social context than on persistent reciprocal impact 
between frontier circumstance and fighting institution? This remains 
particularly true for the Imperial period, for which only scattered accounts 
exist to trace Russian military evolution against a background of nearly two 
centuries of incessant warfare in varying degrees of intensity on the 
periphery. Still less attention has been devoted to an assessment of how 
these experiences might have made themselves felt either in the Tsarist or 
Soviet armies. 
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Both Utley’s work on the U.S. Army and Paret’s study of innovation 
and military reform suggest categories of investigation, analysis, 
interpretation, and comparison. In light of their precedents, a primary 
objective of this essay is to identify and assess the impact of frontier-style 
enemy and environment on the evolution of the Imperial Russian Army and 
related military institutions. A second objective is to trace the enduring effect 
of frontier-inspired change on longer-term military innovation and reform. 
The Russian experience suggests similarities and differences with the 
American frontier and European reform experiences.’ Whatever the 
circumstances and consequences, at stake is a fundamental issue: how 
military organizations assimilate experience and then either apply, misapply, 
or fail to apply “lessons learned” to accommodate challenge and change. 

As preface to discussion, a few definitions and delimitations are in order. 
In his study of military frontiersmanship, Robin Higham has suggested that 
the scholar might discern at least eight different kinds of frontiers6 In the 
interests of simplification, the present study borrows from Frederick Jackson 
Turner by way of the venerable B. H. Sumner to define the frontier more 
generically as an area-or advancing W f  “struggle for the mastering of 
the natural resources of an untamed country.”7 For the purposes of this 
essay, we are concerned primarily but not wholly with the military aspects 
of this struggle. This study also limits its chronological scope to the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and its geographical scope to the 
frontiers of the steppe, mountain, and desert, or the area stretching east from 
the Danube across the northern littoral of the Black Sea through the 
Caucasus and on into Central Asia. Finally, the present treatment 
acknowledges that issues of force composition and style of warfare argue 
compellingly that Turkey be numbered among Russia’s frontier adversaries. 

Two centuries of armed struggle over this unfolding frontier established 
the southern and southeastern limits of Russia and helped endow the Tsarist 
patrimony with the assets of empire. Frontier conflict also confronted the 
Russian Army with challenges of enemy and environment quite different 
from the more conventional circumstances of the north and west. Distances 
were often vast, the dangers of outside intervention real, material and 
population resources frequently few, and the enemies usually numerous and 
unconventional.s For long intervals, including at least three decades in the 
eighteenth century and three or four decades in the nineteenth, the struggle 
for hntier mastery devoured a major share of the military’s resources and 
played an important but often ill-defined role in determining the very nahrre 
of the evolving Imperial Russian Army. The same struggle in many respects 
also determined the character of Russia’s southern expansion effort, 
endowing it with a quasi-military character that has not escaped the scrutiny 
of various commentators? 

Apart from organizational and operational considerations, one of the 
Russian frontier’s more enduring legacies lay in the mind, where it might 
alternately liberate, captivate, terrify, or simply bore. For writers such as 
Pushkin, Lermontov, and Tolstoy, frontier service became a literary vehicle 
for depicting important rites of passage in several senses of the phrase. For 
others, the frontier provided an environment in which they might slip the 
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bonds of convention “to kill like a Cossack.”’o For more than a few others, 
alternating periods of combat and tiresme garrison duty juxtaposed fear and 
routine and exhilaration and boredom in strange ways which seemed to 
encourage bizarre diversions: Lermontov’s Pechorin shot flies off his walls, 
while a subsequent generation’s officers shot at the sound of each other’s 
voices in darkened For the more serious-minded, including apostles 
of military change mging frmn G. A. Potemkh to D. A. Miliutin, the harsh 
necessities of frontier service were inspiration for innovation.12 In a word, 
frontier service held something for nearly everyone, whether author, 
adventurer, soldier, or reformer. 

On the frontier, one learned not only to think, but also how to fight, and 
sometimes how to die. Over the span of two centuries’ intermittent fighting, 
nearly every campaign held its Russian equivalent of Custer’s last stand. In 
1717, Peter the Great sent Prince A. Bekovich-Cherkasskii with a 3,600- 
man detachment to Khiva in search of conquest and gold, and thanks to 
treachery the Tsar’s troops were almost to a man either butchered or sold 
into slavery. In 1773, the entire rear guard (3 officers and 153 rank and file) 
of the Apsheronskii infantry regiment perished south of the Danube while 
covering the withdrawal of an unsuccessful raiding force. In 1839, the 
Orenburg GovemrGeneral, V. A. Perovskii, in another futile march against 
Khiva, lost two-thirds of a 5,OOO-man detachment to cold and disease in the 
wintry steppe south of the Urals. In 1840, the garrison of Mikhailovskoe 
fortress in the Caucasus held off repeated Cherkess assaults until the 
situation became hopeless, then retreated to the inner citadel to eam 
collective immortality when one of their number ignited the powder 
magazine. In 1864, Capt. V. R. Serov lost 57 of 112 Cossacks in a 
Kokandian encirclement outside Russian-held Tashkent before the remainder 
broke through their tormentors in a last desperate charge to the city gates.13 
The mre heroic of these and similar events became the stuff of legend and 
celebration in regimental messes. 

They were also the substance of a little-understood military culture’s 
“lessons learned.’’ To avoid repetition of disaster or to achieve success with 
greater efficiency and less pain and loss, adaptation and change were crucial 
to military institutions as they confronted new circumstances, technologies, 
and enemies. In 1894, A. N. Petrov, a Russian general officer and military 
historian, succinctly summed up his army’s responses, especially its tactical 
innovations to a century of warfare in the south steppe, by asserting, ‘They 
were in complete accordance with the circumstances of the situation.” More 
recently and in more general terms, Peter Paret has reminded us that military 
institutions remain both responsive and responsible to the world around 
them.14 Within the Russian context, the Imperial Army both reacted to and 
acted upon the frontier in ways that affected how the Russians waged war 
and how they thought about waging war. Some innovations were persistent, 
many were not. 

Within the larger picture, the issue of interaction between frontier 
warfare and technology can be dismissed with relative ease. This is in large 
part because military technology remained static for more than threequarters 
of the period under discussion. When breechloaders and smokeless powder 
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finally appeared, they multiplied with telling effect the firepower of 
conventional military forces. However, just as in the American case, 
artillery-exsept for light artillery-and weapons capable of more rapid 
fie-except for breechloaders-were usually frowned upon because of 
weight and difficulty of s~pply.’~ Only in the Caucasus, where the Murids 
came into early possession of rifles, did rapid armament of Russian forces 
after 1856 with corresponding weapons Seem to have immediate tactical 
impact.16 Otherwise, frontier warfare reemphasized traditional tools, 
including chiefly the settler’s old allies, the ax and pickax, both in fortifying 
positions and depriving the enemy of cover. Only in the later stages of 
hntier conflict did the gradual appearance of the telegraph and steamdriven 
transport produce limited impact Steam shipping rendered operations more 
predictable in areas close to water. Although rail lines reduced time requid 
for transit to theater, they were rarely suffkiently developed to affect 
operations within the theater itself. The telegraph had important tactical and 
operational implications, but with few exceptions, Russian tacticians failed 
to perceive the decisive importance of more sophisticated communications 
until after the Russo-Japanese War.I7 In contrast, military engineering was 
an important consideration during the entire Imperial period for a variety of 
reasons ranging from field fortification to road building. 

The limited impact of technology meant that the conventional triumphed 
over the unconventional chiefly through tactical, organizational, and 
intellectual innovation. As General Petrov so well understood, confrontations 
on the frontier encouraged daring departures from accepted practice simply 
because frontier-style circumstances and enemies changed the relationship 
among primary components within the calculus of combat power. Or, to put 
it another way, the relative emphasis among the elements of J. F. C. Fuller’s 
“hit, move, protect” formula for calculating combat power fell on the f i t  
two elements.18 Enemies usually moved fast and struck unexpectedly, 
trusting to mass, speed, knowledge of the terrain, and surprise to carry the 
day. They rarely waited for conventional foes to bring up their forces and 
fiiepower for deployment in accordance with accepted military practice. 
Rather, enemies from the mountains and steppe, whether Nogai, Kalmyks, 
or Cherkess, preferred to harass, to fade into the distance, to bide their time, 
then to fall unexpectedly in overwhelming numbers on poorly led, 
inexperienced, and tired ~oldiers.’~ 

Answers to these and other challenges frequently came in the form of 
tactical and organizational flexibility and fluidity. From the second half of 
the eighteenth century, the Russians began to accumulate sufficient expertise, 
experience, and confidence to improvise new tactics and formations for 
co&ontations in the steppe with Tatar cavalry and Turkish infantry. Under 
the presswe of horde-formation attacks, the Russians adopted or refashioned 
tactical formations which capitalized on flexibility and discipline both in the 
approach march and the assault. A reemphasis on training and spirit imparted 
the confidence and expertise necessary to develop both facility in battle drill 
and trust in the tactical integrity of small formations. This enabled 
commanders P. A. Rwniantsev (1725-%) and A. V. Suvorov (1729-1800) 
to march more rapidly to contact over parallel routes in smaller formations. 
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It also enabled them to engage in the articulated attack, which meant they 
could anticipate battles of annihilation using hammer-and-anvil style tactics. 
At the same time, Prince G. A. Potemkin’s innovative reforms in uniforms 
and equipment facilitated readiness and rapidity of movement. However, 
novel approaches failed to resolve the dilemmas of siege warfare, which 
continued to be a thom in the side of Russian commandexs until they learned 
to resolve it either by storm or by ignoring the fortresses to concentrate on 
their covering field forces?’ 

The campaigns of Rumiantsev and Suvorov also revealed the limitations 
of frontier-inspired innovation. Although their exploits inspired emulation 
and envy, too often contemporary and subsequent interpreters ignored 
context, thus obscuring the frontier origins of departures from convention 
during a period of relatively static military practice. The exigencies of 
frontier warfare helped explain why field commanders sought original 
answers to tactical problems which, although limited in scope, either 
anticipated or accompanied military changes often associated with the 
innovations of the French Revolution. Yet, Russian changes were not always 
persistent because they were written into field regulations only in general 
terms; therefore, much was left to the caprice of individual commanders in 
training and application for specific circumstances. Except for the occasional 
military commission, innovators lacked either the systematic interpreters or 
the educational institutions which would distill wisdom from successful 
practice and inculcate it as accepted method within the officer corps. Finally, 
the commanders themselves often failed to translate tactics from the realm 
of the unconventional to the conventional. In 1778, Suvorov himself 
prescribed the following tactical formations to the Crimean and Kuban corps: 
“against regular forces the linear order as in the Prussian war; against 
irregulars as in the last Turkish war.’”’ 

Less eye-catching than novel tactics, although in certain ways more 
persistent, were changes in force structure and organizational emphasis 
associated with frontier warfare. Unlike the American frontier, where the 
U.S. Army scarcely ever exceeded 30,000 men, the frontier wars in Russia 
devoured manpower: the Turkish wars of the eighteenth century raised the 
level of the Imperial Russian Army to 300,000, while the Caucasian wars of 
the nineteenth century eventually engaged the efforts of 200,000 men. 
Although densities in Central Asia were lower, a chain of forts and related 
force requirements for active military campaigns regularly engaged 50,000 
troops concentrated in several fmntier military districts. These considerations, 
plus the necessity to maintain additional conventional forces in the event of 
simultan~us war in Europe, were jointly responsible for the tremendous 
growth of the Russian Army between 1750 and 1881.” 

The same requirements in large part also determined the mix of 
components. Speed and maneuverability were assets on the frontier, and 
corresponding emphasis fell upon light troops, including jaegers and 
Cossacks, whose numbers multiplied geometrically during the earlier phases 
of frontier warfare. By the 1790s, the organizational innovations of Prince 
G. A. Potemkin left the Imperial Amy with a jaeger force of 50,000 men, 
a number equivalent to or larger than a number of standing European 
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armies.23 However, differentiation tended to disappear as infantry became 
more homogeneous in the Napoleonic era and as frontier fighting units such 
as the Caucasian corps achieved an identity separate from the rest of the 
Russian Army. Indeed, isolation meant that Caucasian corps trained and 
fought differently and that only in exceptional instances did frontier regulars 
(or irregulars) communicate with establishment regulars. This prompted the 
historian P. A. Zaionchkovskii to note that on the eve of the Crimean War 
there were in effect two Russian armies: a frontier army in the Caucasus and 
a regular m y  deployed elsewhere. He very directly associated the former 
with the innovating spirit of Suvorov and his spiritual heirs and the latter 
with the dead hand of military formalism.% 

In ways unpeEeived and probably unintended the Cossack forces of 
Imperial Russia became a curious bridge between the frontier army and the 
more conventional military establishment. In the American West, Robert 
Utley has speculated on how the U.S. military tradition might have been 
altered had the U.S. Army consciously chosen to fight a larger pportion of 
its battles with awiliaries. The Cossacks of Imperial Russia afford something 
of an answer to that speculation. As sometime military auxiliaries of the 
Tsar, the Cossacks had performed various kinds of frontier service since the 
days of the formation of Muscovy. During the Imperial period, as the 
number of frontier enemies multiplied, Cossacks came increasingly to be 
relied upon to fill an organizational gap created by the absence of adequate 
numbers of regular cavalry and a tactical and operational gap Created by the 
regulars’ inadequate speed, flexibility, and lighlness. Thanks to reforms 
initiated and perpetuated by Prince Potemkin, the number of Cossack hosts 
proliferated, and they became an important part of the conquest and 
settlement of the steppe and the Caucasus. 

By the first decades of the nineteenth century, Cossacks increasingly 
supplemented the forces of the regular army cavalry, and many of their 
attributes which had been necessities on the frontier came to be viewed as 
virtues in a new vision for the utility of mobile forces, which flowed from 
the military experiences of the Napoleonic wars. In addition to their frontier 
functions, the Cossacks came to inherit a number of other missions, ranging 
from providing security and engaging in the “little war” to composing the 
nucleus for long-range mobile strike forces and fielding main-battle, 
mounted combatants. The Cossacks continued usefulness was a vision 
supported by A. I. Chemyshev (Nicholas 1’s Minister of War, 1827-52) and 
shared by other leading military f i p s  of the period, including the Emperor 
himself. It was this proliferation of missions that accounted for the burst of 
reform activity that completed the regularization of Cossack military service 
and which prompted the multiplication of Cossack hosts in the 1830s and 
1840s, even as the Caucasian wars raged and Central Asia levied new 
frontier requirements.25 Despite the military reforms of the liberal era, the 
Cossacks remained important and persistent fixtures within the Russian 
Army, albeit increasingly regularized and increasingly integrated into the 
formal military establishment. They were destined both to live on the frontier 
and to outlive i tx 
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This was in part because warfare across vast distances on the frontier 
encouraged commandem and theoreticians to seek rapid decision through 
concerted application of mass and mobility. Christopher DufQ has already 
pointed out that one of Peter the Great’s contributions to Imperial Russian 
military organization was his employment of the corps volunt, or “flying 
cop,” a large, all-arms mobile force designed to undertake missions either 
independently or in conjunction with regular forces within a theater of 
operations.n Although the frontier in itself did not figure prominently in 
Peter’s original calculations, forces and experiences drawn from the frontier 
ensmd that the concept would not die with its originator. As Cossack 
service became increasingly regularized under Peter’s successors, light 
horsemen from the steppe frontier made up a larger proportion of successive 
flying corps, real and theoretical. In 1760, five Cossack regiments 
contributed to the advance guard of G. K. Totleben’s raid on BerlinF8 In 
1785, Prince Potemkin seriously proposed sending a huge Cossack raiding 
corps into the Prussian rear in the event that Frederick 11 decided to invade 
Russian Poland while the majority of the Imperial Russian Army occupied 
itself with operations on the southern frontier. The mission of the corps 
would have been chiefly to operate against Prussian logistics and lines of 
communication. The idea was that such a mass of cavalry swarming in the 
Prussian rear would divert Frederick‘s attention and arrest his advance until 
additional Russian forces could be transferred to the theater to augment the 
customary Observation ArmyF9 

Potemkin’s vision became limited reality during the Napoleonic era, 
when a new generation of cavalry leaders would benefit from the frontier 
organizational legacy of Catherine’s one-eyed reformer. Between 1812 and 
1815, a number of officers, including not only A. I. Chemyshev, but also V. 
V. Orlov-Denisov and M. I. Platov, would either build or stake military 
reputations on their ability to launch flying corps in daring thrusts along 
enemy flanks and deep into the rear. Their versions of flying corps were 
usually, but not always, of mixed composition, with a majority of Cossacks 
and other light auxiliaries accompanied by smaller detachments of infantry 
and horse artillery. During 1813 and 1814, these formations struck out for 
enemy objectives deep in rear areas, sowing panic and securing information, 
key population centers, and road junctions for the allied cause.3o 

From the time of the reign of Alexander I (1801-25), therefore, the 
vision of using mobile forces-often Cossack in compositiorr-on a large 
scale to achieve what we now might call operational results within a theater 
of war remained a permanent fEture in Russian military thinking. In addition 
to Cossack forces, for example, Nicholas I retained a 12,OOO-man dragoon 
corps to support independent mobile operations. During the period following 
the American Civil War, Russian officers such as I. V. Gurko and N. N. 
Sukhotin saw in the experiences of Jeb Stuart and Nathan Bedford Forrest 
an affirmation of earlier Russian thinking about the mass use of cavalry 
even in an era of new weaponry. P. I. Mishchenko’s raid against Inkou in 
early 1905 during the Russo-Japanese War was testimony to the faith in this 
vision. So also was V. A. Sukhomlinov’s scheme of 1912, which resutTected 
Potemkin’s eighteenthumtwy plan to insert a large mobile raiding force into 
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Prussia in the event of war with Germany. After World War I, the fluid 
conditions of the Russian Civil War encouraged the fielding of mobile 
formations on a scale which might be tenned a latter-day reincarnation of a 
vision originally born on Russia’s frontier steppes?l 

The Cossack experience and mobile strikes aside, fmtier circumstances 
also revealed the limits of traditional order-of-battle style structures in both 
prosecuting a war and mobilizing the forces and resources necessary for 
supporting war. In fact, the contemporary Soviet military district owes its 
origins to organizational departures associated with the names of Prince A. 
I. Bariatinskii, Viceroy of the Caucasus, and D. A. Miliutin, his chief of 
staff. While serving together in the Caucasus between 1856 and 1860, the 
two sought a novel approach to army organizational dilemmas required by 
centralized orchestration of tighter resoufces and decentralized tactical 
execution. From the early nineteenth century, the Imperial Russian Army in 
times of war and peace had been typically administered, supported, and 
quartered in a manner reflecting corps- and even army-size order-of-battle 
dispositions. Within the sprawling Caucasian theater of frontier warfare, the 
difficulty with such traditional organizational mechanisms was that 
centralized command and staff institutions proved inadequate for 
simultaneous control of far-flung o rations and management of spare 

Grounded at least in part in previous Caucasian experience, Miliutin 
and Bariarinskii devised a temtorial system of military administration which 
balanced the requirements of cen- command and supervision with the 
necessity for decentralized tactical e~ecution?~ They created within the 
Caucasus a system of five military districts, the boundaries of which roughly 
corresponded with natural geographic divisions. Each district was assigned 
its own commander and headquarters staff to coordinate with central 
administration and to plan and control local military operations. At the same 
time, the Commander of the Caucasus retained overall supervision of 
military operations and centralized control of logistics. In a word, the new 
design left overall responsibility with the Caucasus commander while freeing 
the hands of district subordinates to prosecute the war in a manner suitable 
to the peculiarities of geography and enemy within each districtM Thus, the 
system embodied a calculated decentralization for flexibility and 
effectiveness, which catne to be a hallmark of Miliutin’s subsequent military 
refom. Less than a decade later, Miliutin as War Minister, with appropriate 
modifications, imposed his system of military districts on the remainder of 
the Russian Empire. 

As the evolution of the military district indicated, frontier fighting 
encouraged commanders to weigh the totality of their military missions 
against the totality of their assets. Because of the nature of various theaters, 
this calculation naturally included naval assets. Early Cossacks had 
understood the benefits conferred by ability to take to the water; they 
devoted substantial energy to expeditions on the river systems of the steppe 
and the seas into which they emptied. Circumstances caused subsequent 
conquerors and rulers who followed to imitate the Cossack example. Thus, 
from the time of Peter the Great, naval co- figured prominently in most 

logistical and administrative support. r 
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military campaigns on the southern and southeastern periphery. River 
flotillas moved troops and supplies and provided badly needed firepower. 
Modest fleets on the Black and Caspian Seas were to a considerable extent 
dedicated to supporting shore operations in the steppe, mountains, and desert. 
During the Caucasian wars, only support from the sea enabled the 
beleaguered network of shoreline fortresses to survive repeated Murid 
onslaughts. Even in Central Asia, river flotillas played an important part 
supporting ground operations. Officers from the time of P. V. Chichagov 
(1767-1849) to S. 0. Makarev (1848-1904), the great naval commanders, 
owed some or all of their early careers to operations on the frontier, which 
became a kind of leadership laboratory in which successive generations of 
young naval officers received early experience in independent command. 
Indeed, one might plausibly argue that some of the first Russian equivalents 
in joint operations occurred against the Tatars of the steppe and 
mountaineers of the ~ a u c a s u s . ~ ~  

In other ways that we do not completely understand, the frontier also 
helped condition the very manner in which the Russians conceived of 
waging war within one or more theaters by taking into account overall 
problems and the resources available for the resolution of those problems. 
The Russian military historian D. F. Maslovskii has noted that during the 
Russo-Turkish War of 1787-91, Prince Potemkin had been the first officer 
in the history of Russian military art to wield the authority of a commander 
in chief over operations in several  theater^.^ ~n the nineteenth century, it 
was no coincidence that D. A. Miliutin pioneered modem military statistical 
studies of various areas and resouTces within and without theaters of 
operations. These and subsequent compilations would figure prominently in 
the reshaping of Russian military institutions to confront the far-flung 
military problems of empire. Throughout the second half of the nineteenth 
century, these statistical and geographical studies went hand-in-hand with 
theoretical developments associated with G. A. Leer and others at the 
Academy of the General Staff who sought answers to contempomy military 
challenges in the undying principles of strategy as embodied in contempo- 
rary interpretations of Napoleonic warfare. The problem was that Leer and 
his disciples tended to view the midcentury innovations associated with the 
wars of German unification from a purely Napoleonic perspective. Nonethe- 
less, the prospect of war against both conventional and unconventional 
adversaries within specific theaters heavily influenced Russian military 
thhkhg about assets, probable enemies, and issues of command, operations, 
and tactics.37 This was the legacy inherited by subsequent theoreticians as 
diverse as N. P. Mikhnevich (1849-1927) and V. K. Triandafillov (1894- 
1931). They, in turn, would serve as intellectual midwives in the birth of 
military theories that would eventually culminate in modern Soviet opera- 
tional art. 

The catalytic effect of the frontier on military intellectual development 
in Russia thus varied somewhat from the American experience. However, 
in at least one area the Russian and American experiences were similar: the 
way that Utley saw frontier war presaging twentiethcentury total war?* By 
defmition, frontier warfare involves a clash of cultures, and it just might be 
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that in most cases such a fundamental clash eventually culminates in the 
death of one or the other of the protagonists. Those who are homfied by 
Custer’s tactics on the Washita have not read of Suvorov in the steppe 
against the Nogai Tatars and Kalmyks?’ Those who are homfied by 
contemporary Soviet operations in Afghanistan have not read of Russian 
military operations in the Caucasus. With the rise of Muridism, the 
Caucasian wars assumed an ever more total character, so that by the 1850s, 
extermination and deportation had become regular features of the Russian 
way of war against the mountain peoples. By 1864, one contemporary 
calculated that 450,000 mountainems had been forced to resettle. Meanwhile, 
thanks to pacification operations, entire tribes were decimated and relocated 
to assure Russian military control of key areas, routes, and shorelines!’ 

Numbers were not so obvious in Central Asia, but the population, 
perhaps because it seemed more Asiatic, evoked what amounted to be 
racialist responses from Russian commanders. The English observer, George 
Curzon, for example, remained much impressed by the Russian penchant to 
apply massive force in the face of native resistance to military penetration. 
The British, Cunon believed, struck gingerly “a series of taps, rather than 
a downright blow.” In contrast, M. D. Skobelev, hero of the Russo-Turkish 
War of 1877-78, asserted, “I hold it as a principle that in Asia the duration 
of peace is in direct proportion to the slaughter you inflict upon the enemy. 
The harder you hit them, the longer they will remain quiet  afterward^.'^' As 
Skobelev’s own actions suggested, this approach did not exclude inflicting 
mass slaughter on a broad cross section of the population to further Russian 
interests and subordination of the peoples in question. Central Asia, a locale 
into which Russia was far less capable of injecting manpower and resources 
than either the southern steppe or the Caucasus, seemed to breed its own 
peculiar kind of wan of annihilation. In this respect, the frontier wars were 
sad precursors of twentieth-century wars of annihilation. 

The Russian military hntier also had other negative aspects. To borrow 
a phrase from the contemporary novelist Reynolds Price, certain segments 
of the legacy might unexpectedly assume the character of an “unlucky 
heirloom.” Some experiences would always remain valid and could be 
transferred into other military circumstances. Others, like Price’s heirloom, 
were better left on the frontier. This is precisely what Suvorov had 
acknowledged in the tactical realm when he advised his Crimean and Kuban 
c o p  to fight in the steppe as against irregulars and in the north as in the last 
war against Prussia. In this century, the Russian military scholar A. A. 
Svechin pointed out the pitfalls of transferring too much of the frontier 
legacy. He claimed that A. N. Kuropatkin in fighting against the Japanese 
in the Far East brought with him habits he had learned on the military 
frontier in Turkestan, and in part this fact accounted for the Russian 
commander’s inability to deal with the realities of fighting a modern 
enemyP2 Always there is the problem of analyzing conventional and 
unconventional experiences and extracting the useful while discarding the 
useless, and for this reason modern armies have sometimes devised 
institutions to sift experience to determine the appropriateness of their 
lessons to changed circumstances over time. 
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In conclusion, let us return to Utley and Paret. Various references to 
Utley have indicated the degree to which the Russian military experience 
on the frontier corresponded with the American experience. For reasons 
which merit further examination, frontier fighting appears to have affected 
Russian military institutions more profoundly than was true for the United 
States. Within the Russian context, the Imperial Army both reacted to and 
acted upon the frontier in ways that affected Russian military art from tactics 
through strategy, that affected methods of mobilizing forces and resources 
for war, that influenced important conceptions about waging war, and that 
helped determine the means that Russians deemed necessary to achieve 
decision in war. 

At the same time, the historian must always temper comparisons and 
judgments with reference to intensity, longevity, and frequency. In light of 
Paret’s analysis of innovation and military reform within other contexts, 
one might hazard to observe why some of Russia’s frontier-inspired 
innovations were translated into reform and others were not. In the Russian 
experience, persistence was usually a function of organization and structure. 
Those changes which were institutionalized early and which demonstrated 
usefulness beyond the frontier tended to endure. Others which demonstrated 
unexpected utility under different circumstances at different times also 
endured. Some innovations were also capable of transcending time and place 
to appear under altered guises when circumstances caused a reversion to 
frontier-style combat. Thus, the Russian Civil War saw the rebirth of cavalry 
armies and theoretical discussions of warfare in near-frontier-style 
circumstances under Svechin’s rubric, “undeveloped theaters of war” 
(malokul’turnye teatry ~ o i n y ) ? ~  
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Mobilization for War and Russian Society 

Walter M. Pintner 

In the context of the decades prior to the First World War, “mobili- 
zation” has a very specific meaning: the calling up of reservists and related 
preparations required to put an early twentieth-century army on a wartime 
footing, including the collection of the thousands of horses that were still 
necessary for moving men and supplies from railheads to the points of actual 
use. In more recent years, as that particular feature of military preparedness 
has become less prominent, mobilization has come to be used most often in 
a broader sense. According to one recent official reference work its f i t  
definition is: “The act of preparing for war or other emergencies through 
assembly and organizing na t i0~1  resources.”’ Although both meanings of 
mobilization will be discussed in this paper it is primarily with the second, 
broader usage that we shall be concerned. 

The story of Russia’s problems in mobilization, taken in the narrow 
sense, is quite well known because of its crucial role in the events leading 
up to the outbreak of World War I. The famous Schlieffen Plan, which 
called for an immediate German attack on France once Russia began to 
mobilize, was based on the fact that Russia’s mobilization was, quite 
correctly, expected to take longer than that of Germany and therefore there 
was a brief period in which Germany could concentrate its forces against 
France without fear of a major auack in the east. The relative slowness of 
Russian mobilization was due both to geographic factors-it was a large 
country and reserves had to be moved greater distances than those of 
Germany to reach the locations where they could be put to u s e a n d  to 
reasons of economic and cultural underdevelopment. The Russian railroad 
network was less dense, and Russian bureaucracy was less efficient than 
those of more advanced countries. 

Furthemre, the particular geography and ethnic makeup of the empire’s 
western frontier complicated the problem of mobilization even further. 
Russian Poland stuck out to the west, forming a large salient with German 
territory to the north and west, and Austro-Hungarian territory was to the 
south and southeast. This geographical configuration put the Russian hntier 
temptingly close to Berlin, but any move to the west from Russian Poland 
would require adequate defense of the flanks to both the north and south. 
Not only was the geographic situation difficult for the Russians, the ethnic 
composition of the area also presented problems. The most easily mobilized 
reserves would naturally be those resident in the m u n d i n g  area. The local 
population, however, was largely Polish or Jewish. From a Russian 
standpoint Poles were politically unreliable, and there was a widespread 
belief among Russian military men that Jews did not make good soldiers. 
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The result was that it was considered necessary to keep large numbers of 
predominantly Russian forces stationed in the westem areas (43 percent of 
the Russian Army in 1909) in peacetime. In case of war these forces could 
not be quickly augrrmted from local reserves, but had to wait for those from 
predominantly Russian areas farther east to be shipped west, making the 
already complex mobilization effort even more difficult. It did, however, 
reduce the total number of men and the amount of equipment that moved at 
times of mobilization since whole units did not have to move from east to 
west. In 1910 a temtorial system was introduced, which meant that units 
were generally stationed in areas from which they drew recruits. At least to 
some degree this was due to the desire to have more troops available in the 
interior to combat civil unrest. It had the effect, at least for a time, of 
slowing the mobiLization process because larger numbers of men, horses, and 
equipment had to be moved greater distances? 

Russian military planners were far from unaware of the problems they 
faced with respect to mobilization against a prospective enemy to the west 
(Austria-Hungary, Germany, or both). In the 1830s, in the preraihad age, 
mobilization time, even though the Russian Army was then essentially a 
standing force with few reserves, was five to six months? However, the 
Austro-F’russian and Franco-Prussian wars demonstrated to Russian military 
men, as well as everyone else, that railroads were the key to successful 
modem warfare, and the Russians began to plan accordingly. 

Although the first major Russian railroad, which linked St. Petersburg 
and Moscow, had been constructed in the 1840s when other continental 
countries were also beginning to build significant lines, no further efforts 
were made until after the Crimean War. But from the 1860s onward, 
progress was relatively rapid. The basic problem was lots of space to cover 
and limited funds, so it was quite natural that the lines built were those most 
likely to attract traffic, which meant that they went from the interior to the 
major ports on the Baltic and Black Seas. There was little economic 
incentive to construct lines running east and west or north and south within 
the Polish salient. Nevertheless, between 1870 and 1914 very substantial 
progress had been made, both in the construction of new lines and in double 
tracking and otherwise raising the capacity of others! 

After the conclusion of the Franco-Russian alliance in 1894, the French 
helped to finance the construction of strategic lines in the west which would 
facilitate Russia’s mobilization to support France in the case of a conflict 
with Germany. Some of this construction was still under way when the war 
began in July 1914.5 Despite French preferences for construction aimed at 
facilitating an offensive against Germany, much of the available resources 
were spent on lines to the south which related to an attack on Austria, not 
Germany: It must also be remembered that a great deal of the “strategic” 
railroad construction was not in the west at all but in the remote colonial 
fringes of the Russian Empire, the Caucasus, Central Asia, and the Far East, 
areas of little importance to the problem of mobilization for a major 
European war. The expenditure of substantial resources on these far-flung 
projects reflects the dual nature of Imperial Russia in the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. It was both a major continental land power and 
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major imperialist power, like Britain or France, but one that had its extra- 
European colonial empire overland rather than overseas. 

When the First World War began in the summer of 1914, Russia was 
committed to an attack against Germany within fifteen days of the start of 
mobilization, a commitment to the French that many, particularly in 
retrospect, view as overly optimistic. As late as 1911 Gen. Nikolai 
Alexandrovich Danilov, senior smtegic planner in the War Ministry, 
mamtamd that twenty-three days were required for Russia to launch a major 
offensive. There can be no doubt, however, that in the years immediately 
prior to World War I Russia was making considerable progress in 
smngthening its military position, recovering from the defeat of 1905 and 
the concomitant internal disorder that largely occupied the army for several 
years thereafter. The failure of the Russian military effort in 1914 is 
primarily a question of the failure to settle on an appropriate strategic plan 
and not a question of short-term mobilization? 

The main issue to be a d h s e d  in this paper is the problem of the long- 
term mobilization of Russian society’s resources for war. We shall be 
primarily concerned with the second half of the nineteenth century, down to 
1914, but always in the light of Russia’s earlier experience. There are two 
major components of overall societal mobilization for war: (1) the fleective 
mobilization of manpower, a concept which embraces both the actual 
recruitment process of both officers and men, whatever it may be, and the 
ability to create an effective and reliable force from the men recruited, and 
(2) the mobilization of physical resources to support the men recruited, an 
effort which includes not only weapons and munitions, but quantitatively 
more important elements, such as food, clothing, shelter, and transport, 
especially railroads and horses. In general, the effort to mobilize physical 
resources can be summanzed * in terms of a monetary budget, although some 
allowance should be made for nonmonetary or decentralized sources of 
support, such as quartering on the local population, forced requisitions, and 
the “regimental economy,” that is, the effort of troops to be self-supporting. 

The premodern Russian Army (down to the reform of 1874) has recently 
been described at some length by several Western writers, including John 
Keep.8 It was, as Professor Keep has shown so well, a harsh and unjust 
institution in a harsh and unjust society? It was also, and I have ar ed this 
at length elsewhere, a highly effective if not efficient institution.’et made 
possible the transformation of sixteenth-century Muscovy, a small  and 
remote principality, into a great emphe encompassing essentially the territory 
occupied by the USSR today, the largest of any country in the world. All 
that was done by conscripting peasant boys for life, or at least virtually all 
of the useful part of it, and putting them underithe command of young men 
from the upper class who had few if any viable career options open to them. 
The limit on the size of the premodern army was not the number of men 
available but the number who could be supported by the society in 
nonproductive activity. The state did not need to pay the peasant conscripts 
anythmg to speak of, but it had to provide them with food and clothing. 
Most of the time it was able to force the reluctant population to house the 
army. Weapons were, and remained down to 1874 and even later, a small 

. .  
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part of the total military budget. The officers were paid but not very well. 
Since most were not wealthy, they had to get enough, or be able to steal 
enough, to get by, and their pay was a substantial item in the military 
budget. 

Thus, the m p r  expenses for the premodern army was food and clothing 
for the troops, fodder for the horses, and pay for the officers. To meet these 
expenses the state had three major sources of income: (1) revenue from the 
sale of vodka, the most important  so^, providing roughly 30 to 40 percent 
of the total in the early nineteenth century; (2) the head tax on all male 
peasants and additional rents paid by state peasants, about 20 to 30 percem 
and (3) customs revenues, around 15 percent. The remaining 25 percent or 
so came from a hodgepodge of taxes and fees.” Inevitably the burden of 
taxation fell on the peasant population. Russia was an almost totally 
agricultural country populated by peasants who paid the head tax and rents 
and drank the taxed vodka, plus a good deal more illegally distilled. The 
only substantial revenue source that fell largely on the upper classes, who 
were exempt from personal taxation, was revenue from customs, for virtually 
all imported goods were luxuries used only by the westernized privileged 
groups. 

It was extremely difficult, if not impossible, to increase revenues from 
any of these sources of the short-term to meet emergency needs, as in 
wartime. The head tax and rents on state peasants were fixed at a level that 
was close to the maximum that the peasants could bear. Increases were as 
likely to produce increased arrears as increased revenues. Indeed, in times 
of poor harvests, arrears increased to such an extent that the entire state 
budget was threatened, and these arrears were rarely made up. The vodka 
revenues were administered much of the time through a system of “farming 
out” that involved long-term contracts which could only be changed at 
mfiquent intervals. Customs revenues could not easily be increased because 
smuggling was already so widespread that further increases in rates were 
viewed as counterproductive. Even in the mid-nineteenth century, not to 
speak of the eighteenth, the administrative ability of the state to collect 
revenue was stretched to a maximum, and had it been more effective in 
collection, there was not much more there to collect. Russia was a poor 
society and remained so down to 1914. 

Nevertheless, despite these handicaps the military system worked well 
enough from the state’s point of view through and beyond the Napoleonic 
wars. In the post-Napoleonic era Russia had the largest standing army in 
Europe and viewed itself, and was viewed by others, as the predominant 
land power in Europe. Although some perceptive Russians had realii long 
before the Crimean War that all was far from right in Russian society, that 
defeat brought home to those in charge of the mte that the comfortable self- 
confidence and complacency of the post-Napoleonic age was based on 
assumptions that no longer held. A whole series of state-initiated reforms 
ensued, including the emancipation of the serf population. We are, however, 
only concerned with those that relate directly to the question of mobilization 
for war. 
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Alfred Rieber has advanced the hypothesis that the emancipation of the 
serfs, the greatest of the “Great Reforms,” was carried out primarily to 
permit the introduction of general conscription to form a large trained 
reserve for the army.12 ~lthough it is clear that emancipation was a 
prerequisite for general conscription with short-term service, it has not been 
generally accepted that military concern were the primary issue that 
motivated the eman~ipators.’~ 

There was a thirteen-year gap between the proclamation of serf eman- 
cipation in 1861 and the inauguration of the modem military recruitment 
system in 1874. Any proposed change always provokes opposition, and 
general conscription was not an innovation to be undertaken lightly. During 
the interim years Drnitrii Miliutin, Minister of War, did what he could to 
improve the existing system. Substantial progress was made toward 
increasing the size of the reserve by somewhat reducing the longestablished 
twenty-five-year term of service for conscripts. As late as his report to the 
Tsar in 1869 (covering 1868) Miliutin said, “The basic strength of Russia 
must remain its standing army,” and “the present system can supply enough 
reserves.”’4 Like a good bureaucrat Miliutin was certainly trying to make his 
current efforts look successful in this official document, despite whatever 
misgivings of or hopes for future change he had. It was probably the 
dramatic and decisive defeat of France by Prussia in 1870 that convinced 
enough influential Russians that major military reform was neces~ary.’~ 

Above all, the military reform was a measure designed to make the 
limited funds available for defense purposes go further. It was fiscally 
inconceivable to have a standing army that could match the armies of 
Russia’s continental rivals operating with general conscription, short-term 
service, ipd a large reserve force. Miliutin’s program, “more rifles for the 
ruble,” was a first and essential step in Russia’s attempt to maintain its 
position as a major European power, a position that had been drawn into 
question by its inability to bring the Criman War to a mccmsfd conclusion. 

The military reform was, however, more than a measure establishing a 
new recruitment system. For Miliutin and his supporters it was part of a 
major attempt to reunite Russian society that, at least from the time of Peter 
the Great, had been split into a small westernized upper class and the vast 
mass of the peasant population whose life, world view, and values had 
hardly changed since the seventeenth century. If Russia was to compete 
successfully with its rivals it had to develop a comparable degree of national 
consciousness and unity. Two features of the 1874 reform specifically 
reflected this concern. Most controversial was its “class blind” character. 
Traditionally, peasants and other members of the lower classes were subject 
to conscription into the ranks. Members of nobility (and some other 
privileged groups) were exempt from military conscription after 1762 (before 
that service had been required of nobles, but they gemmlly became officers). 
After 1874 all males were subject to military service without regad to social 
origin. Terms of seMce were reduced in proportion to the amount of formal 
education the recruit had. Thus a university graduate might have as little as 
six months active service while an illiterate peasant a full six years.16 Of 
course, de facto, this still favored the privileged classes who were generally 
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better educated, but for Russia the principle involved was a radical departure 
from the past. A member of the lower classes who had achieved a measure 
of education (and there were such people in some number) was, for the first 
time in Russian history, entitled to the same advantages with respect to 
military recruitment as a noble with similar educational accomplishments. 

Another important feature of h4iliutjn's program, if not of the actual 
1874 reform, was his emphasis on teaching soldiers to read. However, 
mandatory literacy classes were dropped after Miliutin's resignation in 1881 
and were not restored until 1902. Even then they were often conducted on 
paper rather than in ach~ality.'~ John Bushnell has recently argued, and I am 
inclined to think he is c o r n ,  that Miliutin's attempt to use the army to help 
create a united rather than a bifurcated Russian society largely failed. He 
argues convincingly that the gap between the officer and the soldier 
mnained the gap between modem and traditional Russia, total and mutually 
uncomprehending. It was far greater than the distance between superior and 
subordinate, common to all military organizations. Members of educated 
Russian society who found themselves in the ranks either as a result of the 
workings of the new system of general conscription, or even those being 
punished for radical activity, were not treated like ordinary soldiers but 
instead were given light duties and even invited to have tea with their 

The mass mobilization of men for war in western Europe not only had 
depended on the mechanical process of recruiting, training, and placing in 
the reserves thousands of men, but was also based on the development and 
maintenance of a general national consciousness or patriotism, which made 
the men effective soldiers once they donned their uniforms. The post-1874 
military system in Russia was comparable to those systems used elsewhere 
in the fonnal mechanical sense, but Miliutin's vision of a society that was 
able to mobilize men in a more profound sense failed to materialize. Down 
to the end the Russian Army reflected the sharp and tragic division of 
Russian society as a whole. 

A full explanation of the failure to achieve national unity within the 
army would require a comprehensive discussion of virtually every aspect 
of Russian history, for that failUte is simply one aspect of that complex 
story. However, it is abundantly clear that this failure had an important 
economic dimension. A major reason for the introduction of general 
conscription was, of course, the desire to make available funds go further, 
while obtaining forces deemed adequate to compete with Russia's potential 
enemies without expanding the standing army. The reform helped, of 
course-no standing army could have coped with the military situation that 
developed in the post-1870 era-but despite the reserve system Russian 
military leaders felt compelled to maintain more men in uniform than their 
rivals because of the long frontiers, greater internal distances, and slower 
mobilization time. At the same time Russia was confronted with the 
necessity of keeping up technologically as a series of important innovations 
demanded substantial new expenditures for the army (rifles and artillery) and 
for the MVY (ships). But despite these new demands, the largest expense 
remained by far simply paying for the subsistence of the men under arms." 

SUperiOrS.'* 
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The result for the officers and men of the Russian Army was poverty for the 
officers and a quasi-military life for the peasant soldier. 

John Bushnell has recently drawn our attention to the surprising fact 
that after a relatively short period of training, Russian soldiers spent very 
little time doing things that were directly related to their functions as soldiers 
but were primarily involved in what was called the “regimental economy.” 
To cut costs, the regiment manufactured its own uniforms and boots from 
raw materials provided by the Ministry of War (or sometimes even obtained 
with funds eamed by a regiment), and when possible it cultivated crops to 
reduce expenditures for food. In 1907, for example, 12 percent of all enlisted 
personnel were engaged full time in tailoring. Even more significant was the 
diversion of soldiers’ time and energy to work in the civilian economy to earn 
money for the regiment (vol’nye raboty). Bushnell quotes Gen. M W l  Ivano- 
vich Dmgomirov, Commander of the Kiev military district, writing in 1899: 

In July enlisted personnel fan out in h a y m i n g ,  in forests, along 
railway lines, in towns for building; they sew clothing, they acquire an 
external aspect entirely unsuitable ffor military service], they become 
unaccwtomed w discipline and lose their military bearing?’ 

Dragomirov opposed the system, but concluded that it was impossible to 
eliminate it for lack of funds. The officers were necessarily involved as 
much or more in running an economic enterprise as they were in running 
a military one. They were very poorly paid and the temptation to divert 
some of the regiment’s income to themselves was great; and when the 
officers were honest, the soldiers probably assumed that they were notF1 

Even if one does not accept every detail of Bushnell’s argument, the 
overall picture is convincing, at least to me. Russia in the decades prior to 
the First World War was mobilizing and training more men than any other 
power. Russian generals argued that their illiterate peasants needed longer 
terms of enlistment than better-educated westem men to become good sol- 
diersF2 But in fact they seem to have spent less time in military activity 
during their four to five years of service than German or French conscripts 
did in two or three. Military service in Russia did not produce the modem 
“citizen-soldier” but rather transferred agricultural labor from the private 
manorial or village economy to the regimental economy on a temporary basis. 
Thus the experience of army life tended to replicate to a considerable degree 
the traditional experience of the peasant in his village, both in terms of what 
he actually spent his time doing and in terms of his relationship to the upper 
class-officer or landlord-my or village life played a similar role. 

The central importance of the noncommissioned officer (NCO) in the 
modem military system is a truism. Officers issue orders, noncoms execute 
them. They are the men who deal directly with the recruits and actually 
transform them into soldiers. The Russian Army had fewer long-term NCOs 
(that is, men who had reenlisted for more than one term) than any other 
major European army. The average was only one per company compared to 
twelve in Germany and six in Fran~e.2~ The authorities were very much 
aware of the problem but were unable to devise sufficient incentives to 
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induce more men to serve longer. An official report published in 1903 
looking back to the preceding decades put it this way: “The ordinary 
Russian, while readily fulfilling his military obligation, is generally unwilling 
to remain in service longer than the required term.’” Given the fact that 
peasants were voluntarily moving to the growing industrial cities in very 
large numbers m this period, despite very poor living conditions in the cities, 
it is somewhat surprising and also revealing that it proved impossible to 
make a long-term military career attractive to an adequate number of men. 
The government was trying to stretch the available funds further than they 
could actually reach and never could make the option attractive in material 
terms. It may also have been unappealing in other ways, but the sources 
available do not reveal how. 

Even more prominent than complaints about the shortage of NCOs in 
the Minister of War’s annual reports to the Tsar was mention of the shortage 
of officers and the unsatisfactory economic condition of the officer corps. 
The most serious aspect was the lack of reserve officers to be called up at 
the time of general mobilization?5 The basic reason, of course, was lack of 
money. Officers were paid very poorly compared to German officers, which 
is not particularly Surprising, but also compared to Russian bureaucrats with 
comparable ranks. The salary scale in the Ministry of the Interior for 
bureaucrats was higher than that of the Ministry of War for m y  officers. 
Officers could not afford to send their children to school or buy proper 
clothing for their wives.% It is hardly surprising that it was cWEcuIt to attract 
well-educated and talented young men to the m y .  As the economy grew 
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, more and more attractive 
opportunities were developing outside of state service in the professions and 
business. What had traditionally been virtually the only possible career for 
a member of the upper classes was now becoming an increasingly less 
attractive option among the growing range of possible choices. Thus, except 
for members of the lower classes and the most impoverished nobles, a 
military career was no longer promising. There remained, however, a small 
elite of wealthy noble families whose sons became guards officers and who 
dominated, but did not monopolize, the higher ranks. 

The system of military education, despite the improvements embodied 
in Miliutin’s 1874 reforms, was generally inadequate, and the differences 
between graduates of the various military schools of differing quality 
remained very great.n Only in 1912, on the eve of the First World War, 
were substantial measures taken to improve the economic condition of the 
officers, when for example the pa of lieutenants was increased 33 percent 

The regime was certainly concerned about the shortage of officers and 
the quality of morale of those in service, but its efforts, after Miliutin’s 
retirement in 1881, were not directed at creating a corps of well-trained 
professionals but rather at building a traditional “esprit de carps’’ based on 
isolation from and contempt for civilian society by means that included the 
restoration of the practice of dueling, military “courts of honor,” and the like. 
William Fuller has perceptively called this phenomenon the development of 

and staff captains by 42 percent. d 
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“negative corporatism,” a sense of unity and common purpose that was 
nourished primarily by hostility to 0utsiders.2~ 

Viewed from the perspective of the problem of mobilization, I think it 
can be fairly said that although the f o n d  mechanisms and training systems 
were in place to mobilize and train both men and officers for war, the old 
regime in Russia failed to mobilize either group in terms of the moral or 
psychological dimension. Instead it seemed to concenmte on perpetuating 
traditional relationships and attitudes that were increasingly outdated and 
counterproductive. 

Virtually all of the discussion thus far has touched on budgetary 
problems that affected short-term efforts to mobilize, the quality of military 
service life for officers and men, and so forth. A basic fact that must never 
be forgotten is that Russia was by far the poorest of the great European 
powers, yet it aspired to quality or perhaps superiority among them. Total 
Russian expenditures on its army generally exceeded those of France or 
Germany from the early 1890s onward.w Of course, the Russian Army was 
nearly twice as large as either of those powers, so per soldier expenditure 
was much, much lower. The point, however, is that the strain on the 
undeveloped Russian economy to maintain even the existing unsatisfactory 
level of expenditure was very great. Throughout the last forty years of the 
nineteenth century and up to the very last few years prior to 1914, the share 
of military expenses in the total state budget was tending to decline, kom 
around 40 percent to around 25 percent or, excluding the navy, from around 
30 percent to around 18 percent.31 

The last thirty years of the old regime was a period of mpid (but uneven) 
economic growth. The extent of government responsibility for that growth 
is a matter of some comversy among historians, but there is no doubt that, 
in general, the Ministry of Finance hied to encourage it, particularly, but far 
from exclusively, during the ministry of Count Sergei Witte (Minister of 
Finance, 1892-1903). From the Finance Minister’s point of view the 
Ministry of War was a bottomless pit into which productive resources were 
poured, resources which otherwise could have been used to enrich the nation 
and, in the long run, solve its constant financial problems. As Fuller has 
pointed out most effectively, there was constant struggle between the 
Ministry of War and the Ministry of Finance. The military men could hardly 
have denied that economic development might ultimately solve their 
problems, but there is little evidence that they did or could think in those 
terms. The promise of ample resources ten or twenty years into the future 
could mean little to officials charged with maintaining military forces 
adequate to meet national security needs in the present or the next year. The 
figures show that down to the last few years before 1914, when the 
conservative Third Duma supported increased military expenditure, the 
Ministry of Finance was generally successful in limiting military 
expenditures as revenues and other expenses rose?2 

Even after the great industrial boom in the 1890s, the major sources of 
revenue for the Russian Empire had not changed a great deal compared to 
those for the prereform era, even though total revenue in absolute terms had 
increased substantially. The direct payments from peasants had declined 
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from 20 or 30 percent of the total to 11 percent in 1902, and the share of 
alcoholic beverage revenues remained about the same at 36 percent, as did 
customs revenues at 15 percent. The growth of the urban population is 
probably reflected in the increased share of other excise taxes, 11 percent in 
1902, roughly balancing the fall in direct taxation on the pea~antry.3~ The 
prosperous urban and industrial economy producing large new sources of 
revenue that could solve Russia’s problems was still far in the future at the 
beginning of the present century. Given that, the willingness of the 
government and the Duma to embark on a major program of increased 
military expenditure just before the First World War is striking. 

In retrospect it is easy to say that much of this money was misspent. 
Too much went for fortresses and the MVY, too little for field artillery, 
machineguns, and so forth. But what military plan or program ever tums 
out to be “just right”? No one can know what the next war will really be 
like. With the advantage of hindsight, one can just as easily fault the great 
German naval program, for it clearly contributed little to the German war 
effort in World War I. Despite all its problems Imperial Russia did mobilize 
reasonably quickly when the war came, and the harshest modem criticism 
is now directed at an overly ambitious strategic plan, not at its capcity to 
achieve short-term mobilization.34 

Initially the army suffered from shortages of supplies, but by 1916 it 
was receiving adequate amounts of ammunition and other necessities, despite 
the isolation of Russia from its allies and the difficulties of organizing 
wartime production35 For two and a half temble years the Russian Army at 
the front, officers and men together, suffered huge losses, and yet it did not 
give up, despite the weaknesses that we have described. Only when the 
workers and soldiers, behind the lines in St. Pekrsburg, deposed the Tsar did 
the active army decide that it had had enough. All of us who so easily 
discern weakness in any aspect of the old regime’s system must remember 
that fact. There was a great deal of resilience and strength in the society 
which was demonshated in the time of crisis. Had the Fmt World War been 
a short one as virtually all contemporary experts expected, we might now be 
examining the reasons for Russia’s successful mobilization rather than the 
causes of its failure. 
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From Imperial to Red Army: The Rise and Fall 
of the Bolshevik Military Tradition* 

David R. Jones 

Revolutionaries, according to the “Anarchist Prince” Peter Kropotkin, 
seek to overthrow “everything” while taking upon their shoulders “the task 
of universal m n s m t i o n  in the course of a few years . . . like the work of 
cosmic forces dissolving and d g  the world.”’ And among no one was 
this aim, and the belief in its possibility, more widely accepted than among 
Kropotkin’s own colleagues, the revolutionaries of his native Russia. 

True, in 1917 literate internationalists, such as V. I. Lenin and L. D. 
Trotsky, believed that in the long run their revolution could only succeed 
by spreading westward and engulfing the more advanced industrial states 
of Europe. But for the majority of their radical followers, the era opened 
by the downfall of Nicholas I1 was to see the immediate socialist 
reconstruction of the Tsarist Empire. Peasants began seizing the land, 
workers began establishing their control over factory managements, and the 
soldiers began setting up committees to supervise their officers? These 
impulses merged and peaked in late October when, under the aegis of the 
Second All-Russian Congress of Soviets, the Bolsheviks at last seized power. 
Then, “in the shadow of a temble dawn grey-rising over Russia,” it seemed 
to the young American journalist, John Reed, that the long-desired 
Revolution at last “had come-rou$, strong, impatient of formulas, 
contemptuous of sentiment; real. . . .” 

An “adventure” it may have been, but for Reed and millions of others 
the October Revolution seemed “one of the most marvelous mankind had 
embarked upon,” and “one of the great events of human history.” At the 
time, it seemed to him that the “devout Russian people” were building on 
earth “a kingdom more bright than any heaven had to offer, and for which 
it was a glory to die. . . Today, millions of corpses later, the Soviet 
Union’s drab exterior seems to mock the enthusiastic expectations and hopes 

* All dates up to March 1918 are old style; that is, thirteen days behind the 
Gregonan Calendar used in the West. Much of the research originally was carried 
out under the auspices of the Advanced Studies Program of the U.S. Naval War 
College. 
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of Reed and his comrades. Nonetheless, their faith was real enough, and 
perhaps is to be envied in an age grown cynical through disillusionment. 
Indeed, since their denouement played a large part in this same 
disillusionment, the story of the collapse of the ideals of 1917 is of interest 
to all who follow the tragedy known as history. And while this retreat into 
reality, as some might see it, can be traced in many areas of Russian life, it 
is particularly clear in that of the military. For despite Soviet writers’ claims 
that their’s is “an army of a new type,” this institution is strikingly 
reminiscent of its Tsarist predecessor.’ 

Bolshevik Military Thought Before 1917 

This is somewhat surprising when one d s  the revolutionaries’ hatred 
of the Imperial Russian Army and the latter’s reputatio-deserved or 
otherwise-for conservatism, inefficiency, corruption, and downright 
stupidity! Lndd,  a rebuilt Tsarist military establishment was the last thing 
intended by the men of 1917. The programs of both Russia’s socialist 
parties, the Social Democrats (SDs) and Socialist Revolutionaries (SRs) had 
long called for the abolition of the standing army and its replacement with 
a militia of the entire people in arms? So while Lenin and Trotsky had 
emphasized different aspects of this programmatic tenet during 1917, 
ultimately they agreed on the end result. 

Both leaders were first and foremost practical revolutionaries who faced 
a backward economic-social system and, after 1905, a still partially 
autocratic regime. For this reason both, despite their familiarity with the 
growing “revisionist” tone of contemporary Marxist writings, continued to 
be attracted to the older, radicaldemocratic undercurrents that had surfaced 
during the Paris Commune of 1871. Thus Lenin and Trotsky, each in his 
own way, had incorporated into their military programs an insurrectionary, 
one might say Jacobin, interpretation of the role of the armed people in any 
revolutionary upheaval. As a result, when these tactics f i l y  brought them 
to power, they had to relearn many of the same practical lessons of 
organizing and using armed force as had the French Jacobins of 1793.’ 

Of the two Bolshevik leaders, Lenin had been most impressed by the 
lessons drawn by Marx from the Paris Commune. The “Commune ideal” 
appears repeatedly in his writings before 1918 and permeates his celebrated 
State and Revolution of 1917. Indeed, tradition has it that after October, 
Lenin counted each day his regime had outlasted the Parisian model as 
“Commune plus one,” “Commune plus two,” and so on? For him, the 
validity of these lessons had been amply demonstrated by the events of the 
Russian revolution of 1905-7. Lenin was convinced that a popular 
insurrection was the only method of creating a true socialist order. From a 
military point of view, he insisted this could only be carried through if the 
workers, supported by the poorer elements of the peasantry, first obtained 
arms, then demoralized and neutralized the old standing army, and finally 
formed their own anned force as a proletarian militia. This force could then 
seize power, after which the proletariat and its leaders must dismantle 
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completely the old governmental machinery. In its place they would set up 
the revolutionary organs of the proletarian dictatorship that would serve as 
a brief prelude to the transition to a truly Communist social order. In a 
military regard, this meant that while Lenin recogruzed the importance of 
negating the old army’s resistance, and while he was prepared to use some 
units that came over to the revolution, his attention focused more directly on 
the role of the armed people, or rather, armed proletariat. This was the force 
he actually expected to overthrow the old regime, and it also was to serve 
as the basis for building the postrevolutionary armed forces. As for the old 
standing army, like all the other “class-based” institutions of the past, it 
would be abolished and replaced by a true proletarian, and eventually a true 
armed people’s militia.” 

Since the dead hand of Stalinism stifled Soviet historians in the 1930s, 
these teachings usually are represented as being the Bolshevik military 
program of 1917, and Lenin’s contributions to it have been extolled ad 
nauseam.” Nonetheless, his theoretical formulation tends to play down one 
other major factor in the revolutionary equation. This was clearly stated by 
the old Bolshevik, F. Kon, in 1928. Then he stressed that “the question of 
turning those same bayonets, which the autocracy had directed against the 
people d the revolution, against the autocracy itself, was a vital task of the 
revolution.” For, he reminded his readers, “without modem arms, without the 
modem army, and without contemporary technique, it was absolutely 
unthinkable for the armed people to rise in defense of their rights. . . .”12 
Lenin himself, of course, was fully aware of this fact. Nonetheless, in his 
pre-1918 writings he necessarily concentrated on the formation of a new 
armed force rather than on utilizin the old one, a tendency which has been 

In part this is because the writings of Leon Trotsky, Lenin’s great 
colleague of 1917, have been banished to oblivion. Despite his many early 
factional disagreements with Lenin, he too was dedicated to the ideal of 
seizing power. But unlike Lenin, Trotsky, the leader of the ill-fated 
Petersburg Soviet in 1905, had witnessed firsthand the power of regular 
disciplined wops, and the real weakness of the armed workers. So like Marx 
before him, Trotsky realized full well that the day of popularly manned 
barricades waging successful street battles with the old army were over. He 
therefore came to favor arming the workers for actual combat mainly as a 
morale measure. The struggle in the streets was to be a demonstdon of the 
people’s revolutionary determination that shook the soldiers’ faith in the old 
order and promoted their defection to the side of the revolution. He 
continually counseled that the army would have to be won, not defeated, 
and that it was utopian to believe that the people, even when armed, could 
gain power solely by their own might. This achieved, the old regime’s 
soldiers, now merged in victory with the armed masses, would provide the 
nucleus and necessary technical competence for a militia that would form the 
revolution’s new armed forces.14 

In 1917, then, Trotsky tended to keep his eyes fmed on the masses of 
workers and peasants in soldiers’ gray, while Lenin kept a close watch on 
efforts to expand the proletarian militia, or Red Guard. Yet it must be 

reflected in later Soviet writings.’ F 
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stressed that this was more a question of emphasis than one of real 
theoretical disagreement. Furthemre, for both men the question of the real 
military value of the postrevolutionary army was largely academic. They, 
like many of their followers, expected a revolutionary victory in Russia to 
spark off a European-wide upheaval. It was possible, as Trotsky admitted, 
that the revolutionary wave would not materialize immediately. Even so, he 
argued that the new revolutionary army, fighting for a democratic peace and 
in defense of the gains of its own revolution, would do so with a renewed 
and irresistible vigor. And it seemed certain that this could only provoke a 
revolution in war-wearied ranks of the opposing Austro-German forces 
which, in its turn, would spread west~ard.’~ In the event, such hopes rapidly 
proved illusory. Nonetheless, these illusions formed the Bolsheviks’ policy 
throughout 1917, continued to haunt them for at least the next half decade, 
and must be borne in mind in any examination of military questions during 
this period.16 

The Military Program Before October 

In 1917 the actual military policies pursued by the Bolsheviks embraced 
both their leaders’ views. However, they can best be outlined by examining 
the general objectives sought, and the practical tactics employed, by the 
party members most directly involved with creating the revolution’s armed 
forces, the so-called “military workers.” As the seizure of power came to 
head the agenda, a military program was devised which sought to weaken 
the troops’ allegiance to the Provisional Government and to win them for the 
revolution and, simultaneously, to organize the factory workers of the rear 
into pararmlitary detachments of Red Guards. The eventual merging of these 
two forces would, Bolsheviks argued, provide a auly armed people.17 

Three years of war had already greatly changed the nature of the Tsarist 
Army. The old regulars, both in the ranks and within the officer corps, had 
been largely decimated in the forests of East Prussia, the fields of Galicia, 
and the marshes of Poland. As a result, the government resorted to massive 
mobilizations. These filled the army with men of all ages, ranging from raw, 
newly conscripted youths to middle-aged reservists of dubious military 
potential.18 It can be argued that, in the process, the government also 
inadvertently armed the workers and peasants. As a result, to some 
revolutionaries there remained “only one thing” more to be done: “to unite 
the workers and peasants, and to insist that they not let them (i.e., their 
weapons) out of their hands but use them against their enemie~.”’~ In other 
words, the army already seemed to have gone a long way toward becoming 
a people in arms. And by 1917, many soldiers not unnaturally shared the 
average Russian’s longing for peace and growing doubts about the 
competence of the Tsarist leadership. This helps explain the surprising ease 
with which the old order collapsed, both at the front and in the rear, during 
the revolutionary days of February-March 1917. Once the middle-aged 
reservists of the Petrograd ganison had mutinied, Nicholas II-like Louis 
XVI before him-found himself holding a broken sword. When even the 
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once m t e d  battalion of St. George medal holders, formed as an elite guard 
at Stavka, proved unreliable, Nicholas himself was quickly forced to 
abdicate?’ 

The struggle for control of the army developed against this background 

the famous Order Number One of the Petrograd garrison laid the basis for 
the process of democratization. Officers, whom the revolutionaries regarded 
with traditional suspicion, were to be stripped of much of their powers, the 
old forms of discipline were to be abolished, soldiers were given the full 
rights of citizenship, and they were to elect their own unit committees or 
soviets. Further, and of the utmost importance in democratizing the army, 
soldiers in Petrograd and elsewhere began sending their deputies to the 
workers’ soviets. This meant the old gulf between army and population was 
bridged and that the revolution’s new institutions, through the soldiers’ 
deputies, could wield great influence in the armed forcesF1 True, efforts 
were made to restrict Order Number One’s impact to Pemgrad and prevent 
the spread of its influence outside of the capital. But, as soldiers’ soviets 
sprang up even at the front, one British observer concluded that it fast 
became a question of “a democratic army or no army at mus, the 
opposition of some bewildered military traditionalists, the hesitations of 
liberal and moderate socialist politicians, and growing domestic and Allied 
pressure for a new offensive could only increase the appeal of the 
Bolsheviks’ demands for further democratization and an active peace 
policy.u 

Meanwhile, a new armed force had appeared on the scene. As in Paris 
in July 1789, in Petrograd the collapse of the Tsarist regime and its police 
had threatened to lead to a breakdown of order. Further, during the first 
days of the uprisin many feared “the very heart of the revolution” might 

sanctioned first the formation of a workers’ militia and then a general 
citizens’ militia or national guard. The soldiers’ mutiny, along with the 
looting of weapons stores and arsenals, had made arms readily accessible, 
and over the next few days a formal organization was worked out. District 
committees took charge of the city’s various regions, and the militia as a 
whole was directed by a “central bureau” established at the Petrograd 
Municipal Duma or City C o u n ~ i l . ~  For the moment, this seemed to assure 
moderate and middle-class leadership. Nonetheless, the new militia itself 
comprised a heterogeneous collection of armed students, civil servants, 
artisans, shopkeepers and, most important, the factory workers. As the 
pattern of “dual-power” (the simultaneous existence of both revolutionary 
Soviets and the old organs of local government) spread across the land, 
similar militias sprang up in every major city or town.% 

Many Bolsheviks saw an initial advantage in this general arming of the 
populace as long as the factory workers, or proletarians, could utilize it as 
an opportunity to acquire weapons.” For, as the Bolshevik V. I. Nevskii 
wrote in Pravda on March 17, 1917, “it is impossible to forget the lessons 
of history.” One might well emulate the French revolutionaries of 1789, he 
argued, and create a “national guard, the army of the revolutionary people,” 

during the Spring Of 1917. In the first days Of the Febw-MarCh revol~tion, 

be left undefended. i2 For these reasons, on February 27 the Pmgrad Soviet 
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but one should also recall the lessons of 1848. At that rime, he reminded his 
readers, ‘‘reaction drowned the republic in the workers’ blood because the 
creation of a national guard has been taken out of the workers’ hands and 
fallen into those of the bourgeoisie.” Russia’s own reaction, he warned, was 
weakened but not dead. So now was the moment to “demand from the 
Provisional Government a law-a decree on the immediate arming of the 
people and the creation of a national guard out of workers.”28 

The radical Bolsheviks in the party’s Petrograd Committee who received 
the belated blessing of Lenin’s Letters from Afar were thus naturally 
disturbed at the moderate Soviet leaders acquiescence to the submerging of 
the workers’ guard into a general militia, under the “bourgeois” control of 
the city Duma. The Soviet moderates, they felt, were surrendering the 
Soviet’s authority and armed force to the class enemy and, in the long run, 
were seeking to disarm the workers and deprive them of any real 
revolutionary gains. On March 3, therefore, the Petrograd Committee 
established its own “militia commission.” This body, which eventually 
merged with the “military commission” created on March 10, took on the 
twofold task of maintaining ties with the revolutionary units of a mutinous 
garrison and of speed~ly drawing up plans for “the organization of 
proletarian militia cadres.”29 At the same time the party press opened a 
strong campaign in favor of a workers’ guard. Rejecting any attempt to 
replace the old police with a bourgeois-controlled organization, Pruvuiz’s 
lead article for March 8, “The Organization of a Militia,” insisted that “the 
workers’ militia must be a strong permanent force” and not merely a 
“provisional organization for the needs of the moment.” A true “workers’ 
army” must be the force to maintain order in working class districts, to 
defend the workers’ civil liberties, and, in this way, prove “by its existence 
. . . that liberty is no empty word but a living real it^.''^ Then, ten days later, 
V. D. Bonch-Bruevich, in his article “The Armed Peo le,” gave this 

Although the left-wing Bolsheviks’ struggle for an independent workers’ 
militia under their control at first received little practical support from the 
party and had to remain muted within the Soviet itself, work progressed at 
the grass-roots level within the factories themselves throughout the spring of 
1917.” By the end of April, however, the organizers felt strong enough to 
air their plans in public. After preliminary meetings, on April 28 a large 
assembly of 150 representatives gathered in the city Duma to discuss the 
creation of a citywide workers’ Red Guard. In formally proposing statutes 
for this organization, the Bolsheviks and their allies made their objectives 
perfectly clear. It was intended, its organizers reported, “for the defense of 
[the workers’] political gains and the support of the working class in its 
battle for an economic improvement in its condition and a socialist state.” 
Beyond this tactical utility it was visualized that, “after the war, the standing 
army is to be dispersed and its place taken by the Red Guards.”33 

Although these statutes and proposals were outvoted,34 they are still 
important as a statement of principle. It has been observed that an analysis 
of Red Guard statutes, instructions, and regulations shows that they generally 
“lack a military character, but were closer to the statutes of other voluntary 

proposed workers’ force its famous name of “Red Guard.” P 
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organizations such as [political] parties and Yet although 
disciplinary, drill, and combat regulations proper only appeared with the Red 
Army in 1918, in practice, efforts had been made to utilize the regular 
soldiers, NCOs, and junior officers to train them. Nevskii, for instance, had 
insisted in March that the new “revolutionary army” must be used to create 
“not a militia but a standing national guard” of workers?6 Then the 
Bolsheviks’ April conference, which coincided with the Petrograd meeting 
on the Red Guards noted above, reaffirmed the party’s dedication to the goal 
of a “democratic prolemm-peasant republic,” that is, a state without a 
professional bureamcy, police force, or standing army?7 The Red Guards’ 
place in this system is obvious, and such ideas remained foremost 
throughout the pre-October period. Thus the Petrograd Red Guard Statutes 
adopted on October 22, the very eve of the Bolshevik coup, proudly declared 
this force to be the ‘‘organization of the armed forces of the working class” 
and assigned it both civil-police and military roles?’ 

This desire to democratize and win, not destroy, the old army and then 
to merge it with the workers’ guard was the other essential element in this 
plan?9 This is clearly revealed in the work of the All-Russian Conference 
on the Front and Rear Military Organizations of the Russian Social- 
Democratic Workers’ Party (Bolshevik), R.S.D.R.P.(b)., held in Petrograd 
June 16-23, 1917. Although this meeting has usually been discussed with 
regard to the growing political crisis that exploded in the abortive Bolshevik 
uprising of July, it also climaxed three months of work by the party’s mili- 
tary workers and allowed them an opportunity to work out a military pm- 
gram that remained in force until late December 1917.40 Thus this program 
expressed, as John Erickson has rightly noted, “not naivete but the deepest 
consideration of the military experiences of the proletariat to date.” It was 
“a precise step in the Bolshevik ideas of ‘their’ armed force.’4* 

The organizing force behind this important conference was the Military 
Organization of the Central Committee of the R.S.D.R.P.(b). This body had 
developed out of the various Petrograd Party Committee commissions and 
had been formally constituted as the Pemgrad Military Organization on 
March 31. In April, with the reorganization of party work that followed 
Lenin’s return, it became directly subordinate to the Bolshevik Central 
Committee!2 The Voenka, as it became known, took an active part in 
organizing Red Guards in Petrograd and in creating Bolshevik cells both in 
the rear garrisons and units of the active army, while eminent party workers 
(such as N. I. Podvoiskii, V. I. Nevskii, K. A. Mekhonoshin, and N. V. 
Krylenko directed its activities. These involved soldiers, NCOs, junior 
officers (up to the rank of staff captain), factory workers, and professional 
revolutionaries; connected revolutionary Red Guardsmen with soldiers in the 
ranks; and in the early months of the Soviet regime, served as a bridge 
between the old army and the new.”3 

In an effort to unite the party’s work, the idea of a conference began to 
be discussed in early May.‘”’ On the 25th of that month the Military 
Organization issued an official proclamation announcing that this would be 
held on June 15. “Revolutionary Social Democracy,” it announced, faced the 
“urgent task‘‘ of “winning for itself the army.” In this way, the proclamation 
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argued, all the Russian people could be united. For the army consisted of 
“the poorest peasants dressed in soldier’s gray” and they must be joined 
“into a single, indivisible whole” with the workers (the Red Guardsmen) “to 
develop the revolution” and prepare for “the battle for socialism.” Hence the 
winning of the army served as a major method of achieving the union 
between proletarians and peasantry which Lenin and Trotsky had long 
recognized as necessary within the Russian context. The final goals of this 
union were suggested by the five items of the proposed agenda, which 
included the discussion of the decisions of the party’s April conference, 
mentioned above, and of “the arming of the people and the workers’ 
guard.’45 

By June 16, when the ten-day conference finally opened, the a enda 
had considerably expanded and included, f d l y ,  eleven points! The 
discussions, occurring in the heavy atmosphere of growing political crises 
and the govemment’s agitation for a new offensive, involved 167 delegates 
representing, accofding to Soviet estimates, over 500 army units and 26,000 
party members!7 Among the subjects discussed was G. V. Zinovev’s report 
on the April conference, Krylenko’s and E. F. Rozmirovich’s reports on 
“war, peace, and the offensive,” Stalin’s report on the nationality issue 
within the army, Lenin’s reports on the “current moment” and the agrarian 
question, Nevskii’s report on a newspaper for the army and peasantry, and 
others on the aims, tasks, and forms of the military organization!’ 

While these items give an idea of the impressive range of topics 
considered, two other items are of more direct concern to this discussion: 
P. V. Dashkevich’s report on the general arming of the people and 
Krylenko’s on the subject of democratization within the existing armed 
forces. The f d  resolutions on both these subjects deserve detailed 
examination because, taken together, they comprise a sophisticated 
expression of the radical Jacobin strain of Marxist military thought and 
illuminate the often ignored positive, if utopian, assumptions behind many 
of the Bolsheviks’ policies in this area before October. 

On the first topic the conference, before outlining the forms suggested 
for the future anned people, restated the traditional radical socialdemocratic 
objections to existing standing armies. Such forces were considered 
responsible for the continued hcrease of the tax burden This, of course, was 
mainly borne by the safne workers and peasants, the best elements of whom 
were tom from their productive labors to serve in the army’s “servile 
subordination,” a condition that “deforms and destroys the human 

These objections were not new, but, in the conference resolutions, they 
were restated within the context of Lenin’s recent g e n d  theory of capitalist 
imperialism. Standing armies, since “the time of the decisive victory of the 
capitalist means of production,” had been “one of the mightiest and most 
loyal tools” available to the ruling bourgeoisie for the pursuit of their selfish 
class interests. Armies were used to maintain: 

pelSOMlitj’.’49 

the basis of its [the bourgeoisie’s] class supremacy, for the broaa‘ening 
and qanding of this rule to laMLF and regwns of lower c u l t u r . . n  
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as c o l o n i e d ,  on comparatively mre occasions, for an armed 
struggle for world hegemony between the leading group of a nationally 
unijkd bourgeoisie and other bourgeoisies who are similarly unified on 
a national basis. 

Thus, although wars were the products of the imperialistcapitalist system 
and not standing armies as such, the Bolsheviks, like their colleagues in the 
Second International, believed that the very existence of such forces 
increased the chances of conflict. Therefore, these forces were injurious to 
the true interests of the people but, as they served the national bourgeoisie, 
the latter-as in England-were seen as pressing for the creation of such 
forces even where they had not previously existed. “Revolutionary Social- 
Democrats,” on the other hand, must oppose such tendencies and could 
“only demand and fight for the immediate and complete destruction of the 
standing army and its replacement by a universal militia of the generally 

As a theoretical basis for the new force, the conference affmed their 
belief that “the right to possess arms is in itself an inalienable right, like 
any other civil liberty.” Therefore, it was obvious that only reactionaries 
could insist on “any limitation whatsoever being placed upon the right of 
all citizens to acquire and legally make use of weapons.” The same naturaUy 
applied to the formation, by groups of private citizens, of sports hunting- 
and-shooting associations and the conference’s proposal that ‘‘hairing in the 
handling of arms should be given as one of the courses in the city and 
village public schools under the control of democratically based institutions 
of se~-govemment.’”’ 

TIE Bolsheviks attempted to anticipate the arguments of opponents who 
would naturally suggest (like Engels before them!) that militias would be 
incapable of defending the nation. They thus argued that the battles of the 
last few years had demonstrated that “the previous onerous three-year term 
[of service] is unnecessafy for the preparation and training of a contemporary 
soldier, and that two months of training is fully dicient  to enable a soldier 
to bear the brunt of war.. . .” This accepted, a future militia could aim at as 
short a term of service for training and as small a personnel establishment 
as possible, thus providing a mixed system with, at any given moment, a 
small everchanging group of militia men under arms. With regard to 
administrative and command functions, the future militia would have 
“elective organs in the place of appointed superior officers and  official^."^^ 

At the same time the conference delegates, who included frontline 
soldiers, never forgot that Russia was still at war. Their militia program 
could, of course, not be realized immediately but for the present, “before 
general transformation of the army,” a number of measures could be adopted 
to facilitate this process. Thus the resolutions demanded 

peop1e.’*50 

the formation and arming of workers’ battalions of the Red Guard, 
including workers of both sexes; they are to be selj=administering and 
placed under the orders of elected workers’ organizations in the districts 
and suburbs of the great proletarian centers . . . ; 
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similar detachments of the peoples’ army in county districts; 

the desmrction of the former police in all its f o m  und their replacement 
by a militia controlled by the people; 

the replacement of all appointed military officials with elected 
representatives of the people; 

the resolute democratization of all milihry institutions, the preservation 
of which is connected at present with the carrying on of a war>3 

Here, then, the formation of the Red Guard and democratization are 
closely connected as two immediate tactical steps toward the achievement 
of the traditional radical military goal. It is interesting to note, however, that 
the organizers of the conference did not intend origmally to discuss 
democratization, despite its immediate tactical importance, as a separate 
item on the agenda.54 According to one Soviet historian, it was finally added 
“as a result of the initiative of the frontline delegates who had especially 
sharp feelings about the necessity for a genuine dernocratizati~n.”~~ So, 
despite the fact that this topic was touched upon in the discussion and 
resolutions on the militia and although many of the same theoretical 
propositions were repeated, the f d  resolutions on democratization had 
mainly a tactical importance and simply expanded the propositions listed 
above. 

To begin with, the conference rejected the army reforms and limited 
democratization introduced by the Provisional Government as an attempt to 
still the hopes stirred up by Order Number One and the resulting agitation.% 
While the Bolsheviks admitted that the new “Declaration of Soldiers’ Rights” 
had “much that is proper and necessary for the soldiers,” they nonetheless 
maintained that many of its provisions ensured that it was really “a declar- 
ation of the soldiers’ lack of rights.” For, once standing armies were recog- 
nized as instruments of ‘‘Coercion and oppression,” it was obvious that no 

principles which serve as the general basis of all existing armies.s7 
In this context the officers, as the executors of the existing military 

system, naturally mrited particular attention. Among the principles reso- 
lutely rejected were those of ‘‘appointment, orders, and subordination,” which 
must be immediately replaced by those of “election, self-administration, and 
the granting of initiative to the lower ranks.”” Or, as Krylenko boldly put 
it in his report on this topic: ‘We must oppose the idea of orders fiom above 
by the seizure of power from be10w.”~ Otherwise the delegates feared the 
present “conscious selection of, in the majority of class, countemvolutionary 
command personnel; the conciliatory policies of the coalition ministry; and 
the implementation within the army of policies ordered by the bourgeoisie” 
would succeed in ‘‘rendering harmless the revolutionary mood” of the soldiers. 
So, making the “widest use of the rights granted,” the immediate task was 
to achieve complete democratization and a “practical realization of the 
reorganization of the command on an elective basis” so as to be able to 
oppose successfully “the reactionary tendencies of senior commanders.’a 

true ‘‘democratization could be achieved” by maintaining and utilizing those 
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The conference’s general resolutions and demands reflected these same 
ideas. Seeking, as Krylenko had noted, to unify the army into a revolutionary 
whole and to democratize its institutions, the Bolsheviks would ensure 
themselves of the soldier’s support, weaken the forces of reaction, and at the 
same time, take a major step toward educating and winning the peasant 
masses.6l To this end, their resolutions called for, apart from elected 
commanders, an army administered in all its details by a hierarchy of elected 
soldiers’ committees or Soviets. Further, soldiers must retain the full right 
of citizenship while in the service, receive the right of challenging and 
approving all promotions and transfers of command personnel, and be 
permitted to arrest and prosecute officers suspected of counterrevolutionary 
activities.62 All this provided a short-term program which, once 
democratization was complete, would fully prepare the soldiers of the old 
army for a transition to the old radical Jacobin ideal of the armed peo~le.6~ 

The immediate impact of these resolutions is difficult to assess, but it 
must be stressed that they remained until December 1917, without essential 
change, as the basis of the Bolsheviks’ military programa True, the collapse 
of the July uprising in Petrograd, the subsequent persecution of the party, 
and the apparent threat from the right represented by Gen. L. G. Kornilov 
and his supporters brought a tactical modifcation of the slogan of the armed 
people.65 Prior to July a radicalization of the Soviets and, with this, a 
“constitutional” seizure of power by the revolutionary Left seemed possible 
to the Bolsheviks. But after the disastrous events in Petrograd, it seemed 
power could only be won by force; and in this situation, the arming of all 
the people meant weapons for both proletarians and their class enemies. 
Hence a first, and supposedly provisional, retreat from the general principles 
enunciated by the June Conference was dictated by the tactics of 
revolution.66 

Lenin, hiding in Finland and writing his famous State and Revolution, 
resurrected his call of 1916 for a proletarian militia and conceived it as the 
sole armed force allowed for by his transitional proletarian di~tatorship.6~ 
Trotsky, now a full member of the Bolshevik Party, also became a strong 
proponent of the Red Guards who, he argued, were the only true bulwarks 
against reaction.68 But again it was the military organization which most 
succinctly restated the party’s military demands. An August 31 meeting, 
for instance, arguing that the “power of the people” must be organized 
to resist Kornilov’s advance, demanded the following: the arrest of all 
counterrevolutionary officers, with the soldiers’ committees having the right 
of decision in this matter; the introduction of the principle of election into 
the army administrative and command system and the arming of the workers 
“under the leadership of soldier-instructors, to organize from a workers’ 
guard.”@ Yet despite restricting the demand for arms to the workers alone, 
no one suggested any change in the “arming of the people” and the militia 
system as the final goal for the postrevolutionary, and, most important, 
classless, state. 

Ironically, it was Komilov who, by raising the spectre of Russian 
“Bonapartism,” unintentionally gave the Bolsheviks a chance to realize their 
tactical objectives. Frightened, the Provisional Government turned to the 
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workers and armed them with the very weapons which, three months later, 
brought down Kerensky. Throughout the autumn of 1917 the Bolsheviks’ 
military organization and military workers frantically organized and trained 
new Red Guard formations and prepared for the coming confrontation?o 
Then, on October 11, the eve of their successful uprising, the Petrograd Red 
Guard units at last received unified regulations and a centralized command 
structure that greatly facilitated the forthcoming seizure of power?l 

Komilov’s ill-advised adventure had even greater repercussions within 
the army. The Bolsheviks, playing on the soldiers’ increasing weariness 
with the war, anger at the restoration of the death penalty for military 
offenses, and dramatically increased distrust of their officers and senior 
commanders, demanded complete democratization and successfuUy struggled 
for control of the soldiers’ Committees?* Many officers now found their 
position untenable: a few were lynched, others were arrested, some were 
hounded from their units, and many found pretexts to leave the army, 
devising their own forms of “selfdemobilization.” Those who remained 
grew depressed by the continual suspicion of their men and watched 
disconsolately as their once-proud army seemed to dissolve as a fighting 

To the Bolsheviks, however, the democratization seemed startlingly 
successful. The power of the old command personnel, the defenders of the 
old order and possible Bonapartists, was broken. Further, by the end of 
October most of the army was, if not an active supporter of the Bolshevik 
uprising, at least a benevolently neutral observer of events: attempts to 
organize the front in support of the provisional Government came to nothing, 
leaving the Red Guard the master of the field. On tk momw of the new em 
it only remained to be seen whether the peasants at the front could be 
successfully stiffened with the proletarian Red Guardsmen capable of 
supporting the Council of Peoples’ Commissars (SovnarRom) in its negotia- 
tions with the Central Powers and battles with the scattered opposition of 
small groups of domestic opponents. 

The Collapse of the Militia Program 

Prior to October, then, the traditional radical socialist, or Jacobin, ideal 
of an armed people had suffered only a small, and seemingly temporary, 
revision by limiting it to the arming of the toiling people to meet the needs 
of a Civil War fought on a class basis. Yet, by the end of 1920, the vision 
of 1917 had lost much of its force and remained present only in a feeble and 
mutilated form. These changes naturally had a tremendous impact on the 
party’s and Soviet government’s views about the command personnel and 
proper form for the exercise of authority within the revolution’s armed 
forces. 

The chronicle of the Bolsheviks’ abandoning of the militia ideal has 
been examined elsewhere and need only be briefly reviewed hereJ4 During 
their first months in power (November-December 1917), the Bolsheviks 
continued their policies of democratization within the old m y .  These 
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culminated in the decrees of December 16, 1917, which abolished all ranks 
and titles and simultaneously i n d u c e d  the principle of an elective 
command staff throughout the military system.75 Such measures completed 
the process begun earlier in the year. From the political point of view, they 
made the army useless as a base for counterrevolutionary action against the 
new government, and for the moment at least, the revolutionaries’ conml of 
the old Stavka (General Headquarters) seemed to make B o ~ p a r t i ~ m  
unlikely.’6 

Nonetheless, by the end of 1917 it was obvious that the fears of the old 
officers had been realized and that democratization had also rendered the 
army useless as a fighting force. True, the Baltic sailors and individual 
military units and soldier recruits had proved a useful support to the Red 
Guard units successfully operating against various bands of “White Guards” 
in the Ukraine, along the Don, and in the Urals. But the old army itself was 
rapidly dissolving as the soldiers, tired of the trenches and anxious to gain 
their share of the former landed estates, clogged the railways home. All the 
new government could do was attempt to impose some sort of order upon 
this elemental process, to which end an All-Army Demobilization Congress 
met in Petrograd h m  December 15, 1917, to January 3, 1918.n Meanwhile, 
as the peace negotiations dragged on, the new government, the members of 
the Military Organization, and the handful of professional officers who had 
elected to serve the Bolsheviks, began to search desperately for some force 
capable of opposing the powerful armed forces of the Central Powers, in 
case this need arose. 

At the end of December 1917, a number of meetings were held in 
Pemgrad which coincided with the Demobilization Congress. The collapse 
of the frontline units and real military deficiencies of the Red Guards meant 
that efforts to create a true armed toilers’ militia had to be shelved and, as 
a result of various discussions, a new Workers’ and Peasants’ Red Army was 
created by the decree of January 15/28, 1918. The units and men salvaged 
from the old army were, where possible, to be merged with the Red Guard 
formations to provide a srnall standing force of volunteers which could 
defend the Soviet Republic until its position became stabilized and the long- 
awaited socialist revolution matured in the West. Thus, once more the 
Bolshevik leaders had retreated from the platform of 1917, and once more 
this was justified as a provisional measure, forced upon them by the 
exigencies of the situation. The new army was recruited on a class basis, 
ensuring that it properly reflected the social basis of the new regime, the 
dictatorship of the proletariat and toiling peasantry. But although the 
foundations were now laid for a standing revolutionary force, and while 
some old professional officers were employed by the new regime, the 
“democratic” institutions of elected commanders, soldiers’ soviets, and 
“revolutionary self-discipline’’ remained intact7* 

The breakdown of the Brest-Litovsk peace negotiations left this new 
force-which was still in the process of formatio-and the remnants of 
the old army to face the well-organized and efficient advance of the Austro- 
German forces. Like the French predecessors of 1792-93, Lenin and his 
compatriots declared their putrie-the “socialist fatherland”-to be in 
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danger, hastily threw their newly organized battalions to the front, and 
appealed to the old professional soldiers to lend their services to the 
common, and now patriotic, cause. But for the Bolsheviks there was no 
“miracle of Valmy,” and in the end they were forced to accept the 
humiliating peace terms dictated by the Cenrral Powers. And, given the bad 
showing of their new volunteer units in the face of the Austro-German 
regulars, in March another grim reappraisal of their military strength was 
under way?9 

As a result Leon Trotsky was appointed Commissar of War. Under his 
guidance, with the full support of Lenin, a series of sweeping reforms were 
carried out which eradicated most of the practices and institutions introduced 
as part of the democratization program: the soldiers’ committees had their 
powers drastically curtailed, officers were appointed, not elected, and 
“revolutionary selfdiscipline” was replaced by more traditional military 
forms in all their strictness. Party opposition was naturally strong and not all 
“military workers” yet accepted the need for such measures. At the end of 
March 1918, for instance, Lenirr-now in Momw-had to intervene person- 
ally in support of the Commissar of War. In Petrograd, too, bitter debate 
surrounded this further retreat from the principles of 1917. Yet once again 
this course was defended as provisionally necessary in view of the contin- 
uing military threats to Soviet power. It also was argued that a continuation 
of recruitment on a class basis and the strengthening and consolidating of the 
institution of military commissars, the watchdo s of the revolution, pre- 

At the same time the expanded standing force remained based on 
volunteers while, in the countryside as a whole, the institution of 
Vsevobuch*-the Universal Military Training of Toilers-seemed to provide 
the basis for a future militia. Thus the Bolsheviks had been forced, like the 
Jacobins before them, to adopt traditional military forms but, ever mindful 
of the dangers of standing armies, retained the radical-Jacobin ideals for 
implementation in the future. But for the moment Trotsky and Lenin settled 
for a mixed regular-militia force, not unlike that advocated by Engels in 
1852 as suitable for France.81 

The late spring and summer of 1918 subjected the new system to still 
greater strains. The mutiny of the Czechoslovak Legion and the sudden 
spread of Civil War fronts, along with the beginnings of Allied intervention, 
proved even the expanded volunteer force to be inadequate. Even most of 
Trotsky’s bitter opponents now accepted the need for a strong, disciplined 
army, and the mobilization of toilers replaced the system of volunteer 
recruiting.82 The concurrent mobilization of former officers was accepted 

served the essentials of the revolutionary ideals. 8 f  

* 
Described by E. Jones as “a system of universal military training for adult 

males . . . ; by the end of 1920 five million men had been through the program, 
which provided ninety-six hours of military training on a part-time basis without 
interruption from work“ (Red Army and Society: A Socwlogy of the Soviet Military, 
Boston, 1985, p. 36). Ed. 
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less readily and, after various cases of treason by such “military specialists” 
(voenspetsy), resentment grew. This was further fueled by the reappearance 
of the more “democrafic” types of units and parman bands who occupied h e  
Ukraine as the Germans withdrew in November-December 1918 and by 
Stalin’s self-made military colleagues on the Tsaritsyn front. Thus, by the 
time of the VIII Party Congress in March 1918, a loose coalition, known as 
the Military Opposition, was prepared to challenge Trotsky and his military 
poli~ies.8~ 

After a bitter debate, in which Lenin intervened decisively to defend his 
absent Commissar of War, the Congress approved the policies adopted to 
date. These decisions are often cited by Soviet writers to mark the decisive 
defeat of the militia ideal and the acceptance of the Workers’ and Peasants’ 
Red Army as a regular, traditionally organized military force with its revo- 
lutionary spirit preserved by the class nature of the Soviet government and 
the class basis of recruitmemu Nonetheless, the Congress explicitly retained 
the militia program as a long-term goal and, at the IX Party Congress of 
March-April 1920, Trotsky proposed a new mixed system in which the 
militia (as in Jaures’s system) played the major role. This program was 
adopted and this fact is in itself indicative of the influence exerted by the 
radical military ideal upon the Communist leadership. So the VIII Party 
Congress decisions were meant as just another temporary retreat from the 
principles of 1917, justified by the same arguments of revolutionary 
necessity which had been used on former 0ccasions.8~ 

By the end of 1920, the situation had again changed. The invasion by 
the White Poles, combined with continuing fears of further Allied efforts 
at intervention and the failure of the revolutions elsewhere in Europe, con- 
vinced the Soviet leaders that the militia program of the IX Party Congress 
would have to be further postponed. In addition, the growing domestic crisis 
(which in early 1921 exploded in the Kronstadt mutiny) and fears of nation- 
alist separatism recommended a standing army as one institutional bulwark 
for continuing unity and domestic order. For as long as the young Soviet 
regime remained surrounded by a capitalist sea and plagued by problems of 
domestic development, arguments of revolutionary expediency, as well as the 
self-interest of many Red Army leaders-both voenspetsy and new 
revolutionary commanders-ould be used to justify the retention of a 
standing, professional “class” army, supported by a militia. 

Hence, on December 16, 1920, a series of meetings finally concluded 
that the Workers’ and Peasants’ Red Army would continue as an institution 
of the Soviet state. The alternate militia proposals of the old “military 
worker,” N. I. Podvoiskii, were rejected in favor of those of professional 
voenspetsy.86 In the years that followed, although discussion continued of the 
problems of militia the actual militia aspect of the Red Army 
assumed less and less importance. The further failure of the revolutionary 
movement abroad seemed to leave the young Soviet regime surrounded by 
a threatening capitalist international system, and the adoption of Stalin’s 
policy of “Socialism in One Country” signified that the USSR recognized 
the implications of this failm. Henceforth a standing regular army appeared 
to be a necessity of state; and this fact, along with the professional interests 
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of the military themselves and the growing social conservatism of Stalin’s 
Russia, condemned the radical military ideals of 1917 to a sure if lingering 
death. 

Nonetheless, these ideals left their mark on the traditions and rhetoric of 
the Red Army and on the composition of its command establishment. As a 
result of the varying shifts and compromises in Bolshevik military policy, 
by 1921 it had a heterogeneous collection of commanders. They included the 
products of the revolution itself-the soldiers, NCOs, and Bolshevik 
“military workers,” who had risen by dint of luck and merit; the voenspefsy, 
who either voluntarily or otherwise had entered Soviet service; and the 
young Red Commanders (or Kraskomr), who, hastily trained in the midst of 
civil war, represented the Soviet government’s hopes for its own 
professional, Communist officers. However, in the end, it was the old 
regulars, seconded by the NCOs, who left their imprint on its structure, 
discipline, and professional thought?’ Thus the concepts of “deep battle” 
later developed by V. K. Triandafillov and M. N. Tukhachevskii have roots 
in the concepts of modem war developed before 1914 b men like A. A. 
Neznamov, who himself served in the new Red ArmyJ9 Meanwhile, in 
1927, the Comintem’s Plenum officially declared the militia slogan to be 
inappropriate for the Soviet Union and other advanced nations of Western 
Europe and held it to be relevant only for “colonial countries that have not 
yet passed through the stage of the bourgeoisdemocratic revolution.’m After 
this, Russian military men not surprisingly felt perfectly free to rebuild their 
nation’s armed forces ever more closely along the lines of the model that 
they knew best-that of the Imperial Russian Army. But since the rhetoric 
of 1917 and victories of the Civil War gave justification to the existence of 
both the new Soviet state and its military establishment, these too had to be 
incorporated into the new military outlook. It is this necessity that explains 
the curious amalgam of the old Russian and newer radical-revolutionary 
traditions that went into the making of today’s Soviet Army, a force that few 
of the ‘‘military workers” of 1917 would recognize as the product of their 
dreams. 
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Commentary 

William C. Fuller, Jr. 

It seems to me that interest in western historical circles in the Tsarist 
military experience is very definitely on the rise, and the three interesting 
papers that we have heard reflect this phenomenon. I think these papers not 
only have illuminated some key problems of Tsarist military history, but 
have also provided information about what parts of the heritage of the 
Imperial Army was absorbed by the new Workers’ and Peasants’ Red Army 
(RKKA), and what parts were not. What I will do is briefly discuss each of 
the papers before proceeding to talk about some thematic relationships. Let 
me begin with the paper of Professor Pintner. 

Professor Pintner has given us a study of what we may describe as 
Imperial Russia’s capacity for military mobilization in the broader sense. 
He is not dealing here with the purely technical facts of mobilizatiowthe 
drafting of mobilization plans, the assembling of mobilization schedules, 
and the development of railway time tables. All of these were exercises 
which Imperial Russia performed extremely well, in fact much better than 
even the Germans had expected, as was proved in 1914. What Professor 
Pintner is concerned with is the mobilization of resources for war, and he 
has two main categories of analysis: the mobilization of motivated and 
trained soldiers and the mobilization of economic resources. It is his 
contention, and it is a contention with which largely I agree, that as the 
nineteenth century progressed, as the twentieth century began, the Russian 
state developed weaknesses precisely in these two areas of mobilization. 
Now there were a host of reasons for this, but one of the chief ones, as he 
also quite properly suggests, was the relative poverty of Russia compared 
to the other states of Europe, poverty which is explained by Russia’s failure 
until somewhat later in the century to break out of the preindustrial cycle. 

Now, this poverty disadvantaged Russia in several ways. First, it meant 
that Russia found it hard to compete in the European arms races of the late 
nineteenth century. But poverty also had consequenm for military readiness, 
since as a result of it much of the soldier’s time was spent on nonmilitary 
activities, or the so-called systems of vol’nye ruboty, or free work. The 
government simultaneously believed that it had to have a large army, also 
that the army had to be as self-supporting as possible. In fact, this is 
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something that you might say is a dominant theme of Tsarist military 
history, and even Soviet military history. To this date there are st i l l  some 
farm troops in the Soviet Union which primarily grow vegetables as their 
military service. 

Now, in my view, Professor F’intner has painted slightly too somber a 
picture of the Russian military pexformance. Some other armies, in particular 
the French Army before 1914, actually had less out-of-garrison training than 
did the Russian.’ Yet his depiction of Russia’s military dilemma-the fm- 
ancial constraint--is correct. But a paradoxical question then arises, because 
Russian generals wee aware of the implidon of the problem One then has 
to ask, how did Russia’s generals expect to win wars, leading relatively less 
well-trained soldiers, and relatively less well-equipped soldiers, against 
enemies whom they expected to be better off in both departments? Now, 
there are some different answers that could be given, but one answer that 
was given by the key Tsarist generals was that,Russia had certain compen- 
satory advantages that inhered precisely in the quality of its human per- 
sonnel. The Russian soldier was in fact a soldier who was a soldier of an ideal 
type. Many reasons were adduced for this: the bracing character of the 
Russian climate, the supposed racial characteristics of the Slavs, and national 
piety and loyalty to the Tsar. Qualities of bravery and endurance were in fact 
expected to turn the tide. As Gen M. I. Dragomirov, one of the most famous 
generals of the second half of the nineteenth century, declared, “Capable of 
fighting, capable of dying-this is the basis of the martial prowess peculiar 
to the Russian soldier.’” 

In a strange way, what flowered in the nineteenth century, particularly 
in the post-1860 period, was really a theory I would describe as the theory 
of the advantages of relative backwardness in Russian military thinking. The 
argument was implicitly made that precisely because Russia was relatively 
less urban than was the West she was actually potentially stronger than the 
West. In this view Russia’s peasant soldiers were held to have better morale 
than the scrawny, classconscious, conscripted industrial workers of more 
advanced societies. The big blow to this style of thought was the Russo- 
Japanese War of 1904, because it appeared to demonstrate that Russia was 
incapable of motivating its soldiers while the Japanese could. 

There are many reasons why Russia was incapable of correctly motivating 
her soldiers or indoctrinating them. One reason noted by other scholars, 
yesterday and today, was the complacent and static character of the nineteenth 
century Tsarist autocracy. The complacency in part resulted from Russia 
having been so successful in the campaign of 1812 against Napoleon. 
Almost all the countries that warred against Napoleon, including such 
conservative polities as Austria and hussia, had to make some concessions 
to nationalist forces, or liberalism, even to the extent of promising some sort 
of constitution after the war had been won. But Russia was able to wage war 
against the French emperor without recourse to such political or social 
concessions. Therefore, one might argue that one source of the socio- 
economic and political and military weakness of Russia from 1800-1856 was 
precisely that she was not beaten badly enough by Napoleon before she in fact 
defeated him, because it is this which helped postpone substantive and timely 
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reform. Even after the Crimean defeat had inaugurated the era of the “Great 
Reforms” (1861-74), the Tsarist government was reluctant to innovate to 
build mass support for its policies or to neutralize social opposition. 

Professor Pinmer’s paper has described a host of weaknesses that 
plagued the Russian Army, but interestingly enough, can we directly trans- 
late these weaknesses into poor military performance in World War I? As 
Professor Pinmer himself suggests, the Russian Army hung on quite a con- 
siderable period of time in the war; and there are some scholars, including 
myself, who hold that Russia’s military performance from 1914-17 has been 
quite underrated. Professor Pinmer seeks to suggest that Russia’s military 
endurance in world war is in part explained by a tardy, but important, victoq 
in the industrial war. I would take slight issue with him here. He suggests 
that by 1916 the Russian Army was self-sufficient in artillery ammunition; 
in fact, it really was not. Although by 1916 Russia could produce all of the 
shells needed for the 3-inch field gun, these shells were chiefly loaded with 
shrapnel. By contrast, Russia was never during the entire course of World 
War I able to produce as many heavy guns or high-explosive shells as were 
required given the conditions of trench warfare. Thus, despite the fact that 
the Russian Army was technologically disadvantaged, it not only fought on, 
but showed a Surprising amount of skill-beating the Germans in 1914, and 
smashing the Austrians in 1915. And in 1916 Russia demonstrated quite 
clearly that she was one of the first powers fundamentally to solve the 
problem of trench warfare by pioneering the same sort of infiiuation tactics 
that would be used later by Ludendorff in the Michael Offensive in France. 

Now we turn to Dr. Menning’s paper, which reminds us of something 
that is often overlooked: the fact that the Russian Army was involved in 
struggles on the frontier as well as it was in Europe. If we should look to 
the military model and challenge of Berlin to understand part of the Russian 
military experience, then we must look to places like Vladikavkaz to 
understand the rest. 

In Dr. Menning’s opinion, the experience of frontier warfare had many 
important consequences for the Russian Army: it stimulated initiative; it 
helped to promote techniques such as the employment of mobile cavalry; 
and it was the source of vital and long-lived military institutions, such as the 
military district system, which is still in place in the Soviet Union today. He 
also seems to be suggesting, if I comprehend him correctly, that frontier 
warfare was also a school really for cruelty and brutality in warfare, at least 
when Russia’s enemies were Muslims or pagans. 

Dr. Menning also suggests that the frontier experience had negative 
consequences for Tsarist military power, that it accustomed soldiers to forms 
of war unsuitable when the empire’s opponents were in fact modem armies, 
although I would strongly disagree with his contention that Kuropatkin’s 
failure in Manchuria resulted from his use of Central Asian methods against 
the Japanese. I have three questions for Dr. Menning, and one of them con- 
cerns the issue of massacres and deportations. It seems to me that the 
Russians didn’t really have to go to the frontiex to learn about those practices 
because they date back to the period of “the gathering of the Russian lands,” 
or at least to that of civil wars of Vasilii the Blind (1428-55). Policies of 
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mass deportations and even massacres had long been in the Russian political 
tradition. 

The second thing at issue is that of force mix. Dr. Menning has placed 
a great deal of emphasis on the techniques of mobile raiding, but it seems 
to me that when the Russians enjoyed the greatest success it was by com- 
bining regular and mobile operations. Cossacks were very good for raiding. 
You could take prisoners with them, you could seize booty with them, and 
you could inflict punishment with them. You could not, however, employ 
these mobile cavalry armies actually to occupy temtones or important 
points, a problem that cost Russia much time and much blood to mole .  To 
this extent, I wonder whether he is not overrating the military contribution 
of the Cossacks. 

The third rhing I would consider is the other ways in which this frontier 
heritage might be relevant to the Soviet military today. Dr. Menning men- 
tioned the cavalry raids of the Civil War-a subject that is commanding 
increasing study by Soviet military scholars and strategists at present. 
However, I wonder if there are not other ways in which the experience of 
frontier war is still alive for the Soviet military. 

Finally, I come to the interesting paper of Dr. Jones. Dr. Jones shows 
that the Bolsheviks in their attitude toward standing armies were typical of 
European socialists, because European socialists generally deplored the army 
both because they saw it the recipient of revenues that should be otherwise 
spentonprograms of social use and because they viewed it as the instrument 
of oppression that kept the ruling class in power. Therefore, European 
socialists wanted militias. In fact, the socialist pamphleteer, M. Pavlovich, 
writing in 1905 under the pseudonym “Volunteer,” chose two armies as the 
ones that he wanted the future Russian state to emulate? The armies that he 
admired, to tell you the truth, were, as one might expect, first the Swiss, 
because the Swiss Army was the true militia army, and the other was the 
United States Army, curiously enough, precisely because it was small, 
insignificant, and cost so little money. 

Dr. Jones has demonstrated not only the antistatism of the Bolsheviks 
with the proposal in their military program in July 1917 to arm everyone, 
but also suggests in his discussion that in a strange way the Bolsheviks 
really did not understand what was happening in the army and were not really 
on top of the whole process of revolutionary change, even in the ranks of the 
frontline army. He further reminds us of the Bolshevik proclivity to substi- 
tute historical analogy for rigorous analysis. He shows very well the way in 
which Lenin was captivated by the experience of the Paris Commune. 

I would disagree with a couple of Dr. Jones’ points, which are minor 
issues. I think he has made too much of Bolshevik proposals for a universal 
right to bear arms in July 1917. I would argue that this was actually a tac- 
tical ploy. Bolshevik programs in 1917 often consisted of ratifying reality; 
that is, the slogans of land, bread, and peace really expressed what had hap 
pened. The peasants had already seized the land; the army wasn’t really 
interested in fighting (especially after the collapse of the Kerensky 
offensive); and insofar as you had a massive diffusion of frearms in Russia, 
really to argue for universal arms isn’t more than saying that we are going 
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to have m m  of what there is. But I do not believe for a moment that Lenin 
or any other important leader in the Bolshevik party actually intended to 
permit the gentry or the bourgeoisie to retain arms in a socialist Russia. 
However, this July proposal is enommusly ironic because Bolshevik practice, 
once power was consolidated, consisted in the most rigorous gun control. 
The policy consisted of disarming practically everyone, beginning with mas- 
sive attempts to disarm the villages in the 1920s and culminating in a rather 
interesting way with Stalin’s orders that the individql members of the party 
be stripped of their right to bear personal sidearms in the immediate 
aftermath of Kirov’s murder in 1934. 

The second place that I might take issue with Dr. Jones is the degree 
to which Bolsheviks were firmly committed to democratizing the army. I 
fully agree there were many Bolsheviks who were authentic idealists, and 
we should not denigrate these people, but I wonder if in fact the Bolsheviks’ 
principles of democratization were in and of themselves really rather attempts 
to subvert and undermine the army. Lenin, captivated as he was by the 
French revolutionary experience, saw the army as a potential source of 
countemvolution That is why I believe that what he was consistently trying 
to do was, in many respects, to destroy it as an organized military force, 
both to prevent any possible right wing coups and because he did not really 
think he would need it, because he fully expected a wave of revolution to 
engulf all central Europe. He was of course vastly Surprised when this did 
not happen and had to confront the armed might of the still quite active and 
even more powerful German Army in the east. Despite these quibbles, I 
would, in the main, agree with Dr. Jones, for the Bolsheviks did find that 
their improvised methods-the attempt to use Red Guards, the attempt to 
have Vsevobuchdid not work. Only when they understood that a military 
can neither be run nor built by rank amateurs, did the Bolsheviks begin to 
establish mass armies. It was in fact an act of improvisation, that gradually 
began with the drafting of Communist Party members. When the supply of 
these was depleted, industrial workers in those cities that had strong pro- 
Bolshevik majorities were inducted. T h d t e r  the regime moved to peasants 
in home districts that were close enough to centers of Bolshevik power so 
that the process of recruitment could be controlled? 

The fact remains that there was still tremendous difficulty with the kind 
of mass armies that were built. Dr. Jonathan R. Adelman has pointed out 
that the Red Army’s level of desertion is almost unparalleled in modem 
military history, and the performance of the Red Army in the Civil War is 
extremely spotty indeed.’ Nonetheless, given that the party had to be shown 
to be correct, then shortly after the closing down of the Civil War, even 
more dramatically in the 1930s, history was rewritten not only to exclude 
and denigrate Trotsky, but also to propagate the fundamental concept that 
Lenin had known what he was doing from the beginning in military affairs. 
You also had the rise of such myths as the one that held in 1919 the party 
fought and won the “battle for the allegiance of the middle peasants,” thus 
Creating the truly effective mass army, which in fact the Red Army was not. 

It was precisely the sorry performance of the Red Army in the Civil 
War, despite the purges of many former Tsarist officers in the early 1920s, 
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that intensified the need of the RKKA for military specialists from the 
ancien rkgime, not necessarily to command but to be military historians, to 
be professors, and to write the textbooks. 

In my view the RKKA turned to many of the old imperial intellectuals 
who had been arguing since the 1890s in favor of the mass mobilization of 
the population for war. In a sense the Soviet military found itself in the 
1%0s in the same position the Tsar’s army had been in in the 186Os, that is, 
confronting poverty. It was a country which could not afford very much in 
the way of modem arsenals, and it nonetheless had to figure out ways in 
which it was going to fight and to win wars. So what the Soviets did was to 
create the concept of the army to mobilize the people. It would in fact 
mobilize them, militarize them, and indoctrinate them. Once you discarded 
the militia army, which would only work if people were effectively indoc- 
trinated before they came to the service, you turned around and got the 
concept of the army itself as agent of political socialization, which is what 
the Red Army in the 1920s was very much about. In fact, if we are to 
believe Dr. Mark von Hagen of Columbia, as I think we should, it was 
astonishingly effective. Owing to the fantastic weakness of the party in rural 
Russia, the Red Army was the single most effective institution which the 
Bolsheviks had in the 1920s for propagandizing the people in the villages! 
For if the peasant was indoctrinated at all, it appears that it happened during 
his military service. 

As Dr. Jones interestingly suggested at the end of his talk, the RKKA 
of the 1920s almost embodied the ideal of the military reformers of the 
1890s and the post-1905 period. These were the officers who in the end 
concluded that the autocracy was incapable of creating a patriotic citizens 
army. These were the officers who foresaw the desirability of using the 
army as the agency of political indoctrination. This is a role which has 
persisted in importance to the present. If you examine any current Soviet 
military publications designed for mass distribution, you discover quite 
striking similarities of tone, if not content, to the military literature of the 
1890s. 

In a curious way it is possible to argue that the idea of employing the 
army to educate and indoctrinate the masses originated in 1890, not 1919. 
And if Dr. Ellen Jones is correct, political indoctrination is still one of the 
most important functions performed by the Soviet armed forces even today? 
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Introductory Remarks 

Colonel Robert E. Berls, Jr., USAF 

Welcome to Session I1 on Soviet Military Doctrine. I believe it is most 
appropriate that this topic is being discussed at the Air Force Academy's 
Military History Symposium, because it was the Air Force that was largely 
responsible for making available to the English-speakmg world a large 
volume of Soviet military literature through its translations in the Soviet 
Military Thought Series.* 

Before I introduce our panelists for this session, I would like to make 
a few brief remarks about our session topic-Soviet Military Doctrine. For 
you purists in the audience it might, perhaps, be better to call our topic 
Soviet Military Thought. I make this suggestion in order to extend our 
discussion beyond the somewhat restrictive framework of the Soviet 
definition of military doctrine. This certainly would correspond more 
accurately with our discussion here since our papers will take us into several 
different directions of military thought, that is, into the realm of military 
science and military art. All of this, of course, will be presented and related 
directly to our common theme of Transformation in Russian and Soviet 
Military History. 

I think it is extremely important that several days are devoted to this 
theme, since in the Soviet Union military history has played and continues 
to play a very prominent role in Soviet military thought. Every month, for 
example, new articles in this field appear in Voenno-istoricheskii zhwnal 
(Military History Journal). In addition, the Soviets publish a vast number of 
monographs, memoirs, and historical and fictional accounts of events in the 
area of military history, the overwhelming majority of which are from the 
annals of the Great Patriotic War. These works are studied seriously in the 
USSR and the appropriate lessons are drawn. 

* 
A series of publications from Soviet military literature translated and published 

by the United States Air Force as the Soviet Military Thought Series. The series is 
discussed and the volumes in the series are listed on page 369 in the Appendix. Ed. 
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But as the world moves further and further away from the events of 
194145, the question of what role this tumultuous event should play in the 
history of the Soviet Union and in Soviet military thought must and does 
change. What for decades has been the source, the inspiration for much of 
Soviet military thinking, must become more and more difficult to relate to 
as newer generations grow up and a new leadership emerges, a leadership 
for whom World War II is now only a childhood memory. How the Soviets 
will treat this great event in the future and what lessons they will continue 
to draw from it, particularly in view of changing military technology, 
doctrine and strategies, are questions deserving of our attention during the 
next two days. 

In this c o ~ t i o n ,  I would note that in our discussions of Soviet military 
history, and particularly in our examination of the role of military history, 
a topic which Peter Vigor will address directly, we should ask ourselves a 
number of questions. What should be the function of military history in the 
formulation of military doctrine, military strategy and tactics, and military 
force planning? What guidelines can and should be drawn from military 
history as we plan for the future? What can military history teach us? And 
equally important, what traps must we avoid as we apply military history to 
military thought? 

As regards the Soviet Union, for example, is there justification to the 
arpment that the Soviets have concentrated too much on preparing for a 
large-scale land war in Europe based on their World War II experience and 
consequently were ill-prepared, at least initially, to fight an insurgency in 
Afghanistan? And finally, what role can and should we anticipate the 
Soviets’ war in Afghanistan will play in Soviet military history and Soviet 
military thought in the future? I raise these issues because I believe that they 
are appropriate questions for discussion during this session and during the 
entire course of the symposium. 



Mass, Mobility, and the Origins of 
Soviet Operational Art, 1918-1936’ 

Jacob W. Kipp 

The first requirement incumbent upon the author of this paper is to 
define exactly what is meant by the three terms employed in the title. Mass 
in the Russian context has a triple meaning. To students of Soviet history 
and h4arxism-Leninism it refers to the political linkage forged by Lenin and 
the Bolsheviks between the masses and the conduct of modem war. It 
embraces what Gen. Gerua and his co-author called “the strategy of the 
masses,” where the social and class struggle are merged with modem war, 
i.e., the fusion of regular war and partisan war into an organic whole.’ As 
A. S. Bubnov and the other Red Army commanders asserted in 1930: 

Partisan warfare during the Civil War often took on a completely inde- 
pendent significance. One can assume that wa$are of a similar type in 
future European class wars and in the national-liberation wars of the 
natiom of the East will be the perf.ct fellow-traveler of regular warfar. 
Because of thk one of the immediate tasks for the theoretical work of ow 
military-scientific thought is: the study of the nature of modern ‘partisan 
warfare’ and the establishment of aforecast for the future.’ 

Under this rubric Marxism-Leninism pvided a new content to Clausewitz’s 
classical defintion of war as an extension of politics by infusing that politics 
with a class content in the form of the masses’ intervention into the politics 
of war: 

To military historians, the term calls to mind the image of the Russian 
“steamroller,” which gave nightmares to Schlieffen and other German 
General Staff planners in the decades prior to World War I. A simple 
process of extrapolation based upon the size of Russia’s standing army, the 
number of conscripts being inducted in any year under the universal military 

*The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance of the following scholars 
in the research and writing of this essay: Professor John Erickson, Dr. Bruce W. 
Menning, and Colonel David Glantz, U.S. Army. 
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seMce statute, and the empire’s total population provided a rough estimate 
of the total number of rifles and sabers which the Tsar could put into the 
field. The Imperial government’s adoption of the Grand Program for rearm- 
ament in 1912 thus threatened to change the military balance on the conti- 
nent: Those forces would mobilize slowly, but, like a steamroller, their 
momentum would carry all before them. 

Given the predominance of a short-war paradigm among European gen- 
eral staffs, this threat was real but not immediately compelling. The Germans 
assumed it could be answered by a rapid victory over France before such 
numbers could make their weight felt. It led German officers to influence 
their Austro-Hungarian counterparts to undertake initial offensive actions to 
reduce pressure upon the German covering fonxs protecting East Prussia and 
Silesia. The major modernization and expansion of Russian forces, for 
which the “Grand Program of 1912” provided, seemed to create a window 
of vulnerability which German officers assumed would open around 1917. 
This in its own way contributed to an enhanced sense of impending threat. 
At the same time, fears that Russian manpower would not affect German 
deployments against their own offensive led French generals and politicians 
to press for commitments to immediate offensive operations by the Russian 
Army, even before mobilization was completed. In this context the myth of 
the Russian steamroller played its own special role in shaping prewar 
military policy and the maneuver phase of World War I! 

Ironically, the Russian steamroller embodied one of the central contra- 
dictions of military affairs in the decade prior to World War I, i.e., the 
confusion of mobilization and concentration with deployment and maneuver. 
Mobilimtion and concentration through the systematic exploitation of the 
national railway system had, since Moltke’s victories, been interpreted as the 
key to strategic success. War plans, which were the domain of the various 
European general staffs, became a matter of defining the operational line 
which would permit the most decisive concentration of troops against the 
enemy’s center of gravity during the initial phase of war. The location and 
capacity of the railroad net, when combined with a rational system for its 
rapid exploitation for the movement of standing and reserve formations, 
assumed paramount importance, while the maneuver of army groups was 
confined within the operational lines dictated by the mobilization process 
and the rail net. This has been described in some recent scholarship as the 
“cult of the offensive” since it envisioned using speed of mobilization as a 
means of gaining the initiative and imposing one’s will upon the adversary 
by conducting offensive operations? 

Mass or the massing of forces and means was one of the problems of 
industrial war and war planning which most troubled the Russian General 
Staff prior to World War I. These officers were well aware of the relative 
disadvantages under which the empire labored in its efforts to mobilize, 
assemble, and deploy its forces at the start of hostilities. The scale and 
density of the German and Austm-Hungarian rail nets favored their mobil- 
ization, not Russia’s. Until two years before the outbreak of hostilities 
Russian war plans had, in fact, counted upon a covering force action in the 
initial period of war, while the mobilization was executed.’ 
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To military analysts, mass or more precisely the massing of forces and 
means (mussirovunie sil i srehtv) refers to one of the principles of military 
art relating to the concentration of such forces and firepower upon the deci- 
sive sectors in order to secure a decisive superiority over the enemy and 
thereby achieve the goals of an operation or battle? As Soviet authors assert, 
the massing of forces and means has long been a principle of military art. 
However, its application in practice has depended upon the level of devel- 
opment of the means of armed struggle and the talent of the military leader 
@olkovodefs) to apply it in practice. This essay will address the way these 
three understandings of mass fused in Soviet military thought in the two 
decades following the Bolshevik Revolution. 

Mobility (podvizhnosf') traditionally has referred to the ability to move 
forces and means rapidly prior to combat and in battle. Speed of deployment 
and redeployment were said to be relative to the capabilities of an opponent 
and have been characterized as a force's maneuverability. Gen. H. A. Leer 
(1829-1904), Russia's strategic theorist of the last part of the nineteenth 
century under the influence of Lloyd, Jomini, and Napoleon, distinguished 
between strategic and tactical mobility. Strategic mobility took the form of 
the "march-maneuver," by which the commander sought to bring his forces 
to bear at the decisive point, in superior numbers at the decisive time. 
Successful march-maneuvers set the stage for the general engagement. Thus, 
maneuvers were only a means of preparing for the decisive battle and not its 
conduct." The distinction between strategic and tactical mobility was abso- 
lute. Under the influence of a world view which sought out universal, un- 
changing laws, Leer sought to fit maneuver into the preexisting categories 
of military art. For him, Moltke's genius consisted of the application of those 
laws in new c i r c u m s w .  Leer sought those elements which united Moltke 
and Napoleon, not what made them different sorts of commanders in 
different sorts of wars. 

The Russian Army and the Industrialization of War 

With the industrialization of war in the mid-nineteenth century, the 
problems of mass and mobility became infinitely more complex. The new 
weapons extended the breadth and depth of the battlefield, increased the 
lethality of firearms, played havoc with well-established concepts of 
combined-arms, and made possible the more rapid mobilization of man- 
power for the conduct of the campaign. The traditional definitions of tactics 
as the direction of forces on the field of battle and strategy as the control of 
units as they maneuvered prior to engagement began to break down. This 
industrialization process had a number of salient features, which impacted 
upon all European armies, including that of Tsarist Russia. First, it 
stimulated and guided a process of professionalization within the military, 
which emphasized technical mastery of the new means of destruction in a 
relatively m o w ,  applied form." Second, it placed greater emphasis upon 
the problems of mobilization, concentration, and deployment of forces. This, 
in turn, led to a fmation upon the problem of strategic war plans, which 
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became identitied with the most rational and expeditious means of getting 
men and materiel into the theater of military action. 

Following the Crimean War and during the period when Prussian 
victories were reshaping military concepts, Russia embarked upon those 
reforms which would shape the way Russians would prepare for and go to 
war for the next half century. The Russian War Ministry executed its fmt 
mobilization and deployment plan in 1876-77 in the Balkan and Caucasian 
theaters for the war against Turkey.12 While Miliutin’s reformed War 
Ministry and Gen. N. N. Obruchev’s war plan proved equal to the task of 
getting troops into the theater and across the Danube, they did not provide 
effective guidance for the conduct of sustained operations, and the Russian 
campaign against the Turks bogged down north of the Balkan mountains. 
This crisis drew attenton to the problem of the CofTlfnand and control of ever 
larger formations under conditions where the field commander could not 
exercise direct supervision. Russian dilemmas south of the Danube in the 
summer of 1877 were in good measure a result of the inability of the theater 
commander and his staff to provide effective command and control of the 
various detachments. This, in turn, led to a situation where the massing 
of forces for the decisive thrust over the Balkan mountains and on to 
Constantinople could not be achieved. 

For Russia the central lessons of the Russo-Turkish War were not easily 
assimilated. Partly this was the result of command politics, involvin 

On the other hand, it was also a result of a particular mindset among the 
m y ’ s  most important strategic thinkers, especially General Leer, who 
taught strategy at the Nikolaevskaia Academy of the General Staff. Leer, 
interpreted by Moltke as a midcentury Napoleon, believed in eternal pM- 
ciples and laws and had a disdaii for the recent unpleasantness in the 
Balkans. Neither his book on strategy, which dominated the field until his 
death, nor the guide to his lectures at the Academy, which was published in 
1887, addressed the lessons of 1877-78. Leer and his generation looked for 
didactic tools, rather than evolutionary concepts. In a time of radical change 
they sought a fm doctrine. The latter slowly ossified into dogma. Such was 
the critical judgment of A. A. Svechin, one of the military specialists 
(voenspetsy), who provided the young Red Army with its intellectual links 
to the Tsarist A m y  and its gerreral staff!4 Yet, Svechin, who was critical of 
narrow, technical specialists because they lost sight of the larger picture of 
war as a social phenomenon, did believe that Leer had provided an aiming 
point or compass (bursol’) for Russian military theorists to use in adbs ing  
modem war. Leer emphasized and reemphasized the role and function of the 
operational line in determining the strategic direction of a campaign. 

When Russia went to war in 1904, the problems of industrial war came 
back to haunt Gen. Kuropatkin and his staff in Manchuria. Kuropatkin had 
been an excellent chief of staff to Gen. Skobelev in the Balkans, had written 
extensively on that experience, and had later campaigned effectively in 
Central Asia” As Minister of War he had directed Russia’s rearmament in 
the years before the outbreak of war and p v e d  a talented logistician Russia 
mobilized a half million men and sent them over five thousand miles by rail. 

members of the imperial family, who did not want their reputations sullied. 14 
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Kuropatkin was also a devoted disciple of Leer. His initial deployments and 
the slow buildup of his operations on the Mukden-Port Arthur axis were 
clear proof that he understood and was applying the concept of the opera- 
tional line. What he could not do was provide effective command and con- 
trol of his forces in the field. He spent the entire war in Manchuria seeking 
the single set-piece battle which would decide the campaign. 

The Japanese, using the German mission-oriented tactics of Sigismund 
von Schlichting, seized the initiative, threatened his flanks and repeatedly 
forced him to abandon the field after a spirited but inconclusive defense. ‘Ihe 
Japanese commander, rather than waiting to deploy his forces and then enter 
into a general engagement, allowed his troops to engage the enemy from the 
march, thereby seizing the initiative and htrating Kuropatkin’s elaborate 
~1ans.l~ Russian reserves found themselves marching from one side of the 
battlefield to the other and either taking no decisive part in the action or 
being so exhausted by the process that they had lost their effectiveness. In 
Manchuria the battlefield had assumed a breadth and depth, a size that was 
unthinkable only a half century before. At Mukden in 1905 three Russian 
armies, numbering 300,000 men, 1,475 field guns, and 56 machineguns, 
faced five Japanese armies, numbering 270,000 men, 1,063 guns, and about 
200 machineguns. The fightin lasted for six days and covered a front of 
155 km and a depth of 80 km?7 

Critics, including Svechin, concluded that the impact of technology on 
the scale of battle was in the process of working a radical change in the 
conduct of war. Russian officers began to speak of a new focal point in 
military art between strategy and tactics, war and battle. They sought a new 
terminology to give expression to this intermediary level of combat and 
employed engagement (sruzhenie) to define the scale of combat above battle, 
and operation (operatsiia) to describe the linking together of maneuver and 
combat into a series of “individual bounds of the attacker forward and the 
defender backward.”18 For Lt. Col. A. A. Nevlamov (1872-1928), the 
Russian defeats in the Far East had one basic cause: “We did not understand 
modem war.”” Already in 1909 Neznamov had used a public lecture to 
identify the central changes in the art of military leadership, which were 
arising from the demands of mass, industrial war. Much of what Neznamov 
said was taken from German writings, especially Schlichting, but they were 
presented within a very Russian context. Neznamov redefined control 
(upralenie) and initiative @chin) so as to stress the role of the c o d e r  
in imposing order from above in the form of his plan of action. Initiative 
among junior commanders became subject to the limits imposed by their 
understanding of their unit’s role in that plan and the subordination of their 
actions to its needs. Initiative no longer was shouting hurrah and leading the 
troops forward into battle but the application of professional skills to the 
persistent development of the attack in the necessary direction. Control 
embraced a feedback loop as well, for the commander could only develop 
his operational plan on the basis of timely intelligence and situation 
reports.2o The available technical means of control and communication were 
not, however, equal to the demands of time and space, which the new 
weapons imposed. 
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This attention to the operation as the keystone of modem war stirred 
considerable controversy within Russian military circles and witbin the 
imperial government. On the one hand, critics were accused of presenting 
foreign, i.e., German or French, military theory without regard for Russian 
traditions. B. M. Shaposhnikov, then a student at the Academy of the 
General Staff, reports in his memoirs that when a Russian translation of 
Schlichting’s work became available in 1910 it was apparent that his 
professor, Colonel Neznamov, “had been bringing us German views on 
operational art.’’21 Much later Svechin openly acknowledged the influence 
that Schlichting had on his own concepts of strategy. A close reading of 
Svechin’s presentation suggests that the German’s ideas also influenced the 
views of Gen. N. P. Mikhnevich (1849-1927), the officer who succeeded 
Leer in the Chair of Strategy at the Academy and who later became Chief 
of the General Staff (191 1-17).” 

Some senior faculty members were particularly concerned that such for- 
eign ideas would evolve into an undigested dogma, stifling critical thought 
and promoting stereotyped solutions among junior officemn On the other 
hand, the competing conceptions quickly degenerated into intrigue and back 
stabbing among the teaching staff of the G e n d  Staff Academy. B. V. Gerua, 
who taught there during the period, reports in his memoirs that he and his 
fellow “Young Turks” associated with the Francophile approach to the 
teaching of applied tactics that N. N. Golovin championed were removed 
thanks to the denunciations carried to the suspicious V. A. Sukhomlinov, 
then the Minister of War. The ‘‘informer,’’ according to Gerua, was Col. M. 
D. Bonch-Bruevich, an intimate of Sukhomlinov’s during the latter’s tenure 
in the Kiev Military District as Chief of Staff.% At the same time 
Shaposhnikov, then a student at the Academy, complained about the total 
domination of French ideas and concepts at the institution. For that reason 
the war game (Kriegsspiel) did not figure in the educational ~ r o g r a m . ~  The 
subtext to much of this intrigue and animosity at the Academy was the hos- 
tility between the professional officers, drawn from the poor nobility and 
service estates of the empire, and the higher aristorracy with its access to the 
Court, the Corps of Pages, and the Guard. 

Colonel Neznamov’s advocacy of a unified military doctrine to prepare 
the entire state for the conduct of modem war brought the young professor 
into conflict with Nicholas Il himself, who ordered the colonel to cease his 
writings on that topic.% Nemamv’s views were in no way radical or 
subversive of the autocracy. As General Mikhnevich stated in his book on 
strategy, Russian military theorists had concluded that modem war required 
a centralized, coordinated effort which would mobilize the nation’s total 
resource for war. The ideal state structure for such an effort was, according 
to Mikhnevich, “a powerful monarchy” which could maintain internal polit- 
ical unity and sustain the war effort to make maximum use of time and 
space in the conduct of the struggle.n The fumbling, disjointed, and 
ineffective national leadership provided by Nicholas II’s government during 
the war years hardly fit what Mikhnevich or N e m o v  had in mind. 

These interwar debates did, however, have some impact upon the way 
in which Russia went to war in 1914. On the one hand, the critics were able 
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to get the concept of a unified supreme headquarters (Stavka) accepted and 
were able to introduce the intermediary command of front to control the 
operations of a group of d e s  in a given sector of the theater. New Russian 
field regulations placed greater emphasis upon effective combined-arms, the 
meeting engagement, and land march-maneuver. In addition, thanks in part 
to changing diplomatic circumstances and bureaucratic politics, Russian war 
plans shifted from General Mikhnevich’s covering force strategy to one of 
initial offensive action, a position in keepin with Colonel Neznamov’s 
views on the decisiveness of initial operations# Yet, war plans “A” ( A u s n  
Hungary) and “ G  (Germany) as drafted did not provide for a decisive 
massing of forces and means against either opponent. When war came in the 
summer of 1914, after the false start of the proposed partial mobilization 
against Austro-Hungary, Russian forces under Plan “A” were committed to 
immediate offensive operations against German forces in East Prussia and 
Austro-Hungarian forces in Galicia Gen. A. M. Zaionchkovskii (1862-1926) 
noted that both operational plans were remarkable for their “diffusion and 
distribution of means.’’ Nowha did Russian forces achieve an overwhelming 
superiority, which would have brought about a decisive victory. In their 
advances to contact, the Russian armies quickly found that their lo istical 
systems were totally inadequate to sustain the pace of ~perations.~Thus, 
while the Academy of the General Staff had begun the work of studying the 
operational level of war, the results of its work were not in evidence in the 
initial maneuver phase of World War I. The Russian Army did not achieve 
the mass, which womed its adversaries and consoled its allies. Nor did it 
achieve the operational massing of forces, which the professors-gemwisty 
had advocated. Zaionchkovskii argues that such did not OCCUT because the 
General Staff Academy was cut off from the rest of the army. Its generals 
were professors in uniform who were frequently incapable of command. On 
the other hand, the higher leadership of the state and the army did not take 
its ideas seriously. New concepts were proposed in Rurskii invalid and 
Voennyi sbornik, but they seemed to have little positive impact on either the 
Chiefs of the General Staff or the Ministers of War. Gen. Sukhomlinov’s 
memoirs are typical of the lack of attention paid to the Academy by senior 
officers?’ The Academy was not the “brain” of the General Staff, and the 
General Staff hardly qualified as the “brain of the army.” 

In spite of the reformers’ efforts, the Russian officer and NCO corps  
were hardly prepared for modem war. This was particularly true regarding 
the ability of Russian units and formations to maneuver with dispatch. 
Zaionchkovskii argued that Russia went to war in 1914 with “good regi- 
ments, average divisions and corps and poor armies andfronts. . . .’731 The 
meeting engagements fought at Gumbinen in East Prussia and along the 
Gnilaia Lipa in Galicia in the first weeks of the war seem to co&irm this 
judgment. Here Russian regiments and divisions fought without operational 
direction or coordination. In both cases they won initial victories. At 
Gumbinen no follow-up advance ensued to make use of the victory, but in 
Galicia the victories along the Gnilaia Lipa were the fist Russian successes 
on a path which would culminate in the c a p m  of Lv0v.3~ To borrow from 
the language of A. A. Bogdanov on the science of control systems, the 
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army’s organism had a stronger skeleton than nervous system. Its training 
created good junior officers but not an effective staff system or high 
command str~cture?~ 

The Red Army and the Search for a Soviet Military Art 

Intellectual speculation about the nature of operations took second place 
to the praxis of war for Russian officers over the next six years. World War 
I and the Civil War tore apart the fabric of Russian society and with it the 
old army. Russian officers did, however, build up a rich fund of experience 
in modem war, and some of these officers, especially those who joined the 
Red Army as military specialists (voenspetsy) had an opportunity to develop 
a theory of operational art on the basis of the pfewar speculations and exper- 
ience in World War I and the Civil War. This opportunity was to some 
measure the product of the Bolsheviks’ and Lenin’s attitude toward the 
expertise of the professional soldier.% In part, it was a product of ideological 
commitment to a txanscmdent Russian nationalism of the type which moved 
Gen. Brusilov to offer his Services to the Sovia state during the Polish attack 
in the spring of 1920. Finally, it was partly a matter of luck. 

At the start of World War I, on the assumption that it would be a short 
war, the War Ministry had closed the Academy of the General Staff and 
mobilized its faculty and students. However, as the war dragged on and the 
need to train more general staff officers became evident, the Academy was 
mpened in late 1916. During the next turbulent year the Academy resumed 
its mission under the most difficult circu~nstances?~ Following the October 
Revolution and the German advance on Pskov toward Petrograd, the 
Commandant of the Academy ordered most of the faculty and students and 
the library moved to safety. In this case safety was Kazan, where most of 
those who went joined Kolchak. The minority of faculty and students moved 
to Moscow, where the Soviet government set about organizing its own 
Academy of the General Staff.% As I. A. Korotkov has acknowledged, the 
first steps taken by Soviet military science during the Civil War wefe carried 
out by voenspefsy associated with the Tsarist General Staff and its Academy. 
The first Soviet professional military joumal, Voennoe &lo, carried articles 
on military doctrine by Neznamov, Svechin, and P. I. Imest’ev-the last 
being the author of a major study on the si@icance of the estimate in 
developing and conducting military operations.” 

What emerged during the years of the Civil War was an atmosphere 
conducive to the development of operational art. On the one hand, the exper- 
ience of Russian forces on the Eastern Front during World War I never 
degenerated into the absolute linearity of positional warfare in the trenches 
of the Western Front. In part this was a result of the comelation of area, i.e., 
the very length of the front; density, i.e., relatively lower number of forces 
and means available along the front, making it difficult to create deeply 
echeloned defenses like those seen in the west; and the underdevelopment 
of the transportation and communication assets of the theater, which reduced 
the defender’s relative advantage in responding to an attack. Thus, scale, 
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density, and economic backwardness combined to create greater opportun- 
ities for maneuver. War in the east became a “Gummikrieg” (rezinovaia 
v o h )  as one captured Austrian officer described the autumn fighting in the 
Carpathians to his Russian interrogators at 8th Army Headquarters?* 
Operational maneuver persisted throughout three years of fighting without 
either side being able to gain the upper hand. Commanders on both sides 
developed the techniques necessary for a breakthrough but were unable to 
transform the breakthrough into a sustained drive, which would destroy the 
opposing force, overcome the enemy’s reserves as they redeployed to meet 
the threat, and bring about decisive victory. General Bmilov’s Southwestem 
Front provided a model for such a breakthrough operation on the Russian 
side, one which Red Army staff officers would study in de~iil.3~ It is 
pmbably fair to describe the 1914-17 struggle as a semimobile war in which 
neither side was able to execute decisive maneuver. 

The disintegration of the old army and the mounting prospects of civil 
war and foreign intervention created a situation in which the newly estab- 
lished Soviet Republic had to set about the creation of its own armed forces. 
The RKKA, or Workers’ and Peasants’ Red Army which emerged during the 
Civil War, relied heavily upon Tsarist military specialists for combat 
leadership, staffing, and training. By the end of the Civil War, about one- 
third of all Red Army officers were voenspetsy, and in the higher ranks the 
ratio was even greater. Thus, 82 percent of all infantry regiment comman- 
ders, 83 percent of all division and corps unnmanders, and 54 rcent of all 
commanders of military districts were former Tsarist officers. 

The forging of this union between the new Bolshevik government and 
the Tsarist military specialists had not been easy. Lenin and his new 
Commissar of War, L. D. Trotsky, had faced criticism from Left-wing 
advocates of partisan w a r f a  and critics who doubted the loyalty of the 
Tsarist officers. In March 1918 Trotsky wrote: 

lF 

We need a real armed force, constructed on the h i s  of military science. 
The active and systematic participation of the military specialists in all 
our work is therefore a mztter of vital importance. The military special- 
is& murt have guaranteed to them the possibility of ererting their powers 
honestly and honorabIy in the matter of the creation of the army?’ 

Over the next six months the young Soviet state created a Main Staff, 
initiated the publication of Voennoe &lo, formed a military-historical 
commission to study World War I and later the operations of the Civil War, 
and began creation of an Academy of the General Staff?’ Some voenspetsy 
did change sides, but the system of political commissars, the holding hostage 
of military specialists’ relatives in some cases, and the infusion of party 
cadre into the military kept such defections within bounds. S. I. Gusev, an 
old Bolshevik with close ties to General Staff circles in the prewar period 
when he served as one of the editors of the Military Encyclopedia, noted the 
loyalty of the military specialists with whom he served at the 

In spite of reservations among many Bolsheviks and even among their 
fellow officers, the genshrubisfy proved an increasingly vital component in 
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the Red Army’s conduct of the Civil War. M. N. Tukhachevskii, a former 
Tsarist officer and the dashing commander of the 5th Army, had initial 
reservations about the genshtabisty, whom he considered with the exception 
of the cohort of officers educated after 1908 to be totally unprepared for 
modem war or the special conditions of a civil war between social classes. 
Tukhachevskii called for the creation of a “Communist command cadre.’& 
Tukhachevskii himself, however, as the scale of the fighting and the quality 
of the opposing forces improved, changed his tune. In explaining the set- 
backs which he suffered during the Western Front’s May offensive against 
the “White Poles,” he pointed to the lack of staff support under which he 
suffered at the division, army, andfront levels!’ By the end of the Civil 
War S. S. Kamenev, himself a genshfabist and the Commander in Chief of 
the Armed Forces of the Soviet Republic, described the new relationship as 
one of combination, in which the Communist and genshfabist joined to 
create the perfect command team.& One of the best examples of such a 
combination was that of M. V. Frunze, who went from political commissar 
to Red Army commander under the guidance of such genshtabisty as F. F. 
Novitskii, A. A. Baltiiskii, and V. S. La~arevich!~ 

On their side the Red genshfabisty understood the most pressing needs 
of the new Workers’ and Peasants’ Army. A. Neznamov set the immediate 
goal of officer education in the Red Army at the level of Tolstoy’s Captain 
Tushin, i.e., to give these officers the ability to act in combat The Red 
Army did not need young Fredericks or Napoleons. The basic education of 
junior officers was to consist of teaching them uniform tactics so that they 
might be ‘‘good executors” of orders?* Many junior officers suffered from 
that independence of action, associated with the partizmhchina, out of 
which many Red Army units emerged. At the operational level Neznamov 
prized ~reativity.4~ But here the commander’s plan and his orders had to 
limit the creativity of his subordinates. Neznamov’s approach had three 
specific consequences which would shape the Red Army’s officer corps. 
First, uniform tactics put a high premium on battle drills as a way of 
providing a general response to tactical developments. Second, it emphasized 
the dissemination of such uniform tactical views to all combat arms so that 
combined-arms would come naturally at the tactical level. Third, it estab- 
lished a specific need to educate senior commanders in the conduct of opera- 
tions. Creativity was to be most prized here?’ 

The marriage of the RKKA with the voenspetsy, while stormy, created 
a climate for the study of the operational level of war. The experience of 
the Civil War set in motion a process of evaluation. The historical 
orientation of Marxist ideology served as a powerful stimulus, while the 
Academy of the General Staff provided focus, military-historical perspective, 
and professionally competent judgment of that distinctive experience. As is 
well known, the evaluation of that experience set the context for the 
political-ideological polemics between Frunze and Trotsky regarding the 
appropriateness of a “unified military docmne” for the Soviet state and the 
Red Army. On one side, Trotsky argued that the Civil War experience had 
not created the basis for a Marxist military science; and on the other, Fiunze 
argued that the nature of new state, the Red Army, and its combat exper- 
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ience in the Civil War had forged the preconditions for the formulation of 
a unified military doctrine, which he described as the concept “which 
determines the character of the construction of the country’s armed forces, 
the methods of combat trainjng for troops and command personnel.” The 
ruling group’s concept of its military system was, in turn, shaped by class 
relations, external threat, and the level of the nation’s economic devel- 
opmen~’~ Trotsky, like the prewar opponents of a d i e d  military doctrine, 
worried that giving official sanction to a particular concept would invite the 
transformation of doctrine into an ossified dogma. He feared efforts to univer- 
salize the validity of the combat experience derived from the Civil War?2 

Clearly, the Soviet experience in the Civil War had been qualitatively 
different from that of World War I on either the Western or the Eastern 
Fronts. If the Imperial Army had suffered from the econOmic backwardness 
of old Russia, enduring a shell crisis in 1915 which radically reduced its 
combat capabilities, the Red Army had to confront the utter disintegration 
of the national economy. Revolution, civil war, international boycott, and 
foreign intervention combined to undermine national economic life. The 
regime’s response, War Communism, was less social utopia and more a form 
of barracks socialism, in which all resources were organized to field a mass 
army equipped with the most basic instruments of industrial war-the rifle, 
machinegun, and field artillery. And even in the procurement of these vital 
weapons the level of production fell radically in comparison with what had 
been achieved by Russian industry during World War I. Thus, in 1920 the 
production of rifles was only one-third of that in 1917?3 It was the Whites 
who, thanks to foreign assistance, were able to field in small quantities the 
latest weapons of war, especially the tank.% BY the end of the Civil war the 
Soviet Republic put into the field a ragged force of 5.5 million men. 

The Civil War was also noteworthy for a number of politico-geo- 
strategic features, which had a profound impact on the nature of the strude. 
First, it was in every sense a civil war in which neither side asked nor gave 
any quarter. The Russia over which the Reds, Whites, and Greens struggled 
might be described as a few islandcities in a sea of peasant villages. The 
cities emptied as the links between town and countryside collapsed. Red 
Guard detachments swept through Tiutchev’s “poor villages,” seizing grain 
and recruiting soldiers. Red Terror and White Terror mounted in scale and 
intensity. At times it was difficult to distinguish between combatants and 
brigands. The Red and White Armies were notoriously unstable with a per- 
sistent problem of desertion. In 1920 when he was preparing for the Westem 
Front’s offensive, Tukhachevskii had to face the fact that the Commissariat 
of War could not find many additional troops to support the operation, and 
so he instituted a campaign to extract 40,OOO deserters from the region’s 
villages into service. Within a month, the Western Front found that it had 
“extracted” 100,OOO deserters, whose presence taxed the supply and trainjng 
capacity of the Front.” Such reinfoEements were none too stable in the 
attack and tended to vanish at the first sign of disaster. 

The second reality of the Civil War was the fact that the Bolsheviks 
controlled the central heartlands around Moscow and managed to maintain 
an effective, if much reduced in scale, rail system, which permitted them to 
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use their internal lines of communication to great effect. On the other hand, 
the White Armies fought on the periphery of Russia, in lands often inhabited 
by non-Russians who had no great interest in the revival of a centralized 
Russian state. The presence of the White Armies on the periphery, especially 
in south Russia, the Kuban, and Siberia, meant that options were fre- 
quently conducted in “underdeveloped (mlokul’twnye) theaters of military 
action.” As R. Tsiffer observed in 1928, the Civil War seemed to confirm 
the gemd rule that the more developed the theater of war, the more likely 
the emergence of positional forms of warfare; and, conversely, the less devel- 
oped the theater of war, thepeater the opportunities for the employment of 
meuver  forms of combat. This situation, when linked to the low density 
of forces, the ineffectiveness of logistical services, and the low combat 
stability, created conditions for a war of maneuver. It was not uncommon, 
as Tukhachevskii pointed out, to have each side launch Operations that would 
sweep 1,OOO vent3 (600 miles) forward and another 1,ooO versfs back.s7 The 
instability of thle rear in military and political terms meant that a successful 
offensive, if a vigorous p d t  could be maintained, would often lead to the 
routing of the opponent and the disintegration of his political base. 

Maneuver in this case took the form of a “ram” of form directly at the 
enemy in the hope of disorganizing and demoralizing him. It would be fair 
to characterize this operational approach as an attempt to substitute mobility 
for maneuver, since the Red Army lacked either the staff assets or commun- 
ication facilities to sustain the necessary command and control to carry out 
more complex maneuvers which might lead to the encirclement and destruc- 
tion of enemy forces?’ In Tukhachevskii’s case this approach was linked 
with the coIlcept of political subversion and class war as a combat multiplier, 
what he called “the revolution from with out^'^ 

One of the most conspicuous developments of the Civil War was the 
resurgence of cavalry as a combat arm. Russian cavalry had not distin- 
guished itself particularly during World War I. Now under civil war 
conditions, cavalry recovered its place as the combat arm of a war of 
maneuver. The loyalty of the Don Cossacks and the support of many senior 
cavalry commanders gave the Whites substantial initial advantages in the use 
of this arm. Trotsky’s famous call, “Proletarians to horse!” initiated the 
process of creating a “red Soviet cavahy units were raised from 
the beginning of the war; however, greater attention was paid to creating 
troop cavalry detachments to provide the eyes and security screens for the 
newly formed infantry divisions. Army cavalry, i.e., cavalry units organized 
into independent brigades and divisions, were gradually formed into corps 
and later annies.6I 

The raid mounted by Gen. K. K. Mamontov’s cavalry in August- 
September 1919 provided the stimulus for the creation of the First Red 
Cavalry Army, Budennyi’s legendary Konarmiiu. In order to take presswe 
off Denikin’s forces, Mamontov’s IV Don Cavalry Corps (7500 sabers) 
undertook an independent mid deep into the rear of the Southern Fronf. The 
36th and 40th Divisions which held the 100 km section of the line through 
which Mmntov’s caps passed were widely dispersed, and Mamontov used 
air reconnaissance to find a sector where his cavalry could slip through 
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without serious opposition. Using his air reconnaissance to avoid contact 
with Bolshevik units, Mamontov struck deep into six gubernib,  wrecking 
the rail lines and destroying military stores as they advanced.62 The 
Revvoemovet of the Republic took this threat seriously and created an 
intern1 front under the command of M. M. Lashevich to deal with 
Mamontov’s corps. On its return to Denikin’s lines, the corps’ pace slowed 
under the weight of booty, and Lashevich was able to cancentrate Red forces 
against the strung-out columns. Mamntov reached Denikin’s lines but 
Mered serious losses on the retreat south from KOAOV to v010nezb~~  he 
use of air assets to provide effective reconnaissance for large-scale cavalry 
raids was noted by the Red Army and became an important part of its own 
concept of strategic cavalry.64 

In November the Rewoensovet ordered the creation of the Konarmiia 
under the command of S. M. Budennyi, a former NCO in the Tsarist Army 
and then the Commander of the I Cavalry Corps. Konarmiia was initially 
composed of three cavalry divisions, an armor car battalion, an air group, 
and its own armored train. Lam two other cavalry divisions were added and 
an independent cavalry brigade was also includd.6’ The basic units of the 
Konarmiia were its cavalry divisions, armed with rifles, sabers, revolvers, 
and hand grenades. Each division was also to have, according to its Table 
of Organization, 24 machineguns mounted on tachanki,’ but in practice the 
number was often two or three times higher. The most effective commmiers 
used such guns to provide concentrated fire. Each division also had its own 
artillery, three batteries of light field guns and one baaery of horse-howitzers 
(45-mm). In offensive operations it also became common practice to assign 
a “mounted infantry” to each cavalry army. This force amounted to about 
one battalion for each cavalry division-a battalion being between 1,000- 
1,300 men and 18 machineguns mounted on roughly 200 f ~ c h a n k i . ~  

Budennyi’s Red Cavalry quickly became the stuff of legends. Isaac 
Babel, who served as a political commissar with one of its units, immor- 
talized its exploits in a cycle of short ~tories.6~ The legend later turned into 
official myth as Budennyi, Voroshilov, and Stalin invented history to fit 
their own cults of personality. In the decade after the Civil War it was still 
possible to give a reasonably objective evaluation of the contribution of the 
Konarmiia and strategic cavalry in general to Soviet operations on the 
various fronts of the Civil War. Strategic cavalry repeatedly played the role 
of shock force striking deep into the enemy rear, disrupting his command 
and control, and demoralizing his forces. Among the most celebrated of 
these operations were those in the Ukraine in June-July 1920, when 
Konanniia was redeployed from the Caucasian Front to the southwestern 
Front to form the strike group for a drive to liberate Kiev and push the Poles 
out of the Ukraine. At the start of the operation, Budennyi’s Konarmiia had 
18,000 sabers, 52 guns, 350 machineguns, five armored trains, an armored 
car detachment and eight aircraft. The Polish 3d Army was spread thin and 
had few effective reserves. Thus, one cavalry division was able to slip 

*Horsedram. sprung carriages. Ed. 
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through the lines and mount a raid on Zhitomir-Berdichev in the first week 
of June. The Polish commander responded by shortening his lines and giving 
up Kiev. The blows of the Konarmiia were in this case combined with 
pressure fmm the Soviet 12th Army, and this mated the impression that the 
Polish defenders faced the possibility of being surrounded and cut off.68 
Polish cavalry proved totally ineffective in maintaining contact with 
Budennyi’s forces. Over the next month the Konarmiia took part in heavy 
fighting around R o w ,  taking that town by a flanking maneuver on July 4, 
losing it to a Polish counterattack on July 9, and regaining it by direct 
assault the next day. 

Budennyi’s force engaged in 43 days of intensive combat without effec- 
tive logistical support. Cavalry brigades which at the start of the campaign 
had numbered 1,500 sabers were down to 500 or less by the end of the 
fighting. The fighting at Zhitomir and Rovno exemplifies the combined- 
arms approach which typified Soviet employment of strategic cavalry. It also 
showed its limited ability to engage in sustained combat.@ At the same time, 
the Zhitomir and R o w  operations exemplified the psychological impact of 
the strategic raiding force. Marshal Pilsudski credits Budennyi’s Konurmiia 
with an ability to create a powerful, irresistible fear in the deep rear. Its 
effect on the Polish war effort was like the opening of another, even more 
dangerous front within the country itself?’ 

The Red Cavalry’s success at Rovno set the stage for one of the most 
controversial and frequently studied operations of the Civil War, i.e., 
Marshal Tukhachevskii’s general offensive of July-August 1920, in which 
his Western Front struck beyond the Vistula to threaten Warsaw. Pilsudski’s 
counterattack, coming at the very gates of Praga and resulting in the desmc- 
tion of major Soviet formations pinned against the Polish-East Prussian 
border, became known as the “Miracle of Warsaw.” More realistic Soviet 
assessments of the campaign doubted this implied connection between the 
Vistula and the Mame and said that the ‘‘miracle’’ was that the bedraggled, 
unfed, poorly armed, ragtag divisions of the Westem Front got as far as they 
had. Tukhachevskii’s general offensive took place without adequate reserves, 
effective command and control, and logistical support.71 Believing his own 
theory about “revolution from without,” he fell into the trap of assuming that 
the psychological weight of the advance would break the will of the Polish 
defense without having to destroy those forces in the field. His forces did 
manage to push the Polish defenders back over several natural defensive 
positions and the line of German emplacements along the A ~ t a . 7 ~  However, 
Pilsudski’s counteratlack struck the overextended forces of the Western 
Front near Siedlce and drove a wedge between Tukhachevskii’s 13th Army 
and the Mozyr Group. The attack threw the Western Front back in disarray 
and trapped the RKKA’s 4th Army against the East h s s i a n  b0rder.7~ 

The geographic peculiarities of the theater, i.e., the fact that Belorussia 
and the Ukraine are split by the Pripiat Marshes, created two distinct axes 
of advance toward the Vistula. The existing Soviet command structure called 
for Tukhachevskii’s Western (l3elorussian) Front to direct the fighting north 
of Polesie and Egorov’s Southwestern Front (Ukrainian) to direct the 
fighting south of Polesie. This military case of “dual power” combined to 
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frustrate Soviet control of the Vistula Campaign. In addition to directing the 
fighting in the Kiev sector, the Southwestern Front also had to combat 
Wrangel’s army based in the Crimea and to cover the potential threat of 
Rumanian intervention. Memoir literature by the principal commanders on 
both sides addressed the issue of strategicqeratid direction and control. 
Budennyi’s Konarmiia persisted in its attacks toward Lvov, even after 
Kamenev as Commander in Chief had ordered it and the 12th Army to 
regroup, join the Western Front, and undertake a drive toward Lublin to 
relieve pressure on the Western Front. Southwestern Fronf Commander A. 
I. Egorov, in the words of Triandafillov, found himself caught trying to 
manage operations on two axes without staff support and did not feel “the 
beating pulse of the ~peration.”~~ Thus, Tukhachevskii’s Western Front 
lacked support from the south when its 4th, 15th, and 3d Armies tried to 
turn Warsaw from the north by crossing the Vistula between Modlin and 
Plock. Since Joseph Stalin served as the Political Commissar of the 
Konarmiia, Budennyi’s independence and insubordination became entangled 
in the political struggles following Lenin’s death. Under Stalin’s cult of 
personality the unpleasant truth about Lvov and Warsaw was covered up by 
blaming Trotsky, the Commissar of War, for ordering the regrouping of 
forces to support a drive on L~blin.7~ 

The Development of Operational Art 

Before Stalin, Budennyi, and Voroshilov were able to rewrite history 
to their own liking, a host of Soviet works in the 1920s addressed the 
Vistula Campaign in a critical and fruitful manner. Some of this was 
undoubtedly fueled by the usual postwar “battle of the memoirs.” However, 
there was something more to the Soviet debates. Marshal Pilsudski caught 
the kemel of this difference when he observed that Tukhachevskii’s 
published account of the campaign showed an “extraordinary penchant for 
the abstract” and noted that the underlying theme of the work was “an 
attempt at the solution of the problem of handling great masses on a large 
scale.’”6 The Soviet military authors, including Tukhachevskii’s defenders 
and critics, seem to have taken seriously Neznamov’s assertion regarding the 
role of historical criticism in the development of military theory: “It would 
seem that nothing could be higher than combat experience in war itself, and 
yet historical experience shows that without the criticism of science, without 
the book, it, too, is of no use.”77 

The emphasis was on the development of military theory, and A. 
Verkhovskii, a voenspers and professor of tactics at the Military Academy, 
seems close to the truth when he describes the intemal struggle among mil- 
itary intellectuals as a contest between right and left flanks for support. The 
former wanted to take the realities of World War I and the Civil War and 
codify them into military doctrine while the latter sought to envision a fum 
“class war” which negated the more mundane c~flcems of the military art?8 
The debate and a very sharp, almost brutal criticism, which did not spare 
personal feelings, seem to have kept these two flanks in a dynamic balance, 
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creating the necessary conditions for the emergence of a distinctive Soviet 
operational art, which addressed the conduct of initial operations in a future 

The emergence of operational art as a specific topic of study within the 
Red Army coincided with the end of the Civil War, the introduction of the 
New Economic Policy at home, and the recognition of a temporary restabi- 
lization of the capitalist system. The party’s leadership and the military had 
to deal with the pressing problem of postwar demobilization and the d o n  
of a military system which would provide for standing cadre forces and 
mobilization potential. By the mid-1920s and sirndWusly with Lenin’s 
death and Trotsky’s removal from the post of Commissar of War, these 
reforms were enacted under the party’s new collective leadership. Fiunze 
was entrusted with the task of putling these measures into practice. For him, 
as for the party leadership, the ~ t u r e  of the threat confronting the Soviet 
state was quite clear. As opposed to Trotsky, who had told the Red Army’s 
leadership that it should use the postwar period to master mundane matters 
of troop leadership and leave strategy to the party, F m e  had explicitly 
defined the threat posed by capitalist encirclement as one demanding con- 
stant vigilance and military preparations: 

War. 

Between our proletarian state and the rest of the bourgeois world 
there can only be one conditiot+-that of a long, persistent, desperate war 
to the death: a war which demMdr colossal tenacity, steaq‘tdness. in- 
flexibility, and a unity of will. . . . The state of open warfare may give 
way to some sort of contractual relationship which permits, q to a certain 
level, the peaceful coexistence of the warring sides. These contractual 
forms do not change the fundamental character of these relatwns. . . . 
The common, parallel existence of our proletarian Soviet state with the 
states of the bourgeois world for a protracted period is inlpo~siblt??~ 

This threat created a need to study future war (budushchaia voina), not 
as an abstract proposifon but as a foreseeable contingency. In the 1920s the 
study of past campaigns, current trends in weapons development, and force 
structure requirements coalesced around the concept of operational art 
(operativnoe iskusstvo). 

Svechin, Fiunze, and Tukhachevskii, the linchpins in this development, 
promoted the development of Military Scientific Societies and identified a 
group of talented officers, some of whom were destined to become the first 
Red genshabisty. Many of these officers entered the newly renamed Military 
Academy during Tukhachevskii’s short tenure as its C o w t  in 1921-22. 
Others came later, when F h z e  took over as Cormnissar of War. Two of the 
Red gemhbisfy were N. E. Varfolomeev and V. K. Triandafillov. For the 
fmt few years of the Academy, the problem of how to conceptualize w a r f a  
remained unresolved. Its academic program reflected the conventional divi- 
sions of stratea and tactics, but new terms were being used to describe the 
more complex combat of World War I and the Civil War. “Grand tactics” 
and “lower strategy” were employed but without rigor or definition. Only in 
1923-24 did Svechin tackle the pblem by proposing an intermediary cate- 
gory, which he called operational art. This he defined as the “totality of 
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maneuvers and battles in a given part of a theater of military action directed 
toward the achievement of the comm~l goal, set as final in the given period 
of the cam~aign.”~ These lectures served as the basis for Svechin‘s 
Strategiiu which appeared in 1926. Here Svechin for the first time wrote 
about the nature of “operational art” and its relationship to strategy and 
ta~tics.8~ As Svechin formulated this relation: 

Then, battle is the meam of the operatwn. Tactics are the material of 
operatwnal art. The operation is the means @strategy, and operational 
art is the material of strategy. 

 his is the essence of the three-part formula given above.82 
Svechin’s own work then turned toward the study of the problem of 

national preparation for war. Here he emphasized the need to address the 
political and economic preparation of the nation for war. His formulation 
of two competing strategic postures, i.e., annihilation (sokrushenie) and 
attrition (izmor), raised a host of issues regarding the relationship between 
operational art and the paradigm of future war. Drawing upon the work of 
Delbriick, Svechin was critical of the German General Staff‘s one-sided 
emphasis upon the conduct of decisive operations in the initial period of 
~ a r . 8 ~  Svechin saw the seeds of disaster in such short-war illusions. He 
stressed the need to prepare for a long war, given the geo-strategic and 
political situation conhming the USSR. Here Svechin emphasized political 
and economic objectives for strategy at the expense of the enemy’s armed 
forces as the center of gravity. 

This focus led Svechin and others into a consideration of the problem 
of the relationship between the civilian and military leadership in the conduct 
of war and preparation for war. Svechin argued that one of the legacies of 
Russia’s heritage of frontier warfare was the tendency of military 
commanders to turn their own rear areas into satrapies, where immediate 
supply requirements of front commands took precedence over a rational 
mobilization of the entire state economy. He criticized such a narrow 
perception of military logistics and emphasized the need for a unification of 
fronf and rear through the planned mobilization of the entire “state rear” by 
which he meant the nati~nal economy to the purposes of supportingfront 
operations.” Using Conrad von Hotzendorff‘s memoirs as a vehicle to 
explore the role of the general staff in modem war and preparations for war, 
the voenspers-genshrubisi Boris Mikhailovich Shaposhnikov characterized 
that role as “the brain of the army.’” 

The problem of studying operational art was left to a newly established 
“chair“ at the Military Academy, named “Conduct of the Operation.” This 
chair, which was founded in 1924, immediately took on the problem of 
studying the conduct of operations during World War I and the Civil War. 
Special attention was devoted to the summer campaign of 1920 against 
Poland. Leadership of the new chair went to N. E. Varfolomeev, who had 
fought with the Western Front during the Vistula Operation and served as 
chief reporter on the lar -scale maneuvers which Tukhachevskii conducted 
with that front in 1922. t? 
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Following the Civil War Varfolomeev had turned his anention to the 
difficult problem of conducting deep pursuit so as to bring about the condit- 
ions for the destruction of the enemy. The focus of his attention was the 
advance on Warsaw and the failure of the Western Front to tum that opera- 
tion into a decisive victory. Varfolomeev emphasized the need to organize 
a relentless pursuit by advance guards, the use of army cavalry to turn the 
enemy’s flanks and to preclude the organization of a defense on a favorable 
line of terrain, the sustainment of close contact between the advance guard 
and main forces to allow for the timely commitment of fresh forces to the 
attack, and the maintenance of a viable logistical system in support of the 
advance. Varfolomeev still spoke in terms of pursuit to “the field of the 
decisive engagement,” but his attention was focused on the utilization of 
reserves to maintain the pace of the pursuit without risking pauses in the 
advance, which would permit the enemy to rec0ver.8~ 

Varfolomeev’s arrival at the Military Academy in 1924 coincided with 
Tukhachevskii’s return to Moscow as Deputy Chief of Staff of the RKKA. 
Over the next three years, 1924-27, the chair addressed the problem of how 
to conduct operations of annihilation to bring about the total destruction of 
enemy forces in the field. Varfolomeev summed this up in two propositions. 
First, there was the need to combine breakthrough and deep pursuit so as to 
destroy the enemy forces throughout their entire depth. Under conditions of 
modem warfare this could not be achieved in a single operation but required 
successive, deep operations, “the zigzags of a whole series of operations 
successively developed one upon the other, logically connected, and linked 
together by the common final objective.” Second, success in such successive, 
deep operations depended fundamentally on the “successful struggle against 
the consequences of the attendant operational exhaustion.” Logistics, the 
unity of front and rear as an organizational problem, thus assumed critical 
importance as an aspect of operational art In both teaching and research the 
faculty sought means of defining the operational norms which would set the 
parameters of such deep operations.88 

Varfolomeev found the roots of the theory of deep, successive operations 
in Tukhachevskii’s attempt to use the techniques of class war and civil war 
in an “external war” against a much better prepared adversary. He saw the 
failure of the Vistula Operation as rooted in Tukhachevskii’s overly 
optimistic evaluation of the potential for “intensification of the revolution” 
within Poland by means of “a revolution from without” (revofiufsiia izvne) 
and the mounting exhaustion with the Red Army, brought on by amition and 
the total disorganization of the rear services during the advance.89 h d e n t  
operational plans, which took into account the need to break through and 
penemte the enemy’s defenses throughout their depth, sobexed revolutionary 
elan. In the 1930s he turned his atfention to the employment of shock armies 
in the offensive and the problem of overcoming enemy operational reserves 
as they joined the engagement. In these studies he focused upon the German 
and Allied offensives of 1918, especially the Anglo-French offensive at 
Amien in August 1918. The Amien Operation was noteworthy €or both the 
achievement of surprise and the mass employment of armor and aviation to 
achieve a breakthrough.% 
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The logistical parameters of such deep, successive operations to a great 
extent depended upon the Visions of the Soviet Union as a political economy 
and the nature of the external threat. In the hands of Svechin and those like 
him who emphasized the need to prepare for a long war, the maintenance of 
the workers’ and peasants’ alliance became the central reality of the Soviet 
Union’s domestic mobilization base. Such a view assumed that Lenin‘s New 
Economic Policy with its emphasis upon agriculture’s recovery would be the 
long-term policy of the USSR. Such authors could not ignore postwar devel- 
opments in military technology, but they concluded that Europe was, in fact, 
divided into two parts, two military-technical systems. The West was indus- 
trial, and the potential for a mechanization of warfare was there to be seen. 
Eastern Europe, which included the USSR, was dominated by a peasant 
economy and a “peasant rear” (krest’iunskii tyl)?l 

One of the most important advocates of an operational art adapted to 
the realities of a future war fought on the basis of a peasant rear was V. K. 
Triandafillov. Triandafillov had served in the Tsarist Army during World 
War I, took an active part in the revolutionary politics within the army in 
1917, and joined the Red Army in 1918, where he commanded a battalion, 
regiment and brigade. He fought on the Ural Front against Dutov and on the 
South and Southwest Fronts against Denikjn and Wrangel. Joining the party 
in 1919, he was a natural choice for education as a Red genshtabist posted 
to the Academy in the same year. During his four years with the Academy 
he divided his time between theory and praxis. As a brigade commander 
with the 51st Rifle Division, one of the best in the Red Army, he took an 
active part in Frunze’s successful offensive at Perekop Isthmus against 
Wmgel. At the same time, Triandafillov began writing military analyses of 
operations from the Civil War as his part in the activities of the Academy’s 
Military Scientific Society. These included essays on the Southern Front’s 
offensive against Denikin and the Perekop Offensive against Wrangel?2 He 
also took part in the suppression of the Tambov Insurrection in 1921, where 
he served under Tukhachevskii. Following his graduation from the Military 
Academy in 1923, F m e  chose his former subordinate to join the Main 
Staff of the RKKA, where he took over as Chief of the Operations Section 
in 1924. From there he moved on to command a rifle corps and then returned 
to Moscow as Deputy Chief of Staff for RKKA in 1928. 

Charged with putting operational art into practice, Triandafiilov authoml 
what became the chief work on the nature of the operations of modem armies. 
The work laid out in detail the military context of the theory of successive, 
deep operations. Triandafiilov called attention to the process of technological 
development which was making possible the “machinkation” of warfare, but 
noted its limited impact upon the economically backward regions of Eastern 
Europe with their peasant rear. New automatic weapons, armor, aviation, and 
gas would affect such a war but would not become decisive. He also treated 
the problem of manpower mobilization and the reality of mass war quickly 
becoming a war of conscripts and reservists. This brought him to the problem 
of addressing the means of achieving breakthrough and sustaining pursuit in 
successive deep operations. Here he drew upon Fmn7.e’~ use of shock armies 
for the breakthrough and the use of echeloned forces to facilitate exploitation 
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and pursuit. Much of the success in such operations med upon two related 
problems: the organization of an effective command and control system to 
coordinate the operations of several fronts and the establishment of realistic 
logistical norms in keepin with the geographic-economic realities of the 

As Deputy Chief of Staff to the RKKA, Tnmdafillov’s views reflected 
some basic assumptions regarding the sort of war the Red Army would fight 
in the future. The Field Regulations of 1929 in their treatment of the 
offensive touched on many of the same themes developed by Triandafiilov 
in greater depth.” While the new regulations did provide for successive, 
deep operations based upon a combined-arms offensive, the armies described 
by TriandafUov and the regulations were modernized versions of the Red 
Army from the Civil War. This vision was in keeping with what Svechjn 
had described as the political-military context of Soviet strategy. 

theater of military action. 9! 

The Mechanization of Deep Operations 

Triandafillov died in an airplane crash in 1931 before he had a chance 
to complete a new and revised edition of his book. The outline for this 
revision, which was published in the posthumous editions of his book, does 
contain some clues as to the major changes which he envisioned. First, in 
keeping with the new party line on the external threat, Triandafillov 
addressed both the crisis of capitalism and the increased risk of direct attack 
upon the USSR by one or more major capitalist powers. Second, Triandafillov 
began to address the problem of employing massed armor in the offensive. 
The fmt Five-Year Plan had promised to industrialize the USSR, and now 
it was possible to put the USSR within the ranks of the modem Westem 
European states and the United States. Third, Triandafillov specifically 
turned his attention to the problem of mechanized combined-arms in the 
conduct of deep operations. The outline is at best a sketch without details. 
Soviet officers have been willing to say that these few remarks anticipate the 
mechanization of successive deep operations as presented in the 1936 Field 
Regulations?’ 

There were other advocates of operational art who argued that 
technological developments and the nature of the external threat made it 
absolutely essential to carry out a total mechanization of the Red Army and 
Soviet rear. One of the leading proponents of such views was M. V. 
Tukhachevskii, who was Triandafillov’s immediate boss as Chief of the 
RKKA Staff from 1%5 to 1928. Tukhachevskii argued that what was required 
to make the new operational art into a sound strategic posture was nothing 
less than “complete militarization” of the national economy to provide the 
new instruments of mechanized warfare. Committed to an operational art 
which would end in the total destruction of the enemy, Tukhachevskii 
c m s s e d ~ n s  with Svechin, whom he accused of being an advocate of 
attrition. According to G. S. Isseason, one of his closest collaborators in the 
1930s, Tukhachevskii came forward with a master plan for the mechani- 
zation of the Red Army in December 1927, only to have it turned down by 
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the party leadership under Staling In 1930, Tukhachevskii’s views won 
favor, when Stalin broke with Bukharin’s thesis on the stabilization of 
capitalism and began to associate the Depression with a rising threat of war 
to the Soviet Union. The party leadership openly used this threat to justify 
the brutal processes of industrialization and forced collectivization by now 
linking them with an improvement in the level of national defense. 

During the intervening two years Tukhachevskii had left the RKKA 
Staff to take over as the Commander of the kningrad Military District, 
where he conducted a number of experiments relating to mechanization. 
These experiments came at a time when motorization versus mechanization 
emerged in Western Europe as alternative solutions to the problem of 
integrating the internal combustion engine into the armed forces. The former 
implied grafting automobile transport on to existing combat arms, while the 
latter called for the creation of “self-propelled combat means” with an 
emphasis upon armor, especially tanks, armor cars, and self-propelled 
artillery. Soviet officers who followed developments in France, England, and 
the United States noted that all annies were exploring both paths but that, 

the French Army was more sympathetic toward motorization and the British 
toward mechanization?’ Tukhachevskii, in his comments on the training 
exercises of the troops of the Leningrad Military District, emphasized the 
need to increase their mobility as a combined-arms force, which could 
engage in a multiecheloned offensive. His interest in the development of 
tank, aviation, and airborne forces during this period marked him as an 
advocate of mechanization.w 

At the XVI Party Congress and IX Congress of the Komomol in 1930-3 1, 
K. E. Voroshilov, the Commissar of War and Stalin’s closest collaborator, 
spoke out regarding the mechanization of warfare as bringing about a qual- 
itative change in the nature of future wars. But in Voroshilov’s case, 
mechanization would in the future bring about the possibility of a short, 
bloodless war, carried quickly to the temtory of the attacking enemy.’O0 
Such views emerged at a time when it appeared that world capitalism had 
gone back into a profound politicaleconomic crisis which was creating 
greater instability and increased risks of war. This, in turn, was creating the 
basis for the formation of a broad antisoviet alliance, which threatened war 
on every ftontier. At home the strains of the first Five-Year Plan were also 
underscoring the possibilities of an alliance between the external threat and 
the so-called internal enemy, i.e., the forces of counterrevolution 

In 1930 Tukhachevskii came forward with his own powerful arguments 
for a mass, mechanized army as the means to execute the new operational 
art. He used a number of forms to present this argument. One was the 
foreword to the Russian translation of Hans Delbriick’s Geschichte der 
Kriegskunst im Rahmen der plitischen Geschichte, which provided a forum 
in which to attack Svechin’s concept of attrition as the appropriate strategy 
for the USSR.’” This work was conspicuous for the tenor of the political- 
ideological assault mounted by Tukhachevskii against the old genshtabist. 
In a time of heightened suspicions toward all specialists as wreckers, 
Tukhachevskii called his colleague an idealist in Marxist dress. 

owing to strategic, operational, tactical, political, and financial circumstances, 
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Worse attacks followed within the confiies of the Section for the Study 
of the Problems of War in the Communist Academy, organized in 1929 as 
part of an effort to infuse Marxism-Leninism into military science. Within 
the Section, as within the Academy, the notion of a struggle between an old, 
bourgeois past and a young, dynamic Communist future was given free reign. 
There, Tukhachevskii, armed with the appropriate citations from Stalin and 
Voroshilov, attacked Professors Svechin and Verkhovskii because their 
writings were infested with bourgeois ideology. In Svechin’s case the fault 
was that he did not believe in the possibility of decisive operations but 
defended the idea of limited war. Verkhovskii was charged with favoring a 
professional army at the expense of mass. Tukhachevskii spoke positively of 
Triandafiilov’s book, but noted some shortcomings.’o2 His line of criticism 
fit that offered in a review of TrianWillov’s book, published in the spring 
of 1930, in which the reviewer took the author to task for talking of a peasant 
rear without noting the possibility of transforming that rear through indus- 
trialization. That industrialization, the reviewer pointed out, would make it 
possible to speed up the massing of forces and their maneuver, creating 
opportunities for decisive o rations, if the political, i.e., revolutionary, 
possibilities were exploited.“As we have noted above, Triandafiilov was 
himself responding to this new situation when he died in 1931. 

That same year Tukhachevskii became Deputy Commissar of Military 
and Naval Affairs, a member of the Rewoensovef, and Director of Arma- 
ments for the RKKA. Over the next six years he directed the mechanization 
of the Red Army, laying the foundations for the creation of mass, mecha- 
nized force designed to conduct successive, deep operations in a war of 
annihilation. The Stalinist industrialization did make the USSR into a major 
industrial power with the capacity to mechanize its armed forces to an extent 
undreamed of by TrianWiUov. During that same period the nature of the 
military threat confronting the USSR became more complex and serious. To 
his credit, Tukhachevskii never fell into the trap of assuming that mechani- 
zation would negate mass war. He was an informed critic of “Blitzkrieg 
theory,” and his criticism of the works of Fuller, Liddell Hart, and others 
deserves serious attention. It contains a good clue about the emerging Soviet 
way of war. In 1931 he wrote regarding the professional mechanized army: 

Let’s imagine a war behveen Great Britain and the USA, a war, for 
example, which breaks out along the Canadian border. Both armies are 
mechanized, but the English have, let’s say, Fuller’s cadres of 18 
divisions, and the U.S. Army has 180 divisions. Thefirst b 5,000 W 
and 3,000 aircrajl, but the second has 50,000 tanks and 30,000 planes. 
The small English Army would be simply crushed. Is it not already clear 
that talk about small, but mobile, mechanized armies in major wars is a 
cock-and-bull story? Only frivolous people can take them seriously.’04 

Thus, Tukhachevskii’s military theory, building upon the work of the 
Tsarist general staff and the combat experience of four industrial wars 
(Russo-Turkish, Russo-Japanese, World War I, and the Civil War), focused 
on the mechanization of the mass army as the means to conduct decisive 
operations in a total war. The Vremennyipolevoi usm RKKA 1936 with its 
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emphasis upon the “decisive offensive on the main axis, completed by 
relentless pursuit’’ as the only means to bring about the total destruction of 
the enemy’s men and equipment, underscored Tukhachevskii’s twin themes 
of combined-arms and mechanized forces. Tanks were to be used in mass, 
and mechanized formations, composed of tank, motorized infantry, and self- 
propelled guns were expected to strike deep into the enemy’s rear, using their 
mobility to outflank and encircle enemy forces. Aviation formations, apart 
from independent air operations, were expected to act in close operational- 
tactical cooperation with combined-arms formations. At the same time, 
airborne units were to be used to disorganize enemy command and control 
and rear services.’05 

In one of his last publications Tukhachevskii warned that the Red Army 
should not confuse mastery of theory with command of practice. Discussing 
the basic questions of combat covered in the new Field Regulations, he 
warned against the tendency to transform a healthy doctrine into a sterile 
dogma and noted that technological changes were qualitatively reshaping the 
combined-arms concept. The new content of mechanized combined-arms 
operations set the 1936 regulations apart from those of 1929. The employ- 
ment of mechanized forces, constructed around “long-range tanks, mounted 
infantry, artillery, aviation and airborne forces” made it possible to win the 
“battle for the flanks” through the application of maneuver. Rapid mobility 
was the only means to exploit the temporary appearance of an open flank in 
the enemy’s battle order. “Therefore the struggle for the flanks demands 
rapid actions, surprise, lightning blows.”’06 

Tukhachevskii appreciated the threat which the Wehrmcht posed to the 
Soviet Union and warned of the dangers of Blitzkrieg and surprise attack by 
its panzer~ and the L.ame?‘“  he purge of the military and the experience 
of combat in the Spanish Civil War called the theory of deep, successive 
operations into question on both political-ideological and military-operational 
grounds. The organic development of operational art stopped for almost three 
years. One might well wonder how much that hiatus affected the covering 
force engagements at the start of Operation Barbarossa in the Belorussian 
and Ukrainian theaters of military operations, when the Wehrmcht won 
Tukhachevskii’s “struggle for the flanks.”’08 

During the succeeding operations attrition imposed major changes in 
both sides’ force postures, especially their mechanized forces. The autumn 
fighting on the approaches to Moscow resembled more the conditions 
described in Triandafillov’s “peasant rear” than they did Tukhachevskii’s. 
Indeed, Soviet operational art during the winter countemffensive before 
Moscow which relied so heavily upon infantry and cavalry, in the absence 
of tanks, motorized infantry, and aviation, fit Triandafillov’s early model of 
successive operations. Later Soviet offensives did try to put into practice the 
principles of operational art outlined in the 1936 Field Regulations, which 
bore Tukhachevskii’s imprint. Gradually, through a process of trial and error, 
Soviet commanders achieved the skills necessary to handle the massive, 
mechanized forces that the Marshal had championed. 

None of the architects survived to witness those events. Triandafillov 
died in an airplane crash in 193 1. Tukhachevskii, along with much of the 
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Soviet military elite, died at the hands of Stalin’s terror, labeled a “traitor 
and enemy of the people.” Svechin, who was hounded in the early 1930s 
as a class enemy, outlasted his critic by less than a year, dying in 1938. 
Varfolomeev was arrested by the NKVD and imprisoned; he died in 1941. 
What followed was a time when the Red Army had a theory, whose authors 
it could not acknowledge, and a mythical past which precluded the sort of 
criticism necessary for the perfection of theory. 

The shock of real war in Manchuria, Poland, Finland, and France 
cracked the myth, allowing needed reforms prior to the German invasion. 
These measures were too little in practical accomplishments, too late in 
initiation, and too radical in scale either to undo the damage of the purges 
or to offset German advantages in command and control and operational 
surprise. Painfully the young commandem of the Red Army gained the 
talents necessary to put into practice the deep, successive operations for 
which their field regulations called. Gradually Soviet society forged the new 
weapons necessary to conduct such operations. Step by step the Red Army 
adjusted its force structure to provide the combined-arms armies, tank 
armies, air armies, and tank and mechanized corps to mount such operations. 
In the final phase of the war Soviet operations achieved what prewar h r y  
had pr~mised.’~ Only after Stalin’s death could histom begin to study the 
roots of these successes during this dynamic and ha& period inRussian and 
Soviet military history and thus grasp the si@icance of operational a’’’ 
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The Function of Military History in the Soviet Union 

Peter H. Vigor 

No serious discussion of Soviet military history and its relationship to 
the Soviet armed forces is at all possible unless all those participating in it 
are thoroughly aware of what the Russians mean by the expression “mili- 
tary history,” of what functions the Communist Party expects it to fulfill, 
and of the constraints under which it labors. I have therefore felt that I ought 
to begin my paper with a brief exposition of these matters. 

An authoritative definition of Soviet military history can be found in 
the article entitled “istoriia voennaia” in the third volume of the Soviet 
Military Encyclopedia.’ The article was written by Lt. Gen. P. A. Zhilin, 
Head of the Institute of Military History of the Soviet Ministry of Defense, 
whose views on the subject therefore may fairly be regarded as definitive.’ 

Military history, he says, has two meanings. The fmt is the development 
of military affairs (voennoe &?lo) from the earliest times till now; and where 
he says “now,” he means it. A British officer, studying the Falklands War 
or the United States air strike on Libya, would not consider that he was 
studying military history; his Soviet counterpart would. The second of 
military history’s meanings, according to General Zhilin, is that branch of 
knowledge which studies the wars and armed forces of the past in relation 
to the technical, socioeconomic, and political conditions in the life of a 
society and which also studies the military operations of the masses, of the 
classes and of the parties. 

General Zhilin goes on to say that military history is made up of the 
following components: (a) the history of wars, (b) the history of the art of 
war, (c) the history of the organization (stroitel’srvo) of armed forces, (d) 
the history of military technology, and (e) the history of military thought. 
In addition, says General Zhilin, military history comprises special branches, 
such as military historiogmphy, military archaeology, military archamgmphy, 
and military statistics. All the above, in the Geneml’s view, are closely 

*General Zhilin died February 6,1987. See the obituary in Voprosy istorii 7 (1987), 
p. 189. Ed. 
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interconnected; but the history of wars and that of the art of war are the most 
important, in his opinion. 

We can now turn from the composition of military history, as under- 
stood in the Soviet Union, to that of the function which the party expects it 
to serve. As we all know, everything in the Soviet Union is expected to 
serve a purpose. By Marxist-Leninist reckoning, there is no such thing as 
pure thought or pure art or science. All thought, all art and science (and 
everything else, for that matter) is in some way politically loaded. Either it 
works to further the cause of the proletariat, in which case it is good; or 
else its effect is to retard that cause, in which case it is damnable. General 
Zhilin expressed the matter thus (he is writing, not directly about military 
history, but about a society’s heritage from the past and therefore about 
traditions): 

However, it is well known that not all traditions can play a useful 
role in social progress, in the enlightenment and nurturing of the pop- 
ular masses . . . there are progressive t rd t iom,  but there are also 
traditions which are reactionary. There are traditions which belong to 
the progressive, remlutionary classes, and which heb the development 
of society in a progressive direction; and there are those which belong 
to the enploiting, reactionmy classes, and which hinder the development 
of society in a progressive direction, and slow down its advance to a 
new, higher 

If this is the Soviet view of a country’s traditions (and there can be no 
doubt but that it is), it is also its view of such a comparable inheritance from 
the past as military history. Accordingly the Communist Party has laid down 
in some detail the tasks which military history is expected to perform in the 
USSR, in order that it shall contribute its allotted portion to the well-being 
of the Communist regime. What follows is taken from the party’s 
instructions. 

One of those party instructions insists that Soviet military history is 
expected to contribute to the success of what the Russians call “military- 
patriotic education” (voenno-patrioticheskoe vospitanie). This is the process 
of imbuing the Soviet population, and in particular the Soviet workers and 
the Soviet youth, with a love of, and pride in, their country. Of course, this 
process can be, and is, undertaken in a number of ways; but the way in 
which “military-patriotic education” undertakes it is that of propagandizing 
and emphasizing the glorious past of the Soviet armed forces and of certain 
periods in the history of the armed forces of the Tsars. The present state of 
readiness of the Soviet armed forces and their unquestioned ability to defeat 
the Imperialists, if ever the latter should be fools enough to start a war 
against the USSR, is also proudly emphasized. The Soviet Union not only 
possesses a proud and glorious past, but it also possesses an equally glorious 
present and an illustrious future; and every Soviet man and woman should 
rejoice to be a citizen of it. This, at least, is the party’s view of the matter. 

But the order to contribute to “military-patriotic education” is what one 
might term a very general party instruction. There have, however, been very 
many which have been a great deal more particularized. In August 1939, for 
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instarm, the first issue of a journal on military hismy appeared in the Sovia 
Union. It had been set up by a decision of the Central Committee of the 
Bolshevik Party which was implemented by Marshal Voroshilov, who was 
then the People’s Commissar for Defense. The journal formed part of the 
apparatus of the Soviet General Staff, and was entitled Voenno-istoricheskii 
zhurnal, a phrase which is sometimes translated into English as The Journal 
of Military History, sometimes as The Military History Journal, and 
sometimes as The Military Historical Journal. In addition, East and West 
have both developed a tendency to refer to it as VIZh, which is its Russian 
acronym. It enjoys a great prestige among the Soviet military, and by Soviet 
standards is scholarly. When judged by Western standards, it hardly merits 
that rating; but this is a matter which we shall be examining a little later in 
this paper. 

It will be remembed that 1939, which was the date of the journal’s 
first appearance, was also the heyday of Stalinism. Stalin’s purge of the 
Soviet officer corps had taken place only a short time before, and many of 
the most senior members of it (Marshal Tukhachevskii, for instance) had 
been arrested and shot. It can therefore scarcely be reckoned a coincidence 
that the preface to the journal’s opening number strongly recommended its 
readers to study J. V. Stalin’s notorious Short Course of the history of the 
Communist Party, a work which raised to a new level the art of distorting 
history. The preface did not describe the book in that fashion, of course. 
Those pejorative epithets are the contribution of the writer of this paper. The 
preface went on to say that Soviet history “is cleansing itself from the 
Trotskyist-Bukharinist-Fascist falsifiers of history and from the enemies of 
the people,” a remark which would have made its readers aware that those 
of them who approved of Bukharin or Trotsky would be well advised not to 
voice their opinion publicly, or else they would share these two men’s fate, 
one of whom had been executed on Stalin’s orders in 1938 after a show trial, 
while the other, Trotsky, having been exiled from the Soviet Union, was to 
be assassinated in Mexico, again on Stalin’s orders, exactly a year after the 
first number of The Military History Journal had seen the light of day. 

The journal’s preface recommended its readers to study the Russian 
Civil Wat of 1918-20 above all other wars. While doing so, they were to 
concentrate rheir awntion on the way in which the war had been conducted 
by Lenin and by Stalin. Once again, the latter’s Short Course was brought 
to their attention: its treatment of military matters was, the preface assured 
them, of quite exceptional quality. In other words, the Soviet officer corps 
was being made aware that they would do well to coflcu~ with the view that 
it was Stalin’s, not Trotsky’s, military genius which had won the Civil War 
for the Bolsheviks, together, of course, with a certain amount of help from 
Lenin in organizing the rear. Future issues of the journal, said the preface, 
would support this proposition (and as a matter of fact they did so). While 
as for the military academies and the like, new textbooks were to be issued, 
as the preface tells us; and these too would praise Stalin and laud his 
brilliant victories. Taken all in all, notice was being served by the journal on 
its readers that impeccable scholarship and a devotion to historical accuracy 
were not what were going to be required of the Soviet military. 
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Hitler’s invasion of the USSR put an end to the journal’s publication. 
It was not resumed until 1959, by which time Khrushchev, not Stalin, was 
the “boss” of the Soviet Union. Khrushchev, although he was to denounce 
Stalin, had no more use than the lam had for fine scholarship and historical 
accuracy. It was not for the purpose of encouraging these that he ordemi the 
recommencement of the journal, but for that of cutting Stalin down to size 
in his capacity as Supreme Commander in the Great Patriotic War, and also 
for that of denigrating the services of Marshal Zhukov in the same conflict. 

Khrushchev, of course, had himself seen a lot of action in the Great 
Patriotic War, having been a member of the Military Council of the Kiev 
Special Military District and also of those of the Stalingrad, the Southern, 
and the First Ukrainian Fronts. He had played a prominent part in the 
defense of Stalingrad, and in preparing the subsequent destruction of the 
Nazi forces m and around that city. For his wartime seMces he was awarded 
three Orders of Lenin, the Suvorov Order (both first and second class), and 
the Order of Kutuzov (first class), as well as a number of orhers. Justifiably 
or not, he tended to think highly of his services to his country during the 
Great Patriotic War; and he did not brook rivals lightly. He was therefore 
almost bound to cross swords with Zhukov, the darling of the Soviet armed 
forces and the man who was, for most Russians, the real architect of victory 
in the Great Patriotic War. 

But these examples of Communist Party instructions to Soviet military 
historians are examples from the past. What we need now are more recent 
examples. Luckily we have one. In February of 1986, the Soviet Communist 
Party held its Twenty-Seventh Congress; and at that Congress calls were 
made by the party’s leader, Mr. Gorbachev, for all  activities in the USSR to 
be conducted more efficiently. Although he did not specifically mention 
history, let alone military history, that part of the Communist Party machine 
which is concerned with supervising the activities of military historians got 
a leading article inserted in the May 1986 issue of the The Military History 
Journal. 

Significantly, the article is entitled “Twenty-Seventh Congress of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Tasks of Military History.” 
Right from the very beginning, therefore, there could be no doubt that tasks 
had been allotted to military historians, who would duly be required to fulfill 
them. But what exactly are the tasks which have been set them? 

One of the most important, according to the article, is to study the work 
of the party in the building up of the Soviet armed forces and in organizing the 
defense of the Motherland. My readers will note that it is not the building up 
of the armed forces itself which is to be the subject of the historians’ study, but 
the role of the party in accomplishing it. The same thing goes for the organ- 
ization of the defense of the Soviet Motherland. 

Another important task for military historians is to study “wars of the 
contemporary epoch, especially those which have been waged in defense 
of the Socialist Fatherland.” In this connection, Soviet military historians 
are especially enjoined “to discover the causes and origins of the wars 
unleashed by Imperialism, to see what lessons can be learned from them, 
and also to demonstrate the historic si@icance of the struggle of the 
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progressive forces against those of reaction and aggression. . . .” (Emphasis 
added.) 

The article goes on to stress that military historians, working in close 
cooperation with researchers in the “military-political and military-theoretical 
fields,” must also contribute to the study of the various aspects of the ways 
in which Imperialism is preparing to launch a new World War, and also the 
ways in which it prepares to launch aggressive local wars (lokal’nye voiny). 

Another very important task for Soviet military historians, according to 
the article, is to “unmask the bourgeois’ and revisionists’ falsifications of 
military history [especially that] of the Second World War and the Great 
Patriotic War.” This work is to be undertaken in a more offensive, more 
operational spirit (bolee nasfuputel’rw, operutivno) and to be conducted from 
“fm class po~itions” (s chefkikh klarsovykh pozifsiQ. If a Western observer 
may be allowed a comment, it does not help us bourgeois to write accurate 
histories of the Great Patriotic War when the Soviet government refuses to 
give any Westerners access to any of its military archives, even those which 
are unclassified. 

Nor can the West be expected to produce accurate accounts of the Great 
Patriotic War from the books and articles which the Soviet Union has 
published about it. To take the matter of casualties, for instance, almost 
never do Soviet authors give the Soviet casualties, and equally seldom do 
they provide us with figures of Soviet losses of equipment. We get plenty 
of figures about Nazi losses which may or may not be accurate (it is often 
impossible to verify them); but about those of the Soviet armed forces we 
get virtually nothing at all.3 This is a subject to which I shall be returning at 
a later stage in this paper. I mention it here merely to demonstrate that any 
Western author’s inaccuracies in his accounts of operations in which the 
Russians have been engaged cannot all be ascribed to the bourgeois’ ill-will 
and their desire to falsify history. A lot of the blame (and indeed, in my 
opinion, by far the greater part of the blame) is to be laid at the door of the 
Soviet authorities themselves. 

But I am afraid that I have been gudty of a digression. To return to the 
party’s demands upon military historians, that leading article which we were 
just discussing does list a few which Western military historians would fiid 
acceptable. Thus, they are told to produce “a series of works revealing the 
development of Soviet military art in the light of the biggest operations and 
battles of the Great Patriotic War.” The purpose of this series would be “to 
do the u m s t  to broaden the operational-tactical outlook of the regular officers 
and warrant officers (voennykh k-adrov), to help them to understand better the 
laws goveming the development of the theory and practice of the anned strug- 
gle, and to teach them to take a creative approach to the solving of problems 
of strategy, operational art and tactics, taking into consideration the demands 
of the present day.” The article also says that there is a requirement for a series 
of books, brochures, textbooks, and articles on the methods of work of com- 
manders and staffs in controlling formations, units, and subunits when pre- 
paring and w i n g  out military operations. 

Finally, we have the business of inspiring the Soviet people, and especially 
the young and the workers, with a profound respect for the Soviet armed 
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forces and with a deep love of their country. Consequently, we find the article 
saying that it is the duty of Soviet military historians to dwell on the hemism 
and steadfastness of the Soviet people. These will inspire the present 
generation and, in the name of the defense of their Socialist Fatherland, 
summon them to do deeds of heroism. 

Such works as the memoirs of military commanders, of junior and middle- 
rank officers, and even of private soldiers who have actually experienced war 
m all, says the article, valuable for revealing the all-national character 
(vsenarodnyi k h r d e r )  of the wars which have been fought in defense of the 
Socialist Fatherlad “A true account, heavily imbued with emotion, of what 
a soldier saw, of how he fought the enemy, is always interesting and 
instructive.” 

But what the historian must not do is to write purely factual and descriptive 
works. “Unfortunately . . . in some works of military history the factual 
(fiuktologicheskaia) side prevails over the theoretical. Attempts to steer clear 
of certain critical problems of military history do not correspond to, and 
cannot correspond to, the spirit of party loyalty (partiinost’) and scientific 
objectivity.” 

The article which we have just been discussing is so up-to-date, so auth- 
oritative, and covers so wide an area of the field of military history in the 
USSR that I feel fdly justified in having spent so much time in discussing it. 
Many of those attending this symposium and many of those who will, I hope, 
decide to read this paper are likely to lack much knowledge of the realities of 
life in the USSR in general, and in particular to know little of the conditions 
of work for historians in that country. Not that historians, nor especially 
military historians, are singled out for the kind of treatment which I have been 
describing above. In the Soviet Union all writers, including writers of fiction, 
are subject to the party’s constraints; though the nature of the constraints will 
vary a little as between one type of writer and another. Similar, though not 
identical, constraints operate on all other professions and occupations in the 
USSR, so writers have not been singled out for oppressive treatment, either. 

I hope, therefore, that I shall be believed when I say that the leading article 
which we have just been discussing is in no way exceptional in the way in 
which it lays down the guidelines, and sets the tasks, for Soviet military 
history. I could easily find a score of others with identical tone and purpose. 
It is not the editorial board of The Military History Journal which is 
addressing us, but the Communist Party of the Soviet Union; and the party 
speaks, regularly and authoritatively, to military historians, to ballet dancers, 
to foundrymen, to transport workers, and to every other sector of that vast 
assembly of people which is the population of the USSR. 

It is the party which sets the guidelines and dictates the overall policy. 
The day-to-day administration and lesser policy decisions are, in the field 
of military history, the responsibility of the Institute of Military History. 
This is part of the Ministry of Defense, and was until recently headed by a 
lieutenant general, P. A. Zhilin, who indeed was appointed as its first Head 
when the Institute was founded in 1%. Although it comes under the 
Ministry of Defense administratively, academically it is subordinated to the 
Faculty of History of the USSR Academy of Sciences! 
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Its basic tasks are to work out questions of the Marxist-Leninist 
methodology of military history; to investigate problems of the military 
history of the Great Patriotic War and the Second World War; to study the 
history of the military organizationS of the Russian proletariat and its 
experience of armed struggle; to analyze the military aspects of revolutionary 
wars and uprisings of the oppressed classes, of national-liberation wars and 
of the partisan movernenc to research into the prerevolutionq military past 
of the Russian people and of the other peoples of the USSR to research into 
current problems of foreign military history; to work out the basic problems 
of the history of military art; to coordinate research into military history; to 
participate actively in the military-patriotic upbringing of the workers, and 
especially the young; and to struggle against the bourgeois falsifiers of the 
Soviet military-historical past? 

The Institute has published a large number of books on military history, 
of which the most important is probably the twelve-volume Isforiiu Vforoi 
mirovoi voiny (The History of the Second World War) which appeared between 
the years 1973 and 1982. Much of the Institute’s product is published by the 
Ministry of Defense’s own publishing house, Voenizduf; but others are 
brought out by other publishing houses, such as Nu& and Mysl’. However, 
since al l  the Soviet Union’s publishing houses are stateummlled, and their 
books and pamphlets censored by the party before they can be pMted, no 
significant gain in intellectual freedom arises from having one’s book 
brought out by Nauka instead of by Voenizdut. 

If we turn now from the organization and administration of military 
history in the USSR u, consider the materials available to the Soviet military 
historian when he comes to write his book or to compose his lecture, then 
in quantitative t e r n  he is cmfmnted with an enormous amount. ?his is true 
whether he is dealing with documents and other archival material or is 
restricting himself (or being restricted) solely to secondary sources. This is 
not the place for going into the details of the numerous archival estab- 
lishments in the USSR. Suffice it to say that the Tsenfrul‘nyi urWliv 
Ministersfvu oborony SSSR (The Central Archive of the Ministry of Defense 
of the USSR) has eleven million pieces of archival material (urkhivnyykh del) 
relating to the Great Patriotic War alone and that, in addition, there are the 
holdings of the other great repositories of military archival material, such as 
the Central State Military Archive of the USSR, the Central State Archive of 
the Soviet Army, the Central State Archive of the Soviet Navy, and a number 
of others? 

But by no means does everyone have access to the archival material. 
CitiZens of Western countries certainly do not. Admittedly, during the last 
forty years or so one had heard of a few of them being admitted, but the 
number thus favored has been miniscule. Even Soviet citizens are severely 
restricted. One would be rash to hazard a guess as to what proportion of 
those interested in military history are actually granted admission to the 
archives; but it is rumored that they are few. Obviously, certain categories 
of people (members of the Institute of Military History, for example) are 
virtually guaranteed access to the archival libraries; but to what extent the 
ordinary, genuinely interested amateur among the Soviet public can hope 
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to gain admittance is far from certain. One assumes that a former Great 
Patriotic War veteran, belonging to an appropriate ex-servicemen’s organ- 
ization and vouched for by the party, will have a better chance than a 
solitary individual, dependent on none but himself for reconnnendation; but 
then a comparable situation is not unknown in the West. 

One final point on this subject. Admittance to the archives of a particular 
archival libmy does not, so far as can be determined, gwmntee access to all 
the archives with which the given library is entrusted. Some time, perhaps, 
a Western postgraduate student will choose as the subject for his doctoral 
thesis an analysis of the sources quoted in the foolnotes of the works of the 
Soviet military historians which happen to have reached the West, and in 
particular the references to the Soviet archives. Obviously the Central 
Archive of the Ministry of Defense is likely to be the one m t  often quoted, 
but what about the others? In what circumstances are they quoted and can 
we learn anything from that? It might be interesting. 

Let us now tum from discussing the Soviet archives and examine some 
of the works which have been published on military history in the USSR, 
and which are therefore available to those members of the Soviet armed 
forces who are interested in the subject. For brevity’s sake I will restrict 
myself to books dealing with the Soviet ground forces and to those dealing 
with the Great Patriotic War. The reader will lose nothing by my doing so. 
Those dealing with other wars and with other services (the Soviet Navy, for 
instance) are strictly comparable to those in the categories I have chosen in 
respect to their methodology and type of content. In any case, books on wars 
other than the Great Pamotic War are published very infrequently in the 
USSR today. A few books get published on the Russian Civil War of 
1918-20 and a few more on Napoleon’s campaign in Russia of 1812; but 
that is almost, though not entirely, all. 

Of the vast number of books published in the Soviet Union on the 
subject of the Second World War, the two most important are undoubtedly 
the six-volume history of the Great Patriotic War under the chairmanship of 
P. N. Pospelov? the first volume of which appeared in 1961 and the last in 
1965, and the twelve-volume history of the Second World War under the 
chairmanship of Marshal A. A. Grechko,8 the first volume of which 
appeated in 1973 and the last in 1982. To make things easier for my readers, 
I shall in future refer to the first as “the GPW History” and to the second as 
“the WW I1 History.” 

The fact that the one appeared in six, and the other in twelve volumes, 
is likely to prove misleading to those who have never seen them. The format 
of the GPW history is about twice the size of that of the WW 11 history, and 
its type is considerably smaller, so that each page contains a good m y  
more words than does its counterpart. This fully compensates for the fact 
that the GPW history has a total number of pages about one-third fewer than 
the WW I1 history; and almost all of its material, of course, is devoted to the 
Great Patriotic War. Consequently, those who are looking for detailed 
information about, say, the Budapest Operation of 1944-45 are far more 
likely to find it in the GPW history than in that of WW II. The one devotes 
thuty-six pages to the operation in question; the other, a mere twenty; and 
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a look at the amount of space allotted to other major operations in the two 
publications will disclose a similar ratio. 

There seem to me to have been two reasons why the Soviet authorities 
should have issued a second history only a few years after the final volume 
of the GPW history had been put on sale, though doubtless there were others. 
One of these reasons was that the Great Patriotic War history had been 
issued in an edition of only 38,000 copies, which for the USSR is peanuts, 
especially when one remembers how many were sold abroad. The result is 
that many of those in the USSR who write on military history do not neces- 
sarily have a set of that history in their libraries. The WW I1 history was 
issued a decade later, and in a printing of 331,000 copies, or ten times the 
number of the other. My readers will remember that it was in 1% that the 
Institute of Military History was found&, and under the mergetic leadership 
of General Zhilin, it immediately started promoting the study of military 
history throughout the USSR. That indeed was why the Communist Party 
had set up the Institute. But it is very difficult to study a subject, unless one 
is given access to sources of information. Naturally, it would have been 
possible to have gmnted permission to every approved student to use the 
archival libraries; but most of these (and all the really important ones) are 
either in Moscow or Leningrad, and in a country the size of the Soviet 
Union this alone makes visiting these institutions time consuming and 
expensive. 

So a new history was necessary. Of course, it would have been perfectly 
possible to have repnnred the GPW history. Reprintings and new editions are 
not as common in the USSR as they are in many Western countries, but still 
they are not unknown. However, the decision was taken to compile a com- 
pletely new history; though, since we have no evidence to guide us, we can 
only guess as to why that decision was taken. My own guess is that it was 
due to the combination of all the four following reasons, and possibly even 
more: 

(i) One task of the GPW history had been to demonstrate the magni- 
tude of the Soviet war effort, the brilliance of the Soviet victory over Nazi 
Germany, and also its crucial importance for the final defeat of Hitler. By 
demonstrating these things, it also served to counter the numerous books 
written by Westem historians that enjoyed a wide circulation in Britain and 
America at that time and devoted almost all of their attention to the British 
and American Second World War operations, giving very little to those of 
their Russian allies, to whom, indeed, they allotted not very much of the 
credit for the downfall of Hitler’s Reich. Of such books, The History of the 
Second World War by Basil Liddell Hart is a notorious example. 

(ii) By the time that we get to the 1970s, however, the citizens of the 
Soviet Union had been fully persuaded of the magnitude and importance of 
their victory and of the glorious feats of arms pexfo& by the Soviet armed 
forces. Many of them still believed, however (and especially those who 
remembered the Great Patriotic War), that the Western Allies had also 
contributed powerfully to the downfall of Hitler and had played the major 
part in the defeat of Japan. These were views which, in the opinion of the 
Soviet Communist Party, needed to be correct&, and one way of accom- 
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plishing this was to commission a history of World War I1 as a whole and 
not just of that part of it which was fought between the Russians and the 
Germans. By devoting a large proportion of their new history to the activ- 
ities of the Western Allies, the Communist Party could ensure that these 
activities were presented as being of minor importance, indifferently 
executed, and in the charge of men whose  compete^^^ as commanders was far 
inferior to that of their Soviet counterparts. Only Operation Overlord has 
genuine praise accorded to it, and even that praise is allotted almost 
exclusively to the ferrying of that stupendous quantity of men and weapons 
and equipment across the English Channel. The subsequent fighting in 
France, Belgium, and Holland is treated with scant respect (whether 
deservedly or not is another question). 

( i )  The Institute of Military History had not been in existence when 
the GPW history was published. Professional pride demanded a new history, 
in the preparation of which the Institute in general, and its very ambitious 
director in particular, should play a major role. This is in fact what 
happened. 

(iv) A decade separates the GPW history from that of World War 11. 
During that time, military historians in the West had published a large 
amount of material concerning the operations of the Western Allies by land, 
sea, and air. Much of this was almost certainly totally new to the historians 
of the Soviet Union, and thus was crying out to be used by them. 

The appearance of these Western publications therefore supplied a lot 
of facts and figures, previously unknown in the USSR, which, if carefully 
handled, could be used to denigrate the Western Allies’ war effort. For 
instance, the Soviet Communist Party had always claimed that throughout 
the war it was Anglo-American policy at the highest level to keep the war 
going as long as possible in order that Russia and Germany should bleed 
each other white; but in the early days they had little c o m t e  evidence with 
which to support this thesis, apart from the obvious and admitted delay in 
opening the Second Front. The new Western writings of the 1960s provided 
evidence of other examples of dilatoriness which, since they came from 
Western, not Soviet, sources, were likely to carry conviction with Soviet 
readers, and which could be used to “prove” that it was indeed a desire to 
bleed white the Soviet Union which was the cause of the slowness of the 
West’s advance in Italy, in Normandy, and also in the Pacific. My readers 
may care to look at what is said about Anglo-American thinking with regard 
to Russia which can be found on pages 76-77 of volume 5 of the WW I1 
history, together with the footnotes used to support the assertions. These 
footnotes are all drawn from works by Western writers. The “dilatoriness” 
of the Allies in Italy is “proved” by citations h m  Western somes on pages 
282-83 of volume 9 of the WW 11 history. There are plenty of other examples 
covering the whole of the Second World War. 

So much for the general histories! Let us now look at what should be 
the more detailed chnicles, those of the armies, the divisions, the rear 
services, individual operations and battles, and so forth and so on. I have 
not mentioned the histories of thefronts (army groups). This is because, the 
Sovietfronts being temporary, somewhat ad hoc affairs, their deeds are re- 
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corded, to the extent to which they are separately recorded, not in individual 
histories but in the memoirs of the marshals who commanded them. 

Once we get to armies, corps, and divisions, we are back on familiar 
ground. I would be rash to say that every Soviet army which fought in the 
Great Patriotic War, and every corps and division, has had its history 
published by the Ministry of Defense Publishing House; but undoubtedly a 
very considerable number of them have had this honor accorded them. Of 
those that I have had the opportunity of examining personally, all exhibit 
that duality of purpose which we have already decided to be characteristic 
of Soviet military history, and which indeed is by no means unknown in its 
Western counterpart. That duality consists of its intention to act both as a 
source of knowledge concerning the military affairs of the past and also as 
a vehicle for what is called “military-patriotic education,” that is to say, the 
inculcation (particularly in the young and the workers) of a respect for, and 
pride in, the Soviet armed forces and a deep love of their country. 

I do not wish to spend too much time on a discussion of these histories, 
because they all exhibit much the same basic characteristics (this is true, at 
any rate, of all which I have managed to see myself). I will therefore take 
the history of one army, 5th Army, and that of one division, 144th Rifle 
Division, which throughout the war was a constituent of the 5th Army. 

The army’s history is contained in a total of 463 pages? There are 
several maps, some photographs, and mercifully little reconstructed con- 
versation. The work contains a considerable amount of useful information, 
including such things as the lengths of the times of the artillery bombard- 
ments prior to the attack. (Though these are not given in every instance, if 
only for the simple reason that there is no attempt to convey information 
systematically. One gets the impression that what information is given to 
the reader is that which lay readily to hand.) A lot of the book, on the other 
hand, is devoted to “military-patriotic education.” As the book’s flyleaf 
describes it, “this book . . . recounts the story (povestvuiurhchei) of the 
heroic deeds of 5th Army . . .’* and that is the approach to the army’s history 
which characterizes what, from the Western viewpoint, is a regrettably large 
part of the book. Information is freely given on German losses, but not on 
Soviet losses; nor is the reader ever led to suppose that the conduct of the 
Soviet operations, whether by the formation commanders or by the Commun- 
ist Party, was ever less than perfect. Minor setbacks occurred, of course, but 
not for very long. In the end, the genius of the Soviet higher command and 
the heroism of the Soviet soldier combined to set the 5th Army back on the 
road to victory. 

The divisional history which I shall now examine is that of the 144th 
Rifle Division, which during the Great patriotic War was awarded the Orders 
of the Red Banner, of Suvorov, of Kutuzov and of Alexander Nevsky.” The 
history was passed for printing by the censor on May 3,1977, and appeared 
in an edition of 30,000 copies. As we are informd on the reverse of the title 
page, it is an outline history of the division during the Great Patriotic War 
and was designed for a mass readership. Indeed Col. Gen. Kazartsev in his 
“Foreword” says that the book “will doubtless help in the patriotic education 
of Soviet youth in the military traditions of the older generations.” 
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Despite all this, however, there is much more solid information, and 
much less reconstructed conversation and romanticized accounts of opera- 
tions, than I have found in several other divisional histories. Its 150 pages 
(about the norm for Soviet divisional histories) are of small format and 
liberally interspersed with photographs, but what text there is presents quite 
a lot of data which I personally have found both interesting and valuable. 
The footnote references are, for the most part, to the Ministry of Defense 
archives; and when they are not, they are to published works such as the 
Pospelov history of the Great Patriotic War, which we were discussing 
earlier in this paper. They are therefore very respectable. 

However (and this is where we come to the military-patriotic educational 
element), a disproportionate amount of the none-too-liberal 150 pages allot- 
ted to the book is devoted to the heroic deeds performed by the junior ranks. 
To say this, of cou~se, is not to disparage their heroism. If the Soviet armed 
forces had not fought very bravely, Hitler’s Reich would surely have lasted 
a great deal longer than it did. On the other hand, for the military historian, 
details of soldiers’ deeds of heroism, however heroic they may have been, 
are of less importance for the correct understanding of an operation than 
details of the intelligence reports available to the commander, of ammunition 
expenditures, of the supply situation in general, of casualty figures for both 
sides (we only get the German in Soviet histories, and they are very often 
suspect), and so forth and so on. 

Of course, such details cannot reasonably be expected in what is self- 
confessedly a popular outline history: the trouble is that no other sort of 
Soviet divisional history has yet been published-mt, at least, to my know- 
ledge. This makes it virtually impossible for any military historian, whether 
Soviet or Western, to get a proper grasp of Soviet operations, except of 
course for those in the fortunate position of having been granted access to 
the Soviet archives. 

In addition to the histories of the armies, corps, and divisions, each 
military district has published a history of what it did during the Great 
Patriotic War; so have the rear services, the signals, the engineers, and the 
railway troops; so have the Soviet Union’s constituent republics; and so, for 
that matter, has Moscow State University. Nor is this by any means the end 
of the tremendous catalogue, but enough has been said to @ve the reader a 
good idea of the wealth of the material publicly available. If only it were 
more informative! If only it did not pay so much attention to the military- 
patriotic education of the Soviet people! 

The Military History Journal does quite a lot to repair these two 
deficiencies, although it is far from perfect. The trouble is that it publishes 
only twelve issues a year, and that even so it is none too blessed with space. 
Moreover, of what space there is, a si@icant proportion is taken up with 

*The bibliography of this subject is by Michael Parrish, The USSR. in World 
War II: An Annotated Bibliography of Boob Published in the Soviet Union, 1945-1975 
with an Addenda for the Years 1975-1980, 2 vols (New York, 1981). His addendum 
for the years 1981-87 remains unpublished. Ed. 
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party work. The editorial is generally written on a theme useful to the party, 
and presumably written by a party official, while there is usually a separate 
section specifically devoted to party-political work in the armed forces. These 
two sections between them take about 10 percent to 15 percent of the average 
issue of the joumal. Then there is almost always a section entitled “Mastery 
and Heroism.” This is written in an emotional style with a lot of reconstructed 
conversation, in which a great deed or feat of arms on the part of the members 
of the Soviet armed forces is brought to the reader’s attention. It clearly 
belongs to military-patriotic educational work, not to “military history” in the 
usual Western sense of that expression. To “Mastery and Heroism” is allo- 
cated about another 5 percent of the total number of pages of the journal. 

When to the above are added such things as book reviews, brief biog- 
raphies of famous Soviet commanders, and similar items, we are left with 
only about 50 percent of the approximately 100 pages of The Military History 
Journal available for, military history; and by far the greatest part of these 
is devoted to the Great Patriotic War. With twelve issues a year, that gives 
us only 300 pages a year for military history; and in this context, it must be 
remembered that this is the only journal on this subject which is published 
in the USSR. 

However, I cannot end my account of The Military History Journal 
without remarking that those articles on military history which do manage 
to get published are always well worth reading. Indeed, by Soviet standards 
they must be judged excellent. Of course, they all suffer from certain defects 
(no mention of Soviet casualties, scant mention of Soviet reverses, and so 
on); but they do provide the Western reader with a mass of detailed infor- 
mation concerning Soviet operations during the Great Patriotic War which 
he would fiid it very difficult to locate elsewhere. 

In view of all this, it is interesting to note what Soviet officers think of 
The Military History Journal. On September 21,1985, there was held a con- 
ference in the Northem Group of Fom on the wok of The Military Hisfory 
Journal.” The conference was opened with an address by Lt. Gen. V. V. 
Dubinin, First Deputy Commander of the Troops of the Group, who said that 
the task of improving still further the efficiency of the Soviet armed forces 
could only be done by uniting military science (voennuia nauka) and prac- 
tice. “Today not a single practical task can be satisfactorily (kachestvenno) 
solved,” he said, “without a thorough preliminary study of the pmblem, and 
without getting help from the rich experience of military history, from the 
experience of the Great Patriotic War.” This, of course, is an example, and 
a very important example, of what the Russians see as one of thefunctions 
of military history in the work of the Soviet armed forces (the other being 
that “military-patriotic educational work” to which reference has been made 
so often). This new function, clearly, is very germane to the subject of this 
paper, and we shall therefore have to come back to it again. 

The other participants in the conference followed a fairly predictable 
line. The senior political officer said that the journal had done, and was 
doing, an invaluable service in disclosing to its readers the various aspects 
of Marxist-Leninist teaching on the subject of ww, the senior artilleryman 
wanted more on the role of the artillery; the senior officer of the rear 
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SeMCes, fMre on tlY2 work of the 1Pat; another political 0ff.im wanted IIKn.e 
on party-political work in the Soviet m e d  forces; and so forth. There was, 
however, fairly general agreement that the major fault of The Military 
History Journal was in allotting too much space to the describing of opera- 
tions, and not nearly enough to analyzing them. Similar conferences on the 
j o d s  work have been held in various places over the years, but what is 
reported to have OcCufTed at them is so very similar to what has been 
described above that there seems no point in considering them. 

It will be seen that I have omitted a very important category of the 
published Soviet sources of information concerning military affairs. It 
consists of the various reference books. This category includes such things 
as the Dictionary of Basic Military Terms (Slovar' osnovnykh voennykh 
terminov, Voenizdat, 1%5), the Naval Dictionary (Morskai slovar' , 
Voenizdat, 1959), and so on; but its most important representatives are 
undoubtedly the Great Soviet Encyclopedia (lst, 2d, and 3d editions),'2 the 
Soviet Military En~yclopedia,'~ and the Military Encyclopedia Di~tionary.'~ 

The Great Soviet Encyclopedia is roughly the equivalent of the Encyclo- 
paedia Britannica, given that the content of its entries are ultimately dictated 
by a political party, which in the Encyclopaedia Britannica they are not. It 
may seem odd that such a publication is regarded by the Soviet military as 
an important means of popularizing knowledge on military mattem, but so 
indeed it is. Naturally, the encyclopedias were intended for a wide reader- 
ship, for people interested in many different branches of knowledge; and it 
is for this reason that those of their articles which are devoted to military 
matters are seldom concerned with specialized, technical details, but rather 
deal with the broader aspects of subjects such as strategy, military science, 
military history, the art of war, the development of military technology, 
descriptions of the major battles of the Great Patriotic War, and above all 
(and, from the point of view of the party, most important) Marxist-Leninist 
teaching on the subject of war." 

If we turn from the Great Soviet Encyclopedia to the Soviet Military 
Encyclopedia and the Military Encyclopedia Dictwnary, we will see at once 
that these have been written for a much more specialized readership. The 
latter is a compression into a single volume of 863 pages of the contents of 
the eight volumes of the former work. Since each of those eight volumes has 
an average of some 650 pages, it is clear that the degree of compression has 
been considerable. Indeed, according to Gen. Kir'ian, that was the point of 
issuing the encyclopedic di~tionary.'~ Eight volumes were too much to 
expect the individual offker to buy and to lug mund with the rest of his kit, 
so the single-volume opus was produced in a large printing of 300,OOO. This 
would allow the individual officer to have one in his possession; to use it to 
get the essentials of whatever item of military affairs he happened to be 
interested in, and then, if need be, to go to the nearest garrison library and 
consult the Soviet Military Encyclopedia. The Soviet Military Encyclopedia 
therefore contains a series of excellent articles on any and every aspect of 
military affairs, ranging from Alexander the Great to Marshal of the Soviet 
Union Georgii Zhukov, and from the crossbow to the Kalashnikov to the 
nuclear missile. 
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Faced with this wealth of books, pamphlets, and articles on the military 
history of the USSR, one is bound to try and see whether it is possible to 
discover any common thread. It soon becomes apparent that one can. As 
regards those publications dealing with the Soviet armed forces during the 
Great Patriotic War, it is fair to say that all have the following in common: 

(i) The Soviet defeats in 1941 are ascribed to the treachery of the 
Germans in launching a surprise attack upon the USSR. As the benefits they 
gained from securing strategic Surprise over the Red A m y  began slowly to 
exhaust themselves, the Soviet forces, mostly because of their unexampled 
heroism and military genius, began to recover from their early failms until 
that recovery reached a point at the counteroffensive near Moscow in January 
1942 where the tide could be seen to have turned against the Germans. No 
mention is ever made of the thousands of Soviet soldiers who “voted with 
their feet” against Stalin’s Russia and allowed themselves to be taken 
prisoner in the early stages of Operation Barbarossa, thereby causing a great 
many of the Soviet defeats in that early period. To the extent that any Red 
soldier is ever portrayed as having done less than his duty to his country, 
that was because he had been seduced by Vlasov; but Vlasov was a traitor 
and was ultimately shot, thereby getting his just deserts; so all was well 

(ii) Analysis of the failure of Operation Barbarossa is very primitive. 
It consists of saying (what is undoubtedly true) that it was caused by the 
Germans overestimating their own military abilities, while grossly under- 
estimating those of the Soviet people. It also consists of saying (what is also 
true) that Nazi production of essential war material (guns, planes, tanks, 
etc.) was markedly less than that of the Soviet Union from mid-1942 
onwards. But Soviet historians make no attempt to discover, at any rate in 
their published material, what were the causes of these things. There are 
several factors which, taken together, account for the comparatively low 
output of Nazi war production; there are several factors, and not only the 
whims of Hitler, which caused the Nazis to underestimate so grievously the 
difficulties of invading and conquering the Soviet Union. Soviet analysts 
never so much as mention them. Nor do they mention the significant differ- 
e m  of opinion between Hitler and many of his senior officers nor the fact 
that, when other differences had arisen in 193940, events had shown that 
it was Hitler who was right, circumstances that made it much more difficult, 
when Operation Barbmssa was being planned and executed, for the senior 
officers of the Wehrmucht to stand up to Hitler successfully. 

(iii) Almost never are figures given for Soviet losses in men or 
weapons or equipment, nor is mention made of Soviet officers and men being 
taken prisoner by the Germans. Occasionally one finds the admission that in 
a particular engagement the Soviet forces suffenxl “heavy losses,” but that 
is the beginning and the end of the matter. Detailed figures in respect of 
G e m  casualties and losses of weapons and equipment are given regularly, 
however. 

(iv) The German troops are usually portrayed as either fleeing incon- 
tinently at the first sign of a Soviet soldier or as fighting “stubbornly” or 
“desperately.” In the first instance, the matter, of course, is over and done 

ultimately. 
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with in a couple of seconds; while in the second, the stubborn German resis- 
tance is quickly smashed by the heroism of the ordinary Soviet soldier, in- 
spired and guided by the military skill of his officers. 

If we turn now to the military operations conducted by Russia’s allies 
during the course of the Second World War, we shall find that, at least 
according to Soviet military historians, their chief characteristics were as 
follows: 

(i) The Fall of France was basically due to the evils inherent in the 
social structure of Britain and France of the time. 

(ii) The operations in North Africa and Italy were very minor affairs 
and of no strategic Significance. They thus contributed nothing of any conse- 
quence to the defeat of Hitler. 

(iii) The Battle of the Atlantic was therefore an irrelevance, because 
it was concerned with sustaining land operations which were really not worth 

(iv) Operation Overlord came far too late to make any substantial 
contribution to the defeat of Nazi Germany. The Germans were already 
beaten when the operation was finally launched. The Allies, when they got 
ashore in Normandy, spent weeks and weeks in achieving virtually nothing; 
while the setback in the Ardennes in December 1944 was merely a demon- 
stration, if demonstrations were needed, of the military incompetence of the 
Americans. In any case, the successes achieved by the Allies in Normandy, 
and subsequently elsewhere in the Western Europe, were mostly due to the 
following two factors. First, the best of Germany’s land forces and the best 
of the Luftwuffe had to be sent to the Eastern Front to fight against the 
Russians; so those who were left to oppose the Western Allies were second- 
class troops, and not very numerous either. The second reason for the 
Western Allies’ successes was that they had total air superiority; but the 
cause of them having it was, as has just been mentioned, the transfer of the 
flower of the Lujtwufle from the Western Front to the east. But this, of 
course, was brought about as a consequence of the skill and heroism of the 
armed forces of the USSR; the Westem Allies, in the Soviet view, can claim 
very little credit for it. 

(v) The defeat of Japan was brought about by the Soviet Union’s 
campaign in Manchuria in August 1945. The atom bomb had very little to 
do with it. As for the predominantly American operations against the 
Japanese in the Pacific, these were poorly planned and were dilatorily 
executed; while their strategic significance cannot be rated as more than 
very moderate. Japan’s geo-strategic position meant that, once she had been 
driven from Manchuria and China, she could not obtain the raw materials 
necessary for continuing with the war. It was the USSR which drove her 
from those countries, and it is to the USSR therefore that credit for her 
defeat is due. 

Things become less propagandistic, however, when we leave the heights 
of strategy and get down to the operational and tactical levels, and when we 
move from contemplating the heroism of the Soviet soldier to examining the 
ways in which his commandiig officers conmved to win their battles. Then 
we are told that it was obedience to certain principles which largely ensured 

conducting. 
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success. We are also told that these principles consisted of a correct choice 
of direction for the main axis of advance and advancing along that axis in 
a comparatively narrow front; the selection for one’s sector of attack of only 
a small proportion of one’s already narrow front; and the focusing upon that 
tiny sector of the maximum number of men, guns, planes and tanks. (This, 
incidentally, frequently allowed the Russians to deploy upon that sector of 
attack about 250-300 guns per kilometer together with 5-8 infantry battal- 
ions and 20-25 tanks, also per kilometer of attack sector). In addition, the 
Soviet commander was urged to value maneuver highly, together with speed 
and mobility, and also to achieve surprise whenever possible. 

That these are indeed the lessons which have been drawn from Soviet 
experience in the Great Patriotic War (and therefore from studying Soviet 
military history) can be easily seen merely by looking at the military history 
textbook which has been p r o d u c e d  by the Soviet Ministry of Defense for the 
benefit of its officer ~3dets.l~ The one in question has obviously been 
designed for the ground forces, the Navy scarcely figuring in it; but not long 
ago the Soviet Navy produced a comparable one of its own, in which, as 
might be expected, the Soviet ground forces have little part to play.’* 

Since it is incontestable that the Great Patriotic War was decided on 
land, and that the sea had little part to play, I may be pardoned if, for 
reasons of space, I confine myself to a consideration of the contents of the 
army textbook. Such an examination is made easier for me by the fact that, 
in standard military fashion, each chapter ends with a little section entitled 
“Brief Conclusions.” It is to the brief conclusions of the chapters dealing 
with the Great Patriotic War that I shall now turn my attention. 

The first of these sections is in Chapter 8 of the textbook. Its brief 
conclusions tell us that the outbreak of the war in September 1939 and the 
Nazi successes in Poland and Western Europe were due to the defeatist 
attitude of the ruling classes of the defeated countries and to their desire to 
appease Hitler. Also important was the Nazi use of their initial successes to 
exploit their mobility by creating havoc in the enemy’s rear. Their easy 
victories lulled the Germans into excessive self-confidence which marred 
their subsequent strategy. 

The next three chapters are devoted to the Great Patriotic War, and 
comprise about one-third of the book. Their brief conclusions give a dispas- 
sionate, sensible analysis of the means by which the Red Army and Air 
Force eventually halted Operation Barbamsa and moved over to the counter- 
offensive; of the results of Stalingraa of the improvements in the handling 
of artillery, especially in terms of massing one’s fire on the critical sectors 
of the attack while the eleventh chapter’s brief conclusions tell us that in the 
war’s final period the cooperation between Soviet infantry and tanks was 
very much impmved; artillery and air bombardment of enemy positions grew 
heavier and even more successful, and the work of the rear services was 
magnificent. 

The next chapter, consisting of twenty-three pages, is all that is allotted 
to all the operations of the Western Allies in evexy theater of war from 1941 
to 1945, whether by air, land, or sea. The brief conclusions do not speak 
very highly of them; and that, I think, is all that needs to be said. 
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It will thmfore be seen that what I have presented earlier of the USSR’s 
view of the lessons to be learned from the experiem of the Great Patriotic 
War exactly matches that which today is being taught b its officer cadets. 

One other Soviet book must be considered before we embark upon a new 
stage in our inquiry. Indeed, that stage will not only be new, in the sense 
that it will be different from what has gone before, but it will at least deal 
with military history’sfunction in the USSR, and the patient reader will 
recall that it was precisely the function of Soviet military history, rather than 
its characteristics, which the title of this paper has proclaimed to be the 
paper’s subject. Have patience, gentle reader! We have got to get the 
backgmd right before we can get down to the monkey business, as Grouch0 
Marx one day observed to Harpo; or if he did not, it was the bishop who 
said it to the actress-though under exactly what circumstances he said it we 
would do best not to inquire! 

Anyway, the book in question is called Vtoraia mirovaia voina (The 
Second World War), and it was published by the Ministry of Defense 
Publishing House in 1958 as part of its “Officer Library” series (Biblioreka 
ofifsera). Every Soviet officer was expected to buy the books in this series, 
or at any rate to read thew so they form a collection of works of reference 
which are stamped with the seal of official approval, and whose function is 
to bring to the attention of the Soviet officer corps the essence of the 
subjects they cover. The subject of the book we are about to examine is that 
of the Second World War-not, be it particularly noted, the Great Patriotic 
War only, but the Second World War as a whole. The book was published 
in 1958 and, as a note at the beginning tells us, it was intended for the use 
of the officers, generals, and admirals of the Soviet Army and Navy. The 
book is therefore much older than the work on military history for officer 
cadets which we have just been discussing above; furthermore it is designed 
for a much more mature readership. In view of the difference of date of 
publication and degree of sophistication of the readership, one might well 
expect a significant amount of difference between what is preached in the 
one book and what is preached in the other. Having read the two very 
carefully, I do not believe this to be true. On the contrary, what struck me 
very forcibly was how similar were the tone and content of the two 
publications, despite the fact rhat the one made its appearance only very 
recently (1983), while the other has been available for nearly thirty years, 
and despite the fact too that the one was designed for lads not yet 
commissioned, while the other was written to educate serving officers, many 
of them very senior ones. 

The Second World War consists of 931 pages and 19 chapters. Of these, 
12 chapters and 615 pages are devoted to the Great Patriotic War, including 
the campaign in Manchuria in 1945. That leaves six chapters and 316 pages, 
or about one-third of the total, for all the military operations of the Soviet 
Union’s Western Allies in the many theaters of war in which they operated 
during the course of those cruel six years. This inevitably means that little 
space can be given to what we in the West would re& as important opera- 
tions. Thus, Operation Overlord gets eight pages; the Battle of Britain, four; 
while just one page has to suffice for the descriptions of the two great naval 
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battles in the Pacific Ocean, the Coral Sea and Midway. Such scant treat- 
ment should be contrasted with the gemus  hventyax? pages allotted to the 
Battle of Kursk. 

As for the quality of the comment contained in the chapters allotted to 
the Western Allies, it may fairly, I think, be characterized as follows: the 
unfavorable Soviet criticisms of their allies’ planning and conduct of opera- 
tions are usually not unjustified, and are expressed in restrained language. 
The trouble is that the unfavorable comment is very seldom balanced by any 
favorable. The “Anglo-Americans” are admitted to have been good at con- 
ducting large-scale seaborne landings; though where they succeeded, this 
was due to their being faced by very little effective opposition (Sicily and 
Normandy). ‘Ihis in tun was mostly because the Germans had been compelled 
to keep the bulk of their forces, and qualitatively the best of them, on their 
Eastem Front to operate against the Russians; but in the case of the fighting 
in France as a result of Operation Overlord, an additional factor was the 
activities of the French Resistance. These activities were widespread and 

from their Nazi conquerors before the “Anglo-Americans” could get near 
them (p. 655). The result must be that the Soviet officer corps, for whom 
this book was intended, would be led to regard as minor the contributions 
of their Westem Allies to the defeat of Kitler; and the= canbe m doubt that 
this was exactly the impression which the party wished to be given. 

Nor am I personally of the opinion that this impmsion is wholly wrong. 
If we are speaking solely of Nazi Germany, as distinct from the Nazis’ allies 
(Japan and Italy), it would be difficult to maintain that Hider’s defeat was 
not determined for the most part by what happened on Germany’s Eastern 
Front, in other words, by the Russians. On the other hand, it is not obvious 
to everyone that it was the Soviet Union’s campaign in Manchuria in 1945 
which brought about single handedly the surrender of Japan; and in any case, 
it is not clear that the party is doing a service to the Soviet armed forces for 
instilling into its officers the belief that its potential enemies are militarily 
ineffective, except in respect of their technology. 

So if the military histories designed for the use of officers are less than 
perfect accounts of the past, to put the matter mildly, what possible benefit 
can accrue to the Soviet officer from studying history from overt Soviet 
sou~ces, and why should he be emuraged to do so? From the point of view 
of the party, one obvious and extremely valuable benefit is the inculcation 
in him of a deeper love for his country and a greater reverence for the 
exploits and baditions of the Soviet armed forces as a consequence of his 
perusal of the officially accepted versions of events. Nor need we be sur- 
prised that this is so. In the nineteenth century the standard reading for 
British officers consisted of books whose principal function was to implant 
in their readers the f m  conviction that Britons were superior to any other 
people on the face of the globe, and that God was a f m  supporter of the 
British Empire. Few of the nineteenth-century British accounts of Britain’s 
military past would be regarded nowadays as trustworthy historical records; 
but they were a “good read” (particularly if you were a Briton) and helped 
to umvince the British reader that the Royal Navy was invincible, the British 

d t e d  in Frenoh tom and villages, to say nothing of Paris, being h i d  
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Army just about invincible, and that the world was a better place because 
this was so. I believe I am right in saying that the United States experienced 
a comparable phenomenon during roughly the same period. 

But the USSR is at a considerable advantage in one respect over the 
United States and Britain. It is indisputable that the Soviet armed forces 
have so far won every single war in which they have been engaged, with 
the exception of the war in Afghanistan. Many would object that the war 
against Poland in 1920 contradicts that assertion; but if that war is lumped 
together with the Russian Civil War of 1918-20 (and Soviet writing very 
often does this), then the dictum is largely true, because it was undoubtedly 
the Bolsheviks who won the Civil War. 

It is thus easy for Soviet military historians to “sell” the idea of the 
invincibility of their country’s armed forces, and the job of “selling” it can 
be further facilitated by selecting suitable wars from the Tsarist past: Ivan 
the Temble’s conquests; Peter the Great defeating the Swedes and the Turks; 
and, above all, Russia’s victory over Napoleon in the Campaign of 1812. 
This is a particularly important victory from the point of view of the 
Communist Party, because only a little manipulation of the facts allows 
that victory to be shown as being due to the endurance and military skills 
of the Russian people, especially the partisans. A further small manip- 
ulation of the events of the Battle of Borodino and the ascription to 
Kutuzov of an order, which in fact was given by the Emperor Alexander 
I, allowed General Zhilin to write a history of the 1812 campaign in which 
he depicted it as being, both strategically and politically, almost the exact 
counterpart of the Great Patriotic War as depicted in the Soviet history 
books. The deliberate plan to trade space for time, the detexmination to halt 
the foe at Moscow and then use that city as the springboard from which 
to launch the counteroffensive that was to doom the presumptuous invader 
to defeat, and the far-sighted wisdom that gave the order for the Russian 
armies to continue their advance westward until they got possession of 
their enemy’s capital and in the process liberated from the tyrant’s clutches 
suffering peoples of Europe who had been groaning under his yoke.’’ This 
was the pattern of events in the Great Patriotic War as the party nowadays 
sees it, and these are the principal elements in Napoleon’s invasion of 
Russia in 1812 as General ulilin presents them. What is more, he was 
obviously sensible to present them in this fashion. As a result of his first 
doing so (in his The Counter-Offensive of the Russian Army in 1812, 
published in 1951), he was awarded both a Stalin Prize and a Laureateship. 
He therefore very naturally wrote 1812: The Counter-Offensive of the 
Russian Army and then The Russian Army of 1812: Its Counter-Offensive. 
As a result, he rapidly rose from being an obscure major to lieutenant 
general, to being the first Head of the Institute of Military History and 
therefore virtual “boss” of military history throughout the USSR. Let no one 
say that writing does not pay! 

I must hasten to confess to my readers that I have somewhat “taken the 
mickey” out of General Zhilin The title of his first book is exactly as I have 
given it; but those of his two others are The Destruction of Napoleon’s Army 
in Russia (1974) and Kutuzov (1976), respectively. Their contents are, 
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however, as I have indicated. General Zhilin also wrote other works, 
proclaiming the supremacy of the Communist Party in military affairs and 
the necessity for possessing a good grounding in Marxist-Leninist theory in 
order to become a fit-rate military historian This cannot have harmed his 
standing with the party either, if one comes to think of it! 

But most of what we have been talking about has consisted of a des- 
cription of the military-historical sources available in the USSR. We need 
to say more about the functions which Soviet military history itself is 
expected to fulfill. One of those functions (and, in the eyes of the party, 
possibly its most important) is the “military-patriotic education” of Soviet 
youth. Enough, I think, has been said about that in this paper for the 
purposes of the symposium; we can, therefore, coIlcenerate on the other func- 
tion of Soviet military history, which is to help the Soviet armed forces to 
be better at their job. 

For a long time after 1945, Soviet military history could scarcely be 
said to be capable of fulfilling this function at all. Little was published on 
the Great Patriotic War which was more than a propaganda piece; and indeed, 
while Stalin was still alive, it was not very safe to enquire too closely into 
exactly what had happened during the course of it. It was not until the 
reappearance of The Military History Journal in 1959 and the publication in 
1961 of the first volume of Pospelov’s GPW history that sufficient facts 
officially vouched to be accurate concerning the war in question first saw the 

But although this was gratifying to those concerned with amassing 
knowledge for its own sake, it was of little use to Soviet officers who 
wished to profit from the experience gained by the Red Army during the 
Great Patriotic War to improve their strategic and operational thinking, and 
to better the training of the units or formations they commanded. This was 
because at that time it was generally assumed by both East and West that a 
war between them would either be nuclear from the outset, or else would 
inevitably become so. In 1962, it will be remembered, the first edition of 
Marshal Sokolovskii’s Military Strategy was published, to be followed by 
a second and by a third edition in 1%3 and 1968, respectively. Despite some 
tentative caveats u t t ed  in the two later editions, the general picture painted 
by Sokolovskii was of a predominantly nuclear battlefield. It was difficult 
to see how anyone doomed to operate on such a battlefield would derive 
much benefit from having studied the operations of the Great Patriotic War. 
Of course, they could learn the importance of good leadership, of stead- 
fastness in the face of the enemy, of loyalty to one’s comrades, and similar 
basic military virtues; but the tactics used to defeat the Germans at, let us 
say, the Battle of Fedoseevskaia were hardly likely to be applicable in a 
nuclear war against NATO. 

By the time that we get to the mid-l970s, however, both East and West 
were inclined to think it possible that, if war were to break out between 
them, it might be fought with conventional weapons only, at any rate during 
the initial period and just conceivably throughout. 

Obviously, in these new circumstances the strategic, operational, and 
tactical experience gained in the Great Patriotic War would be of greatly 

light of day. 
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increased relevance and therefore well worth s t u d y i n w d  studying, more- 
over, with the express purpose of making practical use of the result. 

Of course, some of the methods which proved extremely successful in 
the Great Patriotic War are likely to prove to be costly failures if used in a 
war today, even if fought throughout with conventional weapons. The huge 
densities of men, guns, planes, and tanks which were regularly massed on 
the narrow sectors of front intended for the breakthrough in 1944-45 would 
surely suffer intolerable losses if reproduced today. But such things as 
surprise (and especially strategic and operational surprise), maneuverability, 
speed of advance, and mobility are all things which during the Great 
Patriotic War, and especially during its third period, contributed very greatly 
to the success of the Russian arms and would also be likely to make a 
similar contribution in modem war. 

It is therefore not surprising that we found General Dubinin telling his 
audience at that conference that it was not possible to find effective solutions 
to any problem without relying on the rich experience of military history and 
on that of the Great Patriotic War. Nor is he the only one. A recent article 
by Lt. Gen. V. A. Semenov, Chief of Staff of the Odessa Military District, 
gives many examples of the ways in which, in the military district in question, 
military history in general, and that of the Great Patriotic War in particular, 
was used to improve the quality of the training of his groups.” 

First, it is used in lectures. A particular lecturer, a certain Col. 
Balakhtar, is highly praised for having chosen to illustrate a lecture on the 
preparation for, and the conduct of, operations in war today by repeated 
references to the relevant aspects of the Iassy-Kishinev Operation of 1944. 
Secondly, military history is used in seminars designed for the training of 
staffs. Thirdly, it is used to assist in the planning and conduct of large-scale 
exercises. In 1982, the article tells us, the director of the forthcoming large- 
scale exercise Dniester instructed his planners to base their work on the 
experience of the Korsun’-Shevchenko and Iassy-Kishinev operations. This, 
we are told, did a great deal to teach staffs, units, and subunits how to 
encircle and destroy an enemy with the minimum number of losses. 

The article tells us of a number of other occasions where military history 
has made itself useful in an extremely practical manner. Thus, one exercise 
was done as a repeat of what had become standard Soviet practice in the 
third period of the Great Patriotic War, that of preceding an attack on a 
defensive position, not by a prolonged artillery and air bombardment, but by 
one which was very short, but at the same time exceedingly heavy. By this 
method, great damage was done to the enemy’s defenses and severe casual- 
ties inflicted on him, while at the same time the brief duration of the 
bombardment meant that it was still possible to secure surprise; so the 
attackers had a double advantage. It proved to be a first-class method of 
mounting a successful attack, and those participating in that recent exercise 
were able to see for themselves how good it was. 

We therefore need not be’astonished that General Semenov has ex- 
pressed himself as follows on the value of military history in the training 
of troops, commanders, and stafc and it is with his words that I shall bring 
to an end my paper: 
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We are convinced thar the experience of past wars on command-and-stqff 
and on tactical exercises is of real heb in the practical work of the 
commanders and in developing initiative in them. It assists them to look 
hard for an qpropriate method for organizing and training of the units 
and submits subordinated to them. It allaws ILF to get o&ers to dmw the 
important conclusion that no battle is a replica of any other; that each 
 ha^ its own particular circumtances which introduce their own partic- 
ularities into the course of the fighting, thereby demanding from the 
commMders a creative (tvmcheskii) approach to their work coupled 
with a reliance on the eqerience of the p t .  

In other words, in the USSR military history is having a real, practical value 
for the Soviet officer, who is given every encouragement to study it. This 
applies to every officer whether he be soldier, sailor, or airman. Would that 
such a state of affairs also applied in Britain! 
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Commentary 

John J. Dziak 

I would like to comment f a  on Peter Vigor’s paper, give you my views 
on some aspects of the paper that didn’t necessarily emerge in his oral pres- 
entation (I had the benefit of reading the paper beforehand), and suggest other 
areas of the paper where professional historians can look for a better appnxi- 
ation of Soviet military history and the place it occupies in the Soviet system. 

As usual, Peter has written and presented a stimulating insight into the 
Soviet system, not only the place and function of military history in that 
system. His paper demonstrates to me, at least, that from a military his- 
torian’s perspective, what we are dealing with is a party-state. In fact, we 
may add a counterintelligence state, where facts are the property of that 
state, receiving a special kind of protection to ensure the party’s exclusive 
claims to its monopoly role. Moreover, since the Soviet military represents 
one critical leg of the power triad m the Soviet system, namely the party, the 
KGB, and the Ministry of Defense, then the history of the military merits a 
special kind of protection accorded to other categories of state secrets. 
Hence, military history is also subjected to politics projected into the past, 
because the proper view of a military historical issue is as vital to the 
reigning leadership as are the correct interp~tations of critical party events. 

The vagaries associated with the fortunes of military history are perhaps 
best illustrated by the military’s ambivalent feelings toward Stalin. On the 
one hand, he savaged not only the best military thinkers and commanders, 
but at least half of the officer corps as well. The rehabilitation of many 
of these figures since World War I1 certainly suggests to me that a 
respectable amount of military pressure on the party had indeed been a 
factor in those rehabilitations. On the other hand, students of Soviet 
military history are faced with the spectacle of a sometimes blatant, 
sometimes subtle re-Stalinization emanating from within the military itself. 

For example, a number of years ago in the late 1970s, we had a visit 
by two general officers from the Soviet Union who toured several senior 
U.S. military schools, one of which was the Army War College. I had the 
good fortune of hearing one of their lectures. Similarly, we sent a group 
back to the Soviet Union as part of this exchange. Our people talked about 
amphibious operations in World War 11, and the Soviet general officer 
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talked about the latter phases of Eastern Front operations. As part of his 
graphic support package, the Soviet officer had a tray of 35-mm slides 
with numerous maps showing the various operations in 1944 and 1945. 
Very interestingly, there were no graphics of any single military figure, 
although senior military leaders were shown together in group photographs. 
However, the Soviet officer did have a singular slide of Stalin, and he made 
very favorable reference to Stalin as the Supreme Commander in Chief. 

Since he had only one graphic of Stalin, and only one graphic of each 
of the maps, every time he wanted to move back to another battle he had 
to go clicking his way through the tray of slides. Every time he came to 
that picture of Stalin he let it stay up there for several seconds, and I don’t 
think I was the only one who noticed it. This was a subtle rehabilitation 
from the very military which experienced the loss of at least half of its 
officer corps during the purges. Hence, we have the phenomenon of the 
instiNtiOn that was savaged and otherwise terrorized at a later date volun- 
tarily singing the praises of the perpetrator because he turned out then to be 
a good provider. This seems to me a variant of the notorious “Stockholm 
Syndrome,” whereby hostages develop a sympathy for and rapport with theii 
captors. 

As Peter points out, a major factor in the preparation of military history 
in the USSR is the business of archives. He goes through a list of several, 
ranging from the Central Archives of the Ministry of Defense to others such 
as the Central State Military Archives. He observes correctly the difficulty 
of accessing such materials for Soviet writers and the near impossibility of 
doing so for Western writers. I would add that there is still another 
dimension which places the writing of Soviet military history even further 
beyond our reach, beyond even the reach of Soviet military historical writers. 
This is the realm of state security, the KGB. 

As students of Soviet military history, we must never forget that the 
“Organs,” as they are called, are technically and legally part of the Soviet 
military as far as the party is concerned. In practice, to be sure, neither the 
MVD nor the KGB submit to Ministry of Defense or General Staff control, 
but they do have armed forces bigger than the military establishments of 
most sovereign countries.* They have their own combat histories, and they 
have special designation forces or cornmando forces. There were NKVD 
armies in World War 11. The Soviet Army has been penetrated by the 
“Organs” from the very first days of the regime, h m  Dzetzhinskii up to the 
incumbency of the current KGB Chief, Chebrikov. It was state security 
which smashed the military at Stalin’s bidding. 

The KGB along with elite military special designation units (spefsnaz) 
spearheaded the Afghan invasion in 1979. Where are the military records? 
In the KGB archives? Will historians from the Ministry of Defense ever 
see them? I consider that highly unlikely. Would seeing them provide a 
different light on given issues, for instance, the Tukhachevskii affair of 

*The KGB border guards number between 300,000 and W.000, according to 
John Barron’s KGB Today (New York, 1983). p 451. 
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1937? If the late Alexander Orlov, who was the NKVD resident in Spain 
in the late 1930s, made claims that were even fractionally correct, then I 
would submit that a whole new chapter in Soviet military history waits to 
be written. 

Peter correctly notes the fmtion with the Great Patriotic War and the 
role of the Institute of Military History founded in 1% to promote the 
study of military history throughout the USSR, with a focus on the Great 
Patriotic War. The party’s intent in keeping the Great Patriotic War alive 
and well is because it is the great legitimatizer, which is one of the nmons, 
I believe, that relatively little attention is given to the Civil War. I am not 
saying they do not write on the Civil War, but compared to the writings on 
World War 11, you see a major numerical Me-. I would propose a close 
scrutiny of that event, that is, of the Civil War. In my opinion, legitimacy is 
the issue, and the party doesn’t desire any inquiry which might raise doubts 
about that legitimacy. We do have evidence of published official accounts of 
the other security-relabd options. 1 am thinking specifically of the CheWs 
“Red Book.” These official accounts of the Cheka’s early activities were 
suppressed in the early 1920s by Dzerzhinskii at Lenin‘s bidding, because 
they probably were considered a little too dangerous and embarrassing.’ 

There is another opportunity for students of Soviet military history that 
would be lost if we focused too singularly on official Soviet accounts 
evolving from a growing fmtion with Russian history, culture, and the 
Orthodox faith. A revival of that historical interest in the Soviet Union is the 
recent interest in Russian military history, specificaly White military history 
and White operations in units during the Civil War. In addition to the 
circulation of some manuscripts favorable to the Whites, denigrating the Red 
Army, tapes of White regimental songs have been also making their appear- 
ance in the Soviet UNm I would submit that this phenomenon is more than 
mere dissidence. It represents, as I see it, an awakening to events, facts and 
interpretations of one crucial era of Soviet military history independent of 
the party-approved, “correct” versions and thus offers a unique opportunity 
for Western military historians. 

In his review of Vtoraia mirovaia voina (1983) from the Officer’s 
Library Series, Peter discusses in some detail the book‘s sufnmary treatment 
of Allied contributions to the victory over the Axis and the book‘s claims 
to the exclusiveness of the Soviet role in the defeat of Nazi Germany. Per- 
sonally, I would not be as solicitous of this claim, if for no other reason 
than the party very conveniently ignored some of the following: for instance, 
its own culpability in bringing about World War I1 in the first place. Let’s 
not forget that it was the Stalin-Hitler Pact of 1939 which helped to bring on 
that event. second, there was the period of the Soviet-Nazi honeymoon from 
1939 to 1941, in which the Cornintern and other elements of the Soviet state 
played no small part in fostering defeatism in the West. I am thinking here 
especially of France. We also know from other information that the Soviets 

*For a discussion of this little-noted issue see George Leggett, “Lenin’s Reported 
Destruction of the Cheka Archive,” Survey 107 (Spring 1979). pp 193-99. 
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encouraged German actions and victory, especially in the Eastern Mediter- 
ranean, among others. Stalin’s grand strategy was to keep Hitler and the 
West at war as long as possible to enable him to recover from the self- 
imposed madness of what he did to his own military in the late 1930s. 

Hem, the char@ against the West that Roosevelt and Churchill wanted 
Germany and the USSR to bleed each other not only is historical nonsense, 
but is an imputation to others of M o ~ w ’ s  own policy during 1939 to 1941. 
Finally, I would ask also, what about Lend-Lease and the earlier fact that 
Moscow’s honeymoon with Hitler helped facilitate the destruction of 
millions of tons of Western shipping? If these had been available and not 
lost, how much more material at a later date would have been available for 
Lend-Lease to the USSR? 

These are items in Soviet military-political history too often ignored in 
the West Let’s not let them get off so easily. As Peter observed in his paper, 
the spate of Western military history in the beginning of the 1%0s was 
carefully scrutinized by the Soviets for political information useful to party 
historical purposes. Why don’t we give them legitimate history to reflect 
upon and begin to fill in some of these memory holes? 

On a minor note, Peter analyzes the relevance from the Soviet perspec- 
tive of the Great Patriotic War to combat in the nuclear age. I would only 
add to his list of pertinent items (maneuverability, speed of advance, mob- 
ility), namely, mkirovka or deception. From the Soviet Perception, without 
the last, the others may not follow. 

In closing, Peter notes in his paper that the Soviets see military history 
as having practical value to Soviet officers from the combat arms. I would 
suggest that is an attitude we might do well to emulate. 

Now, for Jacob Kipp’s paper. 1 found his piece in some ways a pleasant 
exercise in muskirovka. His title advertises the paper Erom 1918 to 1936, but 
he offers us a concise look at Tsarist military doctrine and operationaI art in 
its various stages and the transition, with continuities and discontinuities, into 
the Soviet era. 

Concerning continuities, we find Lt. Col. A. Neznamov redefining con- 
trol and initiative so as to stress the role of the commander in imposing 
order from above and junior commanders confining their initiatives to sub- 
ordinating their unit’s roles to the commander’s plan and adjusting their 
actions accordingly. It seems to me that the endless discussions we have in 
the West on the issue of initiative among Soviet commanders would profit 
from an infusion of Neznamov. It pays to read history. 

Discontinuities are another matter. In the business of control, there is 
precious little in the Tsarist era to compare with the present in the role of 
the political officer structure or with the “00s”  (Special Departments) of 
the Cheka up through the KGB today.. 

* 
The 00s (osobye ordely) of the KGB infuse the Soviet armed forces to ensure 

reliability and loyalty and to carry out the KGB’s countaintelligence mission. See John 
J. Dziak, Chekisty: A History ofthe KGB (Lexington, Mass., 1987). 
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Jake’s paper offers several other intrigUing Surprises as well. His re- 
search shows that Col., later Gen., M. D. Bonch-Bruevich denounced the 
Young Turks associated with B. A. Gerua of the General Staff Academy 
prior to World War I. This resulted in their dismissal by Minister of War 
Sukhomlinov. Bonch-Bruevich has a very intemthg pedigree when it comes 
to this type of business. In the little bit of research I have done on the 
subject, I tripped across his name several other times. He apparently was 
also central to the setting up and execution of Col. Miasoedov of the 
Depamnent of Police on charges of espionage for the Germam during World 
War I. He did this in couaboration with om Gen. Nikolai Mushen. General 
Batiushen was a counterintelligence officer who, we may recall, earlier had 
been the man who oversaw the recruitment and running of Col. Alfred Redl 
of the Austro-Hungarian Staff. The Miasoedov affair was a very shabby 
operation. Even some Soviet writers called it judicial murder. However, 
Bonch-Bruevich down to the end (in his 1957 memoirs) still called Colonel 
Miasoedov a spy for the Germans. 

Another item on Bonch-Bruevich: his brother V. D. Bonch-Bruevich 
was a Bolshevik. Both men were very close throughout the years right up 
to the Bolshevik Revolution. I have never come across anything showing 
that the Tsar’s high command ever seriously questioned that relationship. 

Classified Russian military documents, some of which contained Gen. 
N. V. Ruszkii’s name and Bonch-Bruevich’s name, showed up in some of 
Lenin‘s holdings. (General Ruszkii was commander of the Northern Front 
in World War I, and General Bonch-Bruevich was his Chief of Staff.) This 
was while Lenin was still in Switzerland and has led to speculation about 
Bonch-Bruevich’s true loyalties.; General Bonch-Bruevich also worked in 
military counterintelligence and virtually instantanmusly transferred his 
loyalties to the Bolsheviks following the Bolshevik coup in October 1917. 
His longevity under Stalin was exceptionak he died in good graces in the 
mid-1950s of natural causes, and he was never touched in the purges. What 
this all suggests is that General Bonch-Bruevich has a dimension that wants 
more historical scrutiny. Was he a “liberal” publicly and something else 
secretly? Why the vendetta against the hapless Colonel Miasoedov? Did he 
have anything to do with passing Russian military documents to Lenin? To 
the Germans? Jake Kipp’s reference to Bonch-Bruevich’s denunciation of the 
Young Turks prior to World War I may very well be the beginning thread 
which could unravel the hidden fabric of this man’s shabby weer. 

It is also mildly surprising to note that relations between the party and 
its revolutiomy military leaders on the one hand, and the military specialists 
on the other, were not necessarily as testy as we are often led to believe. 
Jake amibutes much of this apparent loyalty to the system of political 
commissars and the infusion of party cadre. I would agree with that, but I 
think we must not lose sight of the efficscy of the hostage-taking of officers’ 
families-that kept their loyalty-and the paramount role of the Cheka 

*See Dziak, Chekisty. pp 10-12,20-22,42; George Katkov. Russia 1917: The 
February Revolution (New York, 1967), pp 119-32. 
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Special Departments (the 00s). I think we have to keep the role of state 
security constantly in the forefront when we are talking about military 
affairs. 

As with Peter Vigor’s paper, Jake’s essay transcends the announ& 
topic. For instance, the psychology of Stalinism is one of these items. 
Tukhachevskii’s ideas on the economic requirements to undergird his 
military program certainly wete not at variance with Stalin’s objectives in 
collectivization and industrialization, which ultimately resulted in the heavy 
industrial base that Tukhachevskii so desperately needed for his modem- 
ization program. Nor did Tukhachevskii’s notion of the Revolution diverge 
from Stalin’s later practice of extending Soviet socialism on the points of 
Red Army bayonets. As Stalin did with the Left Opposition, so too did he 
do with Tukhachevskii: he took much of his program and then got rid of 

An item that gets close to the essence of the conflict between Stalin and 
Trotsky is the issue of the military doctrine of the new Soviet state. Jake 
observes that Trotsky, like the prewar opponents of a unified military 
doctrine, womed about the ossification of doctrine into dogma once it was 
given official sanction. I strongly agree, but I would take it somewhat 
further. Trotsky, for all his revolutionary ardor, was somewhat ambivalent 
about such concentrations of political, military, and economic power. His 
view of Bo~partism was not necessarily the notion of a “Red Komilov.” 
He was worried about the militarization of the state, society and the 
economy, that is, the skewing and loss of revolutionary priorities; and that 
is exactly where Stalin’s policies led. 

Jake, in his concluding discussion, notes that it was only after Stalin’s 
death that the Soviets were able to m v e r  their military past in such person- 
alities as Tukhachevskii and Svechin. I agree, and I applaud one of the finest 
examples of writing in Russian and Soviet military history that I feel this 
paper represents. But allow me to close this commentary with a question. 
Tukhachevskii comes across in Jake’s paper, and I agree with his assessment, 
as an arrogant careerist, one who had a lot in common with Stah  in mili- 
tarizing the Soviet economy and Soviet society. How then does one rehabil- 
itate Tukhachevskii without ultimately rehabilitating Stalin? 

him. It was that straightforwaxl! 
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Introductory Remarks 

Brig. Gen. James L. Collins, Jr., USA, Retired 

Lt. Gen. Pave1 Andreevich Zhilin visited the Air Force Academy, and 
I would like to elaborate as to why he was here and also why I visited 
him several times in the Soviet Union. Actually, all these visits were 
brain-washing expeditions on both sides and somewhat successful. 

General Zhilin, the head of the Institute of Military History, was upset 
and concerned that American authors did not give credit to the Soviet 
Union for its heroic struggle in World War 11. In fact, he and his office 
considered most American authors as the falsifiers of history, and I, as 
then Chief of Military History, was the “Chief Falscier.” In turn, I wanted 
to explain to him that as Chief of Military History I had absolutely no 
authority over the civilian authors who wrote military history outside of 
my own office, not that I wouldn’t have liked to have some, but that he, 
in his capacity as Chief of Military History in the Soviet Union, could 
decide what was written in the USSR about military history. 

He invited me to the Soviet Union to visit in person some of the great 
battlefields and to see what had gone on in World War I1 in the Soviet 
Union, and I must admit that seeing the mass graves of 900,OOO people in 
Leningrad, or the shrine on the Mamaia Hill at Volgograd, does give one 
a little grasp of the sacrifkes of the Soviet people. When I brought him to 
this country, and we swapped visits twice, I showed him the diversity of 
America, the American people, and the American military and gave him a 
better idea of our culture, our history, and our heritage. I took him to 
Williamsbwg, to the Alamo, as well as to all the service academies and to 
the Army War College. That puts a little perspective on these visits. 

Today, we are going to look at different parts of World War 11, and I 
believe this is an area that has not been dealt with in the depth that I feel 
it should be, that is, the struggle on the Eastern Front. Here we are going 
to look at some of the aspects of land and air warfare; and we should, 
because the greatest land and air battles in the history of the world were 
fought on the Eastern Front. The Battle of Kursk involved 2,500 tanks. In 
the latter stages of the war, air armies of 2,000 and 3,000 planes were not 
uncommon. So, we should know a little more about what went on on the 
Eastern Front. We are fortunate in that we have three papers dealing with 
various aspects of that experience. 





Roles and Missions: 
Soviet Tactical Air Power in the Second Period 

of the Great Patriotic War 

Von Hardesty 

This paper examines the rebirth of Soviet tactical aviation in 1942 and 
1943. These years approximate what Soviet historians call the “Second 
Period of the Great Patriotic War.” My basic thesis is that this second or 
middle period of the war occupies a central place in the history of the 
Soviet Air Force. The war emergency compelled Soviet air planners to 
face simultaneously two major questions: how to reorganize to permit the 
participation of tactical air power in joint operations with the ground 
forces and how to forge the means to battle for air supremacy? These two 
questions are the core of my paper.’ 

The second period of the war necessitated a series of major changes 
in the structure and operations of the Soviet Air Force. These war-induced 
reforms permitted the air force to recover from the devastation of Operation 
Barbarossa and rapidly attain air supremacy over the Lujhaffe by 1943. 
The acquisition of air supremacy contributed in a vital way to the ultimate 
victory of the Soviet Union over Nazi Germany. These same wartime 
reforms, one might add, laid the groundwork for the development of the 
Soviet Air Force in the postwar years. 

Soviet Historiography of the Air War 

Soviet historiography divides the so-called “Great Patriotic War” into 
three distinct periods. This historical periodization is useful to compre- 
hend the overarching historical evolution of the Soviet Air Force, and it 
enables us to appreciate as well the particular and pivotal character of the 
second stage of the war. 

The f i t  period begins on June 22, 1941, with Operation Bar- 
barossa, extends through the winter campaign around Moscow, 
and concludes with the German summer offensive in 1942. 
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The second period of the war begins on November 19, 1942, 
with the Soviet counterattack at Stalingrad that led to the encir- 
clement of the German 6th Army. During this middle phase of 
the war, the Soviet Air Force participated in the air blockade at 
Stalingrad, the air engagements over the Kuban, and the decisive 
air operations in cooperation with the Soviet ground forces at 
Kursk. The second period lasts through 1943 and coincides with 
the Soviet acquisition of strategic air supremacy. 

The third, and concluding, period extends from January 1944 to 
May 1W5. Included in this triumphal stage of the war are the 
massive Soviet offensives that crushed Nazi Germany and the 
Soviet Union’s entrance into the war against Japan. Over 
Belorussia, Eastern Europe, the Baltic, East Prussia, and Berlin, 
the Soviet Air Force deployed its vast air armies to assist the 
Soviet ground forces in their inexorable advance to Berlin. 

Considered in this broad framework, the second period of the war 
possesses critical. importance for historians of the Soviet Air Force. As 
I. V. Timokhovich, a contemporary historian of Soviet air power has 
stated, this period brought a “fundamental break in the war, the period of 
the great victories of the Red Army and heavy losses suffered by German 
air power.’” P. S. Kutawlov, a recent Commander of the Soviet Air 
Force, has poruayed this phase of the war as a time for the Soviet Air 
Force to achieve “qualitative and quantitative superiority over the enemy’s 
air forces” and to begin the employment of “more aggressive forms of 
~arfare .”~ Other Soviet historians and memoirists have interpreted this 
middle period as a critical stage for experimentation, rapid modernization, 
and tactical innovation that would set the stage for the ultimate victory of 
the Soviet Air Force over the Lu.uffe .  

The Second Period of the “Great Patriotic War” 

The German advance had been stopped on the approaches to Moscow 
in the winter of 1941-42. The winter victory, the first major reversal for 
the Wehrmacht in World War 11, appeared to m a y  at that time as merely 
a reprieve for the Soviets, not necessarily a strategic victory. The Soviet 
Air Force, except for its remarkable display of cold-weather flying at 
Leningrad and Moscow, had shown little combat prowess against the 
Lujhvuffe. Many Westerners at the time echoed the optimism of the 
Germans and assumed that the Lufiuffe would quickly reassert command 
of the air during the next, and perhaps decisive, summer campaign! 

The war emergency of 1942, at the onset of the second period of the 
war, paralleled the military crisis faced by the revolutionary Bolshevik 
regime in 1918. During the Russian Civil War, Leon Trotsky organized 
the Red Army that saved the Revolution. Now Soviet air planners had to 
demonstrate the same “capacity for pragmatic improvisation under stress,” 
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as Roman Kolkowicz has described it, that Trotsky displayed in the 
creation of the ~ e d  b y ?  III 1942, there was the immediate challenge to 
survive, the arduous task of keeping the Air Force operational against the 
formidable Lujbvuffe, and then the requirement to redefme the organiza- 
tion and air tactics in such a fashion that the latent strength of Soviet air 
power could be realized. 

During the years 1942-43, the Soviet Air Force displayed a “capacity 
for pragmatic hnpmvisation” worthy of Leon Trotsky. One of the reasons 
for the remarkable turnabout of these years was the urgent M~UR of the 
military crisis which allowed for an interlude of relative professional ftee- 
dom. I>ming this period, with its relaxation of party political conmls and 
the emphasis on military expertise, a new generation of leaders emerged. 
The appointment of A. A. Novikov as Soviet Air Commander in April 
1942 represented a deliberate attempt to place competent military leaders 
in key commands. Novikov would preside over a revitalization of Soviet 
air power during the war years. 

Another key factor behind the rebirth of the Soviet Air Force in the 
second or middle period was the historic decision to evacuate the aircraft 
industry behind the Urals. This herculean task of removing key aviation 
plants and workers to safe rear areas had been completed by the time of 
Novikov’s appointment. These reconstituted facilities rapidly expanded 
the production of a third generation of fighter and ground-attack aircraft. 
The middle period of the war would see the inventory of aircraft mush- 
room, enabling the Soviet Union to deploy a vast tactical air foIce that 
would win air supremacy in 1943 and participate in combined-arms oper- 
ations that would overwhelm the enemy. Always numerically superior after 
1942, Soviet tactical aviation also possessed aircraft that were simple in 
design, rugged in construction, and easy to maintain in the primitive battle- 
field environment of the Eastern Front. 

The burdens faced by Soviet air planners in 1942 were not solely the 
consequence of the devastation of Operation Barbarossa and the debil- 
itating campaign of the previous winter. There were other lingering prob- 
lems growing out of the prewar years that defmed the character of the 
Soviet Air Force in 1942. The Stalinist purges of the late 1930s decimated 
the officer corps of the Air Force and profoundly weakened the entire 
Soviet military establishment. Even in the fall of 1941 Stalin ordered the 
execution of Gen. Ia. V. Smushkevich, the last of the talented prewar air 
commanders. Before him a host of air commanders had fallen victim to 
the purge, leaving the Air Force with few experienced officers at the time 
of Operation Barbarossa. 

These events created a profound sense of failure and pessimism in the 
Soviet Air Force, a generalized attitude that was reinforced by the poor per- 
formance of Soviet aviators in the 1939-40 war with Finland. Soviet air 
units had displayed liule combat skill against the miniscule Finnish Air 
Force during this embarrassing campaign. Prior to Operation Barbarossa, 
the Soviet Air Force had made only a partial transition to its new genera- 
tion of fighter and ground-attack aircraft. Frontline air units faced the con- 
fusion of transition training and aircraft deployment even as the Lufiuffe 
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struck. There were severe teething problems with these new models, espe- 
cially with the LaGG-3 and the MiG-3. Even the 11-2 Shtunnovik, at this 
stage of the war a single-seat, ground-attack &raft, had not performed 
effectively. 

When one adds the disruption and confusion following in the wake of 
retreat, the lack of centralized control over surviving air units, the 
ineffectual fighter air tactics, and the lack of pilot experience, it is 
apparent that the Soviet Air Force faced in the middle period a set of 
challenges similar in magnitude to those faced by Trotsky and the Red 
Army in 1919. Unlike with Trotsky, revolutionary zeal and the ruthless 
mobilization of people and weapons alone could not overcome the im- 
placable enemy. The Soviet Air Force had to match a formidable air 
enemy in organization, tactics, and technology. 

The ~ I M  for air operations in the east was vast and demanding, with 
no exact parallel anywhere in World War II. The range of combat aircraft, 
particularly fighters, was severely limited in 1942 and against the 
enormous backdrop of the Russian landscape, there was no effective way 
to maintain a sustained and effective air presence-even in the active 
sectors. This fact has been obscured to a significant degree by our altered 
sense of time and space in the jet age. Both the Germans and the Soviets 
faced enormous budens in basing and supplying their frontline air units. 
Roads were primitive, railroads did not always provide connections with 
the hinterlands or active combat sectors, and the absence of adequate air 
and land transport made logistics a nightmare. 

The enormity of the landscape can be Nly appreciated if we realize 
that from the fall of 1941 to the fall of 1943, the width of the Eastern 
Front was never less than 2,400 miles. In late 1942 the front extended for 
3,000 miles: The late Gen Benjamin Kelsey, who flew into the Soviet 
Ukraine at the time of the Shuttle raids in the summer of 1944, made this 
observation: 

While flying over the Ukraine I was struck with the fact that there 
was no continuous line of contact between the Soviets and the Germans. 
There was plenty of evidence of concentrated action in isolated areas. 
I t  appeared that by concentrating force it was hoped w seize the 
initiatbe in local areas. Since either side could use the tactic, j h k i n g  
action was ahvays possible. Apparently gaining the initiative was the 
goal. The &fender was always at a disadvantage? 

Kelsey's observation exposes a stubborn and irreversible reality faced 
by the Lytwuffe and the Soviet Air Force in World War I1 air supremacy 
could never be co-extensive with the Eastern Front. Only local air suprem- 
acy was operationally feasible and, for both air forces, the task was never 
easy. 

As large armies moved across the vast Russian land mass they, by 
necessity, drew the Luwuffe aM1 the Soviet Air Force into the ground 
war. Air cover was deemed a prerequisite to conduct effective operations 
by infantry and mechanized units. Executing breakthroughs and envelop- 
ment maneuvers placed an even higher premium on air power. For these 
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compelling reasons, air operations in the east became almost exclusively 
tactical in character. Winning local superiority meant the freedom of 
movement and the option of taking the offensive. 

To lose control of the air over the tactical zone meant the r e d u d  
capacity to conduct effective air reconnaissance, to conduct offensive 
operations, or to maneuver freely. Even when Soviet aircraft production 
allowed the Soviet Air Force to deploy air armies of 2,000, sometimes 
3,000, aircraft, the commitment to tactical air operations remained un- 
changed. As the size of the Eastem Front shrunk in 1944-45, the Soviets 
only gradually extended the scope of their tactical strikes to the enemy 
rear areas. This style of air operations, of course, allowed the L w u f f e  to 
maintain itself up to the very end and permitted certain kinds of obsolete 
aircraft, for example the Ju-87, to find extended service in the east’ 

Another characteristic of the Eastern Front was the extraordinary 
attrition suffered by both air forces. Recent studies reveal that the 
Lujhvuffe suffered severe losses in aircraft and air crews from the Battle 
of Moscow to the end of the war? Operational readiness rates for German 
combat aircraft were consistently low, the consequence of the primitive 
airfields, the extremes of weather, the difficulties of maintenance, and the 
uncertain system of supply. During the middle period of the war- the 
pace of air combat quickened in major battles at Stalingrad, in the 
Caucasus, and at Kursk-both air forces suffered significant combat 
10sses.’~ For the Soviet Air Force, these heavy losses did not compromise 
the steady pattern of recovery. Aircraft production gained momentum 
throughout 1942 and 1943. For the Luftwffe, moreover, there would be 
no significant reinforcements after 1942. However, the Lufiuffe would 
remain a formidable foe and, on occasion, demonstrate the capacity to 
reassert local air superiority, but its abrupt decline in numbers, so evident 
in the middle period, was irreversible.” 

The Reorganization of 1942 

On April 11, 1942, Gen. A. A. Novikov was appointed Commander 
of the Soviet Air Force and elevated to the position of Deputy Peoples 
Commissar of Defense. Novikov’s rise to leadership signaled the 
beginning of a series of organizational and doctrinal changes that would 
profoundly alter the Soviet Air Force. With Gen. S. I. Khudiakov as Chief 
of Staff and Gen. G. A. Vomzheikin as Deputy Commander, Novikov 
presided over the reorganization of the air force’s cenrral administration, 
the creation of “air armies,” and the formulation of the “air offensive” 
doctrine as the means to concentrate and coordinate the Soviet Union’s 
growing tactical air might.12 These fundamental reforms constituted a 
kind of template for a radical redesign of the air force that would provide 
for recovery in the short run and air supremacy by the end of 1943. 

Soviet tactical aviation was removed from the general army command 
structure and, once regrouped into air armies, placed under the direct con- 
trol offront commanders. This rapid change allowed the Stavka to deploy 
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its air force for the fKst time to meet the strategic, operational, and tactical 
requkments of the war. Concurrently, the Air Corps of the Sfuvka Reserve 
was created to permit the massing of huge air reserves in the feat a w s  to 
support offensive operations of the army.'3 where before Soviet air power 
had been atomized and lacked the capacity for quick maneuver, the Soviet 
Air Force now could respond to the combat requirements of the war in a 
decisive and CoIlCentrated fashion. The techniques for effective command 
and control, of course, were not in place in the spring and summer of 
1942, but the Stavka now possessed an air force with an organizational 
structure shrewdly adapted to the particular needs of the Eastern Front.14 

The perfomaxe of the Soviet Air Force at the beginning of the war 
demonstrated in a dramatic way how a large, poorly quipped, and inade- 
quately aained air force could be nearly destroyed in the field by means 
of preemptive air strikes. Contemporary Soviet historians and military 
writers have been quick to identify the many deficiencies at the beginning 
of the war.15 The Soviet air units had been based in a fragmented way on 
the western periphery, close to the German border, with few, if any, steps 
taken to provide for the dispersal and camouflage of aircraft. Once the 
war began, the air force organization displayed little capacity for quick 
response or tactical cooperation with the ground troops. 

These deficiencies were as much technological as they were operational 
in character. In 1941, there were few radios for use by forward air units and 
local commanders. The Soviet Air Force had demonstrated minimal skill 
in defensive operations. Air units resisted the German advance throughout 
the summer of 1941 in a disorderly way, often launching self-destructive 
counterattacks that displayed little tactical skill or coordination with the 
ground forces. The fust year of the war had been a melancholy period 
with high amition and few mumph~.'~ 

The New Leadership 

The story of how the Soviet Air Force recovered from the humiliating 
defeats at the hands of the Lujlwuffe in the first year of the conflict begins 
logically with General Novikov, the new Air Commander, and the 
talented group of air officers who assumed command with him during the 
bleak spring of 1942. Novikov, a veteran of the Civil War and one-time 
infantry officer, joined the air force in the early 1930s, moving quickly up 
the ranks and avoiding the destructive sweep of the purges at the end of 
the decade. He served as the Air Force Chief of Staff for the Leningrad 
Military District during the Winter War and then as Air Commander after 
the conclusion of that conflict. 

When the Germans invaded he was appointed Deputy Commander of 
the Soviet Air Force and displayed bold leadership in the Leningrad area 
where he mobilized a rump air force to resist the advancing enemy. The 
Stavka then assigned him to the Volkhov Front in March 1942 where he 
skillfully led a series of massed air strikes against the Germans on the 
Volkhov and Leningrad Fronts.'7 Novikov demonstrated an ability to 
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coordinate his air units with the ground forces. He demonstrated to the 
Stavku his aggressiveness and talent as an air commander at a perilous 
moment during the. war. This battle experience led to his elevation as Air 
Commander of the Soviet Air Force, a post he would hold for the 
remainder of the war. 

Looking back on World War 11, Novikov ranks as one of the more 
important Allied air commanders. Yet, he occupies a place of relative 
obscurity. His career is curious and elusive in many respects. Novikov 
earned two gold stars as a “Hem of the Soviet Union” and was appointed 
Marshal of Aviation in 1943 and then Chief Marshal the following year. 
Along with his friends and commander, Marshal Zhukov, he enjoyed 
uninterrupted service during the war, only to find himself abruptly 
removed from his leadership position in 1946. He did not suffer the fate 
of Ia. I. Alksnis (1897-1938) or Ia. V. Smushkevich (190241), two 
previous air commanders put to death, but Novikov spent time in prison 
as a consequence of the postwar purge of the military. From 1946-53 
Novikov disappeared from view.” Following his release from prison, he 
served in a number of posts, including a short tour of duty in 1957 as the 
Commandant of the Higher Aviation School of the Civil Air Fleet. 
Novikov died in 1976. 

Unfortunately, Novikov did not leave detailed memoirs or an 
extensive corpus of writings. Except for his autobiographical V nebe 
Leningrada,” which deals with his experiences at the beginning of the 
war, there is little public documentation of this pivotal wartime military 
figure. In V nebe Leningrada, however, we catch glimpses of his person- 
ality and outlook. He describes the formative period in some detail, along 
with some passing references to his family, in particular his father. 
Novikov’s historical writing also reveals that he consulted archival 
materials to construct his history rather than trust his unaided memory. 
Yet, his account of these early days of the war frequently lacks candor 
and necessary detail.” 

Gen. John R. Deane, along with other American military officers who 
were stationed in Soviet Russia during the war, gave high marks to Marshal 
Novikov as an effective air commander. During the 1944 shuttle raids, at a 
time when Soviet-American relations were highly strained, General Deane 
described Novikov and his air staff as sympathetic and helpful, even to 
the point of blunting apparent moves by other h i p  ranking Soviet military 
and party figures to “sabotage” the joint effort. Nikita Khrushchev also 
spoke in his memoirs about Novikov as a talented military commander.22 

Novikov was crucial to the recovery of the Soviet Air Force in the 
second period of the war. His pragmatism, energy, and forceful leadership 
did much to rebuild confidence in this demoralized branch of the Soviet 
armed forces. His new command required an organizational structure that 
could simultaneously meet the needs of strategic defense in the face of the 
German summer offensive toward Stalingrad in 1942 and the strategic 
requhments for offensive operations in the future. Novikov performed 
these tasks with considerable skill. His long tenure as Air Commander 
would give continuity to the Soviet Air Force during the war. 
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Creation of the Air Armies 

The 1st Air Army was formed on May 5, 1942. By the end of the 
year a total of seventeen air armies had been organized. This new organ- 
ization assigned Soviet front aviation into large mobile units, designed to 
permit massed air strikes. These same air armies represented a belated 
move by the Soviet high command to reorganize its air power into opera- 
tional formations that would provide more centralized control. The new 
air armies were designed to overCome the older pattern where air units 
had been deployed in a decentralized and cumbersome fashion, with no 
real mans for massed coordinated strikes against the enemy?3 

Air armies were assigned to a front for defined missions in defensive 
or offensive operations. Being highly mobile and subordinated to afront 
commander for a specific assignment, the air armies could be reassigned 
quickly to another sector or withdrawn, depending on the larger strategic 
intent of the Stavku. For the vast scope of the 2,000- to 3,000-mile 
Russian hont, the air armies enabled the Soviet Union to apply its limited 
air power in an optimum fashion. This new vehicle for centralized control 
and coordination paved the way for the skillful application of air power to 
be deployed on the cutting edge of Soviet ground offensives in the third 
period of the war.% 

The average size of an air army in the second period of the war 
numbered anywhere from 200 to 1,000 aircraft. Once Lend-Lease aid 
arrived and Soviet aircraft production acquired momentum in 1943, the 
size of air armies mushroomed, reaching 1,500 to 2,000 aircraft. In the 
f m l  stages of the war some air armies possessed an inventory of 3,000 
combat aircraft in certain operati~ns.~ The 1st Air Army, organized on 
May 5, 1942, is representative of this structure in its formative stages. It 
consisted of two fighter air divisions, each equipped with four air regi- 
ments; two mixed air divisions, each containing one bomber, two fighter, 
and two ground-attack regiments; a training air regiment; a reconnaissance 
squadmn; a liaison squadron; and one night air regiment equipped with 
prewar PO-2 biplanes.% Such an air army, however, was rather small. 
When assigned to the Western Front in 1942, the 1st Air Army possessed 
a liule over 200 aircraft. Even the more active 4th Air Army was 
comparable in size when it was assigned to the Southern Front in 1942. 
By the end of the middle period, however, this new organizational 
structure was in place with thirteen air armies deployed along the Eastern 
Front. The four remaining air armies were assigned to the Far East. 

The tactical employment of air armies affirmed in practice the long- 
standing Soviet predilection to use air power primarily in support of the 
ground forces. Typically, each air army was assigned to an army group 
commander. To achieve proper air-ground coordination during a combat 
operation, the Stavka worked out specific responsibilities for both the air 
and ground commanders. The army group commander defined the overall 
plan, the number and sequence of missions to be flown, the required air 
units to be used, and the sectors to be covered by aerial reconnaissance. 
Upon receipt of the field order, the air army commander determined the 
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specific assignments for participating air units and all the associated 
planning to assure proper coordination with infantry, artillery, and 
mechanized units. 

No small amount of work went into perfecting procedures for the 
deployment of aircraft, navigation, ground control, and target designation. 
Similar planning and coordination were required for defensive operations, 
The close support provided by each air army then was governed by the 
particular requirements of a field order worked out in advance by the 
army group staff. Embodied in each field order were precise instructions 
for coordination, frontline crossing points, target selection, and signals. To 
provide optimum flexibility and responsiveness, each detailed field order 
was prepared for the first day only. Subsequent orders were issued in a 
more fragmentary fashion, to allow the army group command to meet fully 
the combat requirements of the offensive operation. 

Air armies provided the best means to forge joint operations where air 
power could make a real and substantial contribution to the war effort. A 
considerable amount of energy was exerted in the middle period to estab- 
lish these techniques for command and control of aviation infront opera- 
tions. It soon became feasible for the Soviet Air Force with its centralized 
control and maneuverability in the field to make massed air strikes, to 
provide sustained close air support and air cover for the army, to regroup 
if necessary, and to reinforce critical sectors.” At the same time, control 
mechanisms for air corps, air divisions, and air regiments were perfected 
through elaborate networks of command posts, the increased use of radios, 
and improved signal and guidance procedures.28 

The organization of the Air Corps of the Stavka Reserve ran parallel 
to the Novikov reforms. The formation of powerful air reserves under the 
control of the Stavka enhand the ability of the Soviets to concentrate air 
power for maximum effect. The first reserve units were organized in 
August 1942. By the end of the war, the Sfuvka had organized thirty air 
corps and twenty-seven sepmte air divisions. Typically an air corps 
consisted of two homogeneous and one mixed air divisions. Reserve air 
corps provided a ready means as well for training and reinforcement of 
units rotated out of active combat sectors. These air reserves played a 
critical role in the war and became an effective tool to apply numerical 
superiority in major and minor offensive operations. The building of these 
reserves progressed at a rapid pace with nineteen reserve air corps com- 
pleted in April 1943. 

The full impact of air reserves became apparent in the Belorussian 
offensive of 1944 when eleven air corps, totaling more than 3,000 aircraft, 
were thrown into the combat. Soviet historians of air power have given 
particular attention to the operational history of the Air Corps of the 
Stavka Reserve. The enormity of the Eastern Front during the first three 
years of the war required the rapid deployment and reinforcement of air 
armies across vast distances and over difficult terrain. Air reserve units 
had to arrive at their newly assigned sectors in a timely fashion, unde- 
tected, and accompanied by their support personnel and equipment. These 
redeployment maneuvers were often completed at night, in small groups, 
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with aircraft flying in radio silence at tree-top level to the front. Once 
reserve air units landed, they were again deployed to prearranged frontline 
airfields, moved into shelters if available, and camoutlaged. 

The execution of these maneuvers placed enormous strains on the air 
force leadership. Sometimes the time allotted for redeployment prior to act- 
ive combat was short. During the middle period of the war only ten to thirty 
days were allowed. In later stages of the war, when the numbers of combat 
aircraft had increased dramatically, the time for redeployment for certain 
operations was sixty days. For participating airmen and technical personnel 
these flights to the front could be uncomfortable. On an 11-2 Shfwmvik it 
was not unusual for a pilot to carry two to four ground crewmen on board.2g 

As the war progressed the capability for redeployment was expanded 
and refined. The acquisition of Lend-Lease. aid in the form of C-47s, 
trucks, and other types of motor tramport enabled the Soviets to quicken 
the pace of air redeployment. Transport aircraft could make second and 
third runs in a relatively short period of time and move signifcant 
quantities of equipment across great  distance^.^ No small amount of 
COoTdination was necessary to move reinforcements in coordination with 
fronf air armies and the rear logistics network. Effective organization and 
practical experience enabled the Air Corps of the Stuvka Reserve to 
reinforce frontline air armies with ever-increasing effectiveness. 

Doctrine of the Air Offensive 

The primary doctrinal innovation of the second period of the war was 
the “Air Offensive.” This concept required time and experimentation to 
perfect, but its strategic consequences were considerable. The concept of 
the air offensive had been anticipated by prewar Soviet air theorists, in 
particular by A. N. Lapchinskii (1882-1938), but the real impetus to 
develop the idea came from the actual combat environment of the Eastern 
Front. The air offensive, by defmition, called for the operational employ- 
ment of massed air power in continuous support of the army in offensives. 
At first, air offensives were limited in scope, but with the increased 
capacities of Soviet front aviation after 1942, they soon acquired a 
magnitude that overwhelmed the enemy’s capacity to resist. The ultimate 
success of this kind of air warfare fully justified the work of Novikov and 
his staff in 1942 to for e the means for active participation by the air 

Novikov and his staff viewed the perfection of the air offensive as a 
logical extension of the organizational work that had created the air 
armies. The first air offensive was planned and executed at Stalingrad. 
But the air offensive only acquired maturity at the Battle of Kursk. The 
script for an air offensive, including the preparatory and support phases, 
called for the application of massed air power at critical points of the 
front, the acquisition of local air superiority, the suppression of enemy 
defensive positions, and close support of advancing infanay and tank 
annies as they encircled and destroyed enemy groupings?2 The air offen- 

force in joint operations. p;1 
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sive, therefore, found its first complete application at Kursk in 1943, 
when several large armies provided continuous air support in depth along 
the main lines of the Soviet advance. Here the two basic phases of the air 
offensive were a p p a r e n t 4  preparatory phase of air assaults on fixed 
enemy positions followed b massive air strikes in coordination with 
artillery, tanks, and infantq.y' At Kursk, the Soviet Air Force concen- 
trated mund 75 percent of its air armies in the attack corridors.34 

As this technique improved, Soviet air attacks extended fully into the 
tactical defensive mne of the enemy, hitting command posts, communi- 
cation facilities, and troop assembly areas. The trend was to move h m  
occasional attacks in small groups against isolated targets to continuous 
massive assaults ahead of attacking Soviet troops. By the time of the large 
offensives in 1945-in Belorussia, across the Vistula, and against 
Berlin-the air offensive had acquired enormous striking power with air 
armies of 2,000 to 3,000 aircraft moving across the breakthrough mnes 
and into the enemy rear?' 

Soviet air planners in the second period endeavored to modernize the 
radio equipment and techniques for more effective command and control 
in the tactical operations. When the 16th Air Army, for example, was 
attached to the Central Front during the Battle of Kursk it deployed at 
times nearly 300 combat aircraft in echeloned waves to make concen- 
trated attacks on enemy positions. To enhance control of such large 
numbers of aircraft., the Soviet Air Force began to make extensive use of 
radios and ground navigation equipment. The new equipment was tied to 
a matrix of command posts that assured close coordination with the 
ground forces and more effective conml of tactical missions. For fighter 
and ground-attack missions command posts would be as close as 2 to 3 
kilometers to the frontlines. For day and night operations there were 
homing beacons and searchlights. Aerial reconnaissance, always a key 
element in Soviet Air Force operations, also developed in the middle 
period with equal speed, moving from mostly visual observation tech- 
niques to aerial photography?6 

This process of modernization made a dramatic impact for an air 
force that operated largely without radio communications before 1942. 
During the first year of war the Soviets had employed a primitive system 
of communications and guidance-signal panels, smoke chargers, rockets, 
and tracer bullets. Refrnements in communication equipment brought 
Soviet air power to the forward edge of battle where, for the first time, 
there was the means for the coordinated use of the aircraft with tanks and 
artillery. 

The Struggle for Air Supremacy 

The reorganization of 1942 set the stage for the Soviet Air Force to 
challenge the Lujbwfe for air supremacy on the strategic, operational, 
and tactical levels. The quest for air supremacy was a prerequisite for the 
army to conduct offensive operations to achieve ultimate victory. Effec- 
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tive air supremacy for the Soviets did not mean the actual destruction of 
the Lufzwuffe or the complete suppression of German air operations along 
the entire breadth of the Eastem Front. A practical definition of air 
supremacy meant control of the air space along a designated front or in a 
tactical zone. Air supremacy for the Soviets meant operational freedom 
for the army in coordination with supporting air units to perform their 
tasks freely and without any significant interference from the L ~ h a f f e ? ~  

The Soviet Air Force employed two basic methods to win air suprem- 
acy: the destruction of enemy aircraft in aerial combat or large air engage- 
ments and air attacks on enemy airfields. Even in the second period air 
battles of considerable magnitude became commonplace in the tactical 
zones, especially over the Kuban and at Kursk, where the struggle for air 
supremacy was fought with hundreds of aircraft committed at one time. 
As Soviet historians point out, the Soviet Air Force increasingly advanced 
the scope of its air operations beyond the tactical zones as the war 
progressed, but the main arena for air action remained over the battlefield 
where air cover and air support were deemed critical. In the Soviet Air 
Force, domination of the air space became vital to support advancing 
infantry, tanks, and artillery, to neutralize enemy defenses, to check 
counterthrusts, and to exploit breakthroughs. 

The Soviet Air Force possessed a limited capacity to launch bombing 
raids deep into the enemy temtory. This could be considered a third 
method of achieving air supremacy. But the bombing of enemy industrial 
zones, training centers, storage depots, and communications never assumed 
a significant role in wartime Soviet air operations. While the Soviets 
made effective use of partisans to disrupt the German logistical system 
and communications, no concerted effort-except for isolated raids-was 
made to weaken the warmaking power of the enemy. The Soviet Air 
Force, in fact, lacked the technical means to strike German industrial 
centers. With only a handful of four-engined Pe-8s and no prospects of 
obtaining long-range bombers from the West, the Soviets wisely com- 
mitted its bomber force, in reality medium bombers, to tactical air 

Enemy airfields in the tactical zones or in support of active operations 
were always vulnerable to Soviet attack. On January 9, 1943, the Soviets 
made a highly successful raid on Sal’sk, a German airstrip supporting the 
Stalingrad airlift. Flying at extremely low altitudes, seven Yak-9s and 
seven 11-2s hit the snow-covered field at Sal’sk with great effectiveness at 
a time when the Stalingrad airlift by the Luftwuffe was in a critical phase. 
The attacking Soviet fighter bombers and Shturmoviki destroyed 72 
German aircraft. In May 1943 on the eve of the Battle of Kursk the 
Soviets made a massive air raid along a 1,200-mile sector of the Eastern 
Front, attacking German forward airfields. The results were mixed, but 
the raids demonstrated a new capacity to strike the Lufzwuffe in its rear 
areas. Soviet interest in preemptive air strikes could end in utter disaster. 
The abortive raid in the Belgorcd-Khar’kov area on the fKst day of the 
Battle of Kursk is perhaps the best example of how the hardpressed 
Lujbvuffe could blunt a massive Soviet air strike?’ 

operations? 
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Operation Barbarossa cast a long shadow over the development of 
Soviet air tactics in the second period. Air strikes by the Lufhvuffe in 
1941 had nearly destroyed the Soviet Air Force in place. As long as the 
Germans possessed command of the air in the initial stages of the war, 
they continued to launch strikes against Soviet airfields. The elaborate 
steps taken by the Soviets to provide for combat readiness, to disperse 
frontline aircraft, to develop techniques for concealment and camouflage, 
even to organize an elaborate network of dummy airfields mirrored a 
lingering fear of preemptive air raids!' By 1943, the aerial surveillance, 

ically the vulnerability of Soviet aviation to surprise attack!' 
The struggle for air supremacy came at a high cost. Attrition in Soviet 

aircraft and flying personnel, if never recorded precisely in Soviet his- 
torical literature, was no doubt extraordinarily high in the second period. 
After 1943 the Soviet Air Force possessed greater numbers of modem com- 
bat aircraft and more experienced pilots and crews, so the attrition rate 
dropped. It was during the second period, however, that the Soviet Air 
Force faced a still formidable and undefeated Lujlwuffe. Each Soviet 
triumph-at Stalingrad, over the Kuban, in the huge air engagements at 
Kursk-exacted a heavy toll. Soviet historical literature consistently makes 
the wildly improbable claim that the Germans for the entire war lost 57,000 
aircraft in the east, with 44,OOO of this tally downed in aerial combat42 

early Warning, and ~~mmunica t i~n~  SYS~~IIIS (VNOS) had reduced dramat- 

Modernization of Soviet Aircraft Technology 

The rapid modernization of Soviet tactical aircraft stands out as one 
of the unique wartime achievements of the second period. Operation 
Barbarossa had destroyed most of the prewar frontline aircraft-the 1-15, 
1-16 and 1-153 types. At the time of the German invasion these aircraft 
were obsolescent and markedly inferior to the operational German front- 
line fighters. Just prior to Operation Barbarossa, the Soviet Air Force had 
introduced a third generation of tactical ahcraft, consisting of the Yak-1, 
LaGG-3, MiG-3, and 11-2 Shturmovik. These new aircraft, designed in 
1939 and 1940, reflected a new emphasis on fighters and groundattack 
aircraftP3 

The war emergency had interrupted aircraft production, and it would 
not be until the fall of 1942 that the new designs began to arrive at the 
front in large numbers. Soviet mass production of the Yak-1, LaGG-3, and 
11-2 proceeded forward with the aim of establishing numerical parity with 
the Lujiwuffe. Stalin wisely prohibited any radical new designs, but ordered 
ref-nts and field modifications be made on the existing third-genera- 
tion types. At first, in view of the emergency, quantity had to be empha- 
sized over quality. Qualitative improvements, as it turned out, were pos- 
sible because some of the newer fighters and the Il-2 Shrurmovik could 
be radically improved with better materials, engines, and armament. By 
the end of the middle period, the Soviets had quickly narrowed the tech- 
nical gap with the Germans. 
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The development of Yak series of fighters is repsentative of this 
rapid modernization. The production of Yak fighters began in earnest in 
September 1941 after A. S. Yakovlev’s design bureau and factory was 
removed from Moscow to Kamensk in the Urals. production of the Yak-1 
and the several variants that followed mirrored the severe problems facing 
the Soviet aircraft industry at the start of the war. There were acute 
shortages in dural and other alloys. To overcome these problems fighter 
aircraft were CoIlStNcted with wood and composites. 

The Yak-1 evolved along several lines, giving way to the highly 
maneuverable Yak-1M and Yak-9. The designs that stemmed from the 
Yak-1M became lighter, faster and more maneuverable culminating in the 
Yak-3 which saw service in 1944 and 1945. The more rugged Yak-7s 
were redesigned in the summer of 1942 with new alloys to replace wooden 
wing spars, which allowed large fuel tanks. At Stalingrad, the Soviets 
introduced a Yak-9 fitted with more powerful armament. The new Yak-9 
was 10 to 30 kilometers per hour (kph) faster than the Bf-109G in level 
flight at 4,000 meters. Moteover, the new Yak variant was lighter and 
could outclimb its German adversary.& 

The Yak-9 was armed with two machineguns. Subsequent variants saw 
the introduction of 20-mm cannon; and one antitank version, the Yak-9K, 
was equipped with 45-mm cannon. The Yak-9 was rugged, versatile both 
as a fighter and as a fighter-bomber, highly maneuverable at lower alti- 
tudes, and capable of withstanding considerable enemy fire. Total wartime 
production of the Yak-9 surpassed 16,000 aircrafL4’ 

The Yak-3 repmented the ultimate perfection of the Yak fighter 
series. It would not reach the frontline air units until 1944, but its 
development reflected the momentum and design priorities of the second 
period. The Yak-3 was smaller and lighter than the Yak-9, weighing only 
2,500 kilograms (around 5,500 pounds). One Yak-3 was captured by the 
Germans and tested in January 1945. Hans-Werner Lerche, the test pilot, 
suggests in his memoirs that the Yak-3, which he called a “fast little 
devil,” met the highest standards for a fighter aircraft. He noted its 
climbing speed and turning radius were superior to the Yak-9. Its 
plywood finish was excellent and offered “the advantage of easy repair 
even on frontline airfields with makeshift facilities.’* The Yak-3 appears 
in the Lerche account as an extremely lightweight fighter with superior 
aerodynamic qualities and a powerful engine, giving it excellent 
performance in dogfighting at lower altitudes. The Yak-3 showcased the 
skills of the Soviets in fashioning a modem pistonengined fighter to meet 
the peculiar needs of the Eastem Front. 

The LaGG-3 is not a story of a solid aircraft design undergoing num- 
erous refinements to fully realize its potential. The LaGG-3, a product of S. 
A. Lavochkin’s (with M. I. Gudkov and V. P. Gorbunov) design bureau, 
had been a profound disappointment in the first year of the war despite its 
modem silhouette and rated performance. While sturdy, the LaGG-3 pos- 
sessed a fatal blend of sluggishness, poor maneuverability, and unpredict- 
able handling. In air battles with the L@waffe this fighter proved to be 
inferior in performance, with little improvement over the prewar 1-16. 
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Production ceased on the LaGG-3 at the end of 1942. Over 6,000 had 
been built, but the combat experience had revealed inferior performance 
in many critical categories. Having evaluated the aircraft carefully, it was 
decided to take the LaGG-3’s sound airframe and wed it to a lighter 
radial engine. After several test versions, the La-= emerged at the end of 
1942 as the Soviet Air Force’s new radial engine fighter. A subsequent 
variant, the La-M, with its largely metal construction and powerful 
Ash-82FN engine, could climb to 5,000 meters in 4.7 mhutes, making it 
superior in performance to the Yak-9 and both of Germany’s frontline 
fighters, the Bf-109G and the FW-190A. 

The La-5F was 44 lcph faster at 6,000 meters than the radialengined 
FW-190A-4. Typically, the La-5FN, as a tactical Soviet fighter, lacked 
range. It was also lightly armed when compared to the FW-190. The 
introduction of the La-5 at the Battle of Kurdc coincided roughly with the 
advent of the FW-190 on the Eastern Front. The essential parity of these 
two fighter aircraft demonstrated in a dramatic way the rapid pace of 
aircraft modernization during the second period of the war. Further 
refinements in Soviet fighters followed in the third period of the war in 
both the Yak and Lavochkin series. 

German attitudes toward Soviet aircraft began to change as early as 
1942. Toward the Soviet Air Force’s third generation of fighters, there 
was growing respect, particularly for the Yak series. One German 
observer stated that the Yak-7b and Yak-9 and the La-5 were the most 
advanced types, seeing them as equals to the Messerschmitt Bf-109Fs and 
Bf-109Gs in speed and a1mament.4~ German pilots expressed similar 
enthusiasm for the Pe-2, the fast Soviet air reconnaissance aircraft, and 
the Il-2 Shtwmovik, the unique formidable ground-attack weapon of the 
Soviet Air Force. 

American military intelligence experts monitored the rapid modem- 
ization of Soviet aircraft during the war and, in the immediate aftermath 
of the Allied victory over Nazi Germany, began a systematic evaluation 
of Soviet aircraft technology and weapons. In one detailed report, prepared 
by Dr. W. B. Shockley in January 1946, the relative strengths of various 
Soviet and American weapons were analyzed with attention to how far the 
Soviet Union then lagged behind the United StatesP8 The report noted that 
below 15,000 feet Lavochkin and Yak fighters were comparable to P 4 7  
Thunderbolts and P-51Bs. While the Soviet fighters lacked the range of 
American fighters, the gap had narrowed sharply in the period 1942-1943. 
The speed of fighter aircraft also developed at a steady pace, being six 
months to a year behind advanced American fighters. The range of fighters 
remained far behind American fighters. The reason for this lag, of cause, 
stemmed from the combat requirements of the Eastern Front. Close support 
operations precluded the need for any increased range by Soviet fighters!’ 

In the same report, Soviet bombers were described as comparable in 
performance to American medium bombers in speed, but were clearly 
outclassed in range and bomb-load capacity. Interestingly, the report 
indicated that the Soviets had upgraded aircraft engines from 1,500 to 
2,200 horsepower in two years as opposed to four and one-half years by 
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the United States. The general conclusion by the Shockley report stated 
that the Soviet rate of development in aircraft technology was “approx- 
imately equal” to American types and, depending on type of aircraft, 
ranged from one to three years behind the United States. 

The Reform of Fighter Tactics 

It became apparent in 1942 that Soviet air tactics were outmoded. The 
reform of fighter combat tactics was essential as a first step to challenge 
the Lybvaffe for air supremacy. Soviet fighter pilots, although never 
lacking in personal courage, had performed ineffectually against the 
seasoned and aggressive German fighter units. Attrition in Soviet aircraft 
remained high in the middle period, even with the advent of more modem 
fighters such as the Yak-1 and the arrival of Lend-Lease aircraft. 

The many war memoirs by prominent Soviet fighter pilots provided 
insights into the difficult transition made by Soviet fighter aviation in 
1942. A. I. Pokryshkin, who earned three gold stars as a Hero of the 
Soviet Union during the war, has left a candid account of this period of 
adjustment. In his autobiography, Pokryshkin wrote bitterly about the 
outmoded air tactics he learned in flight school and the general condition 
of unpreparedness that characterized all fighter air units in 1941. Soviet 
fighter pilots n o d y  flew in tight formations of three aircraft, or flights 
(meno). Against the more flexible two and four aircraft formations of the 
Luftwa e, the Soviet tactical formation proved ineffectual, if not sui- 
cidal?‘Polcryshkin believed f d y  that fighter air tactics should fit the 
actual combat reality. As with Royal Air Force pilots in the West, he 
quickly grasped the fact that the Lujhuffe fighter tactics were clearly 
superior and shauld be copied. The second period with its relative profes- 
sional freedom allowed Pokryshkin and other fighter pilots to argue for 
new fighter tactics. Pokryshkin became the most prominent advocate of 
vertical maneuver and championed a whole series of tactical innovations 
for fighter aviation. As early as the summer of 1942, at Khar’kov, he 
persuaded his regimental commander to allow him to experiment with the 
“stepladder” (etazherka) which stacked two aircraft elements in altitude 
and in depth?l 

There appeared to be a universal interest in the reform of fighter tac- 
tics in 1942. Sergei Luganskii, for example, describes in his memoirs how 
fighter pilots fieKely debated air tactics among themselves during the 
Battle of Stalingrad. Like Pokryshkin, Luganskii was a firm advocate of 
veItical maneuver?2 The battlefield pressures compelled Soviet airmen to 
argue for the rapid reform of Soviet air tactics. At the top, Air 
Commander Novikov-always a pragmatist-encouraged the active emu- 
lation of the enemy’s methods if they were deemed superior. This same 
attitude was reflected in air army commanders such as K. A. Vershinin 
who gave considerable freedom €or copying German air ta~tics.5~ 

By 1943, Soviet fighter formations consisted of the basic tactical unit 
of the para, or element of two fighter aircraft. Other tactical formations 
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consisted of the zverw, a flight of two pairs, and the gruppa, the largest 
formation involving six or eight aircraft. On the eve of the third period of 
the war Soviet pilots had learned how to space these formations horizon- 
tally and vertically. During air offensives fighter air units were assigned 
sectors varying in width from six to eighteen miles. Typically, fighter air- 
craft flew below 13,000 feet for patrolling and air cover missions. When 
escorting ground-attack aircraft, Soviet fighters descended to altitudes 
between 1,500 to 3,000 feet to provide general cover. Increasingly, it 
became characteristic for fighters to drop down to between 300 and 1,500 
feet to attack enemy positions, especially antiaircraft batteries. Soviet 
fighter tactics brought innovations such as the “free hunt,” where skilled 
pilots operating in small groups attacked German aircraft.% 

Ground-Attack Aviation 

The primary mission of supporting the Soviet Army in its various 
defensive and offensive operations gave impetus in the second period to 
creation of a strong ground-attack air arm. The building of a powerful 
ground-attack air arm constitutes one of the singular achievements of the 
middle period. The Soviet emphasis on ground-attack influenced the 
design and use of fighter aircraft, including the American-made P-39 
Airacobra which was adapted successfully for fighter-bomber missions on 
the Eastern Front. 

Ground-attack air units were required to assist artillery in the 
preparatory phases of an offensive, to support ground forces during break- 
through phases, and to cover army formations during defensive maneuvers. 
As the m p e  of ground-attack aviation broadened, there was a growing 
interest in using ground-attack units for systematic raids on enemy air- 
fields, lines of communication, troop concentrations and supply depots. 

The 11-2 Shfurmovik provided an effective tool to implement the Soviet 
priority on ground-attack operations. The ubiquitous 11-2 fitted the profie 
of Soviet ground-attack aviation on the Eastern Front: the Shtwmovik was 
not unlike a flying tank, sturdy in construction, and always difficult for 
German fighters and antiaircraft batteries to down; it was an all-weather 
aircrafc it was well armed with forward cannon, bombs, and rockers; and 
most important, it was fully maneuverable at low altitudes. 

The techniques employed by Soviet ground-attack air units evolved 
quickly in the second period. The aim was to find the tactical principles 
that allowed for maximum firepower. Typically, the Soviets used four to 
eight aimaft, flying right or left echelons, or in unbalanced “V” for- 
mations. In massed attacks four to eight aircraft in waves, flying in 
echelon formation, attacked enemy targets. Such a column provided con- 
centration at the expense of maneuverability during the actual attack 

Depending on the target, Shtwmoviki would attack in line-abreast 
formation or the so-called “battle circle.” The number of aircraft deployed 
varied with the target and type of mission. During a major assault by 

Phase. 
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Soviet ground forces on the enemy’s defensive line it was not unusual for 
three or four formations, each with as many as thirty-six aircraft, to make 
s i t n u l ~ u s  attacks. Similar waves followed at intervals of thirty minutes 
to two hours. For ground-attack missions to support breakthroughs 
Shturmoviki would be deployed in greater numbers, perhaps as many as 
six formations, arriving over the forward edge of the Soviet assault at 
five- to fifteen-minute intervals. 

Coordination for such missions was difficult and only with time, 
battlefield experience, and the gradual introduction of radio communi- 
cations were the Soviets able to make air power an integral part of 
combined-arms warfare. There was considerable effort extended to perfect 
techniques for coordinated work with artillery and tanks. For safety and 
maximum impact, all ground-attack missions embraced the idea of low- 
level flying. To enhance the combat efficiency of ground-attack air units, 
Soviet regimental and divisional air commanders increasingly stressed air 
reconnaissance, precise timing for arrival over the target area, and the use 
of special formations to silence enemy antiaircraft batteries. 

The Soviet Air Force in 1943 

The second period of the war provided a fiery context for the Soviet 
Air Force to make an accelerated passage to modemity. For the first time 
air force doctrine, organization, and technology were integrated purpose- 
fully, first to meet the war emergency and second to achieve a standard of 
military professionalism The process of modernization had been achieved 
in its essentials by 1943. These pivotal changes permitted the Soviet Air 
Force to forge the techniques to conduct joint operations with the ground 
forces and to achieve air supremacy. The third period of the war, one 
might argue, differs from the second only in degree of magnitude, a time 
for the massive application of techniques forged in combat at Stalingrad, 
over the Kuban, and at Kursk. 

The achievements of the Soviet Air Force in the second period are 
numerous and significant. New forms of air warfare such as the air offen- 
sive allowed considerable freedom to experiment, first at the tactical scale 
and then on the operational level. The Soviets learned how to control air 
power on the battlefield. Through a matrix of command posts and careful 
liaison work with front commanders, the Soviet Air Force commanders 
perfected the means to coordinate air support for infantry, tanks, and 
artillery. Radio communications, the expanded use of radar, and aerial 
photography dramatically improved air force efficiency. 

The Soviets embraced the concept of overwhelming numbers to 
assure victory. They preferred, as the late General Kelsey remarked, “ten 
gnats rather than one wasp.” Much of the success of the second period 
stemmed from the strides made in the rear areas to fuel the Soviet jugger- 
naut. Aircraft production allowed the Air Corps of the Stuvka Reserve to 
mushroom in size. There were also rapid improvements in equipment, 
particularly fighter and ground-attack aircraft, aero engines, and 
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armament. The Soviet supply and maintenance services developed im- 
proved skill during these same years as a conduit for the Soviet Union’s 
latent productive capacity to reach the front. 

The exact size of the Soviet Air Force in 1945 is a matter of historical 
conjecture. Soviet sources suggest that in January 1945 Soviet air power 
deployed for the f d  drive to defeat Nazi Germany numbered 11,530 
operational aircraft.” The 16th Air Army, for example, had numbered a 
mere 249 aircraft at Stalingrad in 1942, but at the beginning of 1945 it 
had reached the level of 2,140 aircraft, For the Berlin campaign the 16th 
Air Army would mushroom to 2,738 aircrafts6 A high ranking Soviet Air 
Force officer, who defected to the West in 1945, prepared a detailed 
summary on the organization and force levels of Soviet air power for 
American intelligence. He gave a figure of 19,500 Soviet aircraft on the 
“Western” front as of April 1945 with another 4,000 aircraft stationed in 
the Far East?’ This overwhelming concentration of combat aircraft 
demonstrated the perfection of techniques first defmed in the second 
period of the war. 

Certain deficiencies and lingering problems were evident in 1943. The 
war emergency had compelled the Soviet air planners to pursue limited 
goals; and the process of modernization, if impressive in its pace and 
results, failed to provide for all strategic requirements. During the war 
there had been a policy of standarwtion, and the production of a few 
proven types of aircraft in numbers. This had allowed qualitative 
improvements over time and had created enormous striking power on the 
tactical scale. The stress on fighters and groundattack aviation, however, 
meant neglect of heavy bombers. For this reason Soviet long-range 
aviation (after 1944 the 18th Air Army) remained largely inactive during 
the war. Soviet medium bombers and Lend-Lease medium bombers were 
thrown into tactical missions. There was a similar neglect of jet aircraft 
development. 

The Soviets faced a curious paradox in the postwar years: they had 
defeated the Lujhvaffe and had built the largest tactical air force in the 
world only to find themselves faced with another technological gap in 
long-range bombers and jets. While this issue is not within the scope of 
my paper, it is imporrant to note that the postwar problems faced by the 
Soviet Air Force were in part related to the necessary and fateful 
decisions made in the second period of the war. Certain strengths of the 
war years became burdensome legacies in the nuclear age. 

Conclusion 

The opening of World War 11 for the Soviet Air Force brought a 
series of disasters. The Soviet Air Force had been the first victim of 
Operation Barbarossa, with the preemptive air strikes of the Lujiwuffe 
leaving it in near collapse. in the opening weeks of the war. The rebirth of 
Soviet air power in large measure unfolded in the critical years of 1942 
and 1943, in what Soviet historians call the second period of the Great 
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Forcc+organization, operations and aircraft design-took shape during 
this period. Looking back one can detect as well certain enduring features 
of Soviet air power that find expression in this second period during the 
epic war with Nazi Germany. No historical analysis of the Soviet Air 
Force can ignore these crucial years. 

Our historical sources for the second period are varied and of uneven 
quality. Many postwar German accounts confirm the overall Soviet assess- 
ment of these years, seeing the rapid recovery of the Soviet Air Force as a 
consequence of reorganization, new operational and tactical concepts, 
improved technology, and an overall aggressiveness by Soviet pilots. The 
German military on the Eastern Front viewed with s q n s e  and alarm the 
rapid switch of the Soviet Air Force from the defensive to the offensive 
by 1943. 

In contrast to the heroic prose of Soviet war memoirs and histories, 
many of the postwar German accounts are more measured in tone, where 
Soviet achievements are grudgingly acknowledged but accompanied with 
a certain disdain for all things Soviet. Often this valuable source of infor- 
mation shapes our perception of Soviet strengths: we view simple designs 
as primitive, forgetting to ask if they function well; we interpret the 
Soviet emphasis on the concentration of air power as a brutish application 
of superior numbers to overwhelm a more sophisticated enemy, failing to 
realize the organizational work behind the doctrine of an air offensive or 
to appreciate the compatibility of Soviet air doctrine with the geography 
of the Eastern Fmnt; we see the acquisition of air supremacy by the 
Soviet Air Force in 1943 as a result of German weakness, not to any 
signifcant degree as an expression of the latent potential of Soviet air 
power. 

Soviet historiography suggests a continuity between prewar concepts 
of air power and the wartime air operations of the Soviet Air Force. 
While it is true that many of the operational and tactical innovations, 
including the idea of air armies, may be found in the prewar writings of 
Soviet theorists, it is false to assume that the process of reorganizing the 
air force in 1942 consisted of a careful rereading of Lapchinskii as a 
prelude to recovery. The actual process of change, however, reflected trial 
and error, the timely emulation of enemy tactics, and the exacting require- 
ments of air power being mobilized to serve the ground forces. There were 
fortuitous events, errors in judgment by the enemy, and more than one 
alternative posed to Soviet air planners. 

Marxism-Leninism is often portrayed in Soviet military literature as 
the overarching ideology that shaped Soviet military art. In retrospect, one 
is more impressed with the Communist Party as a tool of discipline and 
mobilization than with Marxism-Leninism as some ever present and crea- 
tive force shaping Soviet military operations. The party is worthy of 
consideration as an actor in this historic drama, not just as a foe of 
military professionalism. Perhaps the greatest conmbution of the party 
was in providing an impetus for organization and discipline. The mle of 
the party in the evolution of Soviet air power deserves iurther study and 
elaboration. 
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Any examination of the history of the Soviet Air Force exposes a 
number of contradictions. In the air war in the east, you find a confusing 
mixture of the most advanced and the most backward. Whatever you say 
about the Soviet Air Force, depending on time, place, and circumstance, 
may be true: Soviet pilots could be aggressive or cowardly; their tactics 
could be innovative or primitive; their aircraft could perform well or ap- 
pear outmatched by the enemy. I cannot resolve this contradiction entirely 
because the Soviet Air Force during the war embodied a curious mixture of 
skill and competence, aggressiveness and lethargy, technical achievement 
and backwardness. 

All these apparent contradictions surfaced in the second period of the 
war. It is easier to describe the broad outlines of the rebirth of the Soviet 
Air Force than to define with certainty the actual dynamic behind it. Here 
we fmd the fascination and frustration of Soviet military history. While 
the Soviet air recovery is elusive in many respects, the trend toward im- 
proved aircraft, tactics, weapons, supply, and training is evident. As with 
Trotsky in the Russian Civil War, ultimate survival rested on “a capacity 
for pragmatic improvisation under stress.” 
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Toward Deep Battle: The Soviet 
Conduct of Operational Maneuver 

Colonel David M. Glantz, USA 

Operational maneuver is undertaken to achieve success in an operation in 
keeping with the concept and under the guidance of the commander of an 
Operational unit. Its scope, as regard forces involved, and particularly area 
and time (except for maneuver with nuclear power) transcends the b o d  of 
the battlefield. Operational maneuver is aimed at changing the situation in 
the course of an operation to facilitate the fidfillment of intermediate 
assignments or even bring the operation to a successful conclusion. It may 
tab the form of maneuver with nuclear strikes delivered by operational or 
tactical missiles, or the army air force, [or] a maneuver by operational 
groups from one sector to another to exploit success or ouipank an enemy 
group on the defensive, etc. 

Y. Novikov, F. Sverdlov 
Maneuver in Modern Land Warfare (1 %7) 

Introduction 

The Soviets long have believed that the effective conduct of operational 
maneuver is essential for a military force to achieve success at the oper- 
ational level of war. In the 193Os, the Soviets combined the fruits of modem 
technology (the tank and the airplane) with theoretical concepts derived from 
their Civil War experience and that of the First World War to formulate first 
the concept of deep battle and later that of deep operations. These concepts 
envisioned the use of mechanized forces to produce both rapid tactical pene- 
trations and deep operational exploitation. These concepts and the forces 
necessary to carry them out suffered under the crushing blow of Stalin's 
military purges of the late 1930s. Subsequent Soviet military embarrassments 
in the Finnish War (19394) and during the fmt six months of the Russian- 
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German War dermnstrated the harm done by the purges and u n d e d  the 
major problems Soviet military leaders were to face in reconstructing their 
mobile forces and reviving concepts for their use. 

Reconstruction of mobile forces and revival of offensive concepts 
occurred during the heat of war with a high cost in lives. Nevertheless, by 
1943, Soviet mobile concepts and forces had emerged in complete form, thus 
realizing the hitherto unfulfilled promises of 1936. Soviet operational 
maneuva matured from 1943 to 1945, leaving a residue of theory and exper- 
ience for generations of postwar military leaders. 

Deep battle theories and experiences have dominated Soviet military 
thought and practice in the postwar years despite a brief hiatus during the 
1960s when Soviet theorists deemphasized operational maneuver in the 
belief that nuclear weapons had significantly altered the nature of war. 
Current Soviet military theorists and practitioners have returned with a 
vengeance to the long Soviet tradition of emphasizing the role and impor- 
tance of operational maneuver. When they contemplate the planning and 
conduct of operational maneuver today, they do so with a basic faith in the 
utility of those earlier experiences when b a l a n d  against the realities of 
modem technology. 

This essay addresses Soviet experiences with operational maneuver and 
weighs carefully how those experiences have affected current Soviet opera- 
tional techniques. I have written it on the assumption that we also must 
understand what the contemporary Soviet officer has learned and applied 
from his army's past. 

The topic of operational maneuver has received a tremendous amount 
of attention in recent years, but many questions are still being asked. Thus, 
I will concentrate on concrete experiences the Soviets have had with opera- 
tional maneuver, for the Soviets are drawing upon those experiences exten- 
sively as they contemplate conducting operational maneuver today. 

First, let me recount the events of a single day in the summer of 1943 
that took place in a forty-kilometer sector of the Eastem Front located 
northwest of the Russian city of Belgorod and defended by the German LII 
Army Corps.' It contained the frontline positions of three German infantry 
divisions, the 255th, 332d, and 167th. To their rear were defensive positions 
of the 19th and 6th German Panzer Divisions. 

At 0500 hours, August 3, the Soviets passed the codeword "Urugun" 
(Hurricane) to their forces assembled in attack opposite German defenses 
north and northwest of the city of Belgorod. Instantly, over 4,000 guns 
opened fire on forward German defensive positions pulverizing the lightly 
defended strongpoints. 

At 0505 hours the firing abruptly stopped, and German infantry filtered 
forward to reoccupy the forward defenses and m e t  the expected Soviet infan- 
try assault. Thirty minutes later, at 0535 hours, the thunderous bombardment 
resumed, raining fire on the surprised German defenders. Simultaneously, 
waves of Soviet aircraft pounded German defensive positions deeper in the 
rear area. After two hours and ten minutes of fire, concentrated volleys of 
Kutiushu rocket fire ripped German positions for five minutes and completed 
the devastation of German defenses. 
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At 0755 hours, as the sounds of the last exploding rocket faded, the 
Soviet fire shifted into the depths of the German defenses. Simultanmusly, 
Soviet assault parties supported by battalion and regimental guns and infan- 
try support tanks advanced through the smoke and dust, into and through the 
remnants of the first German defensive line. 

At 1140 hours, as Soviet infantry of 5th Guards Army cleared German 
defenders from their second defensive lines six kilometers deep in the main 
German defensive belt, the 5th Guards Army Commander Gen. A. S. 
Zhadov informed his front commander Gen. N. F. Vatutin of his army’s 
progress. General Vatutin immediately signaled his two tank armies to begin 
their advance. 

At 1150 hours, at a depth of six kilometers into the German defenses, 
the forward detachments of Gen. M. E. Katukov’s 1st Tank Army and Gen. 
P. A. Rormistrov’s 5th Guards Tank Army, arrayed in battalion and com- 
pany column, lunged forward along replanned routes through the advancing 
Soviet infantry. The momenm of the assault carried the four tank brigades 
that made up the forward detachments through the third and last German 
defensive positions and optionally into the open Behind the four brigades 
marched their parent c o q ,  advancing in brigade column along a h n t  of six 
kilometers. 

By 1500 hours, the armored units of four Soviet tank corps were in 
motion through the German defenses and were marching southwestward into 
the German rear area. Behind them the mechanized corps of the two armies 
followed, each of which completed its passage of lines by 2100 hours. 

By 2200 burs, August 3, the bulk of two Soviet tank armies, over 1,OOO 
tanks strong, had broken cleanly through the German tactical defenses 
leaving three desmyed G e m  divisions in their wake and had begun an 
operational exploitation. The first modem Soviet offensive operation had 
begun, an operation during which for the first time Soviet front and army 
commanders had at their disposal forces capable of performing successful, 
sustained operational maneuver-moreover, maneuver forces whose sole 
operational mission was to perform that task. From where did this capability 
come; and, more important., where would it go in the future? 

The Eve of Mechanization 

Military theorists, planners, and commanders in the twentieth century 
have faced many dilemmas produced by the growing complexity of war. The 
emergence of mass armies, the rapid development of technology, and the 
application of that technology to virtually every aspect of war have posed 
problems and have provided new opportunities to those who have planned 
and conducted war. In search of victory, these planners and operators have 
sought to solve those problems and exploit those opportunities. Historical 
experiences have provided evidence of their mixed success. 

Among the foremost problems facing military men of the twentieth cen- 
tury was the problem of mastering technology sufficiently to maintain the 
capability of maneuvering on the expanded battlefield. Most military men 
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realized that maneuver was the key to victory and a meam for avoiding the 
catastrophic losses that direct confrontation with modem weaponry would 
produce. The experiences of the Russians and Japanese in 1904-5, and the 
major powers from 1914-18, demonstrated that armies mastered the technol- 
ogy of fmpower more quickly than they mastered the technology of move- 
ment. The resulting dysfunction produced the staggering losses that made the 
waging of war suicidal for the political leadenhip of many nations, to say 
nothing of the disruptive effects of these wars on economies and societies. 

In the years after the First World War, it was n a t ~ ~ a l  for nati~ns to look 
for opportunities to harness the new technology to the maintenance of their 
national interests. These interests, in part, conditioned nations’ responses to 
all technological innovations. Simplistic explanations have credited the 
Soviets and Germans with undertaking imaginative responses to the techno- 
logical challenges while criticizing the seemingly passive response of Westem 
nations to the same stimuli. In reality, all nations appreciated the impact of 
technology. However, their responses were different. Nations whose interests 
were in maintaining peace and the status quo, such as France, Great Britain 
and tbe United States, saw exploitation of technology as a maris for creating 
defensive concepts, which by virtue of their strength made prospective offen- 
sive action folly. This approach, best symbolized by France’s Maginot 
scheme, had its political corollaries as well. 

Other  tio on^, restless within the status quo, viewed technological inno- 
vations from another perspective. To those nations, most notably Germany 
and the Soviet Union, the full exploitation of technology was a potential 
means for escaping the shackles of the crushing weight of firepower, for 
producing new offensive opportunities on the battlefield, and for realizing 
potential changes in the political status quo. The early mperation between 
Germany and the Soviet Union in the 1920s, in areas such as tank and air- 
craft development, were indicative of this trend. 

Those who sought an escape from the stalemate of positional warfare 
and crushing firepower did so by focuSing on the subject of maneuver. 
Specifically, they sought to use firepower in concert with new concepts of 
mobility which had also resulted from technological changes. They believed 
that mobility technology might become the companion of fmpower technol- 
ogy and that a blend of the two might again make maneuver possible on the 
battlefield. 

The Soviet Union, victimized by both the First World War and the Civil 
War and energized by a new ideology, was particularly receptive to the idea 
of experimentation in the realm of maneuver warfare. Moreover, her weak 
technological base and Civil War experiences further conditioned that exper- 
imentation. Lacking a strong economy, the Soviets realized that rapid eco- 
nomic progress was essential for the nation to compete with the West and 
perhaps also to survive ideologically. Thus, much of the Soviet industrial 
development program from the outset was focused on developing the capa- 
bility for conducting successful maneuver war. In addition, during the Civil 
War relatively small forces had waged war over vast areas, permitting the 
conduct of maneuver and producing a generation of officers intellectually 
attuned to the conduct of maneuver warfare. 
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In the 1920s, the Soviet officer corps defined the problem and began 
articulating solutions in concert with evolving technology. Simply stated, 
these theorists concluded that strategic success in war required more than 
just an accumulation of tactical successes. They concluded that operational 
success was a prerequisite for strategic success, and they simultaneously 
defined the parameters of the operational level of war. 

In time, the definitions which emerged for the strategic, operational and 
tactical levels of war became more precise, and those definitions, when fuUy 
r e f d ,  clearly highlighted the problems of First World War operations and 
the conditions necessary to escape those problems in the future. A. A. Svechin 
wrote: 

We call the operation that act of war during which struggling forces 
without interruption are directed into a distinct region of the theater of 
military operations to achieve distinct intermediate aims. The operation 
represents an aggregate of very diverse actions: the compilation of oper- 
ational p h ;  material preparations; concentration of forces in jumping- 
off positwns; the erection of wensive structures; completion of marches; 
the conduct of battle by either inunediate envelopment or by a preliminary 
penetration to encircle and destroy enemy units, to force back other 
forces, and to gain or hold for us designated boundaries or geographical 
regions2 

If strategy dictated the aims of operational art, then operational art 
similarly affected tactics. Svechin further declared that: 

The material of operational art is tactics and administration: success in 
the development of an operation dependr both on the succes&d resolution 
by forces of distinct tactical questions and on the provision to those 
forces of material supplies. . . . Operational art, arising from the aim of 
the operation, generates a series of tactical missions and establishes a 
series o f t a h  for the activi9 of rear area organs? 

In this emerging Soviet view all branches of military art were inter- 
related. In Svechin’s words, “tactics make the steps from which operational 
leaps are assembled; strategy points out the path.” Svechin’s work and the 
theoretical work of others in the 1920s created the realm of operational art 
as a new category of military theory. Along with this redefinition of the 
traditional realm of war grew a realization that successful maneuver at the 
tactical and operational level could liberate warfare from the fetters exper- 
ienced in the First World War and produce strategic success. 

Soviet Mechanization 

The generation of Marshal M. N. Tukhachevskii further developed these 
new definitions. In the 1930s Soviet theorists first formulated the concept 
of deep battle (glubokii boo and later that of deep operations (glubokaiu 
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operafsiia). They derived these concepts in large part from their Civil War 
experiences against the backdrop of the First World War and, in part, from 
an active interchange of ideas with foreign military theorists? 

In the mid-l930s, the Soviets created an improved military force de- 
signed to conduct mobile war and refined their military doctrine to empha- 
size extensive maneuver by mechanized forces at the tactical and operational 
level.’ To support deep ground maneuver the Soviets also built an airborne 
force. Hence, by 1936 the Soviets possessed four large mechanized c o p  of 
about 600 tanks each; an array of mechanized and tank brigades, regiments, 
and battalions designed for employment at the tactical and operational level; 
and a field regulation (1936) which provided a blueprint for the integration 
of mechanized forces into operations at every level of combat? 

In the later 193Os, however, Soviet mobile concepts suffered severe set- 
backs. The purge of Tukhachevskii and most of his compatriots inevitably 
brought his concepts into disrepute. Simultaneously, the negative Soviet 
experiences with large tank forces in Spain (1937-38) and in eastern Poland 
(September 1939), and mixed reaction to Zhukov’s victory over the Japanese 
in August 1939 at KhaWin-Gol led the Soviets by November 1939 to abol- 
ish the large mechanized corps and replace them with tank brigades-also 
large tank units but lacking infantry-and smaller motorized divisions! In 
fact this reduction of Soviet armored forces was prompted in part by a real- 
ization that technological realities would have made it difficult for even 
Tukhachevskii to control so large and complex a force. 

Less than one year after the Soviet decision to truncate severely her 
mechanized forces, German armies spearheaded by panzer corps and divis- 
ions swept into F~mm. As France fell victim to Blitzkrieg the Soviets 
suddenly realized that Germany had stolen the march on the Soviets 
regarding mechanization? The Soviets responded with a crash program to 
reconstruct a mechanized force, although the catchword “deep operations” 
remained buried with its purged creators. 

In late 1940 the Soviets ordered creation of the first nine of twenty-nine 
large mechanized corps consisting of tank and fnechanized divisions. Shortly 
thereafter this force was supplemented by new large airborne corps and anti- 
tank brigades. These new mobile units, whose formation was to be complete 
by 1942, were to add significantly to the already large Soviet rifle, artillery, 
and air forces. Heme, the Soviet army fom structure of 1941 was an impos- 
ing one, at least on paper, and was a force the Soviets believed was capable 
of conducting operational maneuver. But it was also a force plagued by poor 
leadership and major equipment problems. 

The Soviet force structure of June 1941, while very large and elaborate, 
was also very c u r n b e m  (Figure 1): c he Soviet m y  consisted of twenty 
rifle armies (joined into fronts in wartime), each of which theoretically 

‘Doctrine is used here, and subsequently, in the Western sense of the word. In 
reality, doctrine to the Soviets includes much broader political and economic 
considerations, essentially dl those aspects which condition how a nation wages war. 
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contained more than 100,000 men. The armies were subdivided into three 
or four large rifle corps; and the corps, in their turn, consisted of rifle 
divisions, each with over 14,000 men. The heart of the Soviet mobile force 
structure in June 1941 was the twenty-nine mechanized corps, only about 
half of which had their full complement of tanks. Unfortunately, most of 
these tanks were older models rather than the newer T-34 medium and KV 
(Klementi Voroshilov) heavy tanks. The mechanized corps were further 
subdivided into two tank divisions and one mechanized division. The Soviet 
force structure also contained four cavalry corps, each consisting of two or 
three cavalry divisions, and five airborn corps, each composed of three 
airbomc brigades. This was the large Soviet force structure against which the 
Germans launched their lightning campaign of June 1941 into the western 
Soviet Union. 

Figure 1. Soviet Army Force Structure, June 1941 

Rifle Armies 
Rifle Corps 
Rifle Divisions (14500/16) 

Mechanized Corps (36,OOO/1,03 1) 
Tank Divisions (11,000/375) 
Mechanized Divisions (1 1,600/275) 

cavalry corps 
Cavalry Divisions (9,OOO/64) 

Airborne Corps (10,400/50) 
Airborne Brigades (3,000) 

Note: The fast number in parentheses denotes unit persannel while the second number 
represents armored strength. 
Sources: Charts through 1945 are compiled fium ova thirty Soviet sources and verified 
by mtelligence materials amassed by German Foreign Armies East (Fremde Herre 0s). 
Complete data are in D. M. Glantz, Soviet Force Structure, 1918-1986 (draft 
manuscript. Soviet Army Studies Office. Ft Leavenworth, Kans., 1987). 

The Initial Shock of War 

The German invasion of June 1941, a surprise although it should not 
have been, caught the Soviet armored forces maldeployed, poorly led, poorly 
equipped, and only partially trained. The German Blitzkrieg, spearheaded by 
four panzer groups advancing along three separate axes, seized the initiative 
and denied Soviet forces the opportunity to conduct effective counterstrokes. 
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Let us now turn to how that Soviet force performed in war as viewed 
through the prism of selected operations. Since this essay focuses on the 
Soviet capability to comluct operational maneuver, the maps show only how 
the soviets organized their f0n;eS for combat, the forces they used to conduct 
operational maneuver, and the degree of success those forces achieved. 

After the surprise offensive on June 22, the four G e m  panzer groups 
quickly cut through Soviet border defenses and penetrated deep into the 
western Soviet Union. The Soviets attempted to counterattack with their 
large but scamred mechanized forces; however, these counterattacks were 
poorly coordinated and generally led to further operational disasters (Map 1). 
Only in the extreme south, in the Kiev Military District, did the partially 
coordinated Soviet counteratfacks by four better deployed mechanized cops 
affect the progress of the errnan advance? Throughout the summer of 1941 
the momentum of the German advance kept Soviet forces off balance. Thus, 
the Soviets attempted few counteroffensive operations. The only major 
Soviet counteroffensive occurred during July in the Smolensk region, when 
the Soviets attempted to employ four armies of their Reserve Front in order 
to halt the German forward progress and relieve Soviet forces already 
encircled in the vicinity of Smolensk (Map 2). 

The Smolensk Operation clearly demonstrated the problems facing Soviet 
commanders in the summer of 1941 as they attempted to conduct offensive 
operations. At Smolensk the Soviets lacked mfkient armor, air, and W e r y  
supporL The four army shock groups used in the counterattack role, each 
named for its commander, lacked large armored formations. Most annor 
contained in each of the shock groups simply performed the &tion of 
infantry support and coordination between armor and infantry was poor." 
Thus, the Smolensk counterattacks failed; and the Germans continued their 
offensive, fmt toward Kiev in the south, and later, in the auhunn, toward 
Moscow. 

The German offensive progressed throughout July and August and, in 
the process, destroyed much of the Soviet prewar force structure. As a direct 
result of their unsuccessful combat operations, the Soviets determined that 
their units were in fact too large and complicated for their commanders to 
command and to control effectively. Soviet commanders proved inept at 
coordinating the diverse forces and weapons under their command. 
Consequently, in August and September the Soviets began to truncate the 
size of their units to a point where their commanders could more effectively 
control and employ them. By December 1941 this truncation process was 
complete (Figure 2). In essence, the Soviets had lightened their force 
structure at all levels of command." In doing so, they abolished the rifle 
corps headquarters in their rifle annies and decreased the size of their rifle 
armies to well under 100,OOO men. The new rifle armies were composed of 
rifle divisions and rifle brigades and had fewer supporting units. The rifle 
divisions themselves were considerably reduced in size and the rifle brigades 
were nothing more than light divisions of about 4,500 men consisting of M e  
and artillery batdions. 

The Soviets disbanded the part of their mechanized corps structure that 
the Germans had not already weakened or demyed in combat. By December 



Map 1. The Border Battles, 22-29 June 1941 
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1941, the largest armored formation existing in the Soviet army force 
structure was the separate tank brigade shrunken to only forty-six tanks. 
Most of these tank brigades had, in fact, between twenty and thirty tanks. 
The Soviets formed seventy-nine of these brigades by the end of December 
1941.12 Even the cavalry corps were subject to the truncation process. The 
Soviets formed over eighty light cavalry divisions by December 1941, each 
numbering roughly half of the strength of the older cavalry division. 

Thus, the Soviets in a period of six months significantly lightened their 
force structure. They stripped from that force structure much of its armor 
and arrillery support and began coflcenbrating those armor and artillery assets 
in new units under control of the High Command (Smka). Later the Stuvka 
would parcel those forces out to operatingfronts and armies as necessitated 
by specific operational conditions. The truncation of the Soviet force 
structure severely impeded the Soviet capability to carry out large-scale, 
sustained offensive operations and to conduct operational maneuver. A 
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review of two Soviet offensive operations that took place in November and 
December of 1941 clearly demonstrated the scale of that problem. 

The first operation took place near Rostov in southern Russia (Map 3). 
During the Rostov offensive operation, which occurred in late November and 
early December 1941, the Soviets struck at overextended German forces 
which were attempting to seize R0~tov.l~ The Soviets conducted the 
offensive by inserting into the first echelon of the attackingfront a main 
attack force of a rifle army, supported by two tank brigades, a cavalry corps 
and a separate cavalry division. This force penetrated German defenses but 
thereafter proved too weak to sustain deep operations. In this operation the 
Germans, because of their own overextension, were forced to withdraw to 
more defensible positions along the Mius River. 
The Moscow Operation of December 1941 and January 1942 also provided 

clear indicators of Soviet operational deficiencies during that period of the 
war>4 The Moscow countemffensive began in December 1941 and ultimately 
encompassed several offensive impulses that lasted well into Februaty 1942 

Map 3. Rostov Operation, November-December 1941 
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(Map 4). In these operations, conducted by the armies of the Kalinin and 
Western Fronts against overextended German forces around Moscow, the 
only units capable of conducting operational maneuvers were three cavalry 
corps (the llth, 1st Guards, and 2d Guards). These cavalry corps consisted 

Map 4. Moscow Operation, December 1941-January 1942 

of regular horsecavalry divisions, light cavalry divisions; a few tank 
brigades; and, in some cases, rifle divisions as well. The mixed composition 
and limited firepower of these units made them exceedingly difficult to 
control and coordinate in deep operations. Moreover, only a limited number 
of tank brigades were available to support army commanders at the outset 
of the Moscow Operation. Generally, ftom one to three tank brigades provided 
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armored support for the advancing infantry of each rifle army, and this was 
not enough armor to generate the sort of offensive momentum necessary to 
conduct sustained deep operations. 

In the latter stages of the Moscow Operation, in January and February 
1942, the Soviets conducted the Rzhev-Viaz’ma Operation (Map 5). The 
offensive demonstrated that Soviet forces could penetrate German defenses. 
However, Once cavalry, ski, and airborne forces had advanced far into the 
German rear, they could not sustain their a d v m  and fulfill their operational 
missions because of their light weaponry. Ultimately, by April 1942, the 
front west of Moscow was a patchwork quilt of overlapping Soviet and 
German units. The Soviets controlled the countryside, and German forces 
controlled many of the villages and roads. 

Rebuilding the Soviet Mechanized Force 

The Soviet High Command carefully examined their experiences in the 
summer and fall of 1941, and concluded that their major problem in the 
conduct of offensive operations was the absence of large, mechanized, 
armored forces. After December 1941, the Soviets began the duous process 
of rebuilding their mobile forces during wartime, and testing and refining 
them in combat. It was a process which inexorably transformed the Soviet 
A m y  from a foot-and-hoof army of infantry and cavalry into a potent force 
dominated by its significant mobile armored formations. That often costly, 
but ultimately fruitful education, culminated organizationally and doctrinally 
in 1944 and 1945. Soviet progress throughout the war in rebuilding a force 
capable of conducting operational maneuver, equipped to fulfill that task, 
and led by commanders suited to perform such a function can best be gauged 
by a close look at specific selective Soviet operational experiences. 

During the spring of 1942 the Soviets began developing the larger 
armored formations essential for them to conduct more successful offensive 
operations. In March 1942 the Soviets created the first of these units, the 
new tank corps. Initially, these corps consisted of 100 tanks, but this rose to 
168 tanks by the summer and ultimately, by the end of the year, to over 200 
tanks each. The Soviets created 28 tank corps in 1942.’’ 

In May 1942 the Soviets planned and conducted at Khar’kov their first 
offensive operation using these new tank corps (Map 6). The Khar’kov 
Operation was designed to preempt German summer offensive action and 
restore the initiative to the Soviets. The Soviet High Command planned to 
attack north and south of Khar’kov and ultimately envelop and destroy 
German forces defending that important city.16 In the spearhead of the two 
enveloping forces were experienced cavalry corps and several new tank 
corps, two of which were designated to exploit the attack south of Khar’kov. 

During this operation the Soviets, for the first time, confronted some of 
the basic problems of orchestrating the use of deep exploiting forces, speci- 
fically such pblems as when should those form be comtnitted to combat, 
how should they conduct the exploitation, and where should link-up be 
effected to produce the envelojmm? In the operation the Soviets hesitated 
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Map 5. Rzhev-Viaz’ma Operation, 8 January-20 April 1942 

to commit their two tank corps, and ultimately did not commit them to 
combat until the sixth day of battle. Because of the delay, the two tank corps 
went into action at the same time that the Germans began a major counter- 
stroke from the south. The counterstroke caught the Soviets by surprise, 
caused them to hastily recall the tank corps to deal with the new threat and 
ultimately produced the encirclement and destruction of the entire Soviet 
attacking force south of Khar’kov. The Soviet failure at Khar’kov paved the 
way for the great German offensive which began in late spring and early 
summer and eventually culminated in the Battle of Stalingrad. 

Despite their defeat at Khar’kov, the Soviets continued to improve their 
mechanized force structure throughout the summer of 1942. They used their 
remaining new tank corps to ay to parry the German advance in June and 
July 1942; and in July 1942 the Soviets created a new force entity, the tank 
army of mixed composition. The new Soviet tank army, six of which were 
created, consisted of a mixture of tank corps, rifle divisions, cavalry corps, 
and separate tank  brigade^.'^ The major problem conhmting the commanders 
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of these new tank armies was that of holding such a motley, diverse group 
together and mrdinating the actions of such a fom in offensive operations. 
In July the Soviets used these new tank amies against the advancing Germans 
in the Vmmzh area and again against the Germans on the distant and close 
approaches to Stalingrad. In virtually every case, when employed, the tank 
armies proved to be less than fully effective against the better organized, 
better controlled, and better equipped German armored units. 

In addition to creating tank armies, in September 1942 the Soviets 
created new mechanizsd corps consisting of three mechanized brigades and 
one tank brigade or two separate tankregiments. The new mechanized corps 
differed from the tank corps in that the former possessed a much heavier 
contingent of motorized infantry. However, because of a shortage of motor 
vehicles and trucks the Soviets created only a limited number of these 
corps." The mw mechanized corps, like the tank corps, lacked real armored 
infantrymen since the Soviets lacked a true armored personnel carrier, and 
instead had to use truck and t ank -mod  infantry. This Tefnained a constant 
German advantage throughout the war. 

By late 1942, a new larger and heavier Soviet force structure was 
emerging, demonstrating a mewed Soviet faith in the ability of their com- 
manders to control larger forces Figure 3). The Soviets expanded the size of 
rifle armies and again began adding the rifle corps level of command to the 
army structure. Some of the new, expanded rifle armies consisted of new rifle 
corps which contained the older rifle divisions and rifle brigades. In addition 

Figure 3. Soviet Army Force Structure, January 1943 

Rifle Armies 
Rifle Corps (a few) 
Rifle Divisions (9,400) 
Rifle Brigades (6,000) 

Tank Armies (Mixed Composition) 

Tank Corps (7,800/168) 

Mechanized Corps (13,600/175) 

cavalry corps 
Cavalry Divisions (4,700) 

Airborne Brigades (3300) 

NOW. The first number m parentheses demtes unit pemnne.1 while the second number 
represents armored strength. 
Sources: See Figure 1. 
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the Soviet force structure by the end of 1942 included two full tank armies 
of mixed composition as well as twenty-four tank and eight mechanized 

Front commanders controlled the tank armies while the tank and 
mechanized corps were normally put at the disposal of army commanders. 

Rebirth of Operational Maneuver 

The first major successful Soviet offensive operation using this more 
mature force structure occurred in November 1942, in an operation the 
Soviets named Operation Uranus, the Stalingrad counteroffensive. In this 
operation the Soviets used reserve armies, raised and held in the rear by 
Stalin throughout the summer and fall of 1942, in order to launch a major 
counterattack against German, Rumaniw and Italian forces in the Stahgrad 
area. The Soviet High Command used one tank army and several of the new 
mechanized and tank corps to spearhead that offensive effort. 

The Soviets deployed their armored forces to conduct an envelopment 
operation of G e m  forces at Stalingrad (Map 7).20 The Soviets used three 
tank corps (two operating as a part of 5th Tank Army) in an attack from the 
north and a tank and mechanized corps operating as a part of the 5 1 st and 
57th Armies in an attack from south of Stahgrad They sought to penetrate 
the German and Rumanian defenses inboth the north and the south, to insert 
the concentrated tank and mechanized corps into combat, and to link them 
up in the G e m  rear so mew he^ west of StaLingrad to encircle the German 
6th Army and the 4th Panzer Army. 

The Stalingrad Operation was a major success. The Soviets achieved 
multiple penetrations, committed and linked up their exploiting mobile corps, 
and encircled German forces within the city of Stalingrad. In doing so, 
however, the Soviets learned that an envelopment operation was a far more 
complicated operation than first met the eye. In fact, the conduct of the 
Stalingrad Operation posed to Soviet planners and operators a whole new 
series of problems, the solutions to which would occupy those planners and 
operators for the remainder of the Second World War. 

The Soviets learned that there were five basic steps necessary to CoIhdUct 
a successful encirclement operation (Figure 4). These were steps which the 
Germans themselves had experienced in the summers of 1941 and 1942 with 
considerable but not total success. It was clear that to effect an encirclement 
one first had to penetrate the enemy’s defense, a rather easy problem to solve. 
Subsequently, mobile forces had to exploit the penetration and linkup, also 
not a particularly difficult stage of the operation. Once deep operating 
mobile forces had achieved linkup, an inner encirclement line had to be 
created around encircled forces to ensure they remained entrapped. By the 
end of 1942, both the German Army and the Soviet Army had conducted 
these three steps successfully. However, the subsequent steps posed greater 
difficulties. For in order to conduct a successful encirclement one also had 
to erect an outer encirclement line to defend against relief of the encircled 
force. Ideally, forces which formed the outer encirclement line also had to 
be able to continue the offensive operation while the encircled enemy force 
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Figure 4. Stages of an Encirclement Operation 

1. 
2. 
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was being reduced. These last two steps had caused the Germans difficulty 
in 1941 and 1942, and beginning with the Stalingrad Operation in the winter 
of 1942 and 1943 they posed considerable difficulty to the Soviets. No 
sooner had German forces been encircled in Stalingrad than the Germans 
began assembling forces to relieve the encircled units. Without any opera- 
tional pause, the Soviets responded by mounting new offensive operations 
designed to halt German relief attempts, to push German forces back, and, 
if possible, to produce an overall collapse of German forces in the southern 
region of the Eastem Front. 

In December 1942 the Soviets launched the Middle Don Operation, the 
fKst of these new offensives (Map 8) and one which inco~~~rated several 
new operational features?1 First, the Soviets improved their concept for 
massing armonxi forces. In the Middle Don Operation the Soviets employed 
four tank cop, all operating out of the same small bridgehead on the south 
bank of the Don River. They used those concentrated corps to conduct a 
concerted advance deep into the German rear area. The Soviets, however, 
neglected several critical measures in this opemion. They failed to establish 
a common command and control organization to control the four deep oper- 
ating tank corps. In fact, each tank corps c o d =  was responsible to both 
the army commandet in whose sector he operated and to thefront commander 
as well. Moreover, while pursuing their deep objectives these amkMed forces 
became overextended and separated from advancing Soviet rifle forces, and 
in many cases they operated outside of the range of Soviet air forces. 

The Middle Don Operation was an operational success for the Soviets, 
but by the end of the operation most of the tank corps retained only a 
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Map 8. Middle Don Operation, December 1942 

Southwestern 
[ A M  16 Oec) 

I I 

fraction of their starting strengrh. (Most corps began with around 200 tanks 
and by the end of the operation were down to roughly twenty-five tanks 
each). Because of the lack of centralized command and mntrol, once the 
Soviets became overextended, German forces were able to engage each corps 
separately (for example, 24th Tank Corps at Tatsinskaia). Moreover, the 
corps themselves were out of mutually supporting range, hence each was 
defeated in its own right without receiving support from the others. The 
Soviets learned quickly from their experiences along the Middle Don and 
they hastened to apply those lessons in subsequent operations. 

After completion of the Middle Don Operation the Soviets conducted 
a series of front offensive operations ranging across southern Russia. The 
Voronezh, Ostmgozhsk-Rossosh' , and Rostov operations, extending from 
the upper Don River to south of Rostov, began a series of Soviet attempts 
to force an ultimate collapse of German forces in the south. Perhaps the 
most interesting in this new series of operations was the Donbas Operation 
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conducted by the Southwestern Front during January and February of 1943 
(Map 9). By late January the Southwestern Front had advanced steadily 
westward from the Stalingrad region, had created a large gap in German 

Southwestern Front commander, Gen. Vatutin, planned to use his large 
annored force to spearhead a Soviet advance well into the German rear, if 
possible all the way to the Dnepr River. His ultimate intent was to encircle 
completely all German forces operating in southern Russia. 

The Soviet Southwestern Front had at its disposal for this operation six 
tank corps, although four of the six tank corps were well below full operating 
strengthzL To make operations by those tank forces more effective, Vatutin 
placed four of the coxps under a single operational headquarters, in this case 
an operational group called Mobile Group Popov. The group commander, 
Gen. M. M. Popov, was to coordinate closely the operations of the four tank 
corps and keep the corps, if possible, within supporting distance throughout 
the duration of the offensive. To better improve the sustainability of those 
tank corps in their deep operations, Vatutin assigned a specific rifle division 
to cooperate with each of the tank corps and mandated that each of those 
rifle divisions be provided with a maximum number of vehicles to permit 
them to keep up with the accompanying armored units. In essence, Group 
Popov was to function as a mobile (operational maneuver) group of the 
Southwestern Front. 

However, theory and practice proved to be very different matters. Once 
Vatutin’s offensive began on January 29, 1943, almost inevitably the corps 
began operating in separate directions against separate objectives. Moreover, 
a new problem arose: the armored units tended to become involved with 
reducing individual German strong points, particularly on the flanks of the 
main advance. That tendexy disrupted the overall flow and development of 
the offensive plan. As the offensive developed, the individual corps operated 
in staggered sequence and usually out of mutually supporting distance. Only 
at the very end of the operation, when all four tank corps had been reduced 
in strength to between ten and forty tanks each, did they finally come to- 
gether in the same general area. Unfortunately for the Soviets, this occmed 
at the precise time when the Germans launched a series of successful and 
devastating counterattacks. 

Another problem the Soviets experienced during the Donbas Operation 
was that the Southwestern Front commander held his two strongest tank 
corps (the 1st Guards Tank Corps and 25th Tank Corps) infront reserve, 
and when he committed them to combat he did so in an entirely different 
operational sector than the one in which Group Popov had originally begun 
its operations. Thus, Soviet mobile forces in the Donbas Operation 
coordinated among themselves very poorly, tended to become overextended 
in their operations and, as a result, became the victims of effective German 
counterattack. The German counterattack orchestrated by Field Marshal E. 
von Manstein, ultimately forced the Soviets to withdraw to the Northern 
Donets River after suffering significant losses. The Donbas Operation 
ended the winter campaign of 1942 and 1943 on a sour note for the 
Soviets. 

defknses, and had advanced into the rear of Germany m y  Group Don l-he 
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The events that occurred during the winter of 1942 and 1943 did 
have a signifcant impact on Soviet doctrine and Soviet force structure, 
for during the operational pause that followed the operations of February 
and MaFch 1943, the Soviets digested the lessons they had learned during 
those frenetic operations across southern Russia. They also instituted a 
significant reorganization of their force structure to permit it to better 
cany out deep offensive operations in the future. The Soviet force struc- 
ture which emerged in the summer of 1943 was a force structure that, in 
reality, would persist throughout 1944 and 1945 with minor refinements 

Major changes in Soviet force structure actually began in January 
1943, when the Soviet High Command ordered the creation of new tank 
armies, armies of a single type of Table of Organization and Equipment 
(TOE) and uniform composition.23 The new tank armies, made up of two 
tank corps and an optional mechanized corps, were considerably stronger 
than the earlier tank armies and more important, their command and 
control system was much tighter and more effective. The new tank armies 
numbered between 400 and 600 tanks each, and the Soviets created five 
of them by the summer of 1943 and a sixth in early 1944. In addition, 
throughout the winter of 1943 the Soviets improved their tank and 
mechanized corps’ structure by addmg to them support elements necessary 
to better sustain armored operations deep in the enemy rear. 
Simultaneously, the Soviets accelerated the process of reestablishing rifle 
coqs in most of their rifle armies. In essence, there was a growing 
sophistication in the Soviet force strucm readily apparent by the summer 
of 1943. 

The operational pause which lasted from March to July 1943 also 
provided time for the Soviets to capture in their docaine the many lessons 
derived from their winter experiences. They developed techniques and 
procedures for the use of their new force structure, and many of those 
techniques and procedures reached full fruition in July 1943 when the 
Germans conducted their last strategic offensive, the offensive at Kursk. 
At Kursk, for the first time in the war, the Soviets demonstrated their 
new strategic and operational maturity by permitting the Gennans to 
conduct a strategic offensive operation without Soviet attempts to preempt 
it and by conducting a strategic defensive operation to match the German 
offensive effort. Although the Soviets showed great restraint by their 
decision to conduct a strategic defensive operation, they pointedly 
incorporated into their plans the intention to conduct two major 
counterstrokes timed to commem as soon as the German offensive wave 
had ebbed. Those two counterstrokes did O C C U T ,  one in midJuly during 
the German attack and one in early August, shortly after the German 
attack at Kursk had failed. 

It was during the Kursk counteroffensive that the Soviets revealed 
to the Germans their new, more mature force struchm, one demonstrably 
more capable of achieving operational success than its predecessor. Thus 
the events of the winter of 1942 and 1943 culminated in a new stage in 

(Figure 5). 
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the conduct of Soviet operations, a stage that would commence in July 
1943 and lead to the even greater Soviet victories of 1944 and 1945. 

Maturation of Operational Maneuver 

The first successll Soviet offensive operations during this new stage 
of war occurred in July and August 1943 during and after the German 
offensive at Kursk. In the counterstroke at Ore1 and, in particular, during 
the offensive at Belgorod-Khar’kov one can clearly observe the improve- 
ments in Sovia force structure that enabled the Soviets to carry out more 
sumssful operational maneuver. The Belgorod-Khar’kov Operation com- 
menced on August 3,1943 (Map 10). To conduct the operation the Soviets 
concentrated a large force and subjected it to a very rapid period of 
preparation closely following the intensive combat at Kursk. The operation 
involved the Soviet Voronezh Front and the Steppe Front, whose mission 
was to reduce the German salient smounding the cities of Belgorod and 
Khar’kov. 

One of the most notable features of the Soviet Belgorod-Khar’kov 
offensive was the proliferation of Soviet armored units participating in the 
attack.% Soviet armies on main attack axes had subordinate to them a full 
tank or mechanized corps whose mission was to exploit the tactical penetra- 
tion achieved by army rifle forces. Thus, they were to initiate operational 
maneuver. In addition, Soviet pant commanders for the first time in the war 
had at their disposal full tank armies which numbered over 500 tanks each. 
These armies were to capitalize on the success of army rifle and mobile 
f o m  and perform the function of deep operational maneuver. Thus, in this 
operation, Soviet commanders possessed the largest mobile force yet avail- 
able to Soviet commanders during the war. 

The Soviet concept of the operation waq a rather simple one. It involved 
a direct attack on the nose of the German salient by four armies of the 
Voronezh Front (the 4Oth, 27th, 6th Guards, and 5th Guards) and by two 
armies of the Steppe Front (the 53d and 69th). Those armies would conduct 
the penetration operation north and northwest of the city of Belgod and 
would commit their operational maneuver forces, the tank and mechanized 
corps, to begin the operational exploitation. Thereafter, the two large tank 
armies (1st and 5th Guards) would advance into combat in an exceedingly 
narrow sector and would carry out a deep operational exploitation into the 
region west of Khar’kov. Ultimately, they would encircle Khar’kov and 
destroy the German 4th Panzer Army and Army Detachment “Kempf.” 

Initially, during the Belgorod-Khar’kov Operation Soviet forces 
conducted a successful penetration operation and committed their maneuver 
forces to battle successfully. Ultimately, those armored forces drove to a 
depth of some 120 kilometers before German reinforcements fought them to 
a standstill. In this operation, however, the Soviets uncovered a whole new 
set of problems which they then sought to solve during the remaining two 
years of the war. Many of these problems related to command, control, and 
coordination of forces. In particular, the Soviets discovered that once tbe 
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armored forces were committed to deep operations, because of their higher 
degree of mobility, they tended to become separated from supporting rifle 
units and also supporting artillery. Thereafter, the armored units became 
mare vulnerable to German counmamcks. Compounding this problem, thexe 
was also a tendency for the armored units themselves to become overex- 
tended, with lead elements (forward detachments) operating up to thirty 
kilometers distant from follow-on elements. The large gaps between these 
separated elements rendered the armored force spearhead highly vuInerable 
to German counterattack. In addition to these command and control diffi- 
culties, the Soviets ran into problems of sustainability in terms of fuel, 
ammunition, and all of those logistical items necessary to Sustain deep 
operations. There were also problems in coordinating the air support essen- 
tial for the survival of the force deep in the German rear area. These 
problems would take months to solve. Nevertheless, the major operational 
features most apparent in the August 1943 Belgorod-Khar’kov Operation 
were that the Soviets were able to insert large forces deep into the German 
rear, that they were able to advance over 100 kilometers, and that they were 
able to fight German operational reserves to a virtual standstill. Moreover, 
this was the first time in the war that the Sovietshad not been forced to give 
up major chunks of territory to German counterattacks. 

Even more important, perhaps, was the fact that these large Soviet 
armored forces exacted a considerable toll in manpower and armored strength 
on the critical and hrashgly scarce Gennan operational reserves. After the 
canclusion of the Belgol.od-Khar’kov Operation German armies had no choice 
but to withdraw several humid kilometers to a new defensive line extending 
along the Dnepr River. Throughout 1944 and 1945 the Soviets conducted 
over loOfront offensive operations. Many of these operations involved the 
use of large medmmed * and armored forces under control of army andfront 
commanders. Examination of several of the most important operations clearly 
demonstrate the tremendous strides made by the Soviets in their ability to 
conduct successful operational maneuver. Since the war, the Soviets have 
investigated and are still investigating these operations in the belief that they 
are directly relevant to contemporary and future combat. 

The fmt series of Soviet offensives in 1944 took place on what the 
Soviets call the right bank of the Ukraine. In reality, these offensives were 
an extension of those that had occurred in November and December 1943 
when Soviet forces initially breached the Dnepr River line. Taken together 
the operations formed a major strategic offensive during which the Soviets 
conducted eight successful front operations successively, and at times simul- 
taneously. In virtually every one of these operations, the Soviets used large 
operational maneuver forces in the form of tank corps, mechanized corps, 
multiple tank armies, or what the Soviets called cavalry-mechanized groups 
(a unit which emerged in 1943 and was a mixture of cavalry and mechanized 
forces). Moreover, they conducted these operatons during a time of the year 
when the weather had previously inhibited operations. In the spring of 1944 
the Soviets continued to conduct active front operations right through the 
infamous period of ruzpufitsu, or thaw, during which Russian soil normally 
turns into a quagmire. 
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The right bank of the Ukraine strategic operation involved offensive 
operations by the lst, 2d, 3d, and 4th Ukrainian Fronts (Map 11). In 
virtually all of the operations the Soviets made widespread use of tank and 
mechanized caps and tank armies. m e  m w s  on the map delineate where 
those tank forces operated.) Moreover, mostfronts had subordinate to them 
at least one, sometimes two, and in one case, three tank armies. The net 
effect of the successful use of those tank armies was that by April 1944 
Soviet forces had advanced all the way to the Polish-Soviet and Rumanian- 
Soviet borders. 

The 1944 operation that the Soviets are most pmud of, and indeed it was 
one of b e  most sophisticated Soviet strategic operations, was the Belorussian 
Operation or, as the Soviets call it, Operation Bagration. The operation 
c o m m e d  on June 22,1944, against the three German armies of Army 
Gmup ‘‘Center.’’ defending in Belorussia. Bagration was indeed an ambitious 
operation, for it involved the forces of four Soviet fronts operating on a very 
broad front (450 kilometen) against very deep objectives.25 Moreover, it 
involved the deliberate comiuct of simultaneous and successive envelopment 
operations. The initial Soviet operational aim was to encircle German forces 
around the cities of Vitebsk, Mogilev, and Bobruisk (3d Panzer Army, 4th 
Amy, and 9th Army respectively) by means of simultaneous envelopments. 
After German forces in the forward defenses had been encircled, the Soviets 
sought to conduct a deeper strategic encirclement of all German forces 
forward of Minsk and then pursue German forces as far west as the East 
Prussian border. 

Soviet tank, mechanized, and cavalry forces played a decisive role in the 
Belorussian Operation (Map 12). Initially, the Soviets relied on their tank 
and mechanized corps and separate tank brigades to conduct the shallow 
envelopments and pinch off German foms in the three major cities. Subse- 
quently, they used their larger mechanized forces, in this case the 5th Guards 
Tank Army and a cavalry-mechanized group in the north and a cavalry- 
mechanized group in the south, to conduct the deeper envelopment of Minsk 
and spearhead the exploitation all the way to the East hssian border. The 
operation was an immense Soviet success. Large German forces were encir- 
cled at Vitebsk, Bobruisk, Mogilev, and east of Minsk; the German Army 
Group “Center” was virtually destroyed. In actuality, the Soviets exceeded 
their own expectations for, by the end of July 1944, Soviet forces had 
already reached the East Prussian border. The Germans were fmlly able to 
stabilize the front only by the end of August 1944. 

In August 1944, just as the Belorussian Operation was grindmg to a halt, 
the Soviets conducted the Iassy-Kishinev Operation against German and 
Rumanian forces in Rumanian Bessarabia (Map 13). In this operation the 
Soviets also relied primarily on operational maneuver and encirclement to 
achieve offensive success. The Soviets have studied this operation intensely 
since the war years, because while conducting it they successfully solved all 
five steps of an encirclement operation. The Iassy-Kishinev Operation 
involved offensive operations by the 2d Ukrainian and 3d Ukrainian 
Fronts.26 After penetrating the German defenses eachfront then exploited 
the successful penetration with tank and mechanized corps which enveloped 
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Map 13. Iassy-Kishinev Operation, 20-29 August 1944 

German f o m  in the Iassy and Kishinev areas. Simultaneously, larger Soviet 
armored forces, in this case the 6th Tank Army and a cavalry-mechanized 
group, continued the attack deeper into Rumania to the city of Bucharest, 
into Bulgaria, and ultimately westward across the Carpathian Mountains into 
Hungary. Again the Soviets exceeded their expectations, and the operation 
produced the collapse of the Rumanian army and the loss of a good portion 
of the German Army Group “South Ukraine.” Most of the credit for the 
success of that operation went to Soviet mechanized forces which carried out 
the envelopment and the deep pursuit operations. 

In 1945 Soviet mobile operations became even more ambitious in scale 
and scope, thus reflecting growing Soviet competence as well as German 
weakness. Since the war the most studied of all the Soviet operations has 
been the Vistula-Oder Operation which occurred in January and early 
February of 1945. This was an operation that commenced south of Warsaw, 
on a broad front along the Vistula River (Map 14). During the operation 
Soviet forces of the 1st Belorussian and 1st Ukrainian Fronts broke out of 
bridgeheads on the west bank of the Vistula River and attacked westward in 
hopes of liberating the bulk of German-occupied Poland.” An imposing 
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array of Soviet armor supported the offensive at virtually every cormnand 
level. In every case, armies operating on main attack axes had subordinate 
to them one full tank or mechanized corps. The front commander of each of 
the two attackingfronts had subordinate to him two full tank armies. In 
these operations the Soviets employed a mobile force structure capable of 
conducting and sustaining deep m u v e r .  As was the case in Belorussia and 
in Rumania the Soviets achieved more than they expected in the operation. 

The operation illustrates the flexible manner in which the Soviets 
employed their mechanized forces. The map shows the axes of advance of 
each of the mechanized and tank corps and of the tank armies. Virtually 
every separate tank and mechanized corps entered combat on the first day 
of operations with the task of completing the penetration of the German 
tactical defenses. The tank armies, however, were committed in a different 
fashion by each of the two front commanders. The 1st Ukrainian Front 
commander, Gen. I. S. Konev, committed his tank armies (3d Guards and 
4th) very early in the operation Those armies generated a tremendous initial 
offensive blow and imparted subsequent momentum which carried them to 
great depths very quickly. On the other hand the 1st Belorussian Front 
commander, Gen. G. K. Zhukov, held back his tank armies until his rifle 
forces had penetrated the full depth of the enemy tactical defenses. There- 
after, he committed his tank armies on the second and third days of the 
operation. The net effect was basically the same as that experienced in the 
1st Ukrainian Front sector. The forward momentum of the tank armies ulti- 
mately carried Soviet forces to the Oder River and beyond, within sixty 
kilometers of Berlin itself. 

While the VistulaQler Operation unfolded another major operation took 
place farther north. This operation, called the East Prussian Operation, also 
represents something of a model of the way in which the Soviets conducted 
operational maneuver in 1945, in particular against a heavier defense than 
along the Vistda River (Map 15)?8 For the operation army commanders again 
had available full tank or mechanized corps to conduct operational maneu- 
ver. The commander of each of thefronts also had available afront mobile 
group for deep exploitatiow in the case of the 3d Belomian Front two tank 
corps and in the case of the 2d Belorussian Front a full tank army (5th 
Guards). Again the date of their commitment and the effect of their commit- 
ment can be seen graphically. Considerable offensive momentum was gener- 
ated by the carefully timed commitment of these armonxi forces to combat. 

The last Soviet offensive operation of the war displayed certain 
characteristics that differentiated it sigmfhntly from wartime operations in 
eastern Europe or in the Soviet Union. This was the operation the Soviets 
conducted in August 1945 against Japanese forces in Manchuria (Map 16).29 
The Soviets in the Manchurian Operation were confhnted with a new set of 
problems which the Soviets believe are somewhat analogous to problems that 
contemporary planners and operators may have to face in future wars. The 
Soviet operation in Manchuria was a true strategic operation in every sense 
of the word. It involved operations by large forces (1,500,000 men) against 
large forces (over 700,000 men) deployed in an extremely large theater of 
operations along a front of almost 3,000 kilometers. Moreover, it was a 
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Map 15. East Prussian Operation, 13-27 January 1945 

theater of operations which required an advance to a considerable depth 
(900 to LOO0 kilometers) if a force desired to penetrate into the very center 
of Japanese-occupied temtory. More important, the region of Manchuria 
contained a very diffkult terrain over which to operate. Mountains, swamps, 
deserts, and heavy forests insulated the key central areas of Manchuria from 
the outside, and this peripheral region lacked any substantial road or rail 
network. In fact, cracking through the outer &ell of Manchuria and reaching 
the heart of Manchuria would, of necessity, kvolve widespread, large-scale 
operations over this exceedingly difficult terrain. 

The most significant aspect of the Manchurian Operation for Soviet 
military planners was the necessity for conducting the operation rapidly. 
The imperative of time c o h d  Soviet political and military planners and 
operators because of American use of the atomic bomb at Hiroshima. Thus, 
it was necessary for Soviet forces to occupy Manchuria fully before Japan 
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Map 16. Manchurian Operation, August 1945 

left the war and signed a peace or an armistice. Consequently, the Soviets 
employed rather radical operational and tactical techniques in their conduct 
of offensive operations in Manchuria. However, they were measures that had 
been developed and tested on earlier occasions in eastern Europe. 

First, they deployed the bulk of theater forces well forwmd with the 
three operatingfronts arrayed in single echelon. In addition, two of the three 
fronts deployed their forces in a single-echelon configuration. This forward 
deployment was supposed to impart overwhelming momentum and speed to 
the Soviet advance. Second, each of the threefronts either led the offensive 
with large armored formations, or committed armor forward very shortly 
after the operation had begun. re Soviets relied on the. forward use of 
armored forces in Manchuria at virtually every command echelon. The 
Trans-Baikal Front, operating in western Manchuria, led its offensive with 
the 6th Guards Tank Army, a specially tailored army reinfo& by motorized 
rifle forces and consisting of over 1,OOO tanks and self-propelled guns. The 
6th Guards Tank Army’s mission was to traverse over 100 kilometers of 
desert, cross a mountain range which amtained no Toads and very few tracks, 
and advance over 500 kilometers within a fourday period to preempt Japanese 
defenses. Other forces of the Trans-Baikal Front conducted operations in 
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similar fashion and under similar circumstances. The 39th Army, attacking 
out of extreme eastern Mongolia, led its operations with a full tank division 
in advance, while each of its rifle corps led their operations with a full tank 
brigade. The same applied to other armies. 

The initial use of armored forces well forward permitted those forces to 
traverse very difficult terrain, bypass heavy Japanese fortifications, and 
plunge deep into Manchuria. The net effect of this imaginative use of armor 
in western Manchuria was that the Soviets in a matter of five days time 
managed to traverse over 450 kilometers of terrain and totally preempt 
Japanese defenses. Moreover, the armored thrusts resulted in a total paralysis 
of Japanese command and control, an almost total loss of Japanese control 
over their rather large but scattered forces, and a total inability on the part 
of the Japanese to deal with the rapidly advancing Soviet forces. Today the 
Soviets consider the Manchurian Operation a microcosm of the types of 
problems that modem armies face in theater operations in respect to the 
overcoming of time constraints by the conduct of rapid operations and in 
regard to preempting defenses before they have jelled. 

Maneuver in the First Postwar Years (19461954) 

Although Soviet wartime operational experiences ceased in 1945 (until 
Afghanistan), the Soviets have continued to exploit the study of those 
massive and varied experiences, for they are probably more extensive in 
terms of magnitude and number of large-scale operations than those of any 
army that now exists. The Soviets in the postwar years have made extensive 
use of that experience and still do today, both in the tailoring of their forces 
and in the generation of doctrine for the wartime use of those forces. 

Soviet postwar force structure and military doctrine, in particular, reflected 
closely the Soviet experience in the last two years of war. In 1946 the 
Soviets reorganized their forces to reflect basic refmements made during 
1944 and 1945 by incorporating into unit TOES those forces that they had 
routinely attached to operating units during the latter years of the war 
(Figure For example, the Soviet wartime tank and mechanized corps 
became tank and mechanized divisions in the postwar years and the Soviet 
tank armies became mechanized armies. The new mechanized armies were 
tailored on the basis of experience obtained in the Berlin Operation and were 
better suited than the older tank armies to operate in the more urban and 
wooded central European environment. They also resembled the specially 
t a i l o r e d  6th Guards Tank Army that operated in August 1945 in Manchuria. 

In addition to the new mechanized armies the Soviets formed new 
combined-arms armies which were in essence reshaped versions of the older 
rifle armies. The new combined-anns armies consisted of from two to three 
rifle corps, and the rifle corps were made up of rifle divisions, now with a 
significantly larger contingent of armor within them, and mechanized divi- 
sions, which were also beefed-up versions of the wartime mechanized corps. 
Rifle corps had either three rifle divisions, or two rifle divisions and one 
mechanized division. A new type rifle division, introduced after 1948, had 
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a significant number of vehicles and ultimately some armored personnel 
carriers as well. This postwar army was one which drew heavily upon the 
mobile experiences of 1944 and which had within it mechanized forces 
capable of conducting tactical and operational maneuver at the corps, army 
and front levels. Although more mobile, these forces were also quite heavy 
in a combined-arms sense. 

Figure 6. Soviet Army Force Structure, 1946-1956 

Combined-Arms Armies 
Rifle Corps 
Rifle Divisions (13300/77) 
Mechanized Divisions (13,400/269) 

Mechanized Armies 
Mechanized Divisions 
Tank Divisions (13,700/426) 

Airborne DivisionsBrigades 

Note: The frst numbex in parentheses denotes unit pe~~~nnel  while the second numbx 
represents armored strength. 
Sources: "Recent Changes in Soviet Divisional Organization.'' Intelligslce Review 222 
(August-September 1955). pp 10-14; A. Dumin "Razvitie sukhoputnykh voisk v 
poslevoennyi period," VIZh 5 (May 1978), pp 33-36. 

In the immediate postwar years Soviet fronts were to operate in wartime 
similar to the manner in which Soviet fronts had operated in 1944 and 1945 
(Figure 7). Within the front the combined-arms army, consisting of rifle 
corps and support units, would conduct the penetration operation. Each of 
these combined-arms armies contained an army mobile group, consisting 
of one or two mechanized divisions or tank divisions, which was specifically 
assigned the task of conducting operational maneuver and exploitation. In 
addition, the front commander had available for employment fiont mobile 
p u p s  in the form of one or two armies which were designated to conduct 
operational maneuver in accordance with thefronf commander's plan?l 

pfojected warrime army operations also displayed an increased capability 
on the part of the army comtllander to conduct operational maneuver (F@.ue 
8). The army c o d a  possessed one or two tank or mechanized divisions 
which he could use as his own exploitation force, and, in addition, each of 
his rifle corps had one mechanized division which was capable of conducting 
limited tactical or operatid maneuver. Thus heavy mechanized forces were 
integrated within the rifle corps, within the combined-arms army, and within 
thefronl, which could be committed to combat successively to develop opera- 
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tional maneuver to greater offensive depths than had been the case in the 
period prior to war’s end?2 

Impact of the Zhukov Reforms 

However, times change, as do weapons, commanders, and political leaders. 
After rhe death of Stalin in 1953, the Soviet army began to change for a 
variety of rrasons. The first impetus for change was the new political leader- 
ship. The second, and certainly more important., was the apparent necessity 
for taking into account the impact of nuclear weapons on the battlefield. By 

lenge, between 1954 and 1958 the Soviets instigated an intensive process of 
rethinking their military doctrine and restructuring their armed forces to 
satisfy the requirements of doctrinal change. The initial changes were insti- 
tuted by Marshal Zhukov as Minister of Defense, but even after Zhukov’s 
removal, Marshal Malinovskii continued the basic Zhukov reforms. 

The Zhukov reforms changed the face of the Soviet military in general 
and, in particular, the configuration of Soviet ground forces. The most 
fundamental changes occurmi within the mechanized force structure, because 
by 1954 the Soviets considered their large mechanized armies and divisions 
to be simply m large and cumbersome, and hence too vulnerable to survive 
on the emerging nuclear battlefield. Simply stated, they were too lucrative 
a nuclear target. 

The Zhukov force structure reforms sought to create and maintain a 
highly maimverable yet less vulnerable combat force and to make all Soviet 
forces equally maneuverable on the nuclear or conventional battlefield. 
Hence, Zhukov abolished the large mechanized armies and replaced them 
with new, smaller tank armies (Figure 9)P3 He also abolished the mechanized 
divisions and the older rifle divisions and in their stead created more 
streamlined and mobile motorized rifle divisions. The new combined-arms 
army was now made up of a mixture of three to four motorized rifle divisions 
and one tank division, and the new tank army consisted of three to four tank 
divisions and possibly one motorized rifle division. The important point 
dochinally was that while the Soviets recognized the importance of nuclear 
weapons and tailored their forces accordingly, they also recognized that 
nuclear weapons were still but one type of weapon on the modem battlefield. 
The Soviets assumed that a large conventional capability was stil l  necessary. 
Hence, their motorized rifle divisions and tank divisions were still a rather 
potent force in terms of the total number of divisions in the force structure 
(175-80) and of the combined-arms strength of each division. 

The operational use of those new forces until roughly 1%2 still 
resembled the patterns of earlier years (Figure lo).= Within the front 
operational fommtion, combined-arms armies would conduct the basic offen- 
sive penetration operation, if in fact the penetration of any enemy defense 
was required. Within each combiied-arms army, motorized rifle divisions 
would conduct the penetration operation; and tank divisions would conduct 
initial operational maneuver by beginning the exploitation into the opera- 

1954 that impact was becoming clear to all. Responding to the nuclear chal- 
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tional depth of the enemy defense. At front level the tank army would 
perform roughly the same function of deep exploitation that the older and 
larger mechanized m y  had p e r f o d .  However, the Soviet term podvirhnyi 
grup (mobile group), which they had earlier used to describe the forces 
conducting operational maneuver at army andjkont level, went out of use 
after 1956 primarily because the term was superfluous and meaningless since 
all forces were now mobile. The important point was ?hat while the termi- 
nology was dropped the function of those units was not. They were still 
considered exploitation forces designed to perform the mission of conducting 
operational rnaneuve€. 

Within the army operational formation a similar effect was apparent 
Figure 11). The main element tasked with conducting operational maneu- 

the same fashion as its predecessor tank and mechanized corps had been 
committed during World War I1 and the tank or the mechanized divisions 
had been committed in the immediate postwar years. 

VW- tank division Of the my-would be &Wd to combat in much 

The Revolution in Military Affairs 

After 1960, however, a major change occurred that had a marked effect 
on Soviet military doctrine and military force structure for a period of 
roughly eight years, from the early 1%Os to the mid- and late 1960s. This 
change in doctrine and force slructure was driven in part by political 
considerations and in part by military necessity. In 1%O Khrushchev and 
other political and military leaders decided to accept the fact that a 
“revolution” had occurred in military affairs. Marshal V. D. Sokolovskii 
articulated the meaning of the revolution of military affairs in his book 
Military Strategy (Voennaia strategiia), which appeared in 1962 and in two 
subsequent editions?’ 

In brief, Soviet acknowledgement of the existence of a revolution in 
military affairs reflected their belief that general war in the future would, in 
fact, be primarily nuclear. The net effect of that decision was the creation 
during this period of the Soviet strategic rocket forces and the elevation of 
those forces to preeminent military status. Sirnultanmusly, the Soviets rele- 
gated the ground forces to a lower status and devoted less concern to the 
field of operational art. There were other manifestations of this recognition 
of the revolution in military affairs as well. The size of the Soviet ground 
force structure decreased from the level of 180 divisions in 1960 to mughly 
140 divisions by 1%8. The size of Soviet ground force entities including 
divisions, armies, and fronts decreased, the amount of conventional fire- 
power in those units decreased; and the focus of Soviet doctrinal writings 
during 1960 to 1%8 shifted markedly away from operational concerns. 

The Soviet force structure in 1%8 contrasted sharply with that of 1958 
and clearly reflected the impact of the revolution of military affairs (Figure 
12).% The most striking change occurred by virtue of the marked truncation 
in the size of the motorized rifle division from a strength in excess of 13,000 
men in 1958 to a strength somewhat less than 11,OOO men by 1%8. The= 
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was a similar although not so great reduction in the strength of the tank 
division. After 1%0 there was also a tendency for the Soviets to create 
smaller, more compact tank armies. In essence, the Soviet force shuctu~ of 
the early and mid-l%0s was a force structure that was much more austere, 
much more tailored to conduct battle and Survive in nuclear battle, and clearly 
of secondary import to nuclear forces and weapons on the nuclear battlefield. 

After 1960 Soviet operational formationS also changed si~icantly.n At 
the highest level, the wartime front would consist of three or four combined 
armies and a tank army (Figure 13). There was greater force dispersion 
across the front and greater dispersion of forces in the depths of the 
formation. At front level, and at army level as well, there was a tendency to 
rely on tank forces to lead the attack at every command level based on the 
premises that tank forces were more survivable in a nuclear environment, 
and a rapid advance was critical. Moreover, within thefront there was no 
specific force entity assigned the mission or function of performing oper- 
ational maneuver. In essence, these forces of the 1960s were designated to 
clean up or tidy up the nuclear battlefield. Within the army operational 
formation the same effect was apparent: greater dispersion of forces for 
protection’s sake; greater projected depths of operations; lack of a distinctive 
force tasked with performing the function of operational maneuver; and a 
greater use of tank forces wherever possible in the fust echelon (Figure 14). 
This general tendency in Soviet force saucturing and in Soviet military 
doctrine persisted throughout most of the 1Ws. 

Reassessment of the Revolution in Military Affairs 

Late in the l W s ,  however, the situation slowly began to change as 
demonstrated by a whole host of indicators. Simply put, from the late 1960s 
into the early 1970s the Soviets began to look again at the subject of oper- 
ational art with much greater intensity than they had in the previous several 
years. This indicated a growing Soviet belief in the possibility, and even 
the likelihood, that war would be conventional rather than inevitably nuclear. 
This shift was evident in theoretical works where the sole concern with 
nuclear operations began to erode. At fxst the Soviets began to qualify their 
description of war as nuclear by adding the phrase, “However, we recognize 
the possibility of conventional operations.” In time the “however” clause 
became larger and more elaborate?’ Finally, the Soviets reached a point in 
these docetinal works where conventional operations received as much atten- 
tion, if not m o ~ ,  than nuclear operations. One could also note the clear shift 
in Soviet emphasis through their investigation of their own Second World 
War experiences. This shift was shown by the tremendous outpouring of 
investigative work in the late 196Os, which mushroomed into even more 
extensive investigations in the 1970s COIlceming virtuaUy every aspect of the 
&ct of operational maneuvex as well as a wide range of other operational 
topics. 

In addition to changes in the theoretical and practical realm, changes also 
were apparent in the Soviet force structure (Figure 15).39 Since 1%8 
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v k t t d y  every entity in the Soviet force structure has become m ~ r e  balanced 
in terms of its combined-arms capability. Motorized rifle divisions have been 
added to tank armies, and the size, strength and number of the motorized 
rifle divisions has rebounded to where it was in 1958. A similar effect is 
noticeable in the tank division and in the structure of the army and thepod. 
These additions represent a clear reemphasis of the necessity to create the 
sort of forces required to conduct successfully conventional ground opera- 
tions and operational maneuver. Moreover, Soviet concern for and study about 
mobile groups and thek role infrod and army operations in the Second 
World War indicates that in hture wars, in fact even in peacetime, they will 
probably again field tank, mechanized, or combined-arms corps designed to 
perform the same function those units had been accustomed to performing in 
earlier years, the function of 0perati0~1 maneuver. 

How then would this new force structure be used in a contempomy 
conflict? Obviously, the Soviets do not have single, simple solutions to theii 
offensive problems, for there exists and has always existed a range of situa- 
tions in which they would use their forces. There has been a tendency for 
Westemers to stereotype the way in which the Soviets conduct offensives 
without regard to terrain, the nature of the defense, the nature of the theater 
of operations, or the circumstances of the conflict. The stereotype usually 
involves but one snapshot of how the Soviets organize for combat. Here I 
will break away from that stereotype to focus on how the Soviets are likely 
to organize their forces to conduct offensive operations in three widely 
varying circumstances: against a heavy, prepared defense; against what 
might be called a partially prepared defense; and against a virtually unpre- 
pared defense. Clearly the Soviets would prefer to attack the latter rather 
than the former. Virtually every indicator contained within Soviet theoretical 
works, and particularly within those which deal with what the Soviets call 
“the initial period of war” (nachuf’nyi period voiny), indicates their f m  
belief that in preparing for modem war it would be folly to engage in the 
classic type of slow mobilization which preceded previous wars. These 
works also severely question the utility of conducting classic set-piece battle 
against fixed defenses with forces arrayed in deep, patterned formations. 
Succinctly put, the Soviets have renounced what they call the “gnawing 
through of the defense,” simply because in a potential nuclear environment 
that method indeed could be a suicidal type of offensive to launch. Hence, 
they prefer attacking an unprepared or partially prepared defense, even at the 
cost of little or no advance force mobilization. 

How then would the Soviets conduct operations in each of these three 
circumstances? First, regarding afront operational formation arrayed against 
a fully prepared defense, the tendency would be for the Soviets to array their 
forces more deeply than they would normally prefer (Figure 16). This deep- 
echeloned, concentrated force array would offer lucrative targets to both 
nuclear and conventional forces, while the longer duration of the penetration 
operation and more linear configuration of thefront would provide the time 
necessary for an opponent to both decide to use nuclear weapons and target 
those weapons. Hence the Soviet reluctance to engage a well-prepared 
defense. In the event of such an attack the Soviets are likely to deploy the 
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front in a two-echelon configuration. The most important element of this 
two-echelon formation will be the operational maneuver group (the group 
designated to perform operational maneuver). At front level it is clear that 
the modem tank army, perhaps combing corps rather than divisions, would 
perform the same function as the old mobile group performed, the function 
of operational mane~ver.~ The tank army would do so in tandem with new 
elements within the force structure of thefront, specifically the air assault 
brigade, and perhaps also with older force elements within thefront, such as 
the airborne division. The Soviets have continued to emphasize the vertical 
dimension of their operational maneuver concepts. This vertical dimension 
has expanded and may expand farther m the future, perhaps h u g h  creation 
of an air assault corps at fronf level and an air assault brigade at army level. 
Air assault units are likely to appear within divisions as well. 

Within the army operational formation in a situation of an attack against 
a prepared defense, the Soviets will also tend to echelon forces a bit more 
deeply than they would prefer in order to protect form from the effects of 
a potenrial nuclear exchange (Figure 17):’ In this case the army commands 
would possess either a tank division (or a corps) specifically designated to 
perform the function of operational maneuver. At army level there would 
also exist a vertical dimension of maneuver performed by an air assault 
brigade or a helicopter-borne motorized rifle battalion. 

Against a partially prepared defense, the Soviets would exploit their 
extensive experience obtained in the Vistula-oder Operation, in Manchuria 
and elsewhere during the war. They would deploy the bulk of their forces 
as far forward as possible in order to genemte great initial shock and 
subsequent high momentum of advance, all the while denying the enemy 
lucrative targets in the Soviet rear area (Figure 18)!2 Additionally, the 
Soviets believe that it is and will be only prudent to develop operational and 
tactical techniques that would deny the enemy the ability, or at least make 
it difficult for him, to respond with nuclear weapons, even if he wished to. 
Specifically, the Soviets would exploit the enemies’ targeting difficulties by 
propelling their forces forward rapidly along multiple axes to produce rapid 
and thorough intermeshing of attacking forces with those of the defender. 
Multiple deep thrusts into the enemies’ operational rear can also contribute 
to a paralysis of command and conml and perhaps the enemies’ will to 
resist. This also reduces the likelihood of a nuclear response. 

At the front level against a partially prepared defense the tank army 
would perform the task of conducting operational maneuver. The Soviets 
would deploy the tank army as far forward as practicable, and they would 
commit it to action as early as possible, again based on the assumption that 
one must propel one’s forces forward as rapidly as possible in order to 
decrease the vulnerability of those forces to nuclear attack and to paralyze 
the enemy’s command and control system. 

The same principles will apply to the army’s operational formation when 
engaging a partially prepared defense (Figure 19). At army level a new 
element appears within the operational formation, one which we do not 
recognize very often today, but one which the Soviets have wrimn about as 
much as they have about the mobile group (operational maneuver group). 
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The Soviets call that element the forward detachment (peredovoi 0frjud)P3 
The anny will form for combat with the bulk of its forces forward. It will 
have an operational maneuver group in the form of a tank division (or a 
corps), and that force will probably also deploy as far forward as possible 
to capitalii on offensive successes by beginning operational exploitation 
as quickly as possible. 

Forward detachments will probably spearhead operations by army line 
units and by the army operatiomi maneuver p u p .  The Soviets are prepared 
to use forward detachments against both partially prepared defenses and 
unprepared defenses at both army and division level. They used forward 
detachments extensively during the Second World War, and their doctrinal 
writings continue to accord them an important role at both the tactical and 
operational levels. The forward detachment differs from the element with 
which we normally confuse it, the advanced guard, in that the advanced 
guard is primarily a security element, whereas the forward detachment has 
a distinct tactical (and sometimes even operational) function: namely, to 
preempt or disupt the defense; to disrupt enemy deployments; and to facil- 
itate the advance of the main force. The two most important functions are 
preemption or disruption of partially prepared or unprepared defenses. 

In wartime it is likely that Soviet armies will employ forward detach- 
ments. Classically an army forward detachment has been of tank corps or 
reinforced tank regiment strength, roughly 200 tanks. The forward detach- 
ment would be the same size today, only more tailored to the situation which 
it faces. Its mission would be to lead the army attack to as great a depth as 
it can, but certainly well into the enemy defenses (or where those defenses 
would be were they in fact in place) and to disrupt or preempt those defenses. 
For example, an army forward detachment could attack to a depth of from 
forty to eighty kilometers, that is completely through the entire depth of the 
enemy’s tactical defenses. Likewise, each of the army’s motorized rifle 
divisions would also have a forward detachment. In the latter stages of the 
Second World War, most rifle corps and divisions on main attack axes used 
a task-organized tank brigade (equal to a reinforced tank battalion) to per- 
form that -tiow and in virtually every operation, whether it was a pursuit, 
meeting engagement, or exploitation, after the penetration operation the rifle 
division led its operations with that tank heavy forward detachment. Today, 
I expect the Soviets to do likewise in an attack against a partially prepared 
defense or against an unprepared defense. 

The primary mission of the division’s forward detachment is to disrupt 
or preempt the enemy defense by penetrating into and occupying a portion 
of it, thereby disrupting its coherence. A divisional forward detachment 
could attack to a depth of between twenty and forty kilometerethat is 
beyond an enemy’s covering force and well into the tactical defenses, al- 
though perhaps not entirely through the defense’s entire depth. It is also 
likely that a hefibme motorized rifle battalion within the combmed-ams or 
tank army, would have the mission to act as the vertical element of e i k r  the 
army’s forward detachment or a key motorized rifle division’s forward 
detachment. In general terms, as a defense becomes more coherent, there is 
less likelihood of the Soviets leading their operations with forward 
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detachments. Thus, in essence, the forward detachment performs the same 
sort of function that the awl performs in carpentry work. It paves or eases 
the way for the screw or nail to be inserted into the wood. These forward 
detachments are indeed awls to be followed by main forces and by 
operational maneuver groups. 

The offensive situation that the Soviets would prefer to face is an attack 
against an unpqmed defenseP4 I defm an unprepared defense as a defense 
that has had time to erect part of its covering force but no more. Hence, 
operations in such circumstances would take the form of an extended meeting 
engagement. This perhaps accounts for the increased and intensive Soviet 
study of and practice in conducting meeting engagements throughout the 
1970s and 1980s. Thefront operational formation in the circumstance of an 
attack against an unprepared defense would probably be single echelon and 
would probably involve commitment of the front’s tank army to lead the 
ji-ont attack (Figure 20). This configlltation represents the ultimate Soviet 
attempt to preempt enemy defenses initially, avoid the use of nuclear 
weapons, and win quick, decisive victory. Beig prudent people, the Soviets 
would probably keep some tank forces in reserve. 

The m y  operational formation deployed against an unprepared defense 
would display similar features (Figure 21). Most noticeable would be the 
predomimnceof and the reliance upon forward detachments to lead the attack: 
forward detachments at army level in the form of a reinforced tank regiment 
or tank corps; forward detachments at division level in the form of tank 
brigades or reinfod tank battalions; and forward detachments of motorized 
rifle regiments in the form of reinforced motorized rifle battalions. In this 
offensive conf&uration, main Soviet forces would be preceded by a virtual 
wave of forward detachments advancing on separate axes all with the primary 
aim of preempting or disrupting the defense before it jells. These forward 
detachments would pave the way for the operations of Soviet main force units 
and of deeper operating forces, the tank division (or corps) of the army and 
the tank army (or armies) of thefront. The Soviets believe the use of forward 
detachments and operational maneuver groups can create and impart rremen- 
dous momentum to the attack and permit it to advance to even greater depths 
than in earlier periods. 

Conclusions 

Contempomy Soviet mobile concepts clearly have developed out of the 
study of Second World War and postwar experiences and are firmly rooted 
in them. They are concepts that pay considerable attention to the factors of 
time and space, and they involve careful tailoring of forces and the develop- 
ment of new concepts of mass and concentration through the time-l>hased use 
of forces, rather than by the classic linear massing of forces in dense and 
highly vulnerable formations. While these concepts are derived from intense 
Soviet study of their prior experiences with operational maneuver, in par- 
ticular those of the Second World War, the Soviets have been careful to 
balance this extensive research against the new requirements engendered by 
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changing technology, improved weaponry, improved command and control, 
the revolution in electronics, and changes in a multitude of other areas. 

The Soviets realize that technological changes in weaponry, and 
particularly in the field of electronics and cumputer science, pose new 
challenges to the military planner and Although these challenges 
often take the form of problems, they also offer opportumities to an m y  that 
objectively analym the nature of techrmlogical change and capitalizes on the 
essence of that change. Through the study of the past the Soviets have defined 
the basic quirements for conducting successll operational maneuver with 
mobile forces in the present and future. They have distilled from this study 
those constraints which govern the degree of success a mobile force can 
achieve. These constraints take the form of basic battlefield tactical and 
operational conditions. To overcome these constraints and assist in the 
planning and conduct of future operations, rhe Soviets employ a system of 
norms distilled from prior experience which provides basic indices for the 
conduct of all facets of operational maneuver. In the absence of other data, 
the Soviets consider these norms to be a suitable starting point and guide 
for planners. 

However, in a period when all forces tend to be mobile in the Soviet 
view, it is necessary to capitalize on technology in order to provide 
operational maneuver forces with a marked advantage over other mobile 
forces. The Soviets believe they can provide operational maneuver forces 
with a special maneuver quality differentiating them from other line 
fomx-an advantage on the battlefield. First, this advantage is best achieved 
by crisper, more timely procedures to exploit the factor of time in all phases 
of planning and conducting operations. Here the computer and mathematical 
calculations can produce incmed efficiency that may make the difference 
between battlefield success and failure. Hence the Soviets have subjected 
their planning procedures and virtually every aspect of the conduct of 
operations to the scrutiny of systems analysts and mathematicians. This 
approach has produced a myriad of nomograms and equations which, when 
applied to the traditional system or norms, can produce more accurate 
indices for the planning and conduct of military operations?6 These efforts 
pmise to increase the efficiency of planning and conducting operations and 
result in saved time. This exploitation of the factor of time, combined with 
a sound understanding of the nature of operational maneuver will, in the 
Soviet view, result in a marked advantage over their opponent on the future 
battlefield. Second, the Soviets will carefully tailor and task-organize 
operational and tactical maneuver forces to meet concrete combat conditions. 
This will result in p t e r  combat capability, sustainability, and survivability 
in deep operations. Finally, the Soviets will continue to emphasize the 
vertical and joint dimension of operational maneuver. They will expand the 
role and function of air assault forces in deep operations and will allot the 
necessary rotary and fmed-wing air support to provide the necessary cover 
for forces as they operate deep in the enemy rear. 

Intensive Soviet study of the past combined with a recognition of the 
technological realities of the present can produce a sharper, more effective 
Soviet military force in the fume. Immense changes have occurred in the 
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Soviet m y  since 1%8. Evidence of these changes was clear by the late 
1970s and will become even clearer in the future. The essence of these 
changes is that the Soviets believe the successful conduct of imaginative 
operational maneuver has been and will remain the key to offensive success 
on the modem battlefield. 
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The Soviet Use of Military History 
for Operational Analysis: 

Establishing the Parameters of the Concept 
of Force Sustainability 

Christopher N. Donnelly 

The study of military history in the Soviet Union, as Peter H. Vigor's 
paper shows, is very different from what it is in the United Kingdom or the 
United States, both in its nature and in its function within the system. 
However, to say this is not to deride the Soviet approach, merely to point 
out its differences. As Mr. Vigor notes, the Soviet approach does have its 
positive side. The tendentious nature of Soviet military history and its 
frankly irritating narrowmindedness should not blind us to its contribution 
to the development of military art. Indeed, there is one area in particular 
where the Soviets make much more use of military history than do we, and 
to good effect it would seem. This is the use of military history for the 
purposes of operational analysis. 

The Soviet armed services see themselves as being in a period of great 
change, influenced by rapid developments in technology and complicated by 
the current international political situation. This is forcing on the armed 
services the need to review their organizational structure,' tactical and 
operational co11cepts, and training and equipment programs. By an evaluation 
of their military-historical experience, the Russians hope to find answers to 
some of today's pressing problems in the political, strategic, operational, and 
tactical spheres: 

The creative development of Soviet military science and military art is 
impossible without a thorough historical analysis of the whole process 
of the evolution of military theoretical views a various stages of Soviet 
military development. . . . Such an approach is more necessary than ever 
with today's rapid progress in military technology, became sound scien- 
t$c predictions as to the long-term development of military ajjidrs must 
be based on scientific-theoretical potential compiled over pmt years, and 
taking long-term t r e d  into account? 
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Summing up the results of a meeting of military historians, Gen. E. A. 
Kuznemv, at the time Chief of Staff of the Urals Military District, pointed 
out that military history must help to improve the effectiveness of scientitic 
research, and promote a more active practical use of the results of these 
experiments in the army? The importance of “bringin the experience of 
past wars and of local wars into the training process” is growing as the 
introduction of complex new equipment and the need for higher combat readi- 
ness makes training more complicated. Although this “systematic exploitation 
of experience” is unbalanced by the difficulties Soviet military historians 
face when trying to discuss Soviet failures and defeats? it is, at least in 
Soviet eyes, by no means totally deprived of value or validity by these self- 
imposed ideological limitations. 

The best way to illustrate this Soviet approach to the utilization of 
“military history” (or “military experience,” if you prefer) is to do so by 
choosing as conmte an example as possible. There are many examples that 
could be chosen to illustrate the use of tactical lessons drawn from history 
being used to educate the modern Soviet commander, but by their very nature 
the impact of these lessons on the individual can only be a matter for con- 
jecture. However, in the field of operatiod analysis and planning, historical 
experience forms an important part of the data base on which the Soviet 
concepts are based and from which planning is developed. This use of mil- 
itary historical experience is more evident when Soviet procedures in 
operational analysis are contrasted with those in NATO armies (especially 
in U.S. and British Armies). Because the subject is of interest to NATO at 
the moment, we have chosen to investigate, as an example of Soviet proce- 
dures, their approach to “sustainability” and their use of military history in 
establishing the parameters of this concept. 

“Improve sustainability” has been a fashionable cry in NATO for some 
years now. We have found that, to most officers of our acquaintance, the 
term is almost synonymous with “improve logistics.” In fact, despite the 
currency of the concept, NATO does not yet have an agreed definition of the 
term “sustainability,” but the following definition has been approved by the 
Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR) for use within Allied 
command Ehrope (ACE) and has been circulated by the Military Agency for 
Standardization (MAS) to nations for comments and approval: 

Sustainability: the ability of forces w maintain the necessary level and 
duration of combat activity to achieve their objectives. This requires 
having s@cient personnel, equipment and S W C ~  on hand and ako 
having the ability to resupply and rei@orce on a continuous h k .  
Sustainability is normally expressed in days. I t  then reflects the 
commander’s subjective assessment of the overall capabilities of his 
command w sustain military operatiom.‘ 

This broad definition encompasses all those elements which combine to form 
the essence of sustainability, including the concept of time and balance in 
establishing requirements. 

No one, we are sure, would dispute the importance of improving 
sustainability as it has been defined above. However, the defintion does 
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make clear that sustainability, as it is perceived in NATO, can only be 
regarded as an educated guess. The accuracy of the guess will depend on 
the education, experience and intuition of the individual c o d e r .  Some 
commanders may, on account of their innate ability, make a very accurate 
guess, others may not be so accurate. 

Like their societies, many NATO armed forces (the British and U.S. 
armed forces are prime examples) place great stress on individual ability, 
and the individual’s contribution to the battle. The “human factor” is so 
often seen to be the deciding one in war, and we place great store on indi- 
vidual performance and initiative, choosing to rely for our defense on small 
elite armies rather than mass conscript forces. The degree of initiative 
allowed to, and the level of versatility and skill demanded from, say, the 
pilot of a U.S. F-16, the captain of a British type 22 frigate, or the com- 
mander of the Abrams or Challenger tank, is very much higher than that 
demanded of their Soviet counterparts. The above dewtion of sustainability, 
which stresses the subjective nam of the commander’s assessment, serves 
to illustrate this philosophy very well. 

The Russians also recognize the supreme importance of the “human 
factor” in war, but their reaction to this recognition is to reduce their reliance 
on individual performance rather than maximize it so that the military sys- 
tem is less influenced by the inevitable shock and casualties of battle. This 
basic principle is, perhaps, the fmt factor which determines the difference 
between Soviet and western operational planning. 

The second important factor making for a different approach to planning 
is, as was mentioned above, the inclusion in all operational analysis of a 
very large element of what the Russians call “military history,” but what is 
perhaps better translated as “military experience,” as it concentrates most 
heavily on “historical” experience post-1941 and includes a study of such 
historical campaigns as the recent Falklands conflict, the wars in Lebanon, 
and Soviet experience in Afghanistan since 1979. We have never seen any 
technical evaluation of a weapon’s effectiveness discussed without at least 
an attempt to equate it with some wartime experience? Nor have we seen 
any new tactic proposed nor any concept developed without reference to 
Soviet experience in the 194145 war, and parricularly in the last year of that 
war when the Soviet Army embarked on its most successful high speed 
offensive operations. 

Both these factors are closely linked. The statistical calculations on 
which Soviet battle planning relies are derived from a combination of his- 
torical experience and the scientific measurement of weapns’ effects. This 
ensures that not only is it possible to make a detailed and quantitative assess- 
ment of battlefield requirements (the number of guns or tanks per kilometer 
and the necessary ratios of superiority for a breakthrough attack, the required 
amount of fuel and ammunition for an offensive, etc.), but also that this 
assessment takes full account of the impact of the stress of battle upon the 
human beings who must participate in it and upon whose performance its 
course depends. 

Furthermore, the existence of a military doctrine (i.e., a structured 
framework of views on war which is enforced upon every one in the Soviet 
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Union with some role to play in that military machine, be it as soldier, 
weapons designer, tactician or politician), ensures that this approach is 
applied consistently and comprehensively throughout the Warsaw Pact mili- 
tary system Because Soviet military doctrine is applied to the other Warsaw 
Pact countries, they all subscribe to the same military philosophy and have 
very similar operatiod pIocedures. This is in m k e d  contrast to the variety 
of procedures that exist within NATO. 

So fundamental is this concept of doctrine to the Soviet and East 
European approach to preparing for war that to portray it as something 
“imposed” on the military system is really to misrepresent it. It has become 
embodied in the philosophy of the military approacut is a way of thinking, 
an attitude of mind. It is, moreover, one which is closely linked to the 
Marxist “scientific” approach to life and society as a whole. Nothing is to 
be left to chance, the role of luck must be reduced to a minimum. 

This philosophy is also linked to the reduction of the role of individual 
initiative in the running of the battle, making the battlefield more mctable.  
In the Soviet view, the more predictable and calculable that the battlefield 
can be made, the greater the reliance that can be placed on driUs at all levels. 
The more drills that can be developed, the better the vocational training 
soldiers and staff officers can be given, for an enormous weight of exper- 
ience can be brought to bear on developing the best drills for the circum- 
stances. The better drilled a unit or a headquarters is, the m e  rapidly it can 
react, a rehearsed drill being much quicker to implement (and much more 
resistant to the shock of battle) than a newly conceived plan or idea, no 
matter how clever. The perception of the need for speed in every action is 
one of the basic principles of Soviet operational art and tactics today. 

The successful implementation of drills-standard operating proce- 
dures-for unit and formation tactics, army andfront staff planning and so 
on, is, of course, dependent not only on training, but on keeping the unit or 
staff team in question functioning. The more the force structure or composi- 
tion of the team for which the drill was worked out changes, the less easily 
the drill can be applied, i.e., the greater the level of losses, the less efficient 
the drill. However, if this degradation too can be accurately estimated and 
educed to a numerical equation, and included in calculations for the opera- 
tion, then plans can be made to take account of casualties and to restore 
combat capability and measm can be taken before the battle starts to reduce 
the impact of casualties on the system. 

That this system may make a military unit less effective at coping with 
the unexpected may be true, but the Russians do accept that not everything 
can be planned for or drilled for, and they did display a creditable resilience 
in 1941. It is a Soviet maxim that there are very few new ideas employed 
in war, and if past battles are studied sufficiently well, if intelligence about 
the enemy is good, and if surprise and speed are achieved then, unless he 
has accomplished some “technological breakthrough” in weapnry, the enemy 
is unlikely to be able to implement anything radidly new at all, and will be 
reduced to purely defensive reaction. A good example of the impact of 
“something new” on Soviet operations can be seen in the impact of terrain 
on Soviet operational planning. The impact of hilly terrain on an offensive 
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was outside Soviet experience in 19434 and very seriously affected opera- 
tional performawe in the Carpathian operations. However, by the time of the 
Manchurian Operation in 1945 this new expenem had been assimilated hto 
Soviet calculations and was reflected in the planning for that operation. 

We consider that the principles of calculation and operational 
analysis are basic to the Soviet concept of command and control, and 
are the key to understanding how the Soviet Army assesses the sustain- 
ability of its formations and units in battle. On the basis of these 
calculations, tables of organization and equipment are decided, tactics 
and operational plans and procedures are developed, equipment is pro- 
cured, and men are trained. All these elements of “troop control” con- 
tribute to the survivability and sustainability, i.e., “the viability,” of the 
Soviet armed forces in war. We will devote the remainder of this paper 
to exploring this concept in greater detail. 

As there is no official NATO definition of “sustainability,” and as the 
word does not yet appear in either standard or military English dictionaries, 
it is not possible to give an authoritative translation of the term into 
Russian. The concept most closely equated to the NATO definition is 
zhivuchest’ (viability). It is an accepted Russian word deftned in standard 
Soviet civilian dictionaries as “capability of life, staying power, 
steadfastness,” being derived from the verb zhit’ (to live)? This term 
appeared in a military context in the 19529 and 1972” editions of the Great 
Soviet Encyclopedia with the very limited meaning of zhivuchest’ korubliu 
(sudna) (the viability or unsinkability of a ship) and in 1952 as zhivuchest’ 
orudiiu (the “active life” of a gun). The term zhivuchest‘ was omitted from 
the 1%5 edition of the Dictionary of Basic Military Terms.“ Zhivuchest’ 
appeats m the Soviet Military Encyclopedia of 1977 with several subordinate 
definitions.’2 In the 1983 edition of the Soviet Military Encyclopedic 
Dictionary it is given extensive co~erage,’~ receiving proportionately very 
much more space than in the earlier Soviet Military Encyclopedia article. We 
take this as evidence of a growth of interest in the subject, and of the 
development of the concept over the last decade or so. The relevant defini- 
tions in the Soviet Military Encyclopedic Dictwnury begin as follows: 

Zhivuchest’ (mil). The capability of troops (forces), weapons, militaty 
equipment, rear installations or command and control systems to pre- 
serve or quickly restore their combat capacity (the capability to firfill 
their appropriate military task). 

Subsidiq defmitions expand and elucidate the term, by demonstrat- 
ing its application in specific circumstances. These defmitions begin as 
follows: 

Zhivuchest’ vokk (~il). The Viability of troops (forces) is ensured by 
their being properly organized and structured; being qpropriately and 
adequdefy equipped; having Q high level of fEld (Mval or air) training; 
taking protective measures; using the protective f m r e s  of the terrain; 
completing the engineering preparation of the terrain; accomplishing 
timely dispersal and change of locations; creating reserves of forces and 
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equipment; and, taking meanues for protection fiom weapons of m s  
destruction. 

The text continues, including many more subsidiary def~t ions of the term 
and its derivatives. However, the above extract is sufficient to make the 
major point: that the Russians have a comprehensive definition of the con- 
cept and subjectivity has no place in it. 

But if the concept does not require subjective judgment, then it must be 
objective, and if it is objective it must be based on objective (mathematical) 
analysis and on objective data-fact, not guesswork. The extent to which, 
even to establish the objective data, the Russians have relied on their anal- 
ysis of military history was very well demonstrated in the study by the then 
Commandant of the Fiunze Military Academy, Army Gen. A. I. Radzievskii, 
in an article in 1977: 

What is viability? In a wide sense viability meam the capability of units, 
formations and larger groupings to maintain and preserve their combat 
gectiveness in various circunzstances and to continue the implementation 
of combat tasks in the face of vigorous enemy ~ounteraction.‘~ 

Radzievskii went on to define the term in detail in an admirably 
thorough and logical manner. He assessed that during the last war the main 
ways of achieving a high degree of viability of forces were by the following: 
improvements in levels (i.e., quantity) of equipment; improving the quality 
of equipment and weapons (better design, resistance to wear and tear, invul- 
nerability to fire, adaptability to the terrain, etc.); making more effective use 
of equipment and weapons in combat; improvements to the organizational 
structure of units, formations and larger groupings; developments in the art 
of organizing and conducting battles and operations; improvements in sup- 
port of battles and operations by timely replacement of losses in manpower, 
equipment, weapons and materiel reserves; the development of a high level 
of moral and combat qualities in the men; and, training commanders, head- 
quarters staffs and troops in skillful action during battle and operations. 

Viability, he said, presupposes the existence of a rational organizational 
structure of units and formations. The experience of war shows that the main 
improvements in this area were as follows: an increase in the fipower, 
shock power and maneuverability of subunits, units and formations; the 
creation of stable organs of control; improvements in the ability to go on 
fighting despite considerable losses; establishing the proper ratio of per- 
sonnel in combat, supporting, and rear subunits and units. Improvements in 
the organizational structure of the various arms and services, continued 
General Radzievskii, made for new and better ways of conducting an 
offensive battle (operation), helping to reduce losses among Soviet troops 
and to improve their “viability” in combat. 

To support the above point, he chose to cite, as examples, that between 
July 1941 and July 1942 a rifle division was r e d u c e d  in personnel by almost 
a half but its firepower increased considerably: the number of mortars in the 
division more than doubled from 76 to 188; artillery guns increased from 54 
to 74; submachineguns from 171 to 711; and machineguns from 270 to 449. 
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The division received 228 antitank guns. In July 1941 the division could fm 
from standard small arms a total of 140,450 rounds per minute. By July 
1942 this had risen to 198,470. The weight of the artillery salvo increased 
over the same period from 348 kg to 460 kg and the weight of the mortar 
salvo more than trebled from 200 kg to 626 kg. 

In December 1942 a single structure was introduced for the rifle and 
guards divisions. During the third period of the war this structure was again 
changed as a result of improved Soviet ecoflomic potential and battle exper- 
ience. Between July 1942 and December 1944, the weight of the artillery 
and mortar salvo of a division increased from 1,086 to 1,589 kg and by the 
end of the war it reached 2,040 kg. At the same time the mobility and 
maneuverability of the division increased. 

In the interests of improving command and control the reestablishment 
of the rifle troops as corps was virtually complete by the end of 1943. At the 
same time the structure of all-arms armies improved. All this enabled rifle 
troops to maintain viability and conduct offensive action for a prolonged 
period of time. Considerable changes took place during the war in the 
organization of the formations and larger groupings of tank and mechanized 
troops. The experience of the first offensive operations of 1941 and 1942 
confhned beyond all doubt the need for large tank formations and larger 
groupings capable of acting swiftly in operational depth and of being less 
vulnerable to the enemy artillery and air force, i.e., capable of maintaining 
combat effectiveness for a prolonged time. 

According to General Radzievskii, a great role in increasing the maneu- 
verability and shock power-and consequently in improving the viability of 
tank annies-was played by establishing a single organizational structure of 
two tank and one mechanized corps, plus tankdestroyer, self-propelled artil- 
lery, antiaircraft, mortar, engineer, and rear units. Given means of air 
defense, tank armies of this type gained considerable independence and 
combat effectiveness. By the beginning of the summer-autumn campaign 
of 1943, five tank armies of this homogeneous composition had been set up, 
and in January 1944, a sixth was formed. 

Of great importance to the increase in the viability of units, formations, 
and larger groupings was developing the art of organizing and conducting 
battles and operations. During the preparatory period, most important was 
skillful disposition of the elements of the battle formation (operational 
structure) of forces, control posts, elements of the rear, and material and 
technical resources. The experience of the war showed that the formation 
strucme of forces in battles and operations should contribute in every way 
to the implementation of one of the most important principles of military art: 
the concentration of pressure on a decisive spot at the right moment. 

During the first period of the war (June 1941-December 1942) the 
viability of the ground forces was improved by the achievement of complete 
air superiority. This was attained by devoting up to 40 percent of aircraft 
sorties to this purpose. The density of preparatory bombing attacks also 
increased from 5 to 10 tons per sq km in 1943 to 50 to 60 tons per sq km 
and sometimes even more in 1944-45. In the Berlin Operation it was 72, 
and in the Lvov-Sandomir Operation, 102 tons per sq krn 
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Considering the lack of an agreed NATO definition of “sustainability” 
and the fact that it was only on the initiative of SACEUR that it was 
discussed at all, Radzievskii’s extremely thorough historical analysis of 1977 
is most impressive. It shows that the Russians have thought very carefdly 
about the problem. 

What is striking about Radzievskii’s nxme (of which the above is only 
a short selection of his main points) is the slant which he gives to the con- 
cept of achieving “viability.” As a wartime Army Chief of Staff, Radzievskii 
was well acquainted with the problem of how to sustain his forces in action. 
In the 1!27Os, entrusted with training Soviet staff officers he was very much 
at pains to point out that not only was viability not a “subjective assess- 
ment.,” but also that it was very much more than just a question of logistics. 
It is the active prosecution of the battle, the provision of the proper equip- 
ment and the maintenance of supplies and reserves, the careful structuring 
of forces, the skillful choice of operation, and the skill with which it can be 
conducted that in his influential view most Contribute to an army’s ability to 
sustain itself in battle. It is, above all, a positive approach based on military 
experience: the more effectively the enemy is hit., the fewer casualties he will 
inflict and, therefore, friendly operations can be sustained longer. Moreover, 
it is quantifiable, and it is historical analysis which has provided an impor- 
tant part of the statistical detail so necessary for accurate calculation and 
planning. The exploitation of this historical experience breaks down into 
four phases: (a) collection of data; (b) analysis of the data; (c) the application 
of the lessons drawn from the analysis; and, (d) checking the results of the 
exercise. 

?he collection of data is a massive task. The Soviet Ministry of Defense 
central Archives (TsAMO) and the Army Central State Archives (TsGASA) 
are the repositoq of unit and formation war logs and diaries most often cited 
in Soviet operational analyses, but many smaller collections of material are 
clearly held in formation, district, national and local museums. These logs 
contain records of operational decisions, battles and planning details which 
provide much of the basic data of the experience under study. These data, 
however, are only available because of the decision to collect and collate it 
in the first place and the commitment of scarce manpower resources to 
recording and collating facts during and immediately after the battle. Sub- 
sequently, the commitment was also made to store and catalogue the material 
and make it available to (approved) researchers. This also required the 
allocation of significant resources. 

Careful records were kept of every facet of the battlefield. As a result, 
General Radzievskii can state with some confidence, for example, his facts 
about growth in the weight of a divisional salvo. Moreover, his approach to 
the problem, basing his analysis on quantifiable data, is very common in 
Soviet military-historical research. 

In addition to data on the performance of men, equipment, tactical plans, 
units, and formations in battle, theoretical and practical studies of new 
weapons and tactics are cotlstanty conducted on a wide scale in the Soviet 
Army. The contemporary data are correlated with historical data in an 
attempt to reach a realistic assessment of the performance of the military 
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system under the stress of battle. The performance of a weapon under range 
conditions or of a unit on exercise can be degraded by an order of magnitude 
once the enemy shoots back. This is a lesson that the Russians, at least, do 
not forget. 

However, it would also be unwise, the Russians say, to underestimate 
the impact of technological change on the battlefield. Even without “tech- 
nological breakthroughs” the general improvement in weapons performance 
can make for significant changes in the factors making up the tactical 
equations. Consequently, today’s tactics manuals, far from relying solely on 
wartime experience, include data which take into account the effect of this 
new technology on weapomy and the impact these weapons may have on the 
future battlefield. 

Even when modem technology produces weapons with such different 
effects or with such improved perfomce that it is difficult to equate them 
to any wartime equivalent, the Russians still look to their military-historical 
experience for help. In such cases, it is the human reaction to new and 
unforeseen problems which they study and from which they draw lessons. 
That the subject matter of the problem may be qualitatively different is not 
seen as relevant in this instance. 

Once collected and made available, the material must be analyzed by 
the relevant organization responsible for some specific function within the 
Soviet military system and vehicles then conmved to enable the experience 
to be translated into practice. It would appear that in large measure, the task 
of “mining” military historical experience for statistical data falls to the 
Military History Directorate of the General Staff. This is a large body of 
over 1,OOO well qualified military historians, usually serving or retired 
officers. Many of these men apparently hold posts or chairs in departments 
of military colleges or academies where they are well placed to pass on the 
results of their research, and their approach to the very problem of military 
analysis, to future generations of Soviet officers. 

By a combination of analysis of historical experience and operational 
analysis of weapons and tactics, the Soviet Army established a series of 
standardized procedures and norms which form the core of the Soviet 
command and control system. These p d u r e s  and norms were then applied 
by two means: battle regulations which lay down rules to be followed and 
having the force of law (in contrast to U.S. and British field manuals, which 
merely offer advice) and manuals which offer useful advice as to how the 
regulations are to be implemented. A large and lively military press provides 
a vehicle for the expression of ideas and updates on new ways to implement 
the regulations more effectively and how to deal with situations beyond the 
scope of the regulations. These standards of activity are designed to ensure 
an objective and common approach to the planning of hture campaigns and 
~perations.’~ The standards, which have the force and authority of regula- 
tions, i.e., law, are known as normativy or m m y  (norms). Here, I would like 
to acknowledge my debt to Maj. H. F. Stoeckli (Swiss fumy) and Lt. Col. 
C. W. Blandy (Royal Artillery), research fellows at the Soviet Studies 
Research Centre, RMA Sandhurst, for their piomring work on the investi- 
gation of Soviet norms, statistics, and calculations and to thank them for 
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their permission to draw on their work for many of the examples that are 
to follow. 

The Great Soviet Encyclopedia describes a norm as follows: “the 
minimum of something, as established by a rule or plan; for example, a 
time norm or a sowing norm.”’6 The Soviet Military Encyclopedia is more 
detailed in describing various norms (nonn~)?~ The word “norm” originates 
from the Latin normatio meaning ‘‘I regularize,’’ and for military purposes, 
norms are subdivided into a number of groups: operational and tactical 
(spatial and temporal) norms, norms of expenditure, and norms of supply. 

The first type of norms characterizes the spatial and temporal factors of 
operations and tactical tasks for combat form and the terrain on which they 
act. Spatial operational-tactical norms take the following form: depth of 
battle tasks; dimensions of zones, areas, and sectors of combat operations; 
areas of grouping of forces; battle order, formations, and groupings along the 
front and in depth; and scale of redeployments and regrouping. 

Temporal norms are concerned with the time taken to complete task, 
march, or maneuver. They are worked out taking into account the fighting 
smngths and capabilities of one’s own forces and those of the enemy, battle 
experience, experience of operations and tactical exercises, degree of prepar- 
edness and training of personnel, the results of special research, terrain con- 
ditions, time of the year and time of day. 

The following tables of statistics of Soviet forces in the Great Patriotic 
War are typical of the vast numbers of such tables which abound in modem 
Soviet analytical studies. They have been chosen to demonstrate how the 
Russians collate and use military history to establish the parameters of a 
concept-in this case viability. They refer to the factors making for viability 
outlined above in General Radzievskii’s definitive article. That many of the 
examples are taken from his other works is not an accident. As the tables are 
perused the data build up into a clear picture and it becomes possible to 
establish operational “norms” on the basis of what was actually achieved 
during given operations and under given conditions. Today’s tanks move 
faster (but not that much faster); today’s guns shoot farther, today’s shells 
explode with greater effect. But these improvements are measurable and can 
be easily incoprated to alter detail once the base line has been established. 

The data in Table 1 shows the increase in density of personnel and 
weapons on the breakthrough sector between the first and third periods of the 
Great Patriotic War (GPW). This grew some two to three times in infantry, 
four to ten times in artillery, and six to ten times in tanks and SP guns. The 
higher densities enabled the Russians to achieve what they consider to be a 
decisive superiority over the enemy on the axis of the main thrust, especially 
during the breakthrough battle. In real terms this amounted to between 3 to 
5 1  in infantry and 6 to 8:l in tanks and artillery. This was amostsigmticant 
contribution to achieving greater “viability” as defmed by Radzievskii. The 
scale of front offensive operations also increased during the war (Table 2). 

The development in size and scope of frontier offensive operations was 
reflected in the dimensions of the rear areas, as can be seen from Table 3. 
The value of the data in providing a statistical framework for the scale of 
future operations for a high speed offensive needs no stressing. 
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Table 1. Density of Forces and Weapons on Breakthrough Sectors 
(km of breakthrough sector) 

Forces/Weapons* 1st periodt 2d periodt 3d periodt 

Rifle troops 0.2-0.25 0.33-0.4 0.4 -0.83 
Guns and mortars 20-80 120-220 200-300 
Tanks and SP Guns 3-12 1840 70-85 

(inf sup 3-6) (inf sup 10-20) (inf sup 12-30) 

*Troop strength measured in divisions per kilometer. 
+The Soviets define the 1st Period of the "Great Patriotic War against Nazi 
Germany" as June 1941-December 1942, the 2d Period as January 1943 to June 
1944, and the 3d Period from then to May 1945. (The reader will recall a 
somewhat different view of this peridiation in the article by Von Hardesty, p. 
170. Ed.) 
Source: A. I. Radzievskii, Tankavyi udar (Moscow, 1977), p. 40. 

Table 2. Scale of Front Offensive Operations 

1st period 2d period 3d period 

Sector of advance in km 300400 75-250 200-250 
Depth of operation in km 70-80 100-200 200-300 

Source: Radzievskii, Tankovyi udar, p. 41. 

The Russians maintain that, of all of the operations of the Great 
Patriotic War, the Vistula-Oder Operation is one of the most significant for 
contemporary operations because it involved a high speed and surprise 
offensive (penetrating up to 600 km in seventeen days) against the weak 
points of an enemy defense, itself based on strongpoints with only a small 
operational reserve and with a plan to withdraw to rearward defenses on 
river lines. This operation also involved several classic examples of the use 
of mobile groups to complete the encirclement of the strongest enemy 
groupings. Table 4 shows how armies were grouped into fronts for this 
operation and the width of the breakthrough sector that commanders 
calculated that they could attack. 

As we noted above, Soviet researchers are very selective in the mater- 
ial they "mine" for basic data. For example, when investigating the rates 
of advance, tank formations are studied more often than rifle (infantry) 
formations because they are more similar in armament and mobility to 
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Table 3. Changes in the Depth of the Rear Area 
(kilometers) 

Period’ Front Army Formationt Overall 
~ 

Prewar UP to 500 75-125 50-75 650-750 
Defense 180-250 100-150 30 3 10400 
Operation preparation 150-250 50-100 15-20 215-370 
During operations 200-300 150-200 --- 350-500 

*On basis of most important operations during GPW. 
tIncludes regimental rear area (8-12 km) 
Source: N. A. Maliugin, Savershemtwvank qerativnogo tyla, VIZh 6 (Jun 1985), 
p. 30, Table 2. Extract. 

present-day formations. By examining the data in Table 5, we can gain some 
idea of the rate of advance Soviet military dochine might expect to be 
possible in modem conventid battle following a breakhrough of NATO’s 
main defensive belt. The role of the Tank Army in the last year of the Great 
Patriotic War was mainly exploitation. 

Minor discrepancies exist in statistics of rates of advance, etc., between 
Soviet sources, but none are so great as to have any significant impact on tk 
overall lessons to be drawn. The discrepancies are easily explained by slight 
differences in analysis. 

The second group of relevant military norms are normy raskhoda (norms 
of expenditure of material resources). These norms are concerned with the 
accounting of supplies in units of mass or volume or as individual items in 
their expenditure by servicemen, weapon systems, subunits, units, formations, 
and armies. Again the norms are laid down by the Soviet Ministry of 
Defense on the basis of research and calculated data. For instance, the basic 
nonn of consumption of fuel-diesel, petrol, oil and lubricants (POL)-is 
laid down in litres or kilograms for each vehicle, usually for 100 km of 
movement or for one hour of operation or of static running. When special 
conditions (difficult terrain, bad weather, etc.) prevail, a supplement is added 
to the basic nonn. Norms of expenditure are laid down for ammunition in 
a boievoi bmpkkr (BK), unit of fire, and for fuel in zupruvki (refills). 

A BK is a given number of rounds for a particular weapon. For example, 
the BK for a modem D-30 122-m gun-howitzer is 80 rounds per gun. For 
a T-62 tank it is approximately 40 rounds; for a PKM machinegun it is 
about 1,OOO rounds. It has some relevance to the ammunition carrying 
capacity of the vehicle and to average daily expenditure rates in the Great 
Patriotic War. A “fill’ for a given vehicle is the amount of fuel it carries in 
its main tanks. These are accounting figures. Expenditure rates are calculated 
in hctions or multiples of “BK” and “fill.” 
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Table 4. Structuring of Fronts and Combined-Arms Armies (CAAs) 
Vistula-Oder Operation 

1st 2d Mobile Frontwidth Breakthrough 
Fronts Ekh Ekh Groups Reserves Armies (km) sector (km) 

1st 47A 3SA E T A  7GCC 47A 14 4 
Belorussian 1A 2GTA 1A 53 

61A 2Gcc 61A 30 4 
5SA 5SA 12 6 
8GA 8GA 30 7 
69A 69A 54 7 
33A 33A 36 6 

Total 7 1  
Armies 

1st 6A 59A 
Ukrainian 3GA 21A 

13A 
52A 
5GA 
6OA 

2TAs 1 Cav 7 
1 Cav Corps 
corps 

3GTA 7GMC 6A 94 
4TA lGCC 3GA 12 2 

13A 11 11 
52A 10 10 
5GA 3 13 
60A 110 3 

Total 
Armies 6 2 2TAs 2Corps 6 

Grand 
Total 13 3 4TAs 3corps 13 

1 Cav 
corps 

Source: vlzh 1 (Jan 1965). p. 76, Table 9. 

Norms of expendim for each type of ammunition and fuel are worked 
out well beforehand on the basis of the action or operation envisaged. For 
example the norms of fuel consumption for tanks in an offensive battle are 
calculated according to the planned depth of the operation taking into 
consideration terrain conditions, weather, and coefficients of maneuverability. 
As a rule norms of expenditure also take into account the availability of 
material resources. The relevance of the above tables and historical statistical 
data to establishing future requirements is obvious. 

The third type of norms are normy snubzheniiu (norms of supply). These 
are the amount of materiel resources laid down for supply to servicemen, 
subunits, units, or formations and designated for use in a specific period of 
time. Under this category are included the following: spare parts, types of 
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Table 5. Rates of Advance of Tank Armies in the GPW Third Period 
(selected operations) 

Depth of Adv Maximum Rate 
Campaign h Y  (Km) (Kml24 hrs) 

Lvov-Sandomir lGTA 400 60 
3GTA 300 60 
4TA 350 55 

Iass y-Kishinev 6TA 300 60 
Vistula-Oder lGTA 610 75 

2GTA 705 90 
3GTA 480 50 
4TA 400 60 

East Prussian 5GTA 250 50 
Berlin lGTA 110 20 

2GTA 130 25 
3GTA 130 50 
4GTA 170 50 

Source: Radzievskii, Tanbvyi udar, p. 262, Appendix 3. 

instrumcnts, materiel stores, ammunition, POL and rations. They are closely 
linked to norms of expenditure. 

Nowhe~e are norms more crucial in their application than in the artilleq, 
where the requirement is to produce a tightly controlled and effective fire 
plan. This is very necessary with the vast resources of artillery firepower 
available to the Soviet gunner, and essential to the concept of “viability.” 
Artillery is one of the prime means of reducing the enemy’s effectiveness, 
and the supply of adequate ammunition will be one of the heaviest logistical 
burdens. 

Tables 6 through 9 are examples of the basic historical data on which 
today’s norms are established. Based on this detailed evaluation of military 
experience and amended by technical data of modern weapons, tables of 
norms for every rnilitary activity have been prepa~ed for today’s Soviet staff 
officer, from digging trenches and firing shells to destroying an enemy 
position Table 10 gives examples of the standardized ammunition loadings 
used in calculations of supply, and the divisional holdings of ammunition 
in terms of BKs would look sofnething like the summary shown in Table 11. 

Table 12 is an example of a ready reference table telling a Soviet 
commander how many shells of which type he needs to shoot to neutralize 
(i.e., kill 30 percent) a specific type of target at a given range. The quantity 
is increased by 10 percent for each additional 1 km of range. Table 13 gives 
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Table 6. Amassing of Materiel Before the Vistula-Oder Operation 

Ammo "BK" Fuel "Fills" Rations/man (days) 

Fronts Inf Wpns Arty Avn Petrol Diesel Grain Groats Fat Sugar 

1 Belorussian 1.5B.5 3.1B.8 14.1 4.3 3.4 140 65 33 66 
1 Ukrainian 1 3 2  3 3 4  9.4 5.1 4.6 21.7 20 28.8 36 

Source: VIZh 1 (Jan 1965). p. 73, Table 5. 

Table 7. Supplies Stockpiled before the Berlin Operation 
April 1945 

Artillery Ammunition "BKs" 
Fuel "Fills" 76 to 152 to 

Fronts 100-mm 122-mm 203-mm AA Arty Morts Avn Petrol Diesel 

1 Belorussian 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.25 8.7 5.8 5.5 
2 Belorussian 1.8 1.25 2.2 2.8 1.2 6.8 3.1 5.2 
1 Ukrainian 1.85 2.7 2.95 2.75 2.0 6.5 4.7 5.0 

Average 2.18 2.32 2.6 2.85 2.48 7.3 4.53 5.23 

Source: VIZh 4 (Apr 1965). p. 84, Table 2. 

the rates of fire that a Soviet c o d e r  can expect, enabling him to plan 
his barrages in support of the motor rifle and tank troops. 

The above examples of statistical data from historical sources and 
modem artillery manuals have again been chosen out of the many more 
available to demonstrate how the historical experience and modem material 
based on measurement of exercises and experiments is complementary and 
continues to build up the total data base needed for an effective assessment 
of what is needed to ensure "viability." Another important factor in 
determining the viability of an army in battle is its ability to cope with 
losses. Here too, historical analysis provides the best, and perhaps the only 
reliable, research tool. This is very important information which the modem 
commander needs to know if he is to make some scientific assessment of his 
ability to survive contact with the enemy. 

An analysis of the data provided by E. I. Smimov in his Voim i 
voennaia meditsina for a number of operations shows that the medical 
casualties of Soviet armies andfronts, relative to their initial strengths, 



Table 8. Ammunition Expenditure in Offensive Operations of Tank Armies 

Ammo Expenditure (BK) 

82-rnm 120-mm 76-IIUII 76/85-m 
Operations Armies Rifle MG Mor Mor Arty Tank 

Belgorod-Khar’kov 1TA 0.35 0.7 1.74 1.93 0.43 1.7 

Shevchenkovskii 2TA 1.2 1.0 1.4 1 .o 1.6 0.8 
LvoV-Sandmir 4TA 0.8 1.0 1.9 2.5 1 .o 0.9 
Lublin-Brest 2TA 0.95 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1 A 
Vistula-Oder lGTA 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.7 

2GTA 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.65 
3GTA 0.6 0.8 0.6 2.5 1.4 1.5 
4TA 0.54 1.25 0.57 1.11 1.22 0.59 

Berlin lGTA 0.38 0.98 1.26 3.7 1.64 1.9 
2GTA 0.7 0.8 0.8 2.1 1.55 1.9 
3GTA 0.64 0.62 1.3 1.7 0.85 1.06 

KOISU’- 

Source: Radzievskii. Tankatyi dar, p. 231, Table 22. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ 

Table 9. Fuel Consumption by Tank Armies in Offensive Operations 

Aviation Selected 
Diesel Petrol Fuel=-70 Totals -- 

Operation Armies TonsFills TonsFills TonsFills TonsFills 

Ore1 

Belgorod-Khar’kov 
Kiev 
Korsun’- 
S hevchenkovskii 

F’roskurov -Chemvit 
Lvov-hdomir 

Lublin-Brest 
Vistula-Oder 

East Prussian 

2TA 
3GTA 

4TA 
1TA 

3GTA 

5GTA 
1TA 

lGTA 
3GTA 

4TA 
2TA 

lGTA 
2GTA 
3GTA 

4TA 
5GTA 

232 2.9 
1100 3.7 
458 2.5 
561 3.6 
459 2.4 

500 2.2 
500 3.3 

1720 7.5 
1435 8.6 
960 7.0 
948 3.5 

1175 3.9 
885 3.0 

1920 6.0 
1214 4.7 
857 3.4 

656 5.0 
2224 9.6 
1568 4.3 
2071 9.8 
1014 3.6 

850 2.4 
1090 5.0 
3090 11.2 
3077 10.2 
2467 8.6 
1915 5.3 
2535 6.5 
2182 4.0 
3519 7.6 
1739 6.7 
1951 5.9 

112 4.3 
190 6.4 
113 2.8 
329 6.8 2961 20.2 
101 3.5 

39 2.4 
75 3.6 

235 5.7 5045 24.4 
303 7.7 
301 9.8 
152 4.2 3015 13.0 
382 6.0 
218 4.5 3285 11.5 
392 6.7 
249 4.1 
209 4.5 

Source: Radzievskii. Tankovyi udar, p. 232 Table 28. 
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Table 10. BK Weights for Motor Rifle Division 

Rounddunit Weight/BK 
Ser Weawn of fire (metric tons) 

~ 

1 120-mm mm 80 
2 122-mm D-30 80 
3 122-mm 2s 1 80' 
4 152-mm D-20 60 
5 152-mm 2S3 60 
6 122-mm BM-21 160 
7 82-mm mort 120 

~~ 

1.8245 
3.19 
3.19 
4.65 
4.65 

1 1.907 
0.58 

'122-mm 2S1 carries 0.5 BK (40 rounds) on board. 
Source: Compiled from diverse Soviet manuals by Lt Col C. Blandy. RA. in "The 
Sustainability of the Soviet Army in Battle," SSRC SHAPE Technical Center Report 
STC-CR 65 (The Hague, September 1986; hereafter referred to as STC-CR 65). Vol 
1, p 68. 

Table 11. Breakdown of Divisional Ammunition Holdings of BK 

Mortars 
Rocket Arty Tube 

Ser Element 82-mm 120-mm (BM-21) Arty 

1 colbtry tpt 1.25 0.5 0.75 1 .o 

4 div tpt 2.0 2.0 1 .o 1 .o 
2 bn tpt 0.5 0.375 0.5 
3 regt tpt 2.0 2.0 3 .O 

Total div holdings 5.25 5.0 2.125 5.5 

Source: STC-CR 65, Vol. I, p. 69. 

decreased in a regular fashion as the Soviet superiority over the Germans 
increased (Table 14).18 Soviet battlefield casualties (lulled and injured) and 
permanent losses (killed, died from accident or disease, or so badly injured 
or sick as to need permanent evacuation) amounted, on average, to the 
equivalent of 20 and 10 percent respectively of the initial strength of the 
enemy defeated during the operation. Medical casualties (the sick), on the 
other hand, ran at a given percentage of Soviet strength. Exceptions to this 
rule allow the effect of terrain (Carpathian Operation of 1944) or the loss 
of surprise (first stage of the East Prussian Operation in January 1945) to be 
quantifkd for operational analysis. 
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Table 13. Maximum Permitted Rates of Fire 
(Number of Shells) 

76-mm 85-mm 100-mm 122-mm 130-mm 152-mm' 

Durationt fullt red** full red full red full red full red full red 
------ 

1 
3 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
40 
50 
60 

1 20 

15 15 10 
35 35 25 
50 50 40 
70 70 50 
85 85 60 

100 100 70 
110 115 80 
115 130 90 
125 160 110 
140 180 125 
150 200 140 
220 320 230 

For each successive hour 
70 100 80 

10 7 7  6 6  5 5  4 4  
25 18 18 16 16 12 12 12 12 
40 30 30 25 25 20 20 20 20 
60 50 50 40 40 35 35 30 30 
75 60 65 55 55 45 45 40 40 
90 65 75 65 70 55 55 50 50 

100 70 90 70 80 65 65 60 60 
110 75 100 75 90 70 75 65 70 
130 85 120 85 110 80 90 75 90 
150 90 140 90 130 90 105 80 105 
170 95 100 100 150 100 120 90 120 
290 135 250 150 260 100 210 135 210 

100 40 80 50 80 35 70 45 70 

*Howitzer 
buration of fire in minutes. 
#Full charge. 

Source: STC-CR 65, Vol. II, p. 513 
.. Reduced charge. 

Table 14. Average Soviet Casualty and Loss Rates (194445)' 
(selected operations) 

Overall Medical Battlefield Permanent 
Operation Superiority Casualties Casualties Losses 

Lvov-Sandomir 2.2: 1 0.8 0.93 0.40 
Iassy-Kishinev (4 armies) 2.6: 1 1 .o 1.1 0.45 
Belorussian (11th Gds Army) 51 0.57 0.6 0.3 
East Carpathian 2 1  0.90 0.90 0.40 
Petsamo (14th Army) 3: 1 0.57 0.61 0.27 
Vistula-Oder 5.8: 1 0.40 0.45 0.1 1 
East Prussian (1 st part) 3.7: 1 0.50 0.50 0.23 
Berlin 3.4: 1 0.40 0.40 0.20 
Morava-Osuava 2.3: 1 0.90 1 .o 0.42 
Manchurian (planned) 3.3:l 0.64 0.66 0.3 1 

*Percentage of initial strength. 
Source: Calculated by Maj. H. F. Stoeckli, from Smimov, Meditsinu, p. 92. 
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To illustrate this point let us consider the Lvov-Sandomir and the 
Vistula-Oder Operations, casualty details of which are given in Table 15. 
With Soviet superionties of 1.3:l and 4 1  in manpower, the overall 
battlefield casualties were 16 and 6 percent, relative to the Soviet strength, 
and relative to the Germans they represented 16 x 1.3 = 21 and 5 x 4 = 20 
pemnt. In a similar fashion, the permanent Soviet losses represented the 
equivalent of 7 x 1.3 = 9 and 4 x 2 = 8 percent of tbe German’s initial 
strength. In other words, the enemy’s strength in relation to the attacker 
determines the level of viability of the attacking force, and this can be (and 
is) calculated beforehand with the anticipation of a high degree of accuracy. 

Casualties in vehicles are as imporrant to viability as casualties in men. 
Analysis of the viability of formations nowadays leans most heavily on the 
tank corps and tank army as being the examples most relevant to modem 
conditions of m e c m t i o n .  Tables 16 and 17 give analysis of details both 
of loss and repair rates for armored fighting vehicles (AFV). 

All the above examples are from contemporary Soviet studies and have 
been included here as examples of the breadth and depth of Soviet analysis 
designed to provide concrete values for equations to calculate what NATO 
considers to be a matter for subjective assessment. Once the data base has 
been established in detail, it is then possible to begin to apply the lessons of 
experimentation and experience to help establish procedures, tactics and to 
ref= norms for the future battlefield. This procedurefor the collection of 
data, its evaluation and the application of the lessons learned-is also 
practiced in other areas of Soviet military planning as well as the tactical and 

For example, detailed analyses of the causes of mechanical breakdown 
in armored fighting vehicles, ships, and aircraft are done constantly by 
design bureaus. This makes it possible, when designing a new vehicle or 
weapon system, to predict with a considerable degree of accuracy the life 
expectancy of components. Therefore, the procurement of spare parts for the 
entire life expectancy of the vehicle can be and is planned at the same time 
as it is made. Equipment servicing ca11 be planned at standard periods (e.g., 
every so many miles driven or hours flown) and components replaced 
irrespective of whether they have actually failed, based on the statistical 
analysis of the likelihood of their failure. This makes for an extremely stable 
procurement system and very predictable systems reliability in battle. 
Financial allocation for spare parts is automatically increased to keep pace 

From the basic norms of performance, expenditure and supply based on 
research and the statistical data of past experience the Russians have 
developed mathematical modelling for the production of tactical calculations 
which staff officers and commanders can use to enable them to calculate the 
outcome of the impending action and thereby help them plan. The more that 
modem computers are introduced, the more they will probably be used to 
make these calculations more quickly and accurately. However, it must be 
rememkrd that computers are not yet as widespread in the Soviet Army as 
in some Westem armies. FWhermore, the Russians hold that computers still 
remain vulnerable to electronic interfexence (e.g., from the electromagnetic 
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pulse EMP] generated by a them-nuclear explosion) or rough handling. 
Consequently, a whole series of means of tactical calculation are still being 
produced by Voenizdat in pamphlets and manuals in the form of equations, 
nomograms (nomograph@ and calculation proformae. These, in line with the 
thrust of norms ensure a common and standard approach to a problem. They 
are easy and quick to use and available at the lowest subunit level. 
Additionally, they ease the thought process when under stress, just as battle 
drills do, a most important consideration in improving viability. 

Table 16. Tank and Self-Propelled Gun Losses in Soviet Tank Armies 
(selected operations, 1941-45) 

Reparable Losses 

h Y  Operation 

1 GTA Belgorod-Khar'kov 
Lvov-Sandomir 
East Pomeranian 

2GTA Orel 
Vistula-Oder 

3 GTA Vistula-Oder 
4GTA Orel 

Vistula-Oder 
5GTA EastPrussian 

Length' 

29 
12 
8 
9 

16 
19 
10 
13 
25 

~ ~ ~~ 

Enemy Action 
~ 

Other+ 

55.5 
79.2 
60.0 
70.3 
70.6 
75.7 
94.3 
78.0 
46.4 

44.5 
20.8 
40.0 
29.7 
29.4 
24.3 
5.7 

22.0 
53.6 

Average 16 70 30 

'Length of operation in days. 
+Breakdown or getting bogged down and stuck. 
Source: Drawn from diverse Soviet sources by C. N. Donnelly, "Repair and Main- 
tenance on the Battlefield The Soviet View." SSRC Paper (AS). p. 16. 

The general types of tactical calculation are based on the following 
parameters and are shown in Table 18. Direct calculations normally 
determine what can be achieved using the available forces and weapons 
according to a designated plan. For example, having determined the number 
of available antitank weapons it is possible to predict how m y  tanks will 
be destroyed, i.e., direct calculations indicate the degree of effectiveness of 
the plan. Inverse calculations are produced in the planning stages when 
making an appreciation of the situation, so as to determine the amount of 
manpower, forces and weapons required to achieve the desired outcome of 
the operation. 
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Table 18. Characteristics of Types of Tactical Calculation 

Types of 
Calculation StartinelInitial Data Results 

Direct Number of troops, Expected effectiveness of 
manpower strengths, 
availability of weapons, plus 
probable outcome of plan 
using troops and weapons. 

the plan using given troops 
and weapons. 

Inverse The expected result. The necessary number of 
men and weapons to 
achieve the desired result. 

Optimum Amount of manpower and The most favorable variant 
of the plan using available 
manpower and weapons to 
ensure greatest effectiveness. 

weapons, plus conditions of 
their use. 

Source: A. R. Vainer, Takricheskie rcaschety (Moscow, 1982), p. 14. 

Optimum calculations determine the very best variant of a plan. These 
calculations, nomograms and calculating proformae are grouped as shown 
below, with examples of the kind of subject they cover. 

Group 1. Deals with “the duration of a march,” “the time taken 
to get a column to the start line,” “the time taken moving to a 
new concentration area,” “the time taken to pass a given point or 
line,” “the amount of fuel column will requk.” 

Group 2. Addresses such subjects as “the expected time of meeting 
and distance of probable line of contact with the enemy when 
calculating for a meeting battle” and “the calculation of the 
required amount of men and weapons for the replenishment of 
subunits and the restoration of their battle worthiness.” 

Group 3. Deals with crossing water obstacles-thes, ford and 
ferry capacities, etc. 

Group 4. These are devoted to artillery and include “engagement 
of personnel and weapons,” “duration of fire missions on one 
position,” “time spent in changing gun positions” and “calculation 
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of fite capabilities.” They would be used in conjunction with the 
kind of information given in Tables 12 and 13. 

Group 5. Deals with engineers, mines and engineer fortifications: 
their effectiveness, the time and resources needed to set them up, 
etc. 

Group 6. These are concerned with transport, logistics and cover; 
for example, “the logistic capability of a given number of 
aircraft,” “the capacity of vehicle transport-how many loads can 
be carried in a set period of time,” “rail transport calculations,” 
and “establishing the traffic capacity of a route.” 

Tactical calculations establish the volume of fire needed to defeat the 
enemy (and therefore the volume of supplies required to sustain the Soviet 
force in action). Operational calculations establish the necessary correlation 
of forces for success and the impact of terrain, surprise and time of the type, 
course and speed of the operation. In both cases it is not only a ratio of force 
to force which is important but also of force to space. This is particularly 
true in terrain which is heavily featured-for example, by hills or by built 
up areas-and in view of the effectiveness of modem weapons, particularly 
antiarmor. Both these factors will have a particular impact on an European 
battlefield. 

Consequently, with the development of tactics and operations during 
the 1970s and 1980s, Soviet concern grew for the viability of armored forces 
faced with overcoming a tactical defensive position. Debates were launched 
in the Soviet military press to discuss the following: the means of handling 
combined-arms units; coordinating armor with artillery; the role of initiative 
in battle; staff planning; and so on.2o Stress was put on the overwhelming 
need for speed and surprise, emphasizing the points brought out in the 
operational-level analysis referred to in the preceding section. 

Though the experience of 194445 was still held as being at the 
operational scale, developments in weapons and the mechanization of forces 
have rendered much of the low-level tactical experience of the GPW much 
less valid. It was no longer possible to rely solely on World War I1 
experience to establish the viability of a tank or motor rifle battalion 
attacking a modem antitank defense. The painful experience of the Syrian 
T42s and armored personnel carriers (BMP) on the Golan Heights and of 
the Israeli armor in Sinai in October 1973 had made this only too clear. 
Moreover, Soviet experience had always led them to put great faith in the 
total supremacy of the operational scale. No matter how bad or how good 
your tactics, if the operational plan is good then you win, if it is bad, you 
lose. The Yom Kippur War demonstrated that nowadays drastic tactical fail- 
ure can lead to failure on a large scale even if the operational plan is good. 

Consequently, the Russians put their considerable analytical skill to 
work on establishing new norms for ratios of force-to-force (correlation of 
forces) and force-to-space (tactical densities). This involved a careful study 
of the structure of NATO defenses, a comparative assessment of weapons’ 
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effectiveness, mathematical modelling, field trails, and a very selective and 
judicious use of military historical experience, to establish what was necessary 
to achieve viability in a modem tactical battle. It is interesting that Soviet 
results are very similar to Westem analysis wherever it is possible to cross- 
check, The Soviet analysis, therefore, is not only useful in this instance for 
an understanding of Soviet tactics and assessments of viability but should be 
equally useful to NATO commanders attempting to assess their own viability 
in the face of a Soviet defense, such as might be necessary during a NATO 
counterattack. This is illustrated in Table 19. 

Table 19. Tank Survival Against Long-Range ATGW Defense 
(percent survival) 

ATGW/km front 

Tanks/km front 5 10 15 20 

15 50 2 
20 75 10 1 
25 92 30 5 
30 98 50 10 
40 100 75 35* 10 

‘That the value of 65 given in the original is probably a mistake or a ”fudge” is 
suggested by a mathematical analysis of the data. 
Source: Gen. Kardashevskii, Voennyi vestnik, 7 (1979) pp. 64-67. 

To illustrate the meaning and the implications of Table 19, let us take 
the example of 20 tanks per km facing a defense 3 km in depth with 5 
antitank guided weapons (ATGW) per km of frontage (i.e., on a 1 km x 3 
km area). The model indicates that the tanks have a survival chance of 75 
percent, or that 5 of them (25 percent) will be destroyed during the battle. 
This means that the average efficiency of an ATGW launcher is equal to 1 
for a tank superiority of 4 to 1 (statistically, each ATGW destroys 1 tank, 
but 2 or more missiles will be required to achieve this score). If the number 
of antitank weapons is doubled and the same 20 tanks now face 10 ATGW, 
the model predicts a drastic change in the chance of the A F V ’ s  survival, 
which drops from 75 to 10 percent. This corresponds to the destruction of 
18 tanks by the 10 ATGW, or an efficiency of 1.8 per weapon for a tank 
superiority of 2:l. 

This model takes into account the principle according to which the 
combined efficiency of a given number of N weapons is higher than that 
of N individual weapons (the so-called “synergistic” effect). This means 
that doubling the density of ATGW against a given enemy, as illustrated 
above, more than doubles the overall efficiency. 
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Although we have no details of the mathematical model on which these 
conclusions are based, the data seem reasonable for tank superiorities of 2.5 
to 4 because typical results obtained for short-ranged ATGW (under 2 km) 
by Western computer simulations show consistency with this model for tank 
superiority ratios of 3:l to 4 1  over ATGW and serve to reinforce our 
confidence in the Soviet statistics. 

The high efficiency (up to 1.8 kills per weapon) is a result of the initial 
surprise that the long-range ATGW can achieve and of the difficulty in 
destroying long-range ATGW at distances of 2 to 4 km, which enables them 
to fire several times before effective fie can be returned and thus to increase 
their overall performance. For antitank weapons with a range of less than 2 
km, on the other hand, only the effect of surprise holds, tanks being able to 
return the f i e  quickly and accurately. 

These calculations form the basis of Soviet command and control 
procedures. At every level from the highest to the lowest, Soviet officers 
are taught to make detailed mathematical calculations both before and during 
the campaign, operation and battle, calculations such as the following: the 
density of enemy forces and the ratio of force to space, i.e, the enemy 
capability to engage him (in sorties of aircraft per day, air defense weapons 
and rounds available, and enemy artillery capabilities), and his capability 
against the enemy (the number of hectares of enemy targets that he can 
engage and the ratio of force to force). On the basis of these calculations the 
commander of the battalion, division orfront will be able to make his plans 
for battle. Here too, analysis of operations and battles of 1941-45 will be of 
assistance to him in determining the best options to adopt, but their role is 
more as a feature of his general military education in helping to develop his 
tactical and operational skill and feeling for the pulse of the battle. 

It is on this kind of analysis that the Soviets also base their force 
structuring, the ratio of teeth to tail; tanks to motor rifle to artillery for 
different conditions of the battlefield. Here, statistical calculation and tactical 
example are blended by Soviet tacticians with details of current weapons 
technology and assessments of levels achieved in training. 

The final factor in the “viability” equation is the ability of the 
commander to check the basic values of the equations he is using-to have 
ready means of evaluating the ability of his soldiers, units and formations. 
To this end, standard norms are set for the achievement of every military 
task, starting with the work of the humblest conscript. Every function which 
the soldier is trained to do is tested at regular intervals against an objective 
standard and a mark out of 5 is allocated: S-excellent, &good, 
3-satisfactory, 2-unsatisfactory, 1-poor. The ability of the officer 
commanding a subunit is also tested, but the real test of his competence is 
the level to which he can train his unit or subunit. If a given percentage of 
the unit’s soldiers get “excellent” gradings, then the unit is known as an 
‘‘excellent’’ unit. 

As training procedures are standardized and all training done according 
to a set of regulation drills, the standard is reasonably uniform throughout 
the Soviet Army. Within formations the training is competitive and units are 
encouraged to strive for high marks. This reflects on commanders’ career 
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prospects. Spot checks and inspections are instigated to prevent serious 
cheating. In this way, not only is a degree of enthusiasm and drive injected 
into the otherwise dull and repetitive training routine but the commander at 
any level can have some idea at which stage in their training program his 
men are, and how competent they are in what they have been trained to do. 

The concept of limiting the requirement made of each soldier on the 
battlefield is important to the concept of sustainability and viability of a 
unit. Logical and original thought is the first casualty of battle, and literally 
thousands of years of experience shows that men in battle can accomplish 
only limited and simple tasks which they have learnt to do thoroughly. The 
Soviet training system drills the soldier, who may come from a wide variety 
of educational and ethnic backgrounds, in one primary skill and one or two 
related skills. There is no attempt, as in the British and U.S. Armies, to make 
him versatile. 

This is seen as contributing to the resistance of the Soviet Army in battle 
to the effects of stress. It does mean, however, that organizational procedures 
and the very drills taught need to be correct for the kind of war that needs 
to be fought. However, the designing and perfecting of drills and procedures 
is one of the prime requirements of viability anyway, and correct procedures 
give the greatest sustainability in battle. Procedures, as may be expected, 
owe a great deal to military-historical experience. 

An example of organizational procedure is the preservice training and 
conscription system, which has been amended over the years to achieve its 
present form. The conscripts in a unit (who comprise some 80 percent of 
personnel strength) are inducted at six-month intervals, so that no unit has 
more than 25 percent raw recruits. Almost every raw recruit will have had 
140 hours of basic military training in his last years at school, so there will 
be very few complete beginners in the unit even at the beginning of a 
conscription period. The unit, therefore, will be functional at every stage in 
the training cycle. 

The principle of teaching only one or two skills, but teaching them 
thoroughly, means that reservists will not forget their skills learnt during 
conscription and will still apply them when called back for active duty (or 
mobilized for war). The standardized design of Soviet weapons systems 
allows conscripts trained on, say, AK-47 or T-72M, to operate with relative 
ease, the AK-74 or T-55, should the older (or newer) kit be all that is 
available in time of emergency or war. This total integration of the elements 
of a military system produces such a cohesive whole that it is perhaps the 
most important factor in ensuring the viability and sustainability of the 
Soviet Army in war. 

Taking the approach we have to the subject of viability has highlighted 
three areas where Soviet practices differ from those of NATO. First, the 
impact of having a doctrinal approach is very clear in the vivid difference 
between the two definitions of sustainability and viability. Second, and really 
the most important consequence of the first point, “viability” is not, for the 
Russian, a “subjective” evaluation as it is for the NATO commander-it is 
calculated in great detail. Not only are these calculations, based on 
experience and experiment, done throughout the battle, but this enables the 
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commander who knows the details of the enemy defense to establish his 
combat requirements before the wur starts and to cornlate that with his 
resources. It thus enables him to establish the resources he needs or to 
establish whether he will be able to accomplish his task given the resources 
he has. In other words, he does not have to guess (make a subjective 
estimate) as to whether he can “sustain” his battle, he will know on a 
scientific basis whether he can sustain his battle or not. Third, there is the 
Soviet use of military history to enhance their understanding of procedures, 
to help solve military problems, and to establish a statistical data base for 
fume planning. This seems to us to be logical and sensible. We admit that 
it is flawed by an inability to take a “balanced view,” and to discuss openly 
the problems of failure. However, the Russians are undoubtedly aware of the 
deficiencies of their approach and it seems to us that they take good care in 
this particular instance not to underestimate the enemy. 

On the whole, we must confess, we are impressed by the Soviet use of 
military history in this way. While we are in no way critical of the NATO 
approach-the philosophy of “subjective assessment” has, in fact, stood at 
least the British Army in good stead in a very large number of colonial 
campaigns and limited wars over the years-we do think that there is room 
for emulating some aspects of this Soviet statistical approach if only in 
relation to armored warfare at the operational scale. It is, after all, only the 
rationalized exploitation of admittedly limited experience, but as more and 
more of the old soldiers of 1945 fade away, even limited experience is 
becoming a rare and precious commodity. 
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Commentary 

Earl F. Ziemke 

In keeping with the symposium’s theme, this session is concerned with 
transformation in Soviet military affairs, in fact with three transformations. 
The first is the change in operational effectiveness that terminated the train 
of defeats the Soviet armed forces suffered in the summer campaigns of 
1941 and 1942, enabled them to secure an almost unbroken string of 
victories over the German Wehrmacht after November 1942, and put the 
Soviet Union on the road to military superpower status. The second is the 
Soviet armed forces’ transition from being the chief victim of the deep 
operation in its German form, the Blitzkrieg, to their adaptation and 
successful employment of it in accomplishing the German defeat. The third 
is the concerted Soviet effort to transmute history into practical knowledge 
and thereby to convert the war experience into guidance for future 
operations. 

The recent return of conventional operations to a central position in 
Soviet and Western military thinking gives us a pertinent reason to 
determine what the transformations r e p a n t  in terms of the nature of Soviet 
operational m. On that score the Soviet literature has a good deal to say, but 
Soviet military analysis, at least such of it as is made public, has the ability 
once attributed only to angels-to move from point to point without 
traversing the intervening space. The late Marshal Grechko, in his book on 
the Soviet armed forces, said that Soviet operational art “achieved a high 
degree of perfection in the Great Patriotic War”; and Soviet works, including 
Grechko’s, routinely allude to a “rich fund of experience” and to “correct” 
solutions to problems.’ The most specific indicators as to what such 
statements may mean appear to be the long-standing Soviet claims to having 
invented the deep operation and to having perfected the encirclement, and 
the more recent partial rehabilitation of the Blitzkrieg in Bagramian’s volume 
on war and Ivanov’s on the initial period in wars? That could well be 
enough; however, the papers presented in this session appear to me to raise 
some other considerations that might be taken into account. 

Dr. Hardesty’s paper treats the second period of the Great Patriotic War, 
which coincides with the first transformation and is often referred to as the 
“period of the radical turn.’’ In it, as Dr. Hardesty points out, the Soviet 
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forces seized and eventually took permanent possession of the initiative. 
Sigmfhntly, they did that with a relatively small qualitative change in their 
air doctrine. The advent of the air m y  was a marked advance by previous 
Soviet standards but not by any others. It centralized and elevated air 
command somewhat, but it was fundamentally a cutdown version of the 
German LuffjZoffe. The difference was that the Luffoffe was an autonomous 
and coequal operational air command attached to an army group while the 
air army was subordinated to afront and thefronts were, in the main, more 
nearly equivalent to German and American armies than to army groups. The 
air armies, the Soviet Air Force in fact, never had an 0perati0~1 function 
other than to provide tactical air support for the ground troops. And the word 
“tactical” was not stretched, as it was in Westem practice, to include 
interdiction. According to an East German source, 90 percent of all Soviet 
combat flights in the war took place within thirty miles of the front line and 
80 percent within six miles of the front line.3 Consequently, one does not 
find in the Soviet record during the second and third periods instances such 
as occurred on the Eastern Fmnt in 1941 or in Normandy in 1944, in which 
air power held sway over the battlefield and for hundreds of miles to the 
enemy’s rear. 

This does not mean, of course, that Soviet air power was ineffective. 
As Dr. Hardesty has made very clear, the Soviet Air Force’s performance 
was probably as good as it could have been considering its strengths and 
limitations; and it contributed mightily to the Soviet victory. Hence, the 
Soviet Air Force can be said to have aaained proficiency in problem solving 
and the assimilation of experience. On the other hand, it had not achieved 
parity in performance with the Western Allies’ air forces and the Lu@@e 
when the war ended. 

Colonel Glantz has given us an overview and an analysis and evaluation 
of the second transformation, that in which the Soviet Army went from 
victim to practitioner of deep operations. As he states in the preface to his 
paper, he has concentrated on depicting this part of the past as the 
contempomy Soviet officer understands and applies it. Since the Great 
Patriotic War is now rarely a part of the active officer’s personal experience, 
we can assume that the picture he has formed derives in large part from the 
historical literature. That being the case, I wonder whether the Soviet officer 
is not also struck by some apparent contradictions. 

For instance, according to the histories, Soviet operational art perfected 
the encirclement, b e b y  creating in the Battle of Stalingrad “the Cannae of 
the twentieth century” and “enriching the whole modem art of war.’“ The 
decisive Soviet contribution is taken to be the five-stage encirclement that 
Colonel Glantz has described, specifically stages four and five, the outer 
encirclement and the exploitation. Might it not OCCUT to a Soviet officer that 
as a component in operational maneuver stage four violates the principle of 
economy of effort? Might he not notice in contemplating the Stalingmd 
encirclement that while it totally destroyed a large enemy force, it did so by 
combining four days of maneuver with a two-and-a-half month battle of 
position and materiel more comparable to the Battle of Verdun in 1916 than 
to Cannae? 
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In Soviet histories the Soviet officer is also told that the encirclement 
was the main form of Soviet maneuver in the last two periods of the war. 
If he is a diligent reader, he can also learn more. During the months from 
November 1942 to February 1943, the Stavka initiated ten encirclement 
operations. Three were completed, Stalingrad and two lesser ones against 
the German 2d Army and the Italian 2d Army. Two were planned to equal 
Operation Uranus, the Sralingrad Operation, in magnitude. One, Operation 
Mars, failed. The other, Operation Sahnn, was reduced to providing the 
Stalingrad outer enci~~lement. Of the remaining five, two did not materialize, 
and three gained ground but brought on severe reverses in early 1943.5 
During the climactic ten months of the “radical turn” in the war from 
February 1943 to January 1944, the Stavka did not authorize a single 
encirclement, and none were executed. For the period from January 1944 to 
the end of the war, the Soviet Military Encyclopedia lists nine encirclements 
completed; but only two were planned as such, Korsun’-Shevchenkovskii 
and the Prague encirclement, which was executed after the German 
surrender. 

If the Soviet officer extends his reading to the immediate postwar 
literature, particularly to Stalin’s 1951 military biography, he will find it 
said in one place that the Soviet forces “mastered” the encirclement, “this 
most complex form . . . of operational maneuver . . . to perfection.” Two 
paragraphs farther on he will read that “in modem offensive operations in 
the overwhelming majority of cases . . . the decisive place belongs to the 
frontal blow as the radical method of developing success far within the 
enemy’s lines,’’ and that “impotence.. . with regard to this highly important 
problem” was the Germans’ fatal weakness! Reading those statements may 
remind him that Marshal Grechko published an identical assessment in 
1975.7 

Which brings us to the third transformation, the conversion of war 
experience into guidance for the future. Both Colonel Glantz’s and Mr. 
Donnelly’s papers address it. Colonel Glantz has traced Soviet doctrine and 
practice with respect to deep operations &om the Tukhachevskii era to the 
present, Mr. Donnelly has described the Soviet effort to quantify their World 
War I1 experience. In each instance the progression is toward greater 
effectiveness, but it seems to me the courses pursued diverge markedly. That 
with which Colonel Glantz’s paper is concerned leads toward increasing 
sophistication and complexity in operational maneuver. On the other hand, 
the use of World War 11 data to calculate norms and, perhaps more 
signifcantly, the norms themselves and the general emphasis on an 
incremental, piecework approach to planning and command that Mr. 
Dorrnelly has discussed would appear to conform most logically to a docbine 
based on the bn ta l  blow, that is, on mass rather than maneuver as the chief 
element in the deep operation. The final transformation then would seem to 
have two objectives: to enhance Soviet opemtional art as art and to renovate 
and systematize the operational form that in the past proved best adapted to 
Soviet capabilities. 
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Introductory Remarks 

Lt. Gen. Raymond B. Furlong, USAF, Retired 

My presence here can only be justified as a special pleader for the 
continuing professional education of our officers. More precisely, bringing 
our officers to understand that the complexity of operational employment 
pales in comparison with the serious intellectual problems in diplomacy and 
warfare, which are served by their operations. Officers who wish to serve 
well must prepare to address this serious intellectual problem, and we look 
to history to help us with that. 

An example I would have officers follow was set by the officer for 
whom this Hall was named, Gen. Muir Stephen Fairchild, the subject of a 
useful article.’ General Fairchild recognized the serious intellectual problems 
presented by conceptualizing employment options for an untried military 
capability. As he put it, with a nonexistent historical background the 
likelihood for faulty employment of air forces is good. Through his personal 
multidisciplinary pursuit of professional education, he became, in Haywood 
S. Hansell, Jr.’s, words, the “Philosopher of Air Power.” 

Clausewitz described the officer Fairchild became and others should 
aspire to be. When he asked what sort of mind is likely to display the 
qualities of military genius, he concluded that experience and observation 
will both tell us that it is the inquiring rather than the creative mind, the 
comprehensive rather than the specialized approach. 

I ask of military history that it foster the recognition of warfare as a 
serious intellectual problem and develop in our officers a level of knowledge 
and understanding which will serve them well in unknown circumstances. 
We do not seek answers, we seek understanding and perspective. Measured 
against these criteria, this symposium has done well. From Professor John 
L. H. Keep onward, it has offered new insights into the origins of the Soviet 
military and new understandings of the influence of the past on the present. 

Previous comments provided an emphasis on Soviet military history 
and the important role that history plays in individual professional 

*Kenneth Schaffel. “Muir S. Fairchild: Philosopher of Air Power,” Aerospace 
Historian 33, No. 3 (Fall/Septemk 1986). pp. 165-71. Ed. 
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development. The library of the Soviet Military Thought Series' testifies to 
this. Our service has neither the library nor the readers. We are a 
nonintellectual, if not an antiintellectual service. We are focused on today, 
with little dedication to broad-scale preparation for the serious intellectual 
issues that lie ahead. We are a service of doers, not readers. I suggest that 
these are not mutually exclusive attributes and that success in the world 
requires that we read more. I ask that historians assist us in developing these 
readers. 

Prior sessions have presented a broad historical sweep of Soviet forces 
through the Great Patriotic War. We will now consider contemporary issues 
and yet another transformation of forces as the Soviets emerged into a 
military superpower. 

'A Series of publications h m  Soviet military literature translated and published 
by the United States Air Force as the Soviet Military Thought Series. The series is 
discussed and the volumes in the series are listed on page 369 in the Appendix. Ed. 



The Contribution of Air Power 
to Soviet Strategic Objectives 

Air Vice-Marshal R. A. Mason, RAF 

In June 1945 the frontline strength of the Soviet Air Force was 
approximately 20,000 &raft. In the last year of the Great Patriotic War 
it had been possible to concentrate 6,000 aircraft on the Belorussian Front 
alone to suppon offensives on the ground. Two years later the United 
States Joint Chiefs of Staff observed that “Soviet Russia possesses ground 
and tactical air forces greatly superior in numbers to those any com- 
bination of probable oppomnts could hope to bring to bear against hex in 
the early stages of war.”’ There was, however, consolation to be sought 
elsewhere: 

On the other hand. . . the United States has a capability of undertaking 
soon +r the beginning of a war an flensive strategic air effort against 
vital RurSian indwtrial complexes and against Rwsian population centers. 
If this effort, adequatelj, apanded, did not achieve vicwry, it would 
ahtroy elemem of Soviet industrial and military power to such an extent 
that the application of this and other form of military force should 
accomplish the desired end2 

Forty years later the contribution of air power to Soviet strategic objectives 
has been dramatically transformed. It is still a formidable tactical component 
in a combined-arms offensive posture and strategy, but now much, much 
more: in the defense of the Motherha as a threat to Western Europe and 
even to North America as an increasing element in the Soviet Union’s own 
strategic nuclear triad; as the threat to Western seapower; as an instrument 
of power projection far beyond Soviet frontiers; in support of allies and 
supplicants worldwide; and as a constraint on Western activities in support 
of its own friends in the Third World. Soviet air power has in each respect 
come m influence the international military balance, and not only supported 
Soviet strategic objectives but actually made some objectives feasible which 
were unthinkable in 1947. 
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Defense of the Motherland 

If in 1947 the Western allies viewed the extent of Soviet ground and 
tactical air force strength with some concern, it is probable that the view 
westwards from Moscow did not inspire confidence. Until the Kremlin's 
archives are opened to the West, or until the Soviet Union introduces its 
own Freedom of Information Act, no one can be certain of Stalin's 
objectives in the immediate postwar years. His military procurement 
priorities do, however, offer circumstantial evidence about at least one of 
his concern. He had the unpalatable memories of Barbmsa: almost 2,000 
aircraft lost within 24 hours, over 5,000 in 14 weeks3 and the Soviet Union 
on the brink of defeat. Just how far he was the captive of his ideology is 
difficult to assess, but if he did believe in the inevitability of East-West 
conflict and did believe the United States to be an implacable enemy, he 
must have been extremely uneasy at the apparent capability of U.S. B-29s 
to reach his heartland with atomic weapons and the obvious willingness of 
the United States, after Hiroshima and Nagasaki, to use them if necessary. 
It is most unlikely that he failed to reach the same conclusions as the JCS 
about the relative air strength of East and West. Indeed, he could see more 
clearly than the Western analysts the many weaknesses of the Soviet air 
forces. 

The majority of his aircraft were short-range and single-engjne, with 
wooden airframes and piston engines, and were built to provide clear 
weather daylight close support to his armies. There was little industrial 
expertise in aircraft metallurgy or modem multiengine design and 
construction. Military electronics and gas turbine technology were virtually 
nonexistent. There was no national radar early warning system and 
inadequate provision for and coordination of surfaceAo-air defenses. Western 
air forces, on the other hand, had mounted the strategic bomber offensives 
in Europe and the Pacific, developed long-range escort fighters, and gained 
extensive experience in electronic warfare. Fortuitously, the Anglo-American 
bomber offensive had forced the relocation of many German industries 
farther east in the path of the rapidly advancing Soviet armies. British 
intelligence sources subsequently estimated that four-fifths of all German 
aircraft production fell into Soviet hands in 1945 and that subsequently, 
300,000 highly skilled airframe designers, project engineers, chemists, 
optical and electronic research staff and fuel specialists were removed to the 
Soviet Union, along with Me-262 and Me-163 aircraft, and operational and 
experimental radar guided surface-to-air and air-to-air missiles! 

By April 1946 the German examples had been used to stimulate the 
production of the Yak-15 and MiG-9, and Stalin had instructed Yakovlev 
and Mikoyan to build fifteen of each to participate in that year's Red Square 
commemorative parade on November 7. However, bad weather deprived 
Stalin of his first postwar opportunity to impress potential enemies with the 
apparent strength of Soviet airpower; there would be others. 

From those beginnings have followed the construction of the modem 
Soviet air defense systems. In 1948, command of the troops of the National 
Air Defense was removed from the Soviet Army artillery. A net of early 
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warning radars, ground control units, antiaircraft defenses and interceptor 
bases with communication links were constructed. The era of the MiG-15 
was followed by that of the MiG-21 and the Sdchoi all-weak interceptns, 
accofnpBnied by the first generation of surface-to-air missiles. The impact of 
the destruction of Gary Powers’ U-2 in 1960 has been well documented. It 
provided the Soviet Union with a major diplomatic victory and forced a 
major revision of Westan strakgic air opmtions. The demise of the marmed 
bomber was, not for the first or last time confidently forecast, but the 
dramatic evidence of the vulnerability of the high flying manned aircraft to 
SAMs led to the adoption of low-level attack profdes which curtailed the 
range of existing bombers and strongly influenced the British decision not 
to replace the RAF V Force. With hindsight, the ascendant of the defense 
over the offense can be seen as only one more swing in the military history 
pendulum, accelerating Western development of standoff weapons and more 
sophisticated electronic aids to defense suppression. But at the time it 
seemed that the strategic objective of securing the homeland against air 
attack was well on the way to achievement. The further development of the 
Foxbat family, later versions of SAMs, improved radars, and ultimately the 
entry into service of the Il-76 Mainstay AWACS have brought that 
achievement even closer. The tragic incidents involving Korean airliners in 
1978 and 1984 suggest that the defensive infrast~~m may not be as strong 
as its individual components. Nevertheless, the costs of the sequential 
updates to the B-52, the extensive resource investment in the El program 
and the U.S. allocation of high priority to stealth technology are all 
byproducts of the construction by the Soviet Union of a comprehensive air 
defense system. The transfomtion from the circumstances of 1947 is such 
that it is difficult to envisage any kind of conflict in which air attack on the 
Soviet Union would by itself be used to counter a Soviet offensive in the 
European theater. 

The Threat to Western Europe 

Since 1947, the Soviet Union has adopted an offensive military posture 
in Europe based on combined-arms doctrine to be discharged by fast moving 
ground forces preceded by and accompanied by offensive air power. 
Scenarios postulating the exact political objectives differ widely, and have 
done so for forty years. The options available to the Soviets have, however, 
widened considerably in direct proportion to the incI.ease in capability of the 
air assets which could be brought to bear. 

Between 1947 and the early 1960s the numbers of close support aircraft 
in the Soviet inventory dwindled by at least 50 percent,’ partly because of 
the emphasis on fighter construction, partly because of the withdrawal of late 
World War II types, and partly because of Khrushchev’s inrreasing reliance 
on short- and medium-range surface-to-surface theater conventional and 
nuclear missiles. However, the air display at Duomodedovo in 1%7 marked 
a significant move in the opposite directio~ the appearance of the “third 
generation” of tactical aircraft epitomized by the emergence of the 
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MiG-23f27 Flogger series and the rebuilt Su-17 from the earlier, much 
shorter ranged Su-7. In the next decade the all-weather Su-24 medium 
bomber tripled the combat range and payload of its predecessors. Short- 
range close air support was enhanced by the creation of the Mi43 and Mi-% 
helicopter regiments and the progressive introduction of integrated battlefield 
surface-to-air defenses released increasing numbers of air superiority aircraft 
for offensive missions. The whole was increasingly enshrouded in, and 
complemented by, a comprehensive electronic warfare order of battle. 
Finally, in 1970, the first sightings of Tu-26 Backfire aircraft were reported 
and shortly afterwards they began to enter service with the Long Range 
Aviation and the Soviet Naval Air Force. The cumulative impact of this 
increased range, payload, all-weather, and standoff capabilities of Soviet 
theater air power can be readily measured, both in terms of the countering 
of Western resource allocation, and in operational complexity. 

In 1%7, when NATO formally adopted the doctrine of flexible and 
appropriate military response to any Soviet incursion, tactical nuclear 
weapons were not abrogated, but an unspecified period of conventional 
defense assumed greater significance in assumptions about war fighting 
strategy. With hindsight the decision could not have been more timely for 
Soviet Air Force c o d e r s .  The basic situation identified by the JCS had 
not changed: NATO in-position forces were numerically outnumbered by 
Warsaw Pact divisions and were numerically inferior also in armor, artillery, 
and tactical aircraft. To counter that inferiority, NATO had to capitalize on 
technological and man-for-man superiority; had to acquire timely warning 
of an impending attack; had to reinforce a threatened or beleaguered area 
swiftly from both within the European theater and from outside it; and had 
to preserve as both a deterrent and as a weapon of last resort theater nuclear 
delivery systems. During the 1970s all those prerequisites were increasipgly 
threatened by the growth of Soviet offensive air power. 

A Western technological edge has been retained, although opinions vary 
about the extent to which the gap has narrowed and continues to narrow. 
Despite the steady increase in output of technologically qualified young 
Russians h m  schools and colleges, the demands of modem aircraft systems 
may still fully stretch the capacity of Soviet conscript groundcrews. The 
influence of a political system which rewards conformity and is suspicious 
of initiative constrains tactical innovation and inhibits the operational 
evolution demanded by the capabilities of new aircraft, weapons and 
elecmnic combat environment. For almost twenty years senior Soviet Air 
Force commanders have been exhorting their subordinates to display more 
imagination and initiative; their complaints are just as fomful now as they 
were when they first began, and apparently just as necessary. These and 
other considerations obviously could limit the practical impact of the 
expansion of offensive Soviet theater air power. Indeed, several recent 
studies have given grounds for moderating more extreme threat assessments. 
Nevertheless, as late as 1967 the NATO allies could confidently plan to 
reinforce a threatened area without being overly concerned about disruption 
from the air, except in close proximity to the conflict region itself. Now, all 
major ports, airfields, railheads, communication lines and headquarters in 
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Western Europe are within range of Soviet offensive aircraft. The 
reorganization of the Soviet air forces earlier in this decade has created a 
structure admirably suited to the direction of light and medium bomber 
assets at theater level and to the heavy, long-range regiments wherever they 
should be required east or west. This is a structure able in theory at least to 
exploit the inherent flexibility of long-range air power. 

Aerial Preparation 

Not only is reinforcement threatened, but also the contribution of the 
West’s own tactical air forces: to provide early and heavy direct support to 
land forces; to disrupt the momentum of a Soviet offensive and to contest 
air superiority. The West’s tactical air forces must also be able to survive the 
Soviet’s own “aerial preparation,” which could be expected to precede the 
major push on land. Not often do military analysts in East and West publicly 
offer similar views on the likely progress of a war in Europe; there is 
however a disquieting uniformity about the likely contribution of Warsaw 
Pact air power: 

A Warsaw Pact air operation would take place on three separate fronts 
in Western Europe with Pact forces attempting to clear two or three 
separate air corridors per front. Each corridor is intended to be an area 
25-30 mi. wide and 100-150 mi. deep. The plans call for rendering 
NATO air defense missiles and aircraft virtually ineffective in each 
corridor, allowing nearly free movement by Warsaw Pact aircrajt. 
Presence of the corridor would allow Pact aircraft to slip through NATO 
air defense belts, then spread out and attack relatively unprotected rear 
areas. 

Radar and communicatwns systems would be attacked by a combination 
of electronic countermeasures, c h g  and physical attack . . , by a 
combination of standard ordnance and the Soviets increasing inventory 
of AS-I2 antiradiation missiles6 

In the Soviet Military Encyclopedia just such an operation is defined, 
in abstract, as “aerial preparation.” It is not an “independent” operation in 
the Western sense, but clearly linked to an imminent ground force offensive: 

Aerial preparation involves making simultaneous or consecutive strikes 
by frontal (tactical) aviation units and formations against objectives 
located at tactical and close operational depth. Such objectives can 
include those which cannot be destroyed by missiles and artillery, those 
capable of changing location just before strikes are made against them, 
and those requiring powerful aviation ammunition for their destruction. 
. . . brig-range (strategic) aviation can also take part in aerial 
preparation. Nuclear strike resources, aircraft at the nearest airfields, 
control posts, tanks and artillery in areas of concentration and in $re 
positions, strongpoints, centers of resistance, and water crossings are 
destroyed primarily by aviation during aerial preparation. 7 
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The specific target arrays associated with NATO air and nuclear 
resources were spelled out by a Polish writer in December 1981: 

NATO war plans, the author observes, envisage the deployment of 
paverfur groupings of armed forces in the European theater of military 
operations. These groupings include a considerable amount of aviation 
of various types as well as missiles and nuclear weapons, which even in 
peacetime are constantly maintained at a high level of combat readiness. 
. . . The aperience of the most recent wars has shown that the air forces 
have always substantially dected the course of the combat action of 
their own troops. Consequently the problems of combatting air forces 
have been given much attention, and deserve still more, because a 
breaking up or serious weakening of the enemy’s air force and nuclear 
missile groupings l e d  to a fast decline of his capabilities. By ensuring 
supremacy in the air, it creates favourable cona!itions for the action of 
troops taking part in the operations in the TVD’? 

After itemizing the specific target arrays in such an operation, the author 
seeks to remove any remaining doubts in the minds of his readers: 

Enemy air force and missile groupings should first be routed in those 
areas where the principle tasks of the war are being implemented, i.e., 
in the main TVDs where the strongest groupings of ground forces and 
air forces are deployed. The Western European 7VD is one of them. 
Therefore it can be stated that in no other theater will the course of the 
operation depend so much on the situation in the air, on the skilrful use 
of own air force, and on the breakup of enemy air forces. This is so 
because he who seizes initiative in the air will dictate his conditions? 

The impact of that threat awareness on Western defense resource 
allocation is a matter of record. It has driven investment in an air defense 
infrastructure involving new radar stations, extensive airfield protection, 
high priority to new generations of interceptor and air superiority fighters, 
electronic counter measures and airborne early warning systems. Despite 
the increasing complexity of the Warsaw Pact’s own defensive systems, the 
pact has continued the development of aircraft and weapons able to launch 
the counter-air operations essential to dislocate and destroy hostile air 
strength at its source. Static defensive focal points such as command 
headquarters, master radar stations, major air bases, supply depots, railheads 
and harbors have become predictable and vulnerable targets for Soviet 
offensive aircraft, quite apart from any associated vulnerability to missile 
attack. The acquisition of mobility by dispersal and duplication has increased 
costs and the attendant logistic and manpower requirements. The aggregate 
is a considerable increased burden for the Western alliance to sustain the 
credibility of its strategic posture adopted in 1%7 with consequent, palpable 
strains on the alliance itself in debates about resource and manpower allo- 

‘TVD-teatr voennywl deistvii, theater of  military operations. For a map and 
brief description, see Air Force Magazine (Mar 1989), p p  82-83. Ed. 
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cation. Air power is now an essential ingredient in Warsaw Pact strategy, 
whereas in 1947 it was the Western alliance’s ace in the hole. 

Soviet Air Power in the Triad 

As early as 1943 at Tehem, Stalin was reported by Gen “Hap” Arnold 
to have asked a number of “very intelligent questions . . . about our [U.S.] 
long-range  bomber^."'^ Immediately after the war Soviet copies were made 
of the B-29 and over 1,OOO “ T u ~ s ”  entered regimental service, theoretically 
capable of reaching the United States on one-way missions carrying atomic 
weapons. In the 1950s air displays were used to give an impression of a 
mighty Soviet strategic bomber fleet and indeed some two dozen airfields 
were built as bomber bases in northern Russia from Murmansk to Siberia, 
supported by a dedicated transport organization. The U.S. response was the 
creation of NORAD with its visible components of the DEW line, the 
Cheyenne Mountain complex, and the generation of F-102 and F-106 
interceptors. In the event, the threat failed to materialize, partly because of 
Soviet airframe and engine shortcomings and partly because of Khmhchev’s 
preference for the intexcontinental missile. In the United Kingdom the 
Defense White Paper of 1957 concluded that there was no further med for 
a manned interceptor for the RAF, and the Fighter Command was reduced 
to a handful of squadrons. In North America resowes were freed for other 
defense commitments. In the last decade the threat has returned, with 
predictable consequences for U.S. defense expendims. Western analysts 
have not always agreed about the intercontinental capability of Backfire, 
and the arrival of Blackjack into regimental service is still awaited, but thm 
is nothing ephemeral about Bear-H and its AS-5 air launched cruise missiles 
which has now been operating within missile launch range of the United 
States for several months. Not only does the USSR now have a viable, albeit 
small, manned bomber element in its own strategic nuclear mad, it has a 
weapons platform capable of employment’in a conventional mode below the 
nuclear threshold. Such a capability represents not only a further optional 
military instrument for the USSR but potentially a most valuable arms 
control bargaining chip. 

Power Over the Oceans 

Whatever the disagreements over the Backfire’s potential as an 
intercontinental weapons platform, and whatever the range limitations of 
the Tu-16 Badger, there are few remaining doubts about the transformation 
brought about in Soviet naval air power by these two aircraft, and others. 
Much has been written about the reemergence of the Soviet Navy into blue 
water in the last generation, and especially about the personal leadership of 
Admiral Gorshkov. His fleets, however, still have to negotiate some difficult 
egress points, and then face very formidable allied surface and submarine 
fleets. But narrow waters are no barrier to aircraft, particularly long-range, 
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land-based aircraft armed with modem standoff sea-skimming antiship 
missiles. Soviet maritime exercises demonstrate quite clearly that both allied 
reinforcement convoys and carrier task groups would be targets for mass 
attack by Soviet naval aircraft, possibly supported by similar types from the 
aviation armies of the Soviet Union. The whole could be supported by 
experienced maritime reconnaissance crews well practiced in long-range 
flights down the Atlantic and across the Western Pacific. In 1946, Soviet 
maritime aircraft c o n f i i  their activities to coastal areas in support of either 
shipping or amphibious operations. Now, no Western plans for operations 
in the North Atlantic, Northwest Pacific or Mediterranean can discount the 
possibility of long-range air attack. Again, it is very easy to exaggerate the 
practical extent of that threat in actual conflict. At the lowest estimate there 
is a new constraint on Western maritime operations and a new flexibility 
available to the USSR for longer range, over-the-oceans power projection. 

The most visible sign of that extended reach takes the form of the 
USSR’s own carriers, progressively increasing in scale from the Moskvu in 
the late 1960s to the imminent arrival of the Kremlin and her conventional 
a i r d t .  There is nothing new to say about the strength and limitations of the 
existing carriers. The combat radius of antisubmarine and submarine 
protection operations has been extended, the threat to Westem maritime 
reconnaissance aircraft has been increased, and presumably a Forger with 
standoff missiles would present a further constraint in low intensity 
confrontation. Altogether, Soviet maritime aviation expansion has matched 
that of the surface and submarine fleets, not yet challenging Western naval 
supremacy but adding a further complication to Western naval strategy and 
giving further substance to Soviet superpower pretensions. 

Long-Range Power Projection 

In 1%7, in a prescient and widely quoted leading article in the aftermath 
of the Arab debacle in the June war, the Economist of London observed the 
following: 

The combination of an offemive ideology with a defensive strategy is apt 
to produce such diplomatic defeats. To avoid more Cubas and Sinais the 
Russians will either have to resist the temptation to take on commitmenr~ 
in the Third World (which includes encouraging “wars of liberation”), 
or else acquire the military capacity this sort of policy calls for. This 
means building aircrdt carriers and acquiring staging posts for airborne 
troops. It will be a bad omen for eat-west relatwns j f  there are signs that 
they have chosen the second way out of their dilemma.” 

We now know that the decisions had already been taken and were being 
implemented. It is instructive to compare the pattern of superpower 
involvement in the Third World before and after 1%7. Britain had defeated 
communist insurgency in Malaya without concern for Soviet intervention. 
In the Suez crisis of 1956, when a Soviet sympathizer was brought to his 
knees in Cairo, it was United States’ economic and diplomatic pressure 
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which forced Britain and France to withdraw, not Khrushchev’s nuclear 
threats. In 1958 British and American forces intervened in Lebanon and 
Jordan and in 1%1 British assistance to Kuwait was provided without Soviet 
military response. It is probable that Soviet impotence on those occasions 
was at least a factor in giving greater priority to the instruments of power 
projection, rather than the more widely quoted Cuban crisis. Concepts, 
design, development, and production of both carriers and heavy lift 
transports had to have begun before 1%2 to bring them into service by 
1968. Their impact on Soviet foreign policy became plain in the following 
decade. 

In October 1973, over 1,000 resupply flights were made to Cairo and 
Damascus. On October 23, reports that the USSR was preparing to airlift 
some or all of her seven airborne divisions to intervene directly in the 
fighting between Egypt and Israel prompted President Nixon to proclaim a 
Defense Condition 3 alert and to bring the 82d Airborne Division in North 
Carolina to an advanced state of readiness. In subsequent years airlifts were 
mounted to support the communist MPLA form in Angola and the Marxist 
government in Ethiopia in its border war against Somalia. In 1979, 5,000 
troops of the Soviet’s 105th Airborne Division were airlifted to Kabul from 
Kergona, reportedly landing at the rate of one aircraft every ten minutes. 
More recently, bases at Da Nang and Cam Ranh Bay have been established 
and supported by regular VTA and Aeroflot flights. The USSR now has air 
base access in Syria, Libya, Cuba, Guinea, Angola, Ethiopia, South Yemen 
and Vietnam. The acquisition of the An-124 Condor offers a payload 
capability of 125,000 kg over a range of 3,400 km. The fact that it flies in 
Aeroflot colors is irrelevant when military and civil transport are centralized 
and coordinated. For example, Aeroflot now participates heavily in the twice 
yearly roulement of conscripts between the USSR and Eastern Europe 
without interruption of the airlines’ scheduled flights. In 1981 it was 
estimated that the United States would require six days to lift a 16,500-man 
marine amphibious brigade to the Persian Gulf, excluding heavy equipment, 
whereas VTA and Aeroflot could move 20,000 troops in little over two 
days.” Such considerations underlay the United States’ decision to establish 
the Rapid Deployment Force and enhance MAC’S own long-range, heavy- 
lift capacity. Even allowing for a pessimistic threat assessment, with best 
case Soviet operations and worst case Western response, the basic fact 
remains that analysts differ only on the exact scale of the Soviet intervention 
capability; not whether it exists or not. That situation may be compared with 
the importance attributed to airlift in Sokolovskii’s survey of Military 
Strategy in 1962, In 34 pages of summary and acknowledgement of the 
value of all branches of the Soviet armed services in the Great Patriotic War, 
transport operations receive a few critical lines: 

A weak aspect of the Soviet Air Force was the absence of a special 
tramport command, although one was formed during the war. This had 
a negative g e c t  on the use of airborne troops, ar well as on the 
organization of the air supply of rapidly advancing forces, especially in 
the closing stages of strategic operations.” 
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Closely associated with, but distant from, the Soviet ability to project 
military power swiftly by air far beyond her frontiers is the more permanent 
influence achieved by her supply of aircraft and weapons to supplicants and 
surrogates. Such supplies can produce international embarrassment and 
expose gross technological inferiority, as in the Bekaa Valley in 1982 and 
more recently in Libya. On the other hand, the Soviet-supplied MiG-21s and 
SAMs in North Vietnam exacted a heavy toll as, initially, did Soviet- 
contributed air defenses over the Sinai in 1973. Indeed in Libya in 1986, the 
presence of Soviet-supplied aircraft and radars forced the United States to 
complement the weight of the 6th Fleet with F l l l s  drawn from bases in 
the United Kingdom. The longer term political implications of that necessity 
may yet be unresolved. 

Strategic Objectives: Means and Ends 

It will not have escaped notice that while examining different aspects 
of Soviet air power I have studiously avoided any analysis of Soviet strategic 
objectives themselves. Partly because, to my knowledge, there is no 
authoritative Soviet exposition of them, and partly because Western schools 
of thought disagree about either their existence or whether they comprise 
more than pragmatic responses to external stimuli. If one were to draw up 
a list of suppositions, they would probably cover the following spectrum: 

A geopolitical defensive preoccupation bred by centuries of 
temtorial invasion from east and west. 

An ideological belief in an inevitable conflict, however resolved, 
between Marxist-Leninist and capitalist systems. 

A desire to establish the Soviet Union as a superpower capable 
of projecting traditional great power interests worldwide. 

A more traditionally prosaic mercantile motivation to enhance the 
Soviet international economic position by exercising direct 
influence on specific raw materials, including oil, gold and other 
strategically important metals. In this context the Middle East and 
Southern Africa are of particular significance to the Soviet 
economy. 

Consequent objectives of removing the United States’ presence 
in and commitment to Western Europe, and more generally of 
isolating the United States from its allies and sympathizers 
worldwide. 

In seeking to achieve those objectives, the Soviet Union’s choice of 
instrument is limited. It does not possess the eumomic strength to influence 
fiiends by commercial and industrial largesse. Diplomatic heavy handedness 
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and manifest subordination of allies’ interests to its own have repeatedly 
eroded its credibility, after apparently establishing a favorable regional 
position. Its ideological example is increasingly perceived to be bankrupt, 
even among nations who seek to change their own political and social 
structures. Its foreign policy, more than that of any other state, depends upon 
the exercise of direct or indirect military influence to sustain it. Thus any 
increase in military strength has a disproportionate impact on that influence 
and therein lies the significance of the transformation of Soviet air power 
which I have sought to illusaate. 

I am well aware that I have highlighted only one product of the Soviet 
investment in military power over the last forty years. Twenty years ago the 
Soviet Union’s strategic missile forces scarcely existed, it did not possess the 
largest submarine force and it did not possess a blue water surface fleet. The 
combined impact will be comprehensively examined by Dr. Thompson. 

I am also aware that I have not defined the internal components 
determining the precise, likely impact of Soviet air power in any kind of 
conflict. I have referred to apparent weaknesses in pilot initiative, but if 
operational effectiveness is to depend on massed attack, or close 
coofdinaton with surfawto-air defenses, pilot initiative is not an unqualified 
advantage. It is, however, probable that Soviet ground crew limitations may 
impinge upon sortie generation in a sustained conflict and that a traditional 
penchant for simple maintainability may be incompatible with the avionic 
and weapons systems associated with contemporary combat aircraft. If so, 
westem technological superiority may be maintained for a longer period than 
the more pessimistic threat assessments have feared. To complete a net 
assessment of the many individual elements, from abstract morale through 
numbers to the ability to replace the appropriate microprocessor in the 
required timescale would comprise the subject matter for a separate paper. 
I do not intend to try conclusions with either the threat minimizers or the 
threat maximizers; the exact distance travelled by Soviet air power is of far 
less significance than the many directions it has taken. 

It has neutralized the military advantages enjoyed by the West forty 
years ago, forced the diversion of Western resources and manpower into 
expensive countermeasures, imposed unprecedented constraints on Western 
freedom of action in the Third World and, beneath the supeqmwer nuclear 
stalemate, facilitated the spread of a countervailing influence far beyond 
Soviet frontiers. It would be reassuring to believe that economic pressures 
within the Soviet Union will persuade the new leadership to reduce military 
expenditure. But as the 1986 British Statement on the Defense Estimates 
explains, the entry into regimental service continues of new interceptors, air 
superiority fighters, in-flight refuelling tankers, airborne early warning 
aircraft, new helicopters, heavy-lift transports, intercontinental bombers and 
aircraft As a distinguished British analyst recently observed, ‘This 
sort of impressive defense output does not happen in a fit of 
ab~entmindedness.”’~ The transformation of Soviet air power, and its 
contribution to Soviet strategic objectives, however we may define them, is 
far from complete. 
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From Strategic Defense to Deterrence: 
The Evolution of Soviet Nuclear Strategy Since 1962 

John M. Thompson 

The study of Soviet military affairs is a treacherous field. Among 
Western specialists a wide range of interpretations exists, partly because 
Soviet military thought is elusive and changeable. Moreover, some Western 
studies appear to have been conceived, researched, and written in a kind of 
military or strategic or technical “isolation ward.” The authors subject to 
microscopic scrutiny a topic relating to the Soviet armed forces and their 
employment as if it had no relation to history, Soviet society, or the outside 
world. This contextual alienation, in my view, leads to some bizarre and 
misleading conclusions, and I can only underscore my a l l a t  support for the 
dictum of Ken Booth: “Strategic studies divorced from area studies is largely 
thinking in a void.”’ 

A final problem in the study of Soviet military affairs is the extremely 
limited evidence available. To be sure, this is true to some extent for 
research on the strategy, doctrine, tactics, and technology of any nation, but 
Soviet secretiveness, the absence of contact between Westerners and Soviet 
military strategists, and our relative lack of knowledge about Soviet strategic 
planning and about the interface between top political and senior military 
leaders greatly compound the difficulty in the Soviet case. 

For this essay I have relied heavily on Western secondary accounts, but 
I have also tried to take into consideration the three major forms of direct 
evidence that I deem most pertinent: statements of Soviet politicians at the 
highest level politburo), the speeches and writings of senior Soviet military 
officers such as Marshal Ogarkov, and Soviet force structure. Nevertheless, 
my findings are far more speculative than I would wish. 

Before setting forth a brief overview of the development of Soviet 
nuclear strategy in the past twenty years, let me define the key terms. When 
I speak about “offensive strategy” I am referring to a strategy that relies 
primarily on nuclear weapons designed to strike an enemy’s forces or 
territory outside the Soviet homeland (even though the employment and 
purpose of such weapons is to defend the Soviet Union). “Defensive 
strategy” refers to that based on weapons designed to destroy an enemy’s 
missiles or aircraft that are attacking the Soviet Union; it includes measures 
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such as civil defense designed to enhance the survivability of Soviet society, 
if attacked. I believe that Soviet military thought employs thee terms in this 
same sense. 

The Weight of History 

Because I believe strongly that historical experience has powerfully 
shaped Soviet strategic views, I begin with history. Four events in the first 
half of the twentieth century have exerted, in my opinion, important, perhaps 
decisive, influence on Soviet thinking about their own Security. Two clusters 
of Occurrences strongly inclined Soviet leaders and writers to be primarily 
concerned with defensive strategy. One was the invasion of Russia during 
World War I by the forces of the Central Powers and then in 1918-20 by 
Allied, American and Japanese contingents; and twenty years later the 
massive and nearly fatal Soviet struggle with Hitler and the Wehrmuchr. 

A second set of events that disposed Soviet rulers to value the defense 
was the growing power of Japan. Soviet fears, beginning in the late 192Os, 
reinforced by the Japanese occupation of Manchuria, and climaxed by the 
undeclared war with the Japanese in the Far East in the late 1930s, led to the 
realization that the Soviet Union must always be Concerned about, and 
prepared to fight on, two fronts: Asian and European. Although the defeat 
of Japan in the Second World War briefly ended that threat, the growing 
American presence in the Pacific and the split with China in the 1960s 
vividly and frighteningly resurrected a two-front nightmare for Soviet 
planners. In miniscule form, contemporary Soviet security concerns with 
Poland on one flank and Afghanistan on another dramatize this continuing 
concern. 

On the other side of the ledger, two groups of twentiethcentury events 
have impelled Soviet leaders to place high priority on offensive power. One 
set, as Peter Vigor has ably shown in a recent book, was the dazzling 
success in World War II of the German Blitzkreig in Poland and France and 
its near success against the USSR, coupled with the rapid and skillful Soviet 
invasion and conquest of Manchuria in the summer of 1945: 

A second sequence of events that influenced Soviet leaders to think 
offensively was development of nuclear weapons, first atomic and then 
hydrogen bombs. The awesome power of these instruments of destruction, 
particularly if used in a surprise attack, seemed at first to promise quick 
victory in any future conflict. Marshal Sokolovskii’s basic treatise on 
strategy, published in the early 1960s, asserted: 

From the point of view of the meam of armed combat, a third world war 
will be first of all a nuclear rocket war. The mass use of nuclear, 
particularly thermonuclear, weapons will impart to the war an unprec- 
edented destructive and devastating nature. . . . The basic method of 
waging war will be massed nuclear rocket attacks injlicted for the 
purpose of destroying the aggressor’s means of nuclear attack . , . and 
for achieving victoty within the shortest period of time. . . . Since d r n  
meam of combat make it possible to achieve exceptionally great strategic 
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 IS in the briejiat time, the initial period of the w(v will be ofdeckive 
importiznce . . . the main problem is the development of. . . metho& of 
frustrating the aggressive h i  m of the enemy by the timely injliction of 
a shattering attack upon him. f 

Such calculations could not, however, override the powerful orientation 
toward the defense provided by the “lessons” of recent history. The result 
was that, in the two decades following the end of World War 11, Soviet 
strategic policy wavered between the offense and the defense, incorporating 
elements of both emphases. Under Stalin between 1945 and 1953, partly 
because of various international and domestic constraints, Soviet policy 
followed a contradictory course, with Stalin erecthg an extended defensive 
zone in Eastern Europe while maintaining a large army in the west and 
acquiescing in Communist expansionism in Korea. 

Nikita Khrushchev, once he had consolidated his position in power, 
accelerated the buildup of Soviet nuclear forces and permitted initiation of 
a prolonged and substantial enlargement of the Soviet Navy. At the same 
time he tempered this offensive emphasis with renunciation of the 
inevitability of a systems war (a basic Leninist precept), with reduction of 
the ranks of the Soviet Army, and with a cautious policy toward an 
Eisenhower-led United States. In 1962, however, apparently alarmed by the 
superiority of United States forces, Khrushchev embarked on a dangerous 
offensive gamble, the effort to sneak medium-range missiles into Cuba. 

Soviet Strategy, 1962-1969 

Unfortunately, extensive evidence on the impact within the Soviet Union 
of the Soviet backdown in the Cuban missile crisis is not available. A 
tantalizing glimpse of Soviet attitudes is given, however, in the memoirs of 
former Ambassador to the USSR, Charles “Chip” Bohlen, who reports that 
Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Kuznetsov told President Kennedy’s adviser 
John McCloy: “You Americans will never be able to do this to us again.” 
In every respect, the Cuban affair must have been a frightening experience 
for the top Soviet military and political leaders. Confronted by ovemhelming 
American conventional forces in the region and fully aware of the Soviet 
Union’s marked inferiority to the United States in intercontinental missiles, 
Khrushchev and his colleagues undoubtedly felt defenseless and exposed. 

Whatever their reaction, it is clear that shortly after the Cuban missile 
crisis Soviet national security policy changed. The government accelerated 
the tempo of the buildup of Soviet military forces, a drive that lasted into 
the mid-1970s. Although Khrushchev advanced negotiations toward a partial 
test ban treaty and refused to let defense demands skew the Soviet budget, 
he managed before his ouster in the fall of 1964 to speed up SS-7 and SS-8 
missile deployment programs, apparently approved full-scale development 
of the SS-9 and SS-X-I0 heavy ICBMs, probably agreed to a stepup in 
construction and deployment of new submarine-based systems and greatly 
accelerated work on the lightweight SS-11 missile? 
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In this rapid buildup, emphasis was placed fairly equally on offensive 
weapons and on defenses, including ground, antiaircraft, antimissile, and 
civil defense, but strategic defense soon began to have a special attraction 
for Soviet policymakers. It had two major advantages: responding to the 
historic concern to protect Mother Russia, it reduced the risk of American 
attack, as well as the possibility of nuclear blackmail by the United States, 
while Soviet missile forces were being built up; it also greatly increased the 
prospects of Soviet society surviving should the United States start a nuclear 
conflict. 

The first public references in the West to Soviet development of an 
antiballistic missile (ABM) occurred in October 1960. By the fall of 1961, 
Khrushchev was reporting Soviet progress in an interview with C. L. 
Sulzberger of The New York Times, to be followed in July 1%2 by his well- 
known boast that Soviet defense forces “could hit a fly in space.’“ A 
prehinary ABM system called GRIFFON was deployed around Leningrad 
in 1962-63 but soon dismantled. In the fall of 1964, a more advanced 
system, GALOSH, was introduced, and strategic defense was touted in a 
major article by Gen. N. Talenskii, a former editor of the journal Voennaiu 
mysl’ (Military Thought): 

Antiballistic missiles are intended exclusively for the destruction of the 
opponent’s missiles and are not intended for the destruction of any 
objects on the opponent‘s tenitmy. . . . Thus, antiballistic missile systems 
are defensive weapons in the full sense: by their technical nature, they 
come into operation only when missiles of the attacking side enter into 
flight; that is, when an act of aggression har begun. 

Talenskii then argued that ABM systems would not be destabilizing 
because they would be in the hands of the “peaceloving” Soviet Union, 
which would of come use them to “deter a potential aggressor, ensure 
security, and maintain the stability of world peace.” He concluded: 

Antiballistic missile system permit emring the defense of one’s country 
independent of the intentions and actions of a partner. The system of 
defense based on deterrence has its value, but in those conditions the 
security of a given country from a nuclear attack is based exclusively on 
the realization of nuclear wars’ danger by the opposing side, and this is 
a highly unsteady and unstable factor. . . . 

Only that side which considers using its means of attack for 
aggressive purposes is interested in inhibiting the creation and 
improvement of antiballistic missile defense systems. For a peace-loving 
state, antiballistic missile system are only a means of strengthening its 
security? 

Obviously strategic defense was, from the Soviet point of view, 
preferable to deterrence. The government m n  stressed defensive measures, 
including upgrading the PVO (antiaircraft) forces and civil defense as well 
as deployment of the GALOSH ABM system around Leningrad and 
Moscow. Although Soviet leaders did not abandon the offense, for which 
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intercontinental missiles and conventional forces continued to be enlarged 
and strengthened, they clearly favored, for a brief period in the m i d - l W ,  
a defensedominated strategy and even attempted to persuade the United 
States to think along similar lines. At a press conference held in England in 
February 1%7, Prime Minister Kosygin put it this way: 

Which weapons should be regarded as a tension factor+ffensive or 
defensive weapons? I think that a defensive system, which prevents 
attack, is not a c m e  of the a m  race but represents a factor preventing 
the death of people. Some persons reason thur: Which is cheqer, to have 
offensive weapons that can destroy cities and entire states or to have 
defensive weapons that can prevent this destruction? At present the 
theory is current in some places that one should develop whichever 
system k cheaper. Such “theoreticians” argue also about how much it 
costs to kill a person, $SoO.OOO or $loO,OOO. An antimissile system may 
cost more than an offensive one, but it is intended not for killing people 
but for saving human lives.’ 

Several months later, during a summit meeting at Glassboro, New Jersey, 
with President Lyndon Johnson, Kosygin defended Soviet ABM systems, 
reportedly declaring, “How can you expect me to tell the Russian people 
they can’t defend themselves against your rockets?” According to another 
account, he told the American president at one point that “giving u 

The most Kosygin would concede was that discussion of limitations on 
defensive systems could be considered only if restraints on offensive 
weapons were also included. As a Soviet colleague wryly commented during 
my research visit to Moscow in 1986, Kosygin presented his case in almost 
exactly the same terms that President Reagan has used in trying to win 
Comrade Gorbachev to the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). 

That the Soviet effort to develop strategic defenses had high priority is 
attested by the estimate that the Soviet Union nt four or five billion 
dollars on ABM systems between 1960 and 1%7.’ Yet before long, doubts 
abut reliance on a policy of strategic defense began to surface. During 1%7 
several prominent military leaders and commentators took opposing stands 
on the utility of ABM systems, with Marshals Malinovskii, Chuikov, Krylov, 
and Grechko expressing skepticism and Marshal Batitskii, Commander of 
Air Defense Forces, Gen. Ivan Zavialov, and Gen. P. A. Kmhkin backing 
the ability of strategic defenses to protect the country.12 This debate over 
ABM effectiveness continued through the frst half of 1%8.13 

Moreover, as early as February 1967, Soviet officials, in response to 
American initiatives, had expressed interest in negotiations to limit strategic 
arms as long as both offensive and defensive systems were discu~sed.’~ Al- 
though at first the Soviet Union took no clear position on restricting or abol- 
ishing antiballistic missiles, by late 1968 it had stopped the GALOSH deploy- 
ment, though it was only two-thirds completed, and in the fall of 1%9, when 
the strategic arms litnitations talks begarr-after a year’s delay because of the 
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in August 1%8-the Soviet delegation 
soon denounced defensive weapons and proposed their limitation. 

defemive weapons was the most absurd proposition” he had ever heard. 8 

spe 
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The Great About-Face of 1968-1969 

What happened between the end of 1%7 and the beginning of 1969 to 
cause this complete reversal of Soviet strategic thinking? What had cut off 
so abruptly and definitely the growing Soviet emphasis on strategic defense? 
An unequivocal answer is impossible because of a paucity of evidence, but 
the dticausal explanation suggested below fits the facts that are h w n  and 
was not challenged or contradicted by Soviet colleagues when I tried it out 
on them in February 1986. They clearly felt it was reasonable speculation 
concerning a question to which they also did not know the answer. 

Five reasons led, in my view, to Soviet abandonment of strategic defense. 
First, it is fairly obvious that in tests and other assessments the GALOSH sys- 
tem of antiballistic missiles around Leningrad and Moscow was judged not to 
be very effective. Moreover, it must have been clear to Soviet intelligence 
sources in 1968 that the United States was forging ahead on the technology to 
deploy multiple independently targeted reentry vehicles, which would further 
reduce the ability of strategic defenses to protect the Soviet Union. 

A second and related argument against building up strategic defenses was 
that the United States was already considerably more advanced in the 
technology required to develop a refined and effective ABM system and that 
this American lead would only grow if a high-tempo defensive arms race 
erupted. Although political support for an ABM program was shaky, the 
decision of the Nixon administration in the spring of 1%9 to develop the 
SENTINEL system of defenses probably alarmed the Soviet leaders. 

Third, as the GALOSH system was developed and deployed, Soviet 
policymakers found that it was enormously expensive. In particular, Soviet 
writers have argued subsequently, the cost-effective advantages of offensive 
weapons over defensive weapons are e~ident.'~ So much for Comrade 
Kosygin's calculations for the benefit of the British press! (This, of course, 
remains a main Soviet argument against the SDI.) 

A fourth reason for turning away from defensive strategy centered on 
strategic considerations. Because of the rapid buildup of Soviet ICBMs and 
the beginning deployment of efficient ballistic missile nuclear submarines, 
Soviet planners could look forward to a time in the 1970s when the huge 
American lead in nuclear delivery systems would disappear and the Soviet 
Union would probably auain a rough parity with the United States in offensive 
strategic weapons. This, as we will shortly see, would permit a change in 
strategic thinking that would make defense less important and that would 
emphasize counterforce retaliation, or deterrence. 

At the same time, however, it was important to restrain any rapid 
expansion of American offensive capabilities if the Soviet Union were indeed 
to be able to catch up. Thus, Soviet officials concluded that a defensive 
buildup might trigger funher offensive increases at just the wrong moment. As 
a retired naval officer and staff member of the USA-Canada Institute 
commented in Krasnuia zvezah in July 1972 

It  is well known that strategic offensive and defensive armaments are 
closely interlinked. The development of one inevitably leads to the 
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development of rhe other and vice versa. The arms race is thereby 
constantly being spurred on. The further development and improvement 
of ABM defense would inevitably give an impetus w the development of 
new types of offensive weapons cqable of overcoming ABM systems. This 
would in turn lead to the development of more sophisticated system for 
providing defense from offensive weapons, etc.16 

Whichever of these arguments against strategic defense was dominant, 
taken together they led Soviet officials to turn their backs on such a policy in 
1%9, a rejection the Soviet Union has steadfastly adhered to since. 

Early in the SALT negotiations that p d e d  the ABM treaty of 1972, 
Soviet opposition to ballistic missile defenses was voiced and justified. In 
November 1%9, Vladimir Semenov, head of the Soviet delegation, declared 
that “although initially it had seemed that ABM would serve humane goals 
and that the only problem s m e d  to be a technical one, it was later found that 
ABM systems could stimulate the arms race and could be destabilizing by 
casting doubts on the inevitability of effective retaliation by missile forces of 
the side atta~ked.”’~ Semenov added that if one side felt relatively 
invulnerable to a retaliatory strike because it had deployed an ABM system, 
it might be tempted to use strategic arms against the other side. In subsequent 
discussions, the Soviet side made clear it was even willing to consider a 
unnplete ban on ABM defenses in a Soviet-American treaty provided another 
way could be found to protect the Soviet Union against a thirdcountry atrack. 
At the same time, Soviet negotiators insisted that limitations on strategic 
defenses had to be linked to cutbacks in offensive weapons. 

Later in the SALT talks, the USSR argued for prohibitions against any 
sort of ~ t iona l  deployment of strategic defenses; it also favored qualitative 
and quantitative restrictions on future development of ABM systems. Al- 
though the final terms of the 1972 treaty permitted each side to have two 
ABM sites in principle (later reduced to one), it was clear that the Soviet 
Union had fully abandoned reliance on a strategy related to antiballistic 
missile defense and was operating on the basis of mutual deterrence.’* 
Reviewing the significance of the ABM treaty at the time SALT I1 was 
signed in June 1979, the prominent Soviet commentator, Alexander Bovin, 
summarid the position: 

This [earlier] agreement introduced into the nuclear arms race for the 
first time some elements, albeit minimal, of restmint, certainty, and pre- 
dictability. . . . So in as far as the &stabilizing signifiance of antimissile 
defense systems was understood, both the Soviet Unwn and the United 
Shtes virtually gave up deploying them. . . . Thus since 1972 . . . each 
side m u t  reckon with the fact that he who deci&s on afirst strike will 
have a counterstrike delivered against him which will be unacceptable 
in its consequences. In other work, it is precisely the preservation of a 
retaliato strike potential which is regarded as the best guarantee of 
security. 3 

After the ABM treaty was signed, the Soviet government continued 
research into missile defense. It has also penodicaly upgraded its dakmf t 
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capabilities and forces, measures it stillpsues today, but it has never gone 
back to defense as a primary strategy. 

Soviet Views on the Role of Offensive Forces 

In the past decade and a half Soviet strategists, having abandoned 
reliance on strategic defense, have worked out two sets of views concerning 
the offense. One relates to fighting a continental war and seems to apply 
both to China and to NATO. This strategy assumes, in my opinion, that 
nuclear forces will not be used, for their use would rapidly escalate conflict 
into an all-out nuclear war. I believe that Soviet strategy for a conventional 
war is important and has significant implications for NATO, but its analysis 
lies beyond the limited scope of this paper. The second cluster of Soviet 
strategic views relates to prevention of nuclear war and to its conduct, should 
it break out as a result of a sudden attack by the “imperialist camp” led by 
the United States, as an outgrowth of the escalation of a continental or 
regional conflict, or by accident and inadvertence. 

In Western discourse and writing on Soviet nuclear strategy two issues 
have engendered a good deal of confusion: Soviet thinking concerning 
prevention of nuclear war, or what we call ‘‘darrem,’’ and Soviet attitudes 
toward “winning” a nuclear war. In elucidating Soviet offensive strategy at 
the nuclear level, I want to make absolutely clear my conclusions on these 
often muddied issues. 

First, Soviet leaders, in my view, have no intention of initiating a nuclear 
war. This is not because they are benevolent, well-intentioned, and 
philanthropic, but because they are fully aware that however successful their 
first blows might be, the United States and its allies would possess sufficient 
intact retaliatory power to destroy the Soviet Union as a functioning society. 
As the leading Soviet military thinker of recent times, Marshal Ogarkov, 
concluded in 1983: 

Given the modern development and spread of nuclear weapons in the 
world, a akfeder will h a y s  retain that quantity of nuclear means which 
are capable of inflicting “unacceptable damage”--ac. former U.S. 
Defense Secretary R. McNamara once put i c o n  an aggressor in a 
retaliatory strike. , . . In present day conditions, therefore, only suicidal 
persons can gamble on a nuclear first strike2‘ 

If the USSR were in a position to strike without fear of retribution, the 
leadership might indeed be tempted to try to establish a worldwide system 
of socialist states through nuclear blackmail. But this is not the case, and 
Soviet authorities are well aware of the actual state of affairswhich is why 
the West must continue to maintain a secure second-strike capability at all 
times. 

Since the mid-1950s Soviet political and military leaders have stated 
frequently and consistently that they intend to do everything poss;”,e to 
avoid nuclear war. This was, of course, only common sense when the USSR 
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was much weaker than the United States in nuclear armaments, but it 
remained the Soviet position even after the mid-1970s when Soviet nuclear 
forces appmched parity with those of the West. b n i d  Bxezhnev explained 
Soviet strategy authoritatively in a speech made at Tula in January 1977: 

Of course, comrades, we are improving our defenses. It cannot be other- 
wise. . . . But the allegations that the Soviet Union is going beyond what 
is sGcient for defense, that it is striving for superiority in armaments 
with the aim of delivering a “rst strike,” are absurd and utterly un- 
founded. . . . Our efforts are aimed at preventing both first and second 
strikes and at preventing nuclear war altogether. . . . The Soviet Union’s 
defense potential should be syJiiient w deter anyone from disturbing our 
peacew life. Not a course aimed at superiority in armaments but a 
course aimed at their reduction, at lessening nuclear confrontation-that 
is our policy.” 

The “Tula line,” as it is sometimes called, was reiterated at the 1986 
celebration of V-E Day in Moscow, when the Soviet Chief of Staff, Marshal 
S. F. Akhromeev, declared: 

In our time ajuaahentally new approach to the problem of the security 
of states and peoples is necessary. The nuclear epoch has radically 
changed the content of the policy of peaceful coexistence. There can be 
no victors in a nuclear war, the succession of periock of peacetime and 
wartime has come w an end, the cycle “war, peacefil interlude, followed 
by another war” ended with the nuclear bombing of Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki?’ 

In accord with these views, the Soviet Union began in the late 1970s to 
talk of the significance of vowing not to be the first to use nuclear weapons, 
and in 1982 the Soviet government formally took the no-fmt-use pledge. 

If the huge Soviet rocket force and the burgeoning undersea nuclear 
capability of the Soviet Union are not for launching an attack on the West, 
what then are they for? Soviet strategic thought, particularly after 
abandonment of strategic defense, views these weapons as a form of 
deterrence. The concept is quite like ours but the word itself canrot be used 
in Soviet parlance for two reasons. First, a proclaimed policy of deterrence 
would seem to be exposing the Soviet state and people to possible attack and 
annihilation. To admit that Soviet policy rests on the threat of retaliatory 
destruction would be to acknowledge that the Communist Party is unable to 
protect the welfare of the masses and defend socialism. Secondly, deterrence 
cannot be openly recognized because it places Soviet security in the hands 
of the enemy; the safety of the nation rests on the willingness of the 
“imperialists” not to attack the USSR. 

Soviet dislike of deterrence based on vulnerability was clearly expressed 
in the mid-1960s by General Talenskii: 

When the security of a state is based only on mutual deterrence, it is 
directly dependent on the good will and designs of the other side, which 
is a highly subjective and indefinite factor. . . . It would hardly be in the 
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interests of any peace loving state to forgo the creation of its own 
effective system of deferwe . . . and makz its security dependent only on 
deterrence that is, on whether the other side will refrain from 
attacking. 2-4 

What then is the basic concept behind Soviet offensive strategy? It is, as 
Gary Guertner has argued, “deterrence through denial, that is, seeking to 
deny the opponent the prospect of military victory.”2s In the event of war, 
Soviet forces are to deliver such large-scale retaliation that the enemy will 
suffer huge losses, will have no chance or even vague hope of ever winning, 
and will therefore be persuaded not to attack. The Soviet blow will be mas- 
sive, designed to strike at the enemy’s military forces and centers of control 
and communication. At the same time, and as one of several indications that 
the Soviet plan is to try to conduct a nuclear struggle if attacked, Soviet 
command and contml centers have been diversified and hardened.% 

As noted earlier, Soviet views of the offense largely exclude the 
possibility of graduated responses and limited war. They also predispose 
Soviet planners toward preemptive retaliation, although probably a decision 
of when to lamh a counterblow would be determid ad hoc and would de- 
pend on the political and military circumstances that surround any crisis that 
threatens nuclear war. As Benjamin Lambeth has summed up the situation: 

Soviet doctrinal pronouncements running back to the 1960s have regu- 
h l y  featured injunctiom to break up, frustrate, or nip in the bud any 
enemy &mpt at nuclear Surprise by dealing him a crushing rebg in  due 
time . . . /but doctrine] in no way provides explicit rules for action in 
such a situation. . . . Soviet leaders would have to weigh the rish of pre- 
emption against the costs of inaction in the face of grave uncertainty.n 

Whatever Soviet leaders might decide, present Soviet military routines 
make it unlikely that they could react quickly to sudden danger. Soviet 
forces are at a lower level of alert than American units, with only a small 
number of ballistic missile submarines on patrol and both missiles and 
strategic aircraft apparently less prepared to respond instantly than is the case 
with United States’ weapons. This certainly suggests that Soviet authorities 
do not expect a surprise attack from the West, not even the accidental 
outbreak of nuclear war, but rather a threat of conflict only after the buildup 
of a prolonged crisis. 

To make Soviet policy-detemm through denial-credible, it is neces- 
sary to build major counterfom armaments and to get ready to wage nuclear 
war. This does not mean that Soviet strategists desire or are planning such a 
war. But this policy has unfortunately led to “worst-case scenarios” such as 
the typical contention of Arnoretta M. Hoeber and Joseph D. Douglass, Jr., 
that the Soviet Union’s principal strategic goal is to fight and win a nuclear 
war.= In fact, Soviet plans to survive by destroying enemy concentrations 
are an effort to prevent an attack from outside and thus serve as a policy of 
last resort. Such a course of action would be undertaken with great reluctance, 
as an alleged Soviet “hawk,” Col. E. Rybkin, made in 1973: “Nuclear wea- 
pons will cause very serious destruction and an unprecedented number of vic- 
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tims. . . . A nuclear war on the part of socialism can only be aforced con- 
tinuation of politics and a retaliatory defensive step against the  aggressor^."^^ 

Exactly what Soviet strategists calculate they might achieve in such a 
war of desperation is unforhmately unclear. The subject is little discussed in 
materials available to the West, which makes only vague references to the 
triumph of socialism or the persistence of Soviet society. How would nuclear 
war be fought? And against whom-only the United States? Both Western 
Europe and the United States? China also, to prevent a stab in the back from 
that direction? These issues are simply not addressed in Soviet statements 
and writings, which leaves us quite in the dark, undoubtedly as intended.3o 

Another reason for their maintaining a powerful offensive capability is 
that Soviet leaders are determined to match American strength in order to 
avoid another humiliation like the Cuban affair and to block any American 
attempt at nuclear blackmail. As Yuri Andropov declared on January 25, 
1984, while he was in power: “The American leadership has not ~ n o m e d  
its intention to conduct talks with us from a position of strength, from a 
position of threats and pressure. We resolutely reject such an approach. In 
general, moreover, attempts to conduct ‘power diplomacy’ with us are 

Yet another function served by Soviet war-preparedness doctrine is to 
keep up morale and provide a clear purpose for Soviet defensive and mil- 
itary measures. If war were candidly admitted to be suicidal in all aspects, 
what, for the average soldier and citizen, would be the point of compulsory 
military service and the billions of rubles devoted to war preparation? This 
point was made strongly in a series of articles that appeared in 1966 and 
1%7, of which one by Col. I. Grudinin is typical. Attacking the defeatism 
of earlier writers such as Talenskii, he criticized “those who deny any 
possibility of victory in a global nuclear missile conflict.” He declared such 
attitudes “harmful because they shake our pple’s  faith in our chances for 
achieving victory over the aggressor and their awareness of the need to be 
ready at any for an armed conflict in which nuclear missile weapons 
will be Used.’’32 

Needless to say, the hope of victory, should war be forced on the Soviet 
Union, does not mean that Soviet military authorities wish for war. As 
several writers have noted, Soviet authorities are to some extent simply 
following the classical adage: “if you wish peace, prepare for war.” 
Moreover, it is evident that if they do not build up foms to conduct nuclear 
war, should such a war develop, the Soviet leaders will have abdicated their 
political and military responsibilities. Of considerable interest is their parallel 
effort to adapt and apply new technology, and perhaps altered doctrine, to 
conventional war fighting-but that is a different topic. 

futiie.9931 

Soviet Reaction to President Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative 

If Soviet strategic thinking indeed evolved along the lines traced in this 
paper, Soviet leaders could only react with astonishment and fear to President 
Reagan’s annomement in March 1983 of his plan to develop strategic de- 
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fenses and to subsequent American efforts to launch this plan. In the f i t  
place, as we have seen, Soviet strategists had already ernbrxd-and then dis- 
carded-strategic defense. It had been rejected for m y  of the same reasons 
that opponents soon advanced against the SDI: too expensive, of uncertain 
effectiveness, and likely to trigger a new spiral of offensive arms competition. 

Because they did not believe in strategic defense, Soviet leaders 
apparently suspected at first that Reagan’s plan was primarily a “bargaining 
chip.” When it became clear at the November 1985 Geneva d t  that the 
President was not really interested in negotiating away the SDI, Gorbachev 
and his colleagues could only conclude that the United States was 
developing this program as part of a fmt-strike saategy. Once the defenses 
were sufficiently perfected to limit significantly the damage that Soviet 
retaliation could inflict, the American side would be in a position either to 
launch an attack or to blackmail the Soviet Union. 

This line of analysis had been initiated almost immediately after the 
announcement of the SDI, with Minister of Defense and Politburo member, 
Marshal D. F. Ustinov, asserting on April 7,1983: 

Recently the U. S, Presdent announced the beginning of the devebpment 
of large-scale and highly effective antimissile defense. But in fact this 
would be not a akfensive measure but an offensive one, aimed at the ac- 
quisition of a first nuclear strike potential by the United States. It is 
hignea‘ to deprive the Soviet Union of the ability to deliver a retahmry 
strike and to disarm the USSR in the face of the American nuclear 
threat?’ 

This remains the Soviet position today. Soviet leaders conclude that if the 
United States were to strike f i i t ,  the SDI would not have to be “leak proof’ 
to blunt a much weakened Soviet retaliatory blow. The result would be to 
thwart the Soviet strategy of “deterrence by denial” and to permit the United 
States to embark on a nuclear war with a reasonably good chance of 
meaningful victory. 

A second powerful Soviet concern is that the SDI will accelerate the arms 
race in offensive weapons. According to international relations specialist Oleg 
Bykov: 

It is quite clear rhat this kind of “defnse” cannot contribute to curtailing 
the arms race; on the contrary, it would raise the arms race to an immea- 
surably higher level. What would happen would not be a simple addition 
of space-based weapons to nuclear ones, but a powetjid acceleration of the 
entire interconnected process of creating offensive and wensive weapons. 
The dynamics and qualitative characteristics of the a r m  race would 
fundamentally change. The marked intensification in the American side’s 
aspiration to move into the lead. . . would inevitably call forth a timely and 
commensurate response, the aim of which would be to prevent the military 
strmgic balance from being upset. However, this would mean that the 
system of action and counteraction, which is complicated in any case, 
would become even more complex. Uncertainty and unpredctability would 
rise sharply. There wow2 be an intensified risk of fatal co ict as a result 
of accident, miscalculation, or faulty computer system. $ 
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President Reagan’s offer to share the findings of SDI research with the 
Soviet Union was brushed aside as naive and insulting. The responsible lead- 
ers of the Soviet state could hardly be expected to entrust the safety and secu- 
rity of their whole society to the word of the leading “imperialist”-who in 
any case would be out of office well before the prom had been developed. 

In light of these considerations, Soviet strategists view “Star Wars” as an 
extremely hostile act designed either to oblitemte the Soviet Union or to force 
it into political submission. If the shoe were on the other foot, would the 
United States not feel the same way? 

My impression from talks during February 1986 with Soviet scientific 
workers in the USNCanada Institute and with Soviet journalists was that the 
Soviet Union recojyizes that deployment of the SDI system, if developed, is 
at least a decade away. My contacts saw no reason for panic. Instead Soviet 
thinking seemed to be pointing toward a three-stage policy to cope with the 
SDI. First, Soviet negotiators will continue to probe and test the American 
position in hopes of ascertaining finally that the program can be bargained 
over. Second, the Soviet government is prepared to wait a bit, perhaps into 
the middle of 1987, to see whether the U. S. public and the Congress, in an 
atmosphere of mounting concern over budget deficits, would in fact fund the 
program at the levels it required. Marking time for a while might also permit 
examination of the preliminary research on the SDI, thereby providing a 
clearer indication of how feasible srrategic defense might be. Third, the Soviet 
Union will continue its own research into strategic defense in order to be in a 
position to take advantage of any unexpected technological breakthrough that 
might occur. At the same time it can begin to plan the expansion of offensive 
weapons (cruise missiles, short-bum booster rockets) and the development of 
counterdefensive measures (decoys, ground lasers, space mines, antisatellite 
missiles) that would be required to overcome the SDI, should it turn out to be 
both feasible and f~ndable.3~ Soviet commentators have consistently argued, 
quite correctly I believe, that such measures would be a great deal cheaper 
than development, deployment, and maintenance of the SDI itself, and that 
they could be designed and put into place much more quickly. 

At the same time it should be noted that several people in Moscow told 
me that if President Reagan had not announced the SDI, Comrade 
Gorbachev would have had to invent it. They felt that the Soviet leader was 
skillfully using the technological threat behind “Star Wars” to goad the 
sluggish Soviet bureaucracy toward the sorts of economic and technological 
changes the Soviet system must make if it is to keep pace in the modem 
world. But few were sanguine about Gorbachev’s chances of succeedingdt 
least not at the pace he desired and that the situation requires. 

Conclusion 

This rapid overview of the history of Soviet strategic policy since 1%2 
has argued that although Soviet leaders never ceased to amass offensive 
missiles, for a brief period in the mid-1960s they moved toward reliance on 
strategic defense, perhaps in part because of their feelings of helplessness 
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during the Cuban missile crisis. This predilection was reflected in the 
writings of Soviet strategists, in public statements by Prime Minister 
Kosygin, and in Soviet efforts to deploy defensive ABMs around Leningrad 
and Moscow. Some time between late 1%7 and early 1%9, Soviet 
authorities abandoned a policy of strategic defense and quickly evolved a 
position of deterrence through denying victory in nuclear war to an 
aggressor, which remains their fundamental strategic posture today. 

Why the Soviet leadership rejected strategic defense is not certain, but 
they were apparently swayed by a combination of reasons: the high cost of 
the system, its unreliability, fear of its stimulating a new escalation of the 

would soon outpace their own efforts to develop strategic defenses. The first 
three considerations are, of course, questions frequently raised today about 
President Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative. 

After 1%9, Soviet strategic thought switched from a defensive to an 
offensive emphasis, but it is important to note that the offensive nuclear 
weapons on which Soviet strategy relies are not to be employed to start war 
but only to mount a counkr+ffensive blow. Soviet strategists state that this 
strike at the enemy’s forces and centers of command and communications 
will occur only when an attack on the USSR is imminent or unda way. Not 
surprisingly, however, Soviet statements and writings leave vague the exact 
conditions and circumstances that would prompt such a retaliatory blow. 

As arms control negotiations proceed m the wake of the Iceland summit, 
hopes have been raised among peoples throughout the world that the danger 
of nuclear war can be averted. At whatever level weapons are f d l y  
stabilized, it seems likely that the Soviet side will continue to eschew 
defense h d  rely on some form of deterrence to protect Soviet society. 

arms race, and probably most importantly, concern that American technology 
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Commentary 

Ambassador Lynn M. Hansen 

I am grateful for the opportunity to return to the Academy, an institution 
with which I have ties and for which I possess a great fondness. Let me say 
a quick word to our young scholars and cadets in the audience, and to 
historians, about the importance of language. As I was a teacher of language 
at the Academy, let me plug it one more time. If you want to be a serious 
student of history, learn another language. If you want to know about Soviet 
history, Russian history, learn Russian. To do anything else is like smelling 
roses through a blanket. 

Now, I say this because I believe it is very important, particularly as 
you deal with Soviet affairs, to understand the precision of language and 
the importance of language. I don’t think this has been fully understood 
until recently. Early translations of Soviet military materials from Russian 
into English were often rather poor, and I think this has now been 
understood and is being corrected. In this connection, those people in the 
Air Force who put out the Soviet Military Thought Series have made a 
contribution of immeasurable value. 

I am not a military historian. I am a user of the knowledge which is 
produced by a forum such as this symposium. I believe it is important that 
we not only investigate our subject for its intrinsic academic value and 
interest, but also that somehow we apply the knowledge we gain to our 
concrete undemkqs. In my view, this could not be more important than in 
the area of Arms Control. We must understand exactly what we are talking 
about and the subject with which we are attempting to deal. I believe it is 
important that in the future we attempt to understand the Soviet Union better 
and better as we manage our relationships, both in the military and political 
sphere. The competition is not about to go away, but perhaps there are 
opportunities for us to manage those relationships in productive ways. And 
to my Soviet friend in this audience, I would encourage him to go back with 
a message to his people to open up archival resources to Western scholars. 
We need to understand each other better. 

Finally, I would like to begin my brief comments with a quote from a 
person often mentioned in this symposium, Lt. Gen. P. A. Zhilin, who edited 
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a book published in 1986, The History of the Art of War.* The art of war, 
you must understand, is that which we often refer to as doctrine. The first 
sentence of this book begins with a very important message to its readen, 
and I think equally so to us: “MARXISMLENINISM teaches that without 
a rhorough knowledge of history one cannot correctly understand the present 
or foresee the future.” Now, the same basic point about the importance of 
history has been made several times during this symposium 

A few years ago, after I had written several articles about the Soviet 
Air Force, my friend John Erickson sent me an article written by R. A. 
(Tony) Mason, which Erickson referred to as “the RAF view of the Soviet 
Air Force.’’+ I have not forgotten this, and I understood what John Erickson 
was telling me. So, the task of commenting on Tony Mason’s paper is a 
rather formidable one; nevertheless, I would like to make a few comments 
on his paper. I’ve had some unusual experiences in my lifetime, one of 
which was at a meeting in Moscow where I was confronted with a view of 
history totally alien to my own understanding. I was told that the United 
States had dropped the atomic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, not as a 
means to end World War 11, but rather as a political sign UI the Soviet 
Union. This point was also made to some extent in Tony’s paper when he 
talked about the unease of the Soviets concerning the capability of U.S. 
R29s and their capability of reaching the Soviet Union with atomic 
weapons. He may have understated the case. However, I am not one of those 
people who believes in Soviet paranoia. I simply reject this. I believe that 
Soviet leaders are very sophisticated, that they understand, that they do their 
analysis, and that they do their homework. I simply don’t believe in Soviet 
paranoia and do not offer this as an excuse for any Soviet behavior. In my 
view, it is true that after the initial yean following World War 11 fear played 
a basic and significant role in Soviet defense decisions. Mason has written 
of the ascendancy of the defense over the offense, and I think this is one 
manifestation of that fear. I think it is important to understand this as we 
deal with Soviet military developments over the past four decades. 

Preoccupation with defense of course, does not change the basic fact 
that the way Soviet military art manifests itself is in an offensive posture. 
It is armed, equipped, trained and postured in offensive ways. But this has 
not changed, in my view, the basic fact that what every Soviet official will 
tell you is their military doctrine is defensive, and there I think we need to 
develop some precision, because we have a false cognate. Soviet military 
doctrine is not the same as U.S. military doctrine. One might think of it in 
terms of their security policy, a policy that includes military considerations 
which they call defensive. Their actual doctrine, however, has a large 
offensive cast to it. 

Another thing about which Mason has talked is the swings in the mili- 
tary history pendulum, something worthy of study and intensive analysis. I 

‘Istoriia vmmgo iskusstva (Moscow). Ed. 
‘Air Vice-Marshal Mason was Director of Defence Studies RAF and RAF Staff 

College, 1977-1985. Ed. 
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think this is a job on which military historians and others might spend con- 
siderable time. I happen to be among those who believe there have been 
action and mction cycles within the military power relationships between 
the Soviet Union and the United States. However, this has not been 
capricious in my view, but rather is the result of a fair amount of historical 
analysis and a fair amount of detailed study by the Soviets. 

I have had the experience myself of witnessing some of these things. It 
is interesting to note, and this is very much in line with what Tony Mason 
is saying, that if one goes back prior to the l W s ,  there was within the 
Soviet Air Force a dependence fundamentally on the MiG-15, MiG-17 air 
fmnes. Then, in the 1960s one began to see the emergence of the MiG-21, 
Su-7, and Yak aircraft of various types. And then, ten years later there was 
almost a total recycling, qu ipping  of the Soviet armed forces with what 
has been referred to as “third generation aimafk’’ By that I mean the Su-17, 
the MiG-23, MiG-27 and others such as the MiG-25. Now just a mere ten 
years later, we have virtually another total reequipping of the Soviet Air 
Force with the MiG-29, Su-27, the MiG-31 and a range of other aircraft. 
This is impressive and gives us a clear understanding of the i m p o m  that 
they have placed in air power itself. 

I do want to differ with Tony Mason in one critical area. I myself am sus- 
picious of what he called in his presentation “the suspiciousness of the Soviet 
Union’s attitude toward initiative.” This, too, is a favorite subject of many 
analysts. I believe there is initiative in the Soviet armed forces. I just think we 
don’t understand it. I think it has a different complexity and a different 
character than we have in our own, and I would be very interested sometime 
in getting somebody who had been in a course like our fellow in “Top Gun,” 
and those who go through the Soviet air training. Because I saw in the ‘Top 
Gun” movie the idea that there are basic choices made by an American pilot 
in combat. He trains to make those selections; he does not invent them. I 
believe this is precisely the way that the Soviets exercise initiative in combat, 
not by inventing on-the-spot innovation, but by making the right choice. This 
is the same idea expressed by Mr. Donnelly in his paper. 

I recently spent about a hundred hours alone in a little room with a 
Soviet general from the General Staff discussing Soviet Army operations in 
the greatest detail. He convinced me that Soviet offtcers at the battalion, the 
regimental, and the division levels certainly have initiative and exercise it. 
I find, as I said before, no reason to believe the same thing does not happen 
in the Soviet Air Force. 

Tony Mason talked in his paper about the importance of air power with- 
in the combined- hmework. He states that the exact distance travelled 
by Soviet air power is of less significance than the many directions it has 
taken. I think I would want to add a gloss to that statement by saying that 
the speed with which they have travelled this distance is perhaps more impm- 
sive than the many directions, and I look forward to seeing what the next 
ten-year cycle brings in the 1990s by way of Soviet aircraft and technology. 

I want to return for a moment to the question of history in the context 
of the Soviet armed forces, particularly as related to the air force. In 1976 
a book was published, which I believe is the most important book ever to 
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be published about the Soviet Air Force. It is by a man named Tmkhovich, 
at that time a colonel, a writer firom the General Staff, now a general, who 
wrote a book entitled The Operatwnal Art of the Soviet Air Force in World 
War 11.’ How many people see such a basic volume and say, “World War 
II? That is not important. Let’s not bother with this. That is history.” This 
is not history; this is reality; this is today. In this book colonel Timokhovich 
goes through an entire analysis of World War Ik what the Soviet Air Force 
did right and wrong, the questions of tactid air sup~macy; operational air 
supremacy; strategic air supremacy; the role of the offense; the role of the 
defense. All of these things are carefully analyzed, not only in the context 
of World War 11, but also in the Spanish Civil War, where they learned a 
number of lessons. This is not history in a narrow sense, this is analysis of 
the principles which the air force employs in its application of technology 
to modem problems. I mentioned “principles,” not “tactics,” and I believe 
it is an incredibly important book which I hope the U. S. Air Force soon 
gets on the street so that we can all look at it again and again: 

In the fmt part of Dr. Thompson’s paper he wrote somerhmg which he 
didn’t report to you but with which in reading I have to disagree. He 
indicated that there was some confusion and uncertainty which characterizes 
military thinking and decision making in the Soviet Union. In my own view, 
we could use in our system a little of the same type of confusion and 
uncertainty. If some historian wanted to dig out all the facts related to the 
development and procurement of a certain piece of military hardware in the 
United States, and here I think of the histgr of the development of the US. 
Army’s armored fighting vehicle, one could see in fact the% is a fair amount 
of uncertainty and confusion in our system. 

Now, very few people here have mentioned the role of the General Staff 
in Soviet military affairs. Their evaluation of history is that it is critical and 
significant in the studies which they conduct, both with regard to their own 
modem role in the conduct of military operations and in application and test- 
ing applications. It is very difficult to overstate their positive appreciation 
of history. I don’t want to suggest to you that the Soviets have not made 
blunders. That would be very foolish of me. But I am saying that their sys- 
tem for dealing with military issues is a great deal Werent than that of the 
United States, and within the Soviet system the importance of military his- 
tory cannot be overemphasized. 

I also want to challenge Dr. Thompson in a statement he made about the 
availability of evidence on Soviet military affairs. I think there is more 
literam on Soviet military affairs than for any other modem nation state. 
I would mention several periodicals as vital for anyone who is really inter- 

‘CoL I. V. Titnoklmvich (professor and Doctor of Historical Sciences), Operutivnoe 
iskstvo Smetskii W S  Velikogo otechestvennoi voiny (Moscow. 1976). An expanded 
and revised edition appea~ed under the title, V nebe voiny, 1941-1945 (Moscow, 1986). 
Ed. 

+”he U. S. Air Force is giving serious consideration to publication of this volume 
in its Soviet Military Thought Series.  Ed. 
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ested in the subject, including Military Thought, the classified journal of the 
General Staff, The Milimy History Journal, and a third, very important one, 
The Naval Digest.’ Now, each of these journals in its own way is an expres- 
sion of a phenomenon of which we hardly seem aware in this country, the 
phenomenon which the Soviets call “military science.” I suggest this military 
scieme is rigorous in its essence and its applications. Unfortunately, we are 
not nearly as rigorous in our attempts to try to understand it. While it may 
not be flawless in its application, it does represent the driving force behind 
doctrine, military art, strategy, operational art and tactics. I don’t have any 
statistics, but if I were able to tell you the number of Soviet officers who 
have the equivalent of PhD. degrees in military science or military history, 
it would be both Surprising and astonishing. In this country what university 
would make military science a legitimate academic subject? I am tempted 
to ask how many American historians have degrees in military history, but 
I won’t. I think that history is the foundation of Soviet military science and, 
therefore, the great instructor of all things military in the Soviet Union. 

Not only have the Soviets analyzed everything that they did in the Great 
Patriotic War, the First World War, and Tsarist times, but they also looked 
very carefully at what we did in Vietnam. They have looked very carefully 
at what has happened in the Middle East and the Falklands. This for them, 
as Mr. Vigor has pointed out, is history, and the General Staff Academy 
plays an important and key role in this, as do the other academies, as they 
analyze and study war. This is true also of their activities in Afghanistan. I 
repeat myself, but history is an extraordinarily important part of Soviet 
military science. 

I am tempted to talk a little about Admiral Gorshkov’s book simply 
because it is a book about history and a book resulting from an internal 
debate during which, in my view, Gorshkov was trying to move ahead of 
where the rest of the military establishment was, something which did not 
end with Gorshkov’s book! Indeed, the General Staff did not like his book 
and it did not win rave reviews. The debate continued, and it took place on 
the pages of The Nmal Digest, which I mentioned to you earlia. In my own 
view, and I have friends who disagree with me, the ultimate word was not 
spoken by Gorshkov, but by Admiral Chemavin. In fact, there is only one 
strategy in the Soviet Union, not naval strategy, not air strategy, just simply 
strategy. And we know where Chemavin is today? 

Until President Reagan’s announcement of the Strategic Defense 
Initiative (SDI), the Soviets did not frequently use the word “deterrence,” 
and when they did it was usually to describe “Western concepts.” Since 
SDI, the word bounces off Soviet lips with a facility which rivals that of 

Iroennaia mysl’, Voem-istoricheskii zhurnal, andhforskoi sbornik, respectively. Ed. 
tS. G. Gorshkov. The Sea Power of the State (Annapolis, Md., 1979). as translated 

from Morskaia moshch gosudarstva, 2d rev ed (Moscow, 1976). The first Russian 
edition appeared m 1976. Ed. 

*Admiral of the Fleet V. N. Chemavin, Commander in Chief of the Soviet Navy 
since December 1985. Ed. 
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former Defense Secretary McNamara's Pentagon "whiz kids." There is a 
lot of talk in the Soviet Union today about deterrence, but it is new and it 
is only in reaction to the President's SDI. 

Returning for a moment to what I have said about Soviet military 
science, I believe it is a science. The only Russian word I know for 
deterrence within their framework is oborona or defense. That is the only 
word I am aware of that ever meant anything to the Soviets. For the Soviets 
there was never a choice in my view between offense and defensq there was 
never a choice between deterrence and something else. Simply put, 
deterrence in our context, in our framework, did not make Soviet military 
sense. It was not m d ,  it was not ideologically acceptable. The idea that the 
vanguard of world communism could accept mutual vulnerability is 
incredible. The importance of defense in the Soviet military vocabulary has 
not diminished, and there I do take exception with Dr. Thompson. The 
amthued upgrading of Soviet strategic defense m all its aspects is, I believe, 
ample evidence. Whether or not current ABM systems, including the most 
recent upgrade of the GALOSH system, are effective is secondary to the fact 
that such upgrading continues to take place. Fu~thermore, they have 
developed systems such as the SA-10 and the SA-12, which are assessed 
to have some limited capability against ballistic systems. 

It is true that there was a great preoccupation with strategic defense 
earlier than the 1960s, recalling Penkovskii's special collection' and 
Sokolovskii's first edition of military strategy? There was a preoccupation 
with the idea of defense in the strategic sense, but I reject that there was 
ever a separation of a defensive strategy and an offensive strategy. In fact, 
I go so far as to reject the idea of nuclear strategy. I think there is only 
strategy, and within this idea of strategy the= are various components, but 
they fit hand in glove with one another, and sometimes these kind of concepts 
of strategy confuse us as we try to apply our Erame of reference to that of the 
Soviet Union. For those who want to read, go back and read Sokolovskii's 
book on military strategy. Pay attention to what he says about the Marxist 
dialectic of defense and offense. And then go read what Ogarkov wrote in 
1982 in his book, Always in Redness to Defend the Fatherland? where he 
virtually repeats Sokolovskii word for word. No rejection of the defense at 
all. In fact, what they say is that the Marxist dialectic says that no matter 
what offensive weapon is created, a defensive weapon will also be created. 

I have had the interesting e.xperiemx of debating one a. Velikov," who 
is widely known as one of the public personalities from the Academy of 
Science, who deals with Soviet SDI concerns and their own defense 

'0. V. Penkovskii. The Penkatskiy Papers, trans P. Mabii (Garden City, N. Y., 
1965). Ed. 

W. D. Sokolovskii. Soviet Military Strategy, ed Haniet Fast Soott, 3d ed (New 

W. V. Ogarkov, Vsegda v gotovnosti k zashchite Otechestva (MOSCOW. 1982). Ed. 
"E. P. Velikhov, a physicist and membex of the Academy of Sciences since 1974 

Yak, 1975). The first edition appeared as V o e d  strategiia (Moscow, 1962). Ed. 

(Who's Who in the Soviet Union, ed Borys Lewytzkyj, Munich, 1984, p. 350). Ed. 
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research. At lunch one day we were tallring about strategic defense and he 
more or less suggested to me that we ought to somehow get them to 
dismantle GALOSH as part of some arms control agreement. When I men- 
tioned this later, he attacked me rather viciously, and even to the point of 
giving a newspaper interview in which he accused me of being a bad repre- 
sentative of my country because I had stated in public something he had 
told me in private. The point I am trying to make is that the commitment to 
defense, in my view, is no less today than it has beenat any tim in history. 

I will say again what I have said before. In my own view, which does 
not have to be more authoritative than anyone else’s, it is nonsense to refer 
to defense as a strategy within the Soviet framework. There is only one 
military strategy, and defense has been and will always continue to be, a 
component of that military strategy. This approach is consistent with Soviet 
military science. It is consistent with Marxism-kmhism, and as far as I can 
see there can be no other way. 

The problem the Soviets encounter with SDI is not the problem of 
defense. They view it as having immense potential as an offensive system 
Because they view it within the context of their framework, they don’t make 
the distinction between the offense and defense that we tend to make. They 
see only strategy. You have to listen carefully to what they say. They never 
argue against the morality or the legitimacy of the strategic defense; indeed, 
they cannot. Their arguments are based upon the idea of space-strike 
weapons which pose for them immense defensive problems, not to speak of 
economic, political and other burdens. 

Again, and I am not growing tired of saying this, within the Soviets’ 
own framework, there cannot be a defense strategy, only a military strategy. 
There I think I would comment and be rather critical of something h.. 
Thompson said with regard to the ideas of deterrence. I think he has med 
it upsidedown in that what he is hearing from Soviet interlocutors is a 
traditional U.S. view of deterrence, not one accepted by the Soviet Union. 

This brings me to some last comments on Soviet military science, for 
which you can obviously note that I have great respect. Within the general 
scope of Marxist-Leninist doctrine, there are a number of immutable laws. 
These are constantly behg reaffimed by military spokesmen, whether it be 
Marshal Akhromeev or Marshal Ogarkov or someone else. The political 
figures in the Soviet Union do not change their basic ways. To do so would 
be their undoing. I think Mr. Khrushchev learned that. There are political 
statemenrs made for a variety of different reasons. I don’t want to challenge 
those statements, I work and function in a political atmosphere in which 
political statements are important and take on a weight of their own. But it 
is extremely important in my view to understand that within Soviet military 
science the political and the military are so intricately linked with each other 
that it is almost impossible to separate them. 

I have tried to say three or four times that the idea of discarding strategic 
defense is not demonstrable in my view. It is unscientifc to say so, un- 
Marxist, and basically out of the question. If you want to look for other real 
evidence, it was mentioned here that I have spent some time with the Air 
Force’s Foreign Technology Division. What I did there was unique. I ran a 
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little section which translated Russian physics books into English, using a 
computer. One of the things that came out of the physics books was theories 
on particle beam propagation and on the utility of particle beams in such 
things as strategic defense. Those very books and those very theories became 
handbooks for our own physicists in our own laboratories as we developed 
and investigated the idea of particle beams wirhin the context of SDI. 
Demonstrable, visible evidence of Soviet concem for strategic defense exists, 
not to mention a small but noteworthy statement by Marshal Grechko upon 
the signing of the ABM treaty which I do not have at my fingertips, the 
essence of which was basically, “Yes, we subscribe to this idea, but it does 
not preclude defense built upon more sophisticated technological principles.” 
Don’t hold me to that quote, but the idea is right. 

In my business I participate in many contacts with Soviets. I enjoy it. 
I respect the people with whom I deal. 1 grew to like my Soviet counterpart 
in Stockholm, as we sat for hours across a very small table and discussed 
issues. I am aware of, and lmow personally, members of the Institute for the 
Study of the United States and Canada, and they are bright, well-read, 
articulate citizens and representatives of their country. They serve their 
country well and we can respect that, but they are also experts on the United 
States and Canada. They are also pmfesional pqagandists. They are a part 
of a particular political apparatus of the Soviet Union, the ex@% of which 
is growing,  the^ is no doubt about that. Their efforts are aimed at enhancing 
the security of the Soviet Union by influencing Western publics and 
parliaments to do less in providing for Western defense. 

At the heart of all the political and military endeavors undertaken by 
Soviet authorities lie the basic principles of Marxism-knjnism. In partic- 
ular, these principles undergird Soviet analysis of Soviet military history, 
which forms the foundation of Soviet military science upon which most 
military developments are based. 

I want to close m y  comments on the papers by availing myself of a 
quote which Air Vice-Marshal Mason also used when he summed up the 
accomplishments of the Soviet Air FoIce in recent years, and apply that 
quote across the board to everything that the Soviet Union has done in the 
military sphere: ‘”T’his sort of impressive defense output does not happen in 
a fit of absent-mindednes.”* It is not chaotic, it is not a result of confusio~ 
it is a result of a cautious, almost boring, but scientifii approach to questioIls 
of things that are military. And at the root of it all, is History. 

’Edwina Moreton, “Comrade Colossus:, The Impact of Soviet Military Industry on 
the Soviet Economy,” in The Soviet State: The Domesric Roots of Soviet Foreign 
Policy, ed Curtis Keeble (London, 1985). p. 128. Ed. 
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Introductory Remarks 

Robert F. Byrnes 

I would like to begin by supporting Ambassador Hansen’s comments 
concerning foreign language instruction, particularly for those young enough 
to begin again the study of another language. It is impossible to understand 
another society without understanding its language. One of our professors of 
English helped make the State of Indiana the most advanced state in the 
United States with regard to instruction in foreign languages. His argument 
was that “It is one thing to read about love and Byron, Keats, Shelley and 
Shakespeare; it is another thing to be in love, or to have been in love. If you 
are, or have been, in love you can understand love.” If you know another 
language you can understand another person and you can understand that 
cultures are different. I would like to say on the other hand that in this same 
university I picked up a catalog some time ago, of the School for Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation. It contains a statement, of which I think 
this is an exact quotation: “The School of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation does not require knowledge of foreign languages for its advanced 
degrees; however, it does urge every candidate for an advanced degree to 
acquire the effective command of the English language. . . .” So, we have 
a long way to go, not only in foreign languages but in also our under- 
standing of Russia and Russian military history, and the role that it plays in 
Russia and the Soviet Union and in the world at large. 

Before I go on, I would like to thank the Air Force Academy for inviting 
me, because I learned so much in the last two days, and for inviting all of 
the rest of us, because I think we all shared a very exciting and stimulating 
conference on a subject COIlceming which some of us are not well informed. 
The arrangements have been excellent, in fact, I wish our university operated 
with the same efficiency that this institution does. I also would like to say 
that I wish that I taught at an institution where the professors are always 
addressed as “Sir.” A few weeks here, and I think my character would 
change considerably. I would like to thank everyone involved for a very 
splendid conference, one which I hope will be a foundation on which further 
study of Russian and Soviet military history will be built. 

The Department of History has done very well also in arranging the 
weather, which has been almost as stimulating as the conference has been. 
But as I looked at the clouds after lunch this afternoon, I was reminded of 
the Soviet joke about Brezhnev, who was assigned to Hell after he died. He 
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negotiated with Satan about his location there. Satan gave him several illus- 
trations of the very splendid facilities in which he might spend the rest of 
eternity, all  very attractive. Brezhnev chose one of these only to be pitched 
into a vat of boiling oil, where he was being forever tormented by little 
devils with forked tails and pitchforks. He complained about it, saying: 
“This is not what I thought I was geaing.” The explanation he received was 
that “You received the In-tourist view.” Well, I think we have had the “In- 
tourist” view of the Colorado weather, and I am &aid it is in the process of 
breaking down. 

I hope that those of you who are engaged in the subject of military his- 
tory, especially in Russian and Soviet military history, in the Western world 
in particular, will try to overtake and surpass the Soviets in the quality as 
well as the quantity of their production. Military history is a growing enter- 
prise in the Soviet Union. It is a neglected aspect of history in the United 
States. We cannot hope to understand Russia-which is very difficult to 
understand in any case-unless we have an appropriate knowledge of 
Russian and Soviet military history 

Secondly, while Professor Rzheshevsky and General Collins are here, 
I hope that they, Colonel Reddel and others will begin to talk about joint 
research operations, particularly on the Second World War. An enormous 
gap exists between the Soviet operational studies Colonel Glar~tz mentioned 
recently and the books about which Professor Rzheshevsky has spoken The 
Soviet operational studies are fresuently very active and accwate studies; the 
others do not even have the intention of being objective as we understand 
objectivity in the United States. So I think that the more we and the 
Russians, and when I say “we” I mean everybody in the Western world, are 
together on this enormously important subject, the more we will approach 
a common definition of the truth and begin better to understand each other. 

The other item I wish to mention has to do with the incorporation of 
military history into the general field of history as it is studied and taught in 
the United States. Jack Thompson and others have devoted the last twenty 
or thirty years to hying to increase the attention devoted to what we call ‘& 
non-Western world” in American education, because until recently we re- 
ceived an Anglo-Saxon vision of the world. That is now beginning to change. 
We are now beginning at the same time to introduce something about the role 
of women in history, particularly in American history. However, we have 
totally neglected military history, which is enormously important in the 
history of every country. So, I hope that those of us who are not specialists 
in military history will renew our efforts to incorpomte this kind of history 
into our understanding of history as a whole. 

The last point I would like to make is one that I believe we all share: I 
hope and pray that this umfemce in studies of Russian and Soviet military 
history, and of Russian history in general, will bring about a world in which 
the splendid graduates of the Air Force Academy and of other academies like 
this in the United States, and of academies in the Soviet Union and other 
countries of the world, will be able to devote their lives to expanding the 
liberties of the world and to defending the peace, and never have to engage 
in war. 
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Comments 

Emst Klink 

Talking about history is talking about historians. In view of the lectures 
given during the course of this symposium I want to talk only about the task 
of the historian-his methods, his questions and his answers. Moreover, to 
me this seems to be a usem supplemeat to the very instructive papers. In the 
end, perhaps you will find that the number of open questions has increased 
more quickly than the answers which could be given. This seems to me to 
be a legitimate result of such a symposium. I will focus on the presentations 
concerned with the Second World War in a wider sense, because this, and 
especially the war in the East, is my special field of interest. 

At least two of the papers, those presented by Col. Glantz and Mr. 
Donnelly, give me the impression of belonging to military science rather 
than to military history. Both use some selected historical phenomena of 
the Gem-Soviet war, 1941 through 1945, as a basis for an analysis of 
the development of Soviet military doctrine or the structure of corn- 
military planning in the Soviet Union. To both of them the sources seem to 
be sufficient, in spite of the “tendentious nature of Soviet military history 
and its frankly irritating narrowmindedness.” Much of their basic material 
is taken from Soviet publications. I wish to express some suspicion 
concerning this and will discuss it more later. 

To carry out this type of studies in West Germany we have a special 
Office for Military Studies and Exercises, which does not belong to the 
historical community. We have largely abandoned applied history, that is, 
the use of military history to obtain principles for future application. Military 
history in our view is part of general history and is subject to scholarly 
methods. One of them is that historical phenomena have to be considered 
critically in their entirety, that is, together with all the factors by which they 
are conditioned. And the historical facts of a case are usually so diversified, 

models.Iadmit 
that our concept of military history as the history of the military in its social, 
economic and political environment has turned too far from researching 
military operations, but the pendulum seems about to swing back a little. Of 
course, in the narrower sense of operational history military science has its 
own high value. In any event, our research in military history is no longer 

and never identical, that they do not easily fit into themead * 
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concerned with hero worship; likewise, the question of the use of history for 
the education of officers is only a secondary problem. 

Military history as an institution within the Soviet Army, with clear, 
fmed functions in the Soviet Union and toward the outside world, has been 
described very ably by Mr. Vigor. It is not only history or part of military 
science, but it is also a vehicle for the continuous justification of a political 
ideology. It depends on periodic, varying instructions, which do not clearly 
differentiate between history and propaganda, or, to use a more modern 
defhtion, psychological warfare. Soviet military historiography pretends to 
be objective in the sense of measwing actual developments with the 
yardstick of certain assumed logical and unalterable social developments. At 
the same time it must be strictly partial to Marxism-Leninism, which in 
reality means to the instructions of the ruling Communist Party, obviously 
including the special branch of military statistics. 

The futility of a search for demonstrably true facts amongst a maze of 
alleged laws of development, as the prerequisites of a reliable and 
enlightening historiography, has been demonstrated impressively by Mr. 
Vigor. I think we can agree with everything he says about the function of 
military history inside the Soviet system and its effectiveness. It has to 
render homage to Soviet achievements and to the heroism of the masses, 
as a principle, in order to motivate today’s soldiers, and it usually has to 
belittle the achievements of other nations, especially the Western nations. 
At the same time it must disguise much about Soviet strength and 
performame in order not to allow Westem historians, politicians and military 
professionals to arrive at any acuuate cmclusions about its strength arid true 
intentions. 

One of the main contentions of Soviet military history about the Second 
World War is that it was the Soviet Army and the Soviet Air Force that 
were primarily responsible for the defeat of the Wehrmacht. This thesis is 
also advocated by East German historians. One of them wrote an article on 
German aircraft losses in Russia in which he hied to insinuate by means of 
a maze of loss tables and statistics that the LujIwufle lost most of its planes 
in the East. Most of his figures were from original documents in West 
G e m  military archives, but he assembled them in such a way that it is 
difficult to find the truth. Above all, he omitted the decisive column, which 
gave the average monthly loss ratio from June 1941 to December 1944 
between Eastem and Westem theaters of war, that is, 1,OOO planes lost 
against the Western allies and 500 lost against the Russians. If he had 
published this figure, it would have defeated his own cause. 

But let us remain a while with statistics, tables and parameters as an 
“indubitable” basis for a realistic evaluation. To prove that the German 
attack of June 22,1941 on the Soviet Union could succeed only because it 
was a strategic surprise, and because the Soviet Army was not at all prepared 
to defend the borders, Col. Patuchov, Canciidate of Historical Sciences, in 
Number 59 of the International Military Review (Moscow, 1985), which 
commemorated the fortieth anniversary of the Soviet victory, presented a 
table comparing German strength in tanks, guns and planes with Soviet 
strength on June 22,1941. It is really like comparing apples with tomatoes. 
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On the Soviet side only the modem tanks such as the T-34 and KV are 

P-38 and outdated German types I, 11 and I11 tanks, are counted. As to the 
air forces, only 1,500 modem Soviet planes are confronted with 5,000 
German planes, which actually includes all Finnish, Rumanian, Hungarian, 
Italian, liaison and courier planes. Actually only 1,945 German planes were 
operational frontline aircraft, while along the western border the Soviets 
possessed about 9,OOO in all. 

In this connection I would like to make some further remarks about the 
problem of the surprise attack. In Westem historiography this problem 
seems, apart fkom some ignorance of the subject, to be settled as follows: 
only the Soviet fighting troops and their staffs, up to army level, were taken 
by tactical surprise, while higher headquarters in Moscow were certainly not 
surprised strategically. Stalin had been wamed repeatedly from London, 
Washington, and Stockholm, and through other diplomatic channels, of 
German preparations for an offensive and later of an imminent German 
attack. Comintem espionage and contact with confdants in Berlin, as well 
as Soviet air recolmaissance, furnished additional information. The Germans 
allowed Soviet planes to fly around unmolested, because the Soviets per- 
mitted the German reconnaissance planes to violate their air space. So there 
could not possibly be a strategic surprise. The German High Command, as 
early as April 1941, no longer believed in effective surprise and quick 
success, because of their knowledge of Soviet troop movements and other 
preparations. Halder, Chief of the General Staff of the German Army, was 
afraid of a Soviet preemptive strike, as can be learned from an entry in his 
diary, April 7,1941. It seems that of the Soviet field commanders, Col. Gen 
Kirponos, Commander in Chief of the Southwestern Front, trusted his own 
judgment more than the information he received from Moscow. And it was 
the defense in his sector, especially by the 5th Army, that delayed the 
advance of the German A m y  Group Siid long enough to thwaa Hitler’s and 
Halder’s operatid plans, which were identical for the fmt phase. Further 
proof that Scnprise was not ubiquitous is the fact that on the morning of June 
22,1941 Col. Gen F. I. Kuznemv ordered two of his mechanized Corps to 
attack the 41st Tank Corps (Punzergruppe 4), which they did on June 23. 
They must have been ready for operation. 

Another example of the dubious value of comparisons contained in 
Soviet historiography is the book, published as Memoirs of Marshal Zhukov. 
It not only grossly exaggerates the strength of the German troops in Russia 
early in November 1942, but it also inflates German and Rumanian strength 
around Stalingrad to make the ingenious performance of the Stavka, as a 
planning braintrust, more visible and to make the success against the 
Germans appear greater. Stalingrad was not a “Cannae” for the German 
Wehrmacht. The battle was of course a disaster for the 6th German Army, 
for the Rumanians, and for the Hungarian Army, but it did not decide the 
war, as can be seen in the fact that the Soviet Army needed an additional 
twenty-seven months on the “road to Berlin.” It is also not true that the 
German staffs or the troops in Stalingrad were surprised by the offensive of 
the Soviet fronts-which Zhukov esteems highly as proof of Soviet art of 

the German side dl d vehicles, including Czech P-35 and 
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war. On the cont17d1y, Army Group B and the 6th Army were well informed 
by intelligence and air reconnaissance about Soviet deployment, with the 
exception of the Soviet tank corps. They expected a Soviet offensive against 
which they took defensive measures as far as it was possible. The German 
blunder lay in the fact that the Army High Command until late October 
believed the main Soviet thrust to be directed further north against 
Smolensk. They assumed that, since this was the most delicate sector of the 
German front, the Russians would act like the German General Staff and 
attack this weak point. A breakthrough there would really signify a 
shattering defeat of strategic significance. 

Continuing with the evaluation of Soviet historical descriptions and 
strength tables and their usefdness for promoting the progress of the Soviet 
art of war, one should note that they usually exclude certain elements 
essential for the historical assessment of operations and their results as far 
as the German side is concerned. Here, for example, I think of the supply 
situation and of the fact that the supply routes and depots could not, in the 
last years of the war, be palpably interfered with by the Germans, but I also 
think of the eminent role of American supplies of trucks and foodstuffs, 
shoes and clothing. I found that in Soviet statistics the American trucks are 
usually not mentioned. htead, the numbers of American planes and tanks 
are given in connection with the enormous Soviet production figures of the 
same weapons in order to make American aid appear insignificant. Indeed, 
it was still insignificant when the Germans were stopped before Moscow, 
but the trucks were indispensable later on to carry out deep penetration 
movements, especially when one compares the 427,000 American trucks 
with the much lower Soviet truck production figures. Rarely is the enemy 
situation mentioned, except when it comes to high enemy losses. But to 
assess the successes of Soviet operations from July 1943 to May 1945, one 
should consider a number of factors: against what a conglomerate of armies 
and smaller units they were achieved, what the real strength, or rather the 
weakness, of the German Army and its brothers-in-, as well as their air 
forces on the Eastern Front was at that time, and how poorly the Germans 
were quipped. Special consideration should be given to Soviet partisan 
activities, which greatly weakened the Geman front by cutting roads and 
railroad lines, by surprise attacks against military and civil personnel behind 
the lines and by preventing continuous supply, as well as furnishing 
intelligence about all echelons of the German h y  to the Soviet troop 
staffs. 

Toward the end of his painstaking and instructive paper, Colonel Glantz 
mentions the fact that airborne troops now are incorporated into Soviet 
armies as their vdcal dimension. The historian's question, of course, would 
be whether they will be also used. We know that the Soviet Army was the 
first to maintain parachute and airborne troops long before World War 11. 
But with the exception of the cauldron near Smolensk in early 1942, and 
some smaller operations later on in the south and against the Japanese, they 
were never employed in major operations. 

I want to provide only a short annotation concerning the role of the 
Cossacks during the German-Russian War of 1941-1945, adding to the 
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paper of Dr. Bruce Menning. The flying force, a cavalry unit capable of 
independent operations, was used not only in the Soviet Army, but it was 
revived also by the Germans. They were considered reliable, and their long 
experience in “small wars” up to the twentieth century made them in 
German eyes especially fit for fighting partisans. The first units of the 
Cossack Corps were recruited just at the time when the last German Cavalry 
Division was dissolved. The historical problem of these and a lot of other 
military units of Russian birth seems to be a forgotten one in Soviet 
historiography. 

Perhaps one should add that the development of the Soviet deep 
pnemtion operation cannot be considered without taking a look at the share 
contributed by the air armies. I thank my colleague, Dr. Host Boog, for his 
assistance in all matters in this paper relating to air force matters. Dr. 
Hardesty gives us a concise summary of those parts of his book, The Red 
Phoenix, that deal with the question of how, after the initial setbacks in 
1941, the Soviet Air Force was reorganized in 1942-1943 to support 
effectively the g r o u n d  troops tactically and how it forged the means to gain 
air supremacy over the Lyiwufle. His information is mainly derived from 
Soviet publications which, in this case, seem to have offered sufficiently 
sound material to delineate the development of Soviet tactical air power. As 
a precondition of the successful reorganization, he is certainly correct in 
mentioning the loosening of the Communist Party’s grip to allow more 
freedom for military professionalism, while later the party gave further 
impetus. The question is whether Stalin’s appeal to patriotism was not a 
stronger incentive than the party’s leadership. 

Dr. Hardesty is absolutely right in calling the evacuation of the aircraft 
industry behind the Urals a key factor in the rebirth of the Soviet Air Force 
and an herculean achievement. The Germans had neglected this possibility 
because they expected a short war in which the potential developed later 
would not count. This was their biggest blunder. They also abstained from 
bombing the aircraft factories because they intended to use them themselves 
after the mupation of the country. Further proof is required U, demonstrate 
that the industries transferred were really so essential for the production 
boom, or whether the Soviets had, long before, clandestinely built up large 
industries in Siberia which were later activated. 

That the tactical character of the Soviet Air Force had something to do 
with Russian geography is evident. The Germans, therefore, employed the 
Lujhvaffe along the same line and, at first, pwposely neglected strategic air 
war. Of course As was also because of the insufficient range of their 
bombers. But back to the Soviets. Was their need for tactical air support the 
only reason not to be overly concerned with long-range bombers and escort 
fighters? The Soviets were among the first to maintain a strategic bomber 
force before World War II. Why didn’t they use it in the war? Certainly, as 
the Germans could observe in the first years of the war, because of the 
insufficient training of the Soviet bomber crews. Or weR they no longer 
aware of the possibilities of strategic air warfare? When we consider the 
scarcity of lines of transportation in the vast Russian temtory, as well as the 
location of German supply depots and the transfer of German armament 
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factories to the east, Soviet long-range bombers, had they been employed 
strategically and not only tactically, could have interrupted German supply 
lines and done much damage to the German war effm Maybe fighting the 
German supply lines was thought to be better executed by the partisans. 
German cmmamks were tkquently slnprised that the Soviet Air Force did 
not attack German lines of retreat or retreat movements. 

Marxist-Leninist historians have another version for the Soviet neglect 
of strategic air war. This is the moral disdain of the Soviets toward the 
indiscriminate nature which strategic air warfare could not help assuming. 
Om certainly should take this argument for what it is: propaganda. Because, 
on the other hand, Marxist-Leninist historians also deplore the fact that the 
Ftench dissolved their two strategic air corps after the fall of the People’s 
Front Govemment and thus could not and did not conduct strategic bombing 
against Germmy. Only what helps the Soviets is good. In any event, one has 
the impression that the Soviets developed a huge tactical air force in excess 
of actual tactical needs, and one would like to know more about the reasotls 
why the Soviets used even their long-range aircl.aft almost entirely tactically. 
Dr. Hardesty clearly describes the reorganiZation of the Soviet Air Force 

under the able leadership of Marshal Novikov, of whom, unforhmakly, not 
very much is known. The new air armies allowed for greater mobility and 
Concentration of force, and the revival of the offensive air doctrine together 
with the advent of modem fighters, better tactics and ground attack planes 
were the prerequisites of air supremacy and thus of the operational freedam 
of the ground forces. Over preoccupation with tactical air war obviously 
remled jet and strategic bomber development, so that, as Dr. Hardesty says, 
the strengths of the war became burdensome legacies in the nuclear age, at 
least in its first years. Air Vim-Marshal Mason starts out from this situation 
in his paper to demonstrate the marked progress made by the Soviets since 
then in air strategy. In spite of, and even after the reorganization, the 
German pilots, almost to the end of the war, believed themselves to be 
superior to the mass of Russian pilots in tactics and training, but numbers 
finally munted more. It stands to reason that also the reorganization of the 
rear area, including maintenance and the parallel formation of tank armies, 
contributed substantially to later tactical and strategic success. 

One very important lesson Dr. Hardesty’s paper teaches us, and which 
turned out to be a vital element of Soviet recovery during the war, was the 
Russian capacity for pragmatic improvisations under stress. In its prewar 
estimates of Soviet strength, the Lujhvafle expressly dealt with that ability, 
but belittled it fatally. 

This phenomenon seem to be characteristic of all Russian armies since 

his modesty, and obedience were emphasized as well by the hussian 
General von Schamhorst in 181 1, as in 1941 by the D e p m t  of Foreign 
Armies East in the General Staff of the German Army and, as we have 
heard, by Brig. Gen. Lajoie in our own time. Another phenomenon is the 
fighting people behind the front of every invader, which causes not only 
high losses but also barbarity in warfare. As we see, the problems of mass 
mobilization, overcoming great distances, and other problems are not 

the begirming of the nineteenth century. Improvisation, the soldier’s bravery, 
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unfamiliar in Russian and Soviet military history. They always were 
mastered. I am not sure that this mastery during World War II can be called 
the “Art of War,” for I fear we are in the wrong century for such a 
characterization. 





Comments 

Jean-Christophe Romer 

Summarizing such rich contributions is not an easy task. During these 
two days, we have had the widest possible vision of over a hundred years 
of military affairs in Imperial and Soviet Russia. This has given us the 
possibility of appreciating not only the changes but also the continuity in 
Soviet-Russian military thought. Because everything, or nearly everything, 
has already been said, summing up the ideas of the symposium will be 
difficult. If I do not mention everyone’s name, be sure that all the papers 
have been taken into consideration. 

If I had to sum up these two days in one sentence, I would say that 
history is the beginning and also the way of telling it, which is far from 
being the same thing, especially in the Soviet Union. Thus, my first point 
is to analyze the function of history in the USSR. The second point 
originates from C. Donnelly’s paper, where he said that “there are very few 
new ideas employed in wars,” demonstrating the continuity in Soviet 
military thought. 

History is not and has never been innwnt. This is particularly obvious 
in the Soviet Union. It is obvious because history as well as military affairs 
are social sciences and thus deeply linked with the general political “line.” 
P. Vigor correlated the creation of the first Voenno-istoricheskii rhurnal in 
1939 with the publishing of the History of the CPSU (commonly called the 
Kratkii kurs, or Short Course) and thus with establishing a Stalinist vision 
of the history of the USSR. He correlated the rebirth of the journal, in 1959, 
with the zenith of Khrushchev’s power. This is both true and relevant. Such 
examples of history used to legitimate power are numerous in the Soviet 
Union, as in many other countries. I would like to mention two other 
examples. 

With regard to the specific role of Marshal Novikov during World War 
11, V. Hardesty mentioned the “relative professional freedom to develop new 
fighter tactics’’ in the middle period of the war. This very relative ‘‘freedom” 
corresponds to a similar situation in Soviet society as a whole, when the 
leading role of the CPSU declined in favor of the traditional Russian 
nationalism promoted by Stalin himself as a more efficient slogan to 
mobilize the Soviet people. This situation lasted up to 1946. 
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But 1946 shows a break with those years. It is a year when Stalin 
decided to return to party orthodoxy in the whole country. This change 
began with Zhdanov’s speech against literature, music and philosophy. The 
uldanovshchina also affected other fields of social life such as economics 
or, in 1947, international relations. It is also true that this general campaign 
of ideological rectXcation affected military affairs. 
From April 1946, the main ‘‘koes” of the Great Patriolic War Zhukov, 

Novikov, Rokossovskii, Tolbukhin, and Golovanov were ousted from 
Moscow. At the same time, using the pretext of an anti-Clausewitz 
campaign, a general campaign against German military thought-including 
&gels!-was enlarged. Stalin set forth the only permitted military line. His 
ideas were limited to the opposition between the rnanufacaUing period of 
wars and the motorized period, and then to the opposition between 
permanent- and temporary-acting factors in wars. Those were the only two 
subjects of military thought about which it was permissible to write in the 
Soviet Union, since it was unbelievable to cono.adict the one who considered 
himself as the most brilliant mtegist history ever knew and who liked b e i i  
compared to Kummv. After Stalin’s death, Soviet strategic thought followed 
the fluctuations and hesitations of political life until Khrushchev assumed 
complete power in 1957. All this means that, because military affairs, 
including military history, are closely correlated with political life, they have 
specific political functions. 

As has been established by most speakers, the Great Patriotic War is 
the most frequent theme used by Soviet military historians; then comes the 
Civil War and the Patriotic War of 1812. The reason why these three events 
are the favorite subjects of history is, as stated by P. Vigor, to prove that the 
Russian-Soviet armies are invincible. But we can add to this two other 
reasons, two other functions. 

The first one is to prove that Russia as well as the Soviet Union have 
always been victims of invasions from the West. Curiously, the Mongolian 
invasion is hardly ever mentioned. The presentation by the USSR of itself 
as a victim corresponds both to an internal and an external necessity. From 
an internal point of view it has been used, from hnin to Gorbachev, as an 
argument to justify the slogans of vigilance and of the necessity to be on the 
alert (bditel‘nost’ and boevuia gotovnost’). If there was no extemal threat, 
how could it be possible to reconcile the “peace-loving” rhetoric and the 
militarization of society? From the external point of view, it is used as the 
main propaganda toward the Western world to prove that the Soviet 
government has always had a “peace-loving” policy and that the true threat 
comes from the “imperialist world.” 

The second function of military history as a whole is mainly internal. 
It is often used as a way to express new priorities and new developments 
in the art of war, especially in operational art. In a society where it is 
difficult, if not impossible or prohibited to say things directly and openly, 
history is a privileged tool, used to send messages to Soviet soldiers who 
should translate it immediately into contemporary language. This function 
leads me to the second point I wanted to develop: “thee are very few new 
ideas employed in wars.” 
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I do not intend to present a complete list of those constant or permanent 
ideas in the Russian-Soviet art of war. You probably noticed that some of 
the same ideas, the same words,appeared innearly all  the speeches we have 
heard. I shall mention the most significant of them. From a general point of 
view, those ideas, of course, do not appear or reappear at the same time. 
This makes me believe that Soviet military thought is cumulative and 
selective; whatever the technological changes in weapomy, we find nearly 
the same concepts throughout. We could say that Russia, and then the 
USSR, capitalized a certain number of theories that are permanently 
adaptable to new circumstances, whether they be political or technological. 
And if the Soviets have shown a rather weak capability for innovation in 
ideas, perhaps it is because they do not really need it. 

The most permanent factor in Soviet military history is of course its 
geography! J. Kipp and W. Pintner insisted on the imporrance of the means 
of communication inside the Russian Empire and especially on the specific 
military role of the railways. I think this is a good opportunity to recall that 
without Russian railways perhaps the theories of Sir Halford McKinder 
would never have developed. 

Also, as noted by W. Pintner, from Imperial Russia comes the idea of 
the necessity of a mass army, as opposed to a smaller, more technical one. 
This idea has always been reassertBd m the Soviet Union, especially after the 
introduction of nuclear weapons. Soviet military thinkers have always fought 
against the idea that, because of nuclear weapons, mass afinies are no longa 
necessary. On this point, they regularly criticized Westem theories on 
smaller professional armies, especially in the mid-1950s and 1960s. For the 
Soviets, and it remains true today, man will never be replaced by 
technology. 

After the 1917 Revolution, more precisely in the mid-l930s, there 
appeared another constant idea which is regularly mentioned, used and 
readapted to modem circumstanes: the theory of deep operations with 
massive use of tanks! Such an idea has been developed here by most 
speakers whose papers were devoted to the post-1920s. The point is, should 
this idea be considered as a specitically Soviet idea or as European? Indeed, 
the British consider that it was first developed by Liddell Hart. The French 
consider that a young tank colonel, Charles de Gaulle, first proposed it, after 
discussions he had with a young Tsarist officer, Tukbachevskii, when they 
both were prisoners in Ingolstadt Fortress during World War I. In fact, Hitler 
fmt put it into practice in 1939. As for the Soviet Union, this idea came to 
be used from the middle period of World War 11 and then disappeared fiom 
Soviet Writings about operational art up to the 1960s. From that time on, it 
has been regularly mentioned and can be considered the origin of what we 
call today the Operatiod Maneuver Group, all of which has been perfectly 
recalled by J. Kipp, C. bnnelly and D. Glantz. 

Nevertheless, among the subjects mentioned during these two days, one 
has perhaps been underestimated, since only two papers mentioned it. It is 
the consequence of the appearance of nuclear weapons, or better to say, of 
the atomic bomb, which sounds more historical in Soviet military thought. 
And if we consider that the period fiom the end of World War 11 up to the 
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1 W s  is already history, I think it deserves to be widely studied. The 
interesting thing about nuclear weapons, and I come back to the persistence 
of Soviet military thought, is that they did not fundamentally change the 
concepts in force or rather did not add really new ones. The idea of an 
annihilating strike (SOkrurhiteZ’nyi o@or) is often considered as the typically 
“Sokolovskian” concept. But you can find such a concept long before 
Sokolovskii. From an operational point of view, Stalin menticmed it in 1934, 
in his speech before the Seventeenth Congress of the CPSU. We can find it 
again in 1949, the apogee year of the cult of the personality. But from a 
strategic point of view and correlated with atomic weapons, it appeared 
occasionally in 1952 and regularly after 1954. Such examples of constancy 
in Soviet military co~lcepts are numerous. But I shall stop with examples and 
go to my conclusion. 

I began by saying that history is not and has never been innocent. This 
symposium was devoted to Russian and Soviet military history. We listened 
with great interest to speeches about Imperial Russia, about the years of 
Revolution, which are perhaps the only atypical years in Russian-Soviet 
military history from the point of view of continuity. We also talked about 
World War 11 and about more recent years. But in fact have m talked about 
anything other than about today’s Soviet military thought? 



Comments 

Malcolm Mackintosh 

I would like to say fmt of all that we have heard fascinating accounts 
of the traditions and background of the Russian attitude to warfare at this 
symposium, also a defense of the kind of forces which the Russians have 
built up from the Tsarist period into modem times. There seems to be 
general agreement, as far as I can understand, that Russian military needs 
have been dominated by geography, history, and in one form or another, 
ideology. The country’s lack of natural defenses, long periods of foreign 
occupation, particularly from the east, and the convictions of their emerging 
rulers as the various Russian states came into existence all played a role. 
Their need to rely on the masses in defense, together with a sense of 
inferiority about the superiorities of the potential opponent, did much to 
create and to consolidate the military practices of Russia as described by 
many speakers and commentators at this symposium. These practices also 
involved a history of absolutism in the govemment of Russia and an 
apparent need for rigorous mathematical analysis in military matters. Many 
of these principles also appeared in the conduct of operations in the Second 
World War, and I would like to concentrate my remarks on World War I1 
and also to add one other historical element which I think emerged from it. 

I put the operations of World War 11 under the general heading of “the 
capacity to adapt and a resourcefulness based on battle experience.” In order 
to do this, I would like to recall my own impressions when I was in the 
Balkans with the Soviet Army toward the end of the World War II. This is 
also based on some published Soviet and German material about a 
hypothetical, regimental-sized operation by the Soviet Army in mid-1944 
in the Balkans which was in a sense my parish in that period of the war. 

What I would like to do is to take a rifle regiment from one of the 
armies, the 37th Army of the 3d Ukrainian Front in the summer and early 
fall of 1944 and see how it conducted a defensive operation in the Iassy- 
Kishinev Operation of that period. So, let’s look at our rifle regiment. At 
about that time it was composed of between 1,200 and 1,500 men organized 
into three rifle battalions, each with three rifle companies, a machinegun 
company, a mortar company and one artillery battery. The regiment also had 
a signal company, somtimes two antitank companies with 57-1nm guns, one 
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mortar mmpany with one or two 82-mtn mwtats, a self-propeled gun troop, 
an artillery battery and an antiaircraft machinegun troop. Normally, one of 
the rifle companies in each battalion was especially trained for street 

in the regiment could be mounted if horses were available. The regiment 
had, in addition, one engineering platoon and a chemical defense element 
which worked closely with the engineers. All the ammunition and other 
supply trucks were horsedrawn as were the field kitchens. If the regiment 
was fortunate, it had a detachment of medical NCOs who normally carried 
out the medid treamrent of offices and men m the absence of m y  doctors 
who were rarely allocated to units or formations below division level. 

As part of the divisional corps or army preparation for this offensive 
operation, our Soviet rifle regiment mved from the rear area into a hntline 
position at night in complete silence, after three or four days and nights of 
battlefield monnaissance carried out by reconnaissance units of the same 
size as the previous unit to hold that part of the line. In order to deceive the 
enemy’s intelligence, reconnaissance was never carried out by the unit about 
to attack, in case a soldier was taken prisoner and revealed the identifieation 
of his unit, details of the new battle plan, or indeed idonnation on the larger 
formations concerned. Moreover, as few orders as possible were written 
down for the same reason. Oral commands and instructions were given 
whenever possible. On taking up the attack position, great attention was paid 
by the regiment to camouflage and to limiting liaison with neighboIing 
detachments as much as possible. Visits by staff officers from them or from 
higher headquarte,rs were kept to a minimum No fisher mnnaissance was 
carried out. The regiment relied on the intelligence provided by the previous 
unit, but in certain geographical environments, infiltration into the enemy’s 
lines was often attempted. 

During the night before the attack, the regiment fanned out into three, 
four, or five mixed battle groups. In front there would be a vanguard 
battalion or company, including special units for mine clearing and for 
dealing with barbed wire entanglements. In the immediate rear was the main 
strike force, formed exclusively of infantry, armed with rifles, grenades, 
handguns and light machineguns of the unit, supported by one or two 
battalions, or ad hoc groups, also with infantry which followed the main 
force or carried out flank or other diversionary attacks on the enemy 
position. In the rear, with the regimental command posts and supply 
vehicles, there was a force of tanks provided by the rifle division to which 
t l ~  regiment was subordinated, or a neighboring annored formarion assigned 
to that particular operation. There were also self-propelled guns and the 
medium or heavy artillery of the army or of thefiont. 

I hesitate here to use the following sentence, but in fact, in normal 
attacks of this kind, no air support was available to support the opening 
phases of the assault. The air force was used later on. The attack that I am 
specifically recalling was in summer, began at about four-thirty in the 
morning, perhaps five, and was preceded by a very short artillery 
bombardment, usually in order to achieve surprise. The task of the rifle 
regiment was to break through the enemy’s position frontally by mass 

fighting. some platoons were trained for mnnaissance, and sometimes one 
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infantry attacks supported by artillery but not by tanks. The regimental 

if it was going well, or to launch flank and diversionary attacks to complete 
the breakthrough. A high level of casualties in this phase of the operation 
was both expected and accepted, second echelon infantry were ready and 
could be called out by the canrmander or the chid of staff, who always took 
over if the commander was killed or disabled. In most cases the Russians 
used captured German field telephones or radios, which most Soviet Army 
units had acquired by 1944. There was a minor problem in that some of the 
German field telephones used the letters of the Latin alphabet, which was 
not normally known to the Russian-speaking Soviet Army officers or men. 
When the breakthrough by the infantry had been achieved, the divisional 
commander sent the tanks and self-propelled artillery to punch a hole in the 
enemy’s second and third lines of defense and to prepare the way for 
tactical, operational encirclement of the main enemy force. The surviving 
infamy covered the armored forces’ advance on the flanks while reinforce- 
ments rode on the backs of tanks, and other vehicles moved forward to 
spread the captured zone. Their task was to seek likely areas of weakness 
in the enemy’s indepth defenses so that an encirclement operation could be 
accomplished as soon as possible. They also had to be ready to take defen- 
sive positions and to beat off enemy counterattacks, including attacks by 
tanks. 

By late 1944 the Germans had become used to these tactics. Heavily 
oumumbered as they usually were, they were Erequently unable to hold their 
frontline positions and had to face a powerful force of tanks and self- 
propelled artillery driving through their lines, disorganizing their command 
and control structures or widening gaps already created by the infantry. 
German tactics involved using their heaviest artillery and air power to try to 
shatter the Soviet tank force during a pause for regrouping: this sometimes 
succeeded. The Soviet Army’s response was to call in their air force to 
attack these heavy gun sites. As previously mentioned in this symposium, 
this did not always s d ,  due to a lack of coordination between the army 
and air force, for which obsessive secrecy and poor field communications 
were often the reasons. However, the tank force usually spread out within 
the main German defenses supported by the rifle regiment. Surviving 
infantry, self-propelled guns and other artillery broke through into the rear 
area of the enemy’s defense lines and let other Soviet Army forces advance 
from another flank. 

Heady attacked by the Soviet Air Force, the Germans usually retreated 
in good order to prepared positions, whereafter our regiment was to await 
further orders. Unless casualties had reached 50 to 55 percent or more, it 
was likely that the regiment would join in the pursuit or perhaps attempt 
further assault operations. 

From the point of view of military history, perhaps the most important 
conclusions from this picture of the Soviet Army’s reghental attack in 1944 
are, first of all, the priority given by the Soviet Army at that time, to 
secrecy, concealment, and deception, especially in reconnaissance. Second, 
you have the relatively limited amount of artillery and air support given to 

c o m a  had the option of using all his infantry groups in the main thrust 
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our rifle regiment going into attack. Third, there is the responsibility of the 
infamy, almost on its own, to achieve the initial breakthrough. Fourth, we 
have the role of the tanks and self-propelled guns as a mobile group and the 
importance of disruption and disorganization of the enemy’s command and 
c o m l  and of rear areas. In this regard, may I suggest it was a forerunner 
of the contemporary operational maneuver concept. Fifth, unlike much 
publicized material on the Soviet Army’s tactics, and this is really why I 
raised this, much tactical freedom was given to the local commander, the 
regimental commander, once the battle was under way. For example, he 
could sometimes decide to launch a flank attack or to concentrate on the 
main thrust. And finally, everything led to the ultimate encirclement of the 
enemy at all levels, leading to the final destruction of the main forces 
opposing the Soviet Army in this sector. 

In conclusion, as we are emuraged to suggest some subjects which 
military historians in the West, particularly in the United States, might care 
to look at as possible subjects, I believe that some of these factors m Soviet 
war-fighting practices warrant further attention. I am particularly inte~sted 
in one aspect of this, in addition to the main strategy and tactics of the 
Soviet Army at that time. This is the element of the adaptability and the 
mourcefulness of the field commander in action, both at lower and higher 
levels. It might be that there is a much more up-to-date example of what I 
have been trying to describe, for example, in Soviet tactics in Afghanistan, 
which, I understand, changed considerably following the entry of Soviet 
troops into that country in December 1979. 



Comments 

Oleg Rzheshevsky 

To begin with, I have several words to say about how Soviet scholarship 
sees the history of its country. From ancient times, the peoples who 
populated the territory of the Soviet Union have played an imporrant role in 
world history. In Trans-Caucasia, in Middle Asia, to the north of the Black 
Sea and in the general area of the Dnepr River, powerful ancient 
governments appeared and attained mature development. In the Middle 
Ages, the fate of Europe was in many ways connected to the fate of the 
Russian state, which shielded European civilization from the hordes of 
Genghis Khan The history of the Russian state at that time was the history 
of a people’s struggle for its national independence. Its most difficult phases 
were during the period of the Mongolian invasions of the thirteenth century, 
which wreaked horrible destruction, not only on Russian lands, but also upon 
the peoples of Middle Asia and the Caucasus. 

Russia overcame the unpleasant conditions under which she was forced 
to develop in the period of the Mongolian invasion and also the double 
isolation from European and eastern nations. In the seventeenth century we 
can place her in the ranks of geat powers, as an enormous, multinational 
state, including the Trans-Caucasus and Middle Asia, in addition to the 
territory populated by the Russian, Ukrainian, and White Russian peoples. 
The role of Russia as a powerful nation clearly appeared at the beginning of 
the nineteenth century, when the Russian people by means of their struggle 
during the Patriotic War of 1812 smashed the plan of Napoleon who was 
attempting to create a world empire. 

During the First World War, which was carried out for a redistrib- 
ution of possessions and spheres of influence by two p u p s  of imperialist 
powers, Russia, having accepted the blows of the German Army in the 
east, rendered priceless assistance to her Entente allies. At that same time, 
Russia was an autocratic country with serfdom and national oppression, 
in which, until the last days of the Tsarist Empire, the highly developed 
forms of the new capitalism were mixed with the remnants of feudal order. 
This was a country in which the backwardness and deprivation of the people 
joined with the great achievements of its cultures; just wars in defense of 
one’s homeland and the independence of peoples of other counmes joined 
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with unjust, aggressive wars; the toiling masses who possessed no rights 
joined with a powerful revolutionary energy which was languishing in their 
hearts. 

In 1917, the victory of the Great October Socialist Revolution in Russia, 
the main event of the twentieth century, changed in a fundamental manner 
the course of the development of all mankind. Lenin’s Decree on Peace was 
the first decree of Soviet power that proclaimed a new principle of inter- 
national relati- main line of foreign policy which the Soviet govemment 
subsequently followed. This same Decree on Peace simulmneously detennhd 
and established the defensive character of Soviet military doctrine which was 
again confirmed at the Twenty-seventh Congress of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet union.‘ 

Imperialism answered with war. Foreign military intervention and the 
Civil War (1918-1922) were the fmt aggressions of the capitalist world 
against the young Soviet govemment, in the course of which the p p l e  by 
armed force defended their freedom and independence and their right to a 
new way of life. 

In 1941, the war thrust upon the Soviet Union by Fascist Germany was 
the second and most powerful armed action of the shock forces of world 
imperialism against socialism, one of the most severe experiences that our 
Motherland ever endured. The Great Patriotic War of the Soviet Union 
against the German-Fascist aggressors decided not only the fate of the Soviet 
govemment, but also the future of all the world’s civilizations. This is an 
indisputable historical fact-that from the first shots of the war, all its long 
1,418 days, the Soviet people struggled not only for the freedom of their 
own country, but also for the independence of all other peoples who were 
under the yoke of the aggressors. In so doing, the Soviet people saw it as 
their patriotic and internatonal duty. The Soviet armed forces made the main 
contribution to the victory over the aggressom. On the Soviet-GeIman front, 
approximately two-thirds of the personnel and of the combat equipment of 
the German-Fascist Army was destroyed. 

Over 20 million Soviet lives were lost in the war; thousands of cities 
and villages were destroyed; nearly 30 percent of the nation’s wealth was 
lost. Great losses occurred not only in the course of h i n g  Soviet soil h m  
the ajgressom, but also during the freeing of the peoples of Europe and Asia 
from the Fascist-militarist yoke. The Soviet armed forces completely or 
partially liberated thirteen countries and 2.2 million square kilometers of 
temtory with a population of nearly 147 million people. The loss of Soviet 
troops, counting only the dead, was more than one million. During the 
liberation of Rumania, 69,000 died, Poland, 600,000, Yugoslavia and its 
Eastern regions, 8,000, Czechoslovakia, 14O,ooO, Hungary, over 140,oOO; 
Norway (the province of Finmark), 2,000, Austria (its eastern regions), 
26,000; China (in its northeastern provinces), 8,000; Korea (to the 38th 
parallel), 1500? In the Berlin Operation alone, from April 16 through May 
8, 1945, Soviet troops lost more than 102,000 men? 

In the West, the liberating mission of the Soviet armed forces is 
frequently presented as some kind of “forced export of revolution.” Nothing 
could be further from the truth. V. I. Lenin wrote: “Revolutions are not 
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made according to orders, [they] do not coincide with this or any other 
m0me.n~ r a k  they ripen in the process of historical development and burst 
out at that moment, conditioned by a complex of a whole series of internal 
and externaI reasons.’4 It is well known that in a series of countries on 
whose temtory Soviet troops were located (Austria, Denmark, Norway, and 
Iran) even until the present day bourgeois order rules. Apparently, in these 
countries the internal prerequisites which would have secured their 
revolutions did not exist. At the same time, in Albania, and Vietnam, where 
there were no Soviet troops, revolutions did occur. In the postwar period, 
there are more than enough such examples. At the same time, the Soviet 
Union is a consistent enemy of the export of countemvolution. However, we 
consider the use of armed forces in these matters, for Securing the safety of 
Soviet borders and for assistance to our allies, to be an exceptional measure 
in a critical situation, when all other paths to stop direct or indirect 
imperialist aggression are fully exhausted, as was the case in Hungary in 
1956, in Czechoslovakia in 1%8 and in Afghanistan in 1979. The victory 
over the Fascist-militarist block in the Second World War was gained with 
the efforts of many countries and peoples united in an anti-Hitler coalition, 
in which the leading role belonged to three great powers, the United 
Kingdom, the Soviet Union and the United States of America 

In the Soviet Union we evaluate according to merit, not belittling and 
not keeping silent about the contributon of the main allies and of all peoples 
contributing to the general victory. The General Secretary of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, M. S. Gorbachev, 
on the fortieth anniversary of the victory said: 

In noting Victory Day we recognize the military valor of the soldiers of 
the Allied Annia-those of the USA, the United Kingabm, of France . . . 
the Soviet people have not forgotten and never will forget about the m j o r  
contribution which was rendered in the struggle with the common enemy 
by the peoples of the countries of the anti-Hitler coalition, by the fighters 
of peoples liberatwn armies, partisam and undergrounds, participants in 
the anti-Fascist uprkings and opposition movements5 

This immutable and objective evaluation is expressed in all the major 
works of Soviet historians, including the multivolume History of the Second 
World War, 1939-1 945: where economic, political and especially military 
aspects of a given problem are completely and complexly discussed. 

Just what are the theoretical perspectives of Soviet historians and what 
are the fundamental directions of their activities? We view military history 
as a part of historical science, which studies wars and armed forces of the 
past, and also the experience of military activity by masses, classes and 
parties. Military history includes the following: the history of wars and 
military art, the history of the construction of armed forces, the history of 
military weaponry, and the history of military thought. Its special branches 

*Istoriia Vtoroi mirovoi voiny, 1939-1PQ.S. 12 vols (Moscow, 1973-1982). Ed. 
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are military historiography, military-historical source study, military study 
of early texts, military archaeology and military statistics. The leading 
brauches are the history of wars and of military art. Marxist-Leninist study 
of war and the army is the mehdological basis of Soviet military-historical 
research. It promotes the formation of the world outlook and the historical 
knowledge of our people and has great meaning in the affairs of combat 
training, in the education of the rsonnel of the armed forces in a spirit of 

The leading institution in our country which is occupied with the study 
of military history is the Institute of Military History of the Ministry of 
Defense of the USSR, created in 1966 (LL Gen P. A. Zhilin,* its Chief until 
1987, was a memberxomspondent of the Academy of Sciences of the 
USSR). The Institute is a part of the Department of History of the Academy 
of Sciences. Several institutes have military history sections which work with 
the Institute of Military History. 

In recent years, a series of major new works dedicated to the history of 
wars and military art have been published in the USSR. The Cammission on 
the Publishing of Diplomatic Documents, attached to the Foreign Ministry 
of the USSR, has published collected documents under the title, The Soviet 
Union at Internatwnal CoMerences in the period of the Great Panwtic War, 
Z94Z-Z945, in six volumes (Moscow, 1974-1984); as well as documents 
and materials of AnglosOviet, FrancoSoviet, and Soviet-American relatiom 
during the Great Patriotic War in six volumes, (Moscow, 1984).* As noted 
earlier, the twelve-volume work, History of the Second World War, 
1939-1945 (Moscow, 1973-1982), was developed and published by the 
Institute of Military History of the Mmistry of Defense of the USSR, by the 
Institute of Marxism-Leninism of the Central Committee of the CPSU, by 
the Institute of General History, and by the Institute of History of the USSR 
of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR A subsequent work is The Second 
World War: Results and Lessons (Moscow, 1985).** The translation and 
publication of the referenced twelve-volume work is being completed in 
Hungary, the German Democratic Republic (GDR), Bulgaria, Poland, 
Czechoslovakia and partially in Japan. The single-volume work prep& 
by the Institute of Manrism-L.eninism, The Great Patriotic War of the Soviet 
Union, 19414945: A Short History (3d edition), was also published.tt 

patriotism and internationalism. ge 

*Deceased 1987. Ed. 
?A. A. h y k o ,  et al. eds, Sovetskii Soiuz M mezhdunaroahykh konferentsiiakh 

perioa'a Velikoi otechestvemi voiny, 1941-1945. Ed. 
*A. A. Gmyko. et al, eds. Sovetsbamerikamkie amosheniia vo vr& Velikoi 

otechestvemi voiny. 1941-1945. Dokwnenty i materialy. 2 vols; Sovetsbangliiskie 
otnosheniia vo vr& Velikoi otechestvemoi voiny, 1941-1945. Dokwnenty i materialy. 
2 vols; Sovetsko-jrantsuzskie otmsheniia vo vremia Velikwi otechestvemi voiny, 
1941:!945. Dokwnenty i muterialy. 2 vols. Ed. 

S. L. Sokolov. Vtoraia mirmaia voina. Itogi i uroki. Ed. 
++B. S. Tel'pukhovskii. et al, Velikaia otechestvennaia voina Sovetskogo Soiuza, 

1941-1945 (Moscow, 1984). Ed. 
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As a result of the joint efforts of historians of the eight countries of 
socialist cooperation (Eiulgaria, GDR, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Rumania, 
the USSR and Czechoslovakia) an intentional, scientific-popular work, The 
Second World War: A Short History, has been prepared and published. The 
demand for such works and their recognition has been exceptionally great. 
The Sovia Union is a “reading narion.” The quantity of book titles published 
on the history of the Great Patriotic War and Second World War, including 
memoirs, has reached 25,000 and continues to grow. The level of their 
popularity is wimessed by the fact that the memoirs of Marshal of the Soviet 
Union G. K. Zhukov have already been published in eight million copies, a 
figure which falls far short of satisfying the demand and orders of book 
stores. Many of the indicated works have been translated into English and 
other languages. 

Considerable attention to theoretical and other problems of the history 
of wars and military art is given in such basic works as The Soviet Military 
Encyclopedia? the Military-Encyclopedtc Dictwruu-y,8 and the Encyclopedia 
of the Great Patriotic War, 1941-1945.9 A new textbook for military 
academies has been published on the history of military art,” as well as a 
series of works on the Civil War, the First World War, on wars of the 
prerevolutionary period and many others. The works of Russian historians 
of the past are also being republished, including a new publication of the 
multivolume works of S. M. Solov’ev and V. 0. Kliuchevskii. 

We are striving to acquaint our readers with foreign military experience, 
with the history of individual countries of the military period, with the 
perspectives of Western historians and memoir writers of these events. In the 
USSR, over 150 books by Westem historians and memoir writers have been 
translated and published on the Second World War. Among them, the mem- 
oirs of Charles de Gaulle, the British GrandStrategy; such official works by 
American historians as The Command Deciswns, and High Command, by F. 
Pogue; the works of M. Matloff, S. Morison, C. MacDonal& the memoirs 
of Omar Bradley, Douglas MacArthur, David Eisenhower, and others: from 
Hitlerite generals, those of F. Halder, K. Tippelskirch, H. Guderian, books 
of the English historian L. Mosley on the causes of the Second World War; 
and the West G e m  historian K. meinhardt on the Battle of Moscow, etc. 
Their circulation is also typical, with the fourth volume of Grand Strategy 
by the well-known English historian M. Howard published in 1980 with a 
circulation of 100,OOO copies; the memoirs of Eisenhower in 65,OOO copies; 
and the book by B. Liddell Hart about the Second World war in 50,000 
copies. 

Soviet historians naturally consider historical experience from the 
position of the present, with the threats and hopes of the nuclear era which 
demand new political and military thought. The responsibility of the 
historian and even more of the military historian is exceptionally great. The 
classical formula of Clausewitz that war is the continuation of policy by 
other means is irrelevant insofar as nuclear war is concerned. Political aims 
in nuclear war Cannot be achieved by any side. In world history there is 
much that separates countries as well as at the same time much that unites 
them. Soviet historians perceive one of the most important tasks to be the 
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disclosure, in events of the past, of that which Unites the M ~ ~ O I M ~  interests 
of countries and peoples, of that which promotes closer ties and the 
normalization of relations between g o v m t s ,  and subsequently of staving 
off military confrontation so ruinous in the nuclear era. 

Look at our publications and you will see what we say concerning the 
study of the history of the Umted States and the considerable attention given 
the position of Russia and her “armed neWality*’on the high seas during the 
period of the war of the United Stam for its independem. A chamcterktic 
evaluation of the American War of Indepemleme was given by V. I. Lenin, 
which places it among the number of “great, truly liberating, truly 
revolutionary wars.”” At the center of aaention of this awareness of 
international relations of the period of the second World War, the history of 
the anti-Hitler coalition serves as an example of the cooperation of 
g o v m  with different social systems with the goals of united efforts for 
the defeat of aggressors, and exposes the possibilities and the limits of this 
cooperation which am so necessary to know today. It is precisely this 
concept that is traced in part in the four-volume work, The Hktory of the 
USA, which was prepad by scholars of the Institute of World History of 
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR in the years 1984-1987.’2 

We greet and actively support the development of scientifk contacts 
between military historians of our two countries, to which a concrete path 
was laid in large degree in 1971, by the initiative of the military-historical 
service of the U.S. Army, which at that time was led by Brig. Gen. James 
Collins. During September 2CL22, 1986, a symposium of Soviet and 
American historians took place in Moscow, dedicated to the early period of 
the history of the anti-Hitler coalition. Also, contacts between Soviet and 
British military historians are growing, in which development the University 
of Edinburgh has made a major contribution, especially by Director of 
Defence Studies John Erickson. In our view a highly fruitful major joint 
publication was the pqaration of documents on the foreign policy of Russia 
and the United States published in 1980.13 

It is thought that these contacts will develop in a proper and mutually 
beneficial direction. For this very mson, this symposium is impoftant. Many 
papers and presentations in the discussions gave witness to striving for 
objective research in Russian and Soviet military histow. The symposium*s 
notably varied themes and the more active utilization of Soviet 
histmiogmphy should be mentioned. There are of course some questions for 
further consideration, for instance: 

where are the roots of the victories, not only of Suvorov, but also 
of Kutuzov, RwniantSev, Brusilov, Ushakov, Nakhimov and 
others, if, as it has been said, the discipline in the Russian Army 
and Navy was primarily based on the temble maltreatment of the 
soldiers and sailors? 

How does one explain that 80 percent of the Red Army officers 
during the Civil War came from Tsarist Army? Was it really 
possible for the Cheka to accomplish this by itself? 
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If the Soviet Air Force did not achieve the level of performance 
of the Luftwfe, “even in 1945,” how could it manage to obtain 
overall air superiority in 1943 and, moreover, temporarily on one 
hnt in the Battle for Moscow in 19412 

How could the Soviet Union even, hypocritically; change a de- 
fensive doctrine for an offensive one in 1%8, when at that time 
we didn’t have strategic parity with the United States? 

And about our “panic” concerning SDI: there is no panic, but we 
see it as a new threat to mankind The Soviet Union will find and 
give an effective answer to SDI, as postwar history has proven, 
but again it would not be out choice. 

A certain part of the papers dealing with Soviet military history were 
suppressed by ideological concerns, unavoidably leading to a loss of 
scientific potential. For their evaluation the following cautionary note, given 
in one of the American guides on military history is relevant: 
“Propagandistic or censored history is dangerous and should not be used, 
for it can provide no sound lessons or basis of professional training. It leads 
to false conclusions and fosters one of the worst evils in professional 
military thinking-selfde~eption.”~~ 

The relations between the USSR and the United States are in the center 
of world events and on their development depends the survival of mankind. 
Our country needs Security on her borders and th borders of her allies. We 
never started wars in the past and will never start them in the future. Now 
a d e f ~ t e  prospect is looming ahead on some important issues of world 
security. Soviet historians see it as their duty to support this process, to make 
every possible contribution to the peaceful initiatives of the Soviet state and 
to the establishment of sound, mutually respectful relations between our two 
great nations, which is in the interest of the world at large. Thank you very 
much! 
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APPENDIX 

Since 1981, when the fmt edition of this research aid appeared, much additional 
data has been compiled to provide reference aids for the military researcher. Under 
the auspices of the Defense Nuclear Agency, 10,195 Soviet military books and 
pamphlets, covering the twenty-five-year period 1960 through 1984, have been 
indexed. These have been compiled in four volumes, each covering a different 
period-1960-69, 1970-74, 197.5-79, and 1980-84. At the end of each volume are 
six different indexes: 

author 
title in Russian transliteration 
title in English translation 
translation of books to and from the Russian language 
subject 
keyword 

The Bibliographic Index will be periodically updated. In addition, each volume 
is arranged by year and subject matter. For example, a person browsing through the 
index to find out what was published about the Great Patriotic War in 1973 can 
tum to page 78 in the corresponding index and find more than one hundred books 
listed. The -her looking for books about the Soviet Air Force in the 1980s can 
find seventeen titles on pages 150-51. The military historian searching for unit 
histories during the Great Patriotic War will find more than 500 units identified by 
name and number in the subject index under Armed Forces of the USSR. 

Each of the more than 10,OOO entries is listed by CategoIy and year and gives 
the following information: author(s); title in English translation; title in Russian 
transliteration; brief identifying information (textbook memoir, language, if not 
Russian; volume; series; editoc etc.); place of publication; publisher; date; numbex 
of pages; number printed, and price. Index titles with DNA identtfying numbers are: 

Bibliographic Index of Soviet Miliary Books 1960-1969 (426 pages) 
William F. and Harriet Fast Scott 

Bibliographic Index of Soviet Military Books 1970-1974 (328 pages) 
William F. and Harriet Fast Scott 

Bibliographic Index of Soviet Military Books 1975-1979 (364 pages) 
William F. and Harriet Fast Scott 

Bibliographic Index of Soviet Military Books 1950-1984 (302 pages) 
William F. and Harriet Fast Scott 

DNA-TR-85-325 

DNA-TR-84-112 

DNA-TR-84-113 

DNA-TR-86-7 1 
Two additional titles are:* 

Bibliographic Index of Soviet Military Books 1985 
William F. and Harriet Fast Scott 
Bibliographic Index of Soviet Military Books 1986 
William F. and Harriet Fast Scott 

*For copies of the 1985 and 1986 bibliographies, contact: 
Office of Net Assessment 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D. C. 20301 
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Are there discernible shifts in Soviet military doctrine and strategy? How 
do the Soviets view Washington’s policies on nuclear targeting? What am Soviet 
concepts on the possibility of a protracted nuclear conflict? These are but a 
few of the questions which concern Western political and defense leadem The 
military superpower status of the Soviet Union and the role of Soviet military 

aspects of Soviet military activities. 
In United States’ universities and research institutes, many individuals are 

seeking to understand the full extent and nature of Soviet military power. 
Funded by grants from private foundations and the govemment, such reseaTch 
costs millions of dollars annually. If this work is to produce needed insights 
into Soviet military affairs, it is essential that all possible sources be used, 
particularly primary ones. 

Md~anical meiins of gathering data p v i d e  infomation on Soviet weapon 
systems and order of battle. Classified intelligence collection methods con- 
tribute data of use in a variety of areas. Despite the value of these sources, 
much of the needed information on the Soviet Union can best be obtained by 
a careful reading of Soviet publications. In fact, for certain information, Soviet 
publications are the only source. 

The Soviet leadership has an obsession with secrecy, and all Soviet pub- 
lications are carefully censored. Nevertheless, a great deal of information on 
military and military-political matters must be made openly available to the 
Soviet population at large and to the armed forces. The communications require- 
ment is too great to be kept entirely in classified channels. 

A considerable number of Soviet publications on military matters, from 
books to pamphlets to journals and newspapers, are available to researchers. 
A few key books and journal articles soon become known to those analysts 
who work with original Soviet sources. Many researchers, however, may not 
be aware that a numbex of Soviet bibliographical publications also am available 
that make it possible to work with Soviet publications in a fairly systematic 
manner. 

The purpose of this monograph is to facilitate the work of those who use 
Soviet publications when doing research on Soviet military affairs. The mono- 
graph will give an overview of Soviet bibliographies that identifies Soviet 
writings on military subjects, the content of the bibliographies, and how 
subjects are indexed. 

Primary attention will be given to the 300-600 Soviet books and pamphlets 
published annually in the Soviet Union and specifically identified in Soviet 
bibliographies under the heading, “Military Science, and Military Affairs.” 
Joumal and newspaper articles under the same general heading also will be 
described. 

It is anticipated that researchers will find many uses for Soviet bibli- 
ographies, once they are identified. For example, Soviet writers specialize in 
certain areas. Some write primarily on doctrine and strategy, and their names 
soon become recognizable to those doing research on these subjects. Others 
concentrate on tactics and the equipment of small Ground Forces units. Still 
others write on the military-patriotic education of youth. A number specialize 
on the armed forces of the United States. Recognition of key Soviet military 
and political-military spokesmen, the institutions with which they are associ- 
ated, and the topics on which they write will be of specific help to researchen 
in developing sources and in providing more comprehensive analyses. 

forces in world affairs has brought about a recognized requirement to study all 
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Soviet Bibliographic Publications on Military Science 
and Military Affairs 

There are three basic weekly Soviet bibliographical publications readily 
available to scholars who read Russian.’ One gives book and pamphlet titles, 
another journal articles, and a third lists newspaper articles. Each publication is 
divided into fifty identical general subject headings, with subheadmgs (Table 1). 
In addition to the weekly bibliographies, book and pamphlel titles are consolidated 
into an annual publication: which also is divided into fifty general subject headhgs, 
the same as in the weekly publications. 

For those researchers primarily intemted in military matters, most of the books, 
pamphlets, and articles will be found under the general heading, “13. Military 
Science, Military Affairs.’” However, related subjects, such as shipbuilding and 
aircraft umstruction, would be found under the general headii of “36. Transpoh” 

General descriptions of Soviet bibliographies and examples of how military 
writings are listed will be described below. 

Books and Pamphlets 

Knizhnaia letopis’ (Book Chronicle) 

Knizhnaia letopb’ is published m seven editions. ’Ihe basic edition is the weekly 
publication, giving book and pamphlet titles appearing during the particular week, 
divided into the fifty general subject headings. As an example, the weekly 
Knizhnaia letopis‘ for the fmt week in May 1986 (identified on the cover as 19/86) 
contained a total of 902 book and pamphlet titles. Nine of this total number were 
under the general heading, “Military Science, Military Affairs,” with subheadings 
as follows: 

Military Science, Military Art, History of Military-Themetical 

Armed Forces USSR-1 title 
History of the Armed Forces USSR-5 titles 
Party-Political Work in the Armed Forces USSR-1 title 
Mass Defense Work, Military Patriotic Indoctrination, DOSAAF-1 

Though-1 title 

title 
The first entry, under the subheading “Military Science, Military Art, History 

of Military-Theoretical Thought,” was a pamphlet, described as follows: 
16891.4 Lashchenko, P. N. Iskusstvo voenacM’nika.--M.: Voenizdat, 
1986.2”L s. 22 m-V per. 1 r. 10 k.25OOO ekz486-933) p vs 355 
[16891. Lashchenko, P. N. Art of the Military Leader.-Moscow: 
Military Publishing House, 1986.-206 pages. 22 centimeters. -In a 
binding. 1 ruble, 10 kopecks.-25,000 copies. (Registration number 
(19)86-933); printed for the first time; printing methd, index of 
universal decimal classification.] 

The f d  entry for the week, under the subheading, “Mass-Defense Work, 
Military-Patriotic Education, DOSAAF,” gave the following data: 

16898. Soldatov, S. A. DOSAAF v sisteme obshchestvennykh 
orgunizatsii-M.: Izd-vo DOSAAF, 1985.41 s.; 20 sm-(B-chka 
Propagandists DOSAAF).-Bespl. (Vyp. dan.: dlia vnutrived. prodazhi 
5k.).-(85-105286) p vs 355.58:061.23(47 57) 
[16898. Soldatov, S. A. DOSAAF in the System of Public Organiza- 
tiom.-Moscow: DOSAAF Publishing House, 1985-51 pages. 20 



Table 1 

Subject Headings, Numerical Designations, 
and Order of Listings in 

Soviet Bibliographies 

1. Marxism-Leninism 
2. General Sciences as a Whole 
3. Philosophical Sciences, Sociology, Psychology 
4. Atheism, Religion 
5. History, Historical Sciences 
6. Economics, Economic Sciences 
7. Statistics, Demography 
8. International Relations, Contemporary Political Position of States 
8.1 International Relations 
8.2 Contemporary Political Positions of Socialist Countries 
8.3 Contemporary Political Positions of Developing Countries 
8.4 Contemporary Political Positions of Capitalist Counmes 

9. International Communist Movement, Communist and Workers Parties 
10. International Trade Union Movement, Trade Unions 
11. International Democratic Movements of Youth, Youth Organizations 
12. Government and Law, Juristic Sciences 
13. Military Science, Military Affairs 
13.1 General Questions 
13.2 Military Science, Military Art, History of Military-Theoretical 

13.3 Military Equipment, Military Technical Sciences 
13.4 Armed Forces of the USSR 
13.4.1 History of the Armed Forces of the USSR 
13.4.2 Party-Political Work 
13.4.2.1 Political Education 
13.4.3 Mass Defense Work, Patriotic Indoctrination, DOSAAF 
13.4.4 Services of the Armed Forces USSR, Service Branches 
13.4.4.1 Rocket Troops 
13.4.4.2 Ground Forces 
13.4.4.3 Troops of Air Defense (PVO) 
13.4.4.4 Air Force 
13.4.4.5 Navy 
13.4.5 Border Guards, Internal Troops 
13.4.6 Rear Services and Supply 
13.4.7 Civil Defense 
13.5 Armed Forces of Socialist Countries 
13.6 Armed Forces of Developing Countries 
13.7 Armed Forces of Capitalist Countries 

Thought 

14. Science 



15. Cybernetics, Semiotics, Information 
16. Natural Science as a Whole 
17. Physical-Mathematical Sciences 
18. Chemical Sciences 
19. Geodetics and Geological-Geographic Sciences 
20. Biological Sciences 
21. Technology, Technological Sciences 
22. Industry as a Whole 
23. Energy 

24. Radio-Electronics, Automations, Telemetry 
25. Mining Industry 
26. Metallurgy 
27. Mechanical Engineering, Engineering Technology, Instrument-Making 
28. Chemical Industry 
29. Food Industry 
30. Woodworking Industry, Forest Industry, Cellulose-Paper Industry 
31. Light Industry 
32. Construction 

33. Water Industry 
34. Housing and Communal Services, Routine Repairs and Other Services of 

35. Procurement, Trade, Public Catering 
36. Transport 

23.2 Electronic Equipment 

32.4.1 Machine Building and Mechanization 

the Population, Fire Protection 

36.2 Railroad Transport 
36.3 Motor Transport 
36.5 Water Transport 
36.5.3 Shipbuilding 
36.6 Air Transport 
36.6.3 Aircraft Construction 
36.7 Cosmonautics, Interplanetary Communications 

37. Communications 
38. Agriculture Industries, Agricultural Sciences 
39. Forestry Industry, Science of Industry 
40. Hunting Industry, Fishing Industry 
41. Public Health, Medical Sciences 
42. Physical Culture, Sport 
43. Education, Pedagogical Sciences 
44. Culture, Culture Building 
45. Press, Library Sciences, Polygraphy 
46. Philological Sciences 
47. Fiction, Folklore 
48. Literature for Children, Folklore for Children 
49. Art, Study of Art 
50. Literature of a General Content 
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centimeters.+Library of the DOSAAF Ropagandist).--No cost. 
(Issuing data: For intradepartmental sale 5 k.).-(Registration number 
(19)85-105286); printed for the first time; printing methd, index of 
universal decimal classification] 

The number of titles given in the Knizhnaia letopis”, as well as in the other two 
weekly bibliographies, varies h m  week to week. There is a quarterly index of 
names, subjects and geographical locations. Once a year, serial publications are 
listed in a separate pamphlet. 

There also is a monthly Knizhnaia letopis’, dopolnitel’nyi m u s k  (Book 
Chronicle, Suppleanentary Issue), which gives bodc and pamphlet titles of irregular 
publications. Subject headings are the same as used in the regular bibliographies. 
Quarterly indexes of this pamphlet are published giving names and geographical 
locations. Serial publications are published once a year separately. Beginning in 
1986, the Soviet Union cancelled subscriptions going abroad for the supplementary 
issues and indexes. 

Lastly, there is a monthly Knizhnaia letopis’, avtoreferaty dksertatsii (Book 
Chronicle, Abstracts of Dissertations). The Soviet Union does not accept foreign 
subscriptions for this pamphlet. 

Ezhegodnik knigi SSSR (Yearbook of Books, USSR) 

Book and pamphlet titles for each year, after initially appearing in the weekly 
Knizhnaia letopis’ are consolidated in the Ezhegodnik knigi SSSR. Because of the 
number of titles, approximately 40,000 each year, publication in two volumes is 
required. (Since 1981, each volume has come with a separate index.) FIX example, 

in 198283 were umsolidated in the Ezhegodnik h i g i  SSSR, 1982, volume 1, parts 
I and II, and volume 2, pam I and 1I. It was not published until 1985. Then usually 
is a two-year or longer delay between the time the book or pamphlet is first listed 

the bodc and pamphlet titles fmt published in the fifty-two-wwk Knizhnaia ktopu’ 

in the w&kly KnizhMia kGpis’ and its publication in the &uai Ezhegodnik knigi 
SSSR? 

Titles in the annual Ezhegodnik knigi SSSR are given under the same general 
headings as they appear in the weekly Knizhnaia letopis’ (see Table 1). As already 
noted, the same general heading, “Military Science, Military Affairs,” with various 
subheadings, is found in each Over the years these subheadings have expanded and 
changed, reflecting a new or different emphasis due to m i l i w  or political 
developments. In general, these changes were long overdue by the time they took 
place. 

For example, Table 2 shows the various subheadings for the years 1960-64, 
inclusive At that titm there was no separate heading for the Ground Forces. Rather, 
there was a subheading for “Infantry, Artillery, Tanks.” “Rocket Troops” then were 
listed after Air and Naval Forces (which were combined under one heading) 
although the Strategic Rocket Troops were created and became the number one 
service in 1959. 

Table 3 gives the subheadings from 1%5-71 inclusive. Rocket Troops then 
were placed first, ahead of the Ground Forces. Civil Defense was given a separate 
subheading only in 1%5, even though Civil Defense came into being in 1961. 

As seen m Table 4, covexirig the years 1972-77 klusive, the five d c e s  were 
listed in their current order of pnxedexe6Next M e r  Guards of the KGB and 
the Inteanal Troops of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. These forces are part of the 
Soviet armed forces, but are not subordinate to the Ministry of Defense. They are 
followed by the Rear Services and Supply, which includes the h “ p s  of the ryl or 
rear services. The next enhy is Civil Defense. One of the most siflicant additions 



Table 2 
SubJect Headings and Year of Publication, "Military Science, Military Affairs" 

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 

1. General Questions 8 3 4  
2. Armed Forces USSR (General Questions. 42 40 47 

3. History of Armed Forces USSR 15 12 10 
4. Armed Forces in the Great Patriotic War 29 54 47 

4 2 0  
6. Party-PolitiCal Work; C d h ~ a l - E k l ~ ~ d ~ d  Work 18 13 3 

0 0 1  
8. Military Equipment, Military Art 33 24 14 
9. Infantry, Artillery, Tanks 36 38 40 
10. Engineer Troops. Military Comunications. 2 6 15 

11. Air and Naval Forces 48 42 53 
12. Rocket Troops 8 10 11 
13. Other Services and Branches 2 0 2  
14. Weapons of Mass Destruction 10 0 
15. Antiaircraft Defense From Weapons of Mass 26 11 16 

16. Rear Services 1 0 1  
17. Mass Defense Work 10 1 13 
18. Armed Forces of Foreign Socialist Countries 3 1 1  
19. Armed Forces of Other Foreign Nations 2 5 4  
20. Border Guards 1 2 2  

Organization, Military Training) 

5. History of Russian Army 

7. Life and Daily Routine 

Military Topography 

Destruction 

4 
53 

20 
79 
1 

12 
0 

25 
31 
16 

60 
14 
0 
0 

26 

10 
40 

20 
53 
1 

10 
0 

24 
37 
7 

48 
14 
0 
0 

23 

1 
11 
1 
4 
1 

Table 3 
Subject Headings and Year of Publication, "Military Science, Military Affairs" 

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 

1. General Questions 
2. Armed Forces USSR (General Questions, 

3. History of Armed Forces USSR 
4. Armed Forces in the Great Patriotic War 
5. History of Russian Army 

Organization) 

6. Party-Political Work, C d t ~ ~ a l - E d ~ d d  
Work 

(General Questions) 
7. Military Art, Military Equipment 

8. Rocket Troops. Military Rocket 
9. Ground Forces Equipment 
10. Air Force 
11. Navy 
12. Air Defense 
13. Rear and Supply 
14. Border Guards 
15. Civil Defense 
16. Armed Forces of Foreign Socialist States 
17. Armed Forces of Other Foreign States 

9 0 3 2 2 0 9  
35 32 32 37 56 44 

22 22 27 40 21 24 
94 75 74 91 76 115 
0 1 3 4 2 2  
8 9 7 14 17 12 

20 18 17 27 27 30 

13 12 6 13 4 5 
48 49 44 61 77 64 
18 23 13 26 18 30 
18 31 27 25 24 26 
1 2 4 4 2 1  
2 1 2 3 1 2  
3 5 3 1 0 1 6  4 

20 17 28 38 42 34 
1 2 0 0 2 1  
5 5 4 2 3 2  

12 
46 

25 
76 
0 

23 

23 

4 
55 
24 
31 
4 
2 
9 

28 
4 
4 



Table 4 

Subject Head@ and Year of Publication "Military Science, Military Affairs" 
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 

1. GeneralQuestions 
2. Military Equipment, Military 

Technical Science 
3. Armed Forces USSR 
4. History of Armed Forces 
5. Armed Forces USSR in Great 

Patriotic War 

Cultural-Educational Work 
6. Party-Political Work. 

7. Rocket Troops 
8. GroundForces 
9. AirDefense 
10. Air Forces 
11. Navy 
12. Border Guards and Internal Troops 
13. Rear Services and Supply 
14. Civil Defense 
15. Armed Forces of Socialist Countries 
16. Armed Forces of Developing Countries 
17. Armed Forces of Capitalist Countries 

20 28 
13 7 

82 101 
35 34 
79 108 

21 34 

9 8  
67 110 
4 1  
19 33 
22 28 
12 17 
5 8  
22 19 
1 3  
1 1  
7 13 

49 
7 

115 
24 
110 

59 

6 
91 
4 
30 
35 
12 
7 
13 
5 
0 
12 

51 36 28 
23 23 14 

114 93 101 

164 59 43 

44 45 47 

3 9 5  
113 68 65 
2 1 6  
40 29 25 
38 32 37 
11 11 12 
2 4 9  
11 19 14 
8 7 2  
1 0 0  
10 8 9 

36 20 70 

Table 5 
Subject Headings and Year of Publication, "Military Science, Military Affairs" 

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

1. General Questions 9 8 5 5 4 1 4  2 
2. MilitaryScience,MilitaryArt,History 2 11 10 7 4 6 9 

3. MilitaryEquipmen~MilitaryTechnical 13 13 13 9 9 20 6 

4. Armed Forces USSR 58 45 42 51 37 38 35 
5. History Armed Forces USSR 268 194 314 295 243 239 249 
6. Party-Political Work 26 23 20 9 23 17 27 

Political Education 2 0 1 0 2  
7. Mass Defense Work, DOSAAF 29 28 24 20 18 36 27 
8. RocketTroops 3 3 1 0 1 1 0  
9. GroundForces 13 7 11 4 7 2 10 
10. Air Defense 3 1 0 1 1 0 1  
11. AirForces 9 3 4 2 1 7 3  
12. Navy 11 14 7 4 13 4 5 
13. Border Guards and Internal Troops 7 4 4 5 0 4 1  
14. Rear Services and Supply 0 1 1 1 1 0 0  
15. Civil Defense 18 14 9 10 13 10 17 
16. Armed Forces of Foreign Socialist 4 1 3 1 0 0 1  

17. ArmedForcesofDeveloping Countries 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 
18. ArmedForcesofCapitalistCountries 6 8 4 2 15 1 7 

of Militmy-Theoretical Thought 

Science 

countries 
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in 1972 was the inclusion of “Armed Forces of Developing Countries,” although 
little has been published openly in this area. The heading, however, suggests 
increased Soviet interest in the Third World. 

Before 1977, a classification of thirty-one categories was used to facilitate the 
cataloging of books. It was then revised to the present fifty categories as given in 
Table 1. Table 5, spanning the years 1978-84, reflects the new classification. 

The category containing theoretical works has undergone the most change in the 
last twenty-five years. From 1960 to 1964, some of these books were under 
“General Questions” and some under “Military Equipment, Military Art.” From 
1965 to 1971, “General Questions” remained, but the latter category reversed to 
“Military Art, Military Equipment (General Questions).” Then, from 1972 to 1977, 
“General Questions” increased several times in volume while “Military Art” 
disappeared altogether. A mall category of “Military Equipment, Military Technical 
Science” remained. This was f d y  resolved, after a fashion, in 1978 by a reduction 
in the number of “General Questions,” the retaining of “Military Equipment, 
Military Technical Science” and the creation of a new category “Military Science, 
Military Art, History of Military-Theoretical Thought.” 

Journal Articles 

Letopis‘ zhurnal‘nykh statei (Chronicle of Journal Articles) 

The weekly Letopis’ zhurnal’nykh statei for the f i t  week in May, 1986 (18/8@ 
listed 3,683 journal articles, of which nineteen were under the general heading, 
“Military Science, Military Affairs.” They covered articles published the last part 
of 1985 and early 1986. Under this rubric, articles were listed under the following 
subheadiigs: 

Armed For~es USSR-2 articles 
History of Armed Forces USSR-2 articles 
Party-Political Work in the Armed Forces USSR-3 articles 
Political Education-3 articles 
Mass Defense Work. Military-Patriotic Education. DOSAAl-1 

Services of the Armed Forces USSR, Service Branches-articles in 
article 

these subcategories were as follows: 
Rocket Forces-1 article 
Ground Forces-5 articles 
Armed Forces of Capitalist countrieS--2 articles 

The fist article listed under the subheading, “Armed Forces USSR,” in this 
particular issue was as follows: 

2171. Kostikov, N. Politicheskuia kul’twa Sovetskogo ofitsera (Material 
k teme “Polit. kul’tura ofitsera”)// Kommunist Vooruzh Sil.-1985.-No. 
24.4 .  32-39. 
[62171. Kostikov, N. Political Culture of the Soviet Offier (Material for 
the theme “Political culture of the officer’? // ammunist of the h e d  
Forces.-l985.-No. 24.4ages 32-39.] 

Of the nineteen articles given in the Letopis’ zhumalnykh statei for 16/86, 
sixteen were from Soviet military journals, as shown below: 

Communist of the Armed Forces-7 articles 
Equipment and Ariaments-9 articles 

Problems of History-1 article 
The remaining three articles were from these journals: 
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Upsurge-1 article 
Cybernetics-1 article 

Daily Paper Articles 

Letopisl gazetnykh statei (chionicle of Daily Paper Articles) 

In the last week of April 1986 (16/86) a total of 834 daily paper articles, with 
authors and titles, were listed in this weekly bibliographical journal. Twenty-ulree 
of the articles, 11-16 February 1986, were under the general heading, “Military 
Science, Military Affairs.” Subheadings, with the number of articles under each, 
w m  as follows: 

Armed  force^ USSR-7 artid= 
History of the Armed F m  USSR-3 articles 
Party-Political Work-1 article 
Mass-Defense Work, Military-Patriotic Education, DOSAAF-1 

Services of the Armed Forces USSR, Service Branches-10 articles 
Armed Forces of Foreign Socialist Countri-1 article 

article 

Of the twentythree articles identified for the particular week, seventeen 
originally had appeared in Kmnaia zwzda (Red Star). Two articles came fiom 
Komomolskaia pravda, another from Mosbvskii bmomolets and a third fim 
Cua’ok. Two had been published in Smetskii patriot. 

The fmt article, under the heading “Armed Forces USSR’ was as follows: 
118%. Byt’ Bditel’nym: .l.Peredovaia.l.llKrarnaia zvezda.-1986.-15 
Few. 
[118%. Be Vigilant. (Lead article). Red Stur.-l986.-15 Feb.] 

Most of the newspaper articles of military interest will have been published in 
Kmnaia zvezda, with Smetskii patriot in second place? 

Soviet “Closed Press” Publications 

The Soviet Union publishes many books and pamphlets in the “closed” press. 
Some estimate that as many as one third of the total number are in this category. 
There are many categories. Some books are “besphbro” (not requiring payment) 

and officers of the Soviet Army and Navy” (appears to equate to “d~dent ia l”)  
printed on the outside cover. Others are labeled inside “(Only) for i n t r a d e p e  
sale” rDlia sluzhebnego pol’zovan“a~’-similar to “official use only”) and have a 
price inside while “kspho” is imprinted on the cover. Nevertheless, they all bear 
the censor’s mark. They rarely f i  their way to a book store. There are higher 
categories: “Sekretno” (secret), “Sovershemo sekretno” (top secret), etc. 

“Besplatno’’ books and pamphlets a~ published by Voenizdar, by military 
academy or school presses, by military districts through their political directorates 
and printed on district presses, and so forth Some are handsomely bound and 
printed on the highest quality paper, indicating they are presentation volumes. 
Others are printed on cheap pulp. Usually the number of copies printed is omitted, 
but when given it has been respectable in some cases (10,000-15,oOO copies). 

Since “ b e s p W  also can mean “k of charge,” pamphlets c m d y  found 
in English or some other foreign language at ahports and railroad Stations can also 

and are for intemal use only. some military books have “only for generals, admirals 
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bear this mark. There is another category, “bez tseny” (no price listed). A few 
textbooks are listed in this way, however by far the largest categury are pamphlets 
with lectures of the “Znanie” Society having twelve to twenty pages. Since other 
“ZMnie“ lectum of thirty to forty pages sell for three kopeks (three cents), one may 
presume that one kopek was too little to charge and hence, “bez tseny.” 

It should be assumed that Soviet censors pennit only the most innocuous 
“bespkatno” titles to be given in openly published bibliographies. These probably 
represent only a small percentage of the total number of such publications. Soviet 
books at times make reference to other books which are never found in bookstcres 
or even in bibliographid listings. For example, specific mention is made of a new 
textbook on military strategy in a 1977 work, Academy of the General St&? Thm 
is no indication, however, of this book ever being put out for general sale. 

In the “Military Sciences, Military Affairs” section of the Knizhnaia letopis’ 
1968, three of the 347 books and pamphlets identifled were listed as bemg 
“bespkatno.” The following year seven of the 342 books under the same general 
heading were in the ‘‘besplutno” categq. By 1970 the number of “besplattw” 
books in the “Military Science, Military Affairs” section had jumped to fifty-nine 
out of 407 books and pamphlets listed. In 1977 the number of “besplatno” books 
and pamphlets was 106 out of a total listing of 473 (Table 6). For that particular 
year, the “besplamo” books were in the following groups: 

Forty-six of the 106 “besphtno” books and pamphlets were published 
by various “military and higher military schools,” primarily textbooks 
and lectures for kursants (cadets). Soviet “military and higher military 
schools,” of which there are approximately 140, correspond roughly to 
the military academies-West Point, Annapolis, and Colorado 
Springs-in the United States. Courses are four to five years. 

Twenty-nine of the “besplatno” books and pamphlets were issued by 
the Soviet military academies. There are a total of eighteen such 
academies, roughly equivalent to the war and staff colleges in the United 
States. C~urses are three to five years, except for the General Staff 
Academy, which is two years. 

Thirteen of the “besplafno” publications were issued by the Soviet 

The remaining eighteen “besplatm” works were from a number of 

The fnst ‘‘b~qlutno” entry under the ‘‘Military Science, Military Affairs’’ section 
in the Knizhnaia leropis’ 1977 was listed under the subheading “Genaal Questions.” 
The entry was as follows: 

6413 Akhrameev, A. A. Osnovnyie ewpiricheskiie metody nauchnogo 
poznaniia v voennom dele 1 Kiev. Vyssh. Aviats. Inzh. Uchil- 
ishche.-Kiev: KVVAIU, 1977.-32s.-Bespl. 
[a13  Akhrameev, A. A. Basic Empirical Methods of Scientific 
Cognition in Military A&irs. Kiev Highex Military Aviation Engineering 
School. Kiev: KVVAIU, 1977.32 pages. Not for purchase.] 

Ministry of Defense. 

organizations, including civilian universities. 

Most of these “besplattw” publications are pamphlets of less than sixty pages. 
Many are identifled as textbooks, or as abstracts of lectures. The number of these 
printed, when given, is only 200 or 300. 

Why the “beqlatno” entries began in Soviet bibliographies in the late 196Os, 
rapidly increased, and then began dropping in 1978 has not been ascertained. One 
reason could be that a new requirement was issued in the late 1960s to register 
books and pamphlets of a certain typc~ Then in 1978 the classification system was 
revamped. ‘hey may have all been moved to the Knizhnaia l e t @ ’ :  dopolnitel’nyi 
vypusk (Book Chronicle: Supplementary Issue). This publication is no longer 
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available abroad. Regardless of the reasan, over a thousand “besptatn0” book and 
pamphlet titles have been published in Knizhnuiu letopis’ since 1968. 

Table 6 

Numbers of Besplatno and Bez Tseny Books, 1968-1984 

Year Besplatno Bez Tseny All Books Less Besplatno 

1968 3 347 344 
1969 7 342 335 
1970 59 407 348 
1971 36 468 432 
1972 15 365 350 
1973 114 584 470 
1974 166 630 464 
1975 124 623 499 
1976 168 11 47 1 292 
1977 106 473 367 
1978 58 3 469 411 
1979 46 10 406 350 
1980 33 5 474 436 
1981 17 10 342 315 
1982 25 2 351 324 
1983 9 4 456 443 
1984 10 3 467 454 

Although only the author, title, organization, place of publication, and 
number of pages normally are given for the ‘‘beqhm” writings that are listed 
in Soviet bibliographies, the information may assist scholars with the following: 

As an indication of the emphasis placed on certain subjects 
taught in Soviet military educational institutions: when “besplamo” 
titles are examined over a period of several years, some indication 
might be found of trends by the attention given to specific subjem. 
As Soviet spokesmen have pointed out, military schools in the 
1960s and 1970s were training the officer corps for the year 2000, 
for at that time graduates of such schools will be moving into 
command positions. Military academies, attended by officers with 
several years of service, are setting forth concepts which will guide 
Soviet military actions for the 1980s and 1990s. 

In giving names of faculty members of the various Soviet military 
academies and schools, their specialties and the institutions with which 
they are associated. when examined in conjunction with Soviet publica- 
tions available in the open press, this informatian helps to identify the 
extent of a particular author’s work and some indication of its use. 

In providing a better understanding of the scope and size of the 
military schools and academies and of the emphasis given to specific 
areas: it should be assumed, however, that the titles of many of the 
lectures and textbooks are classified, and not identified in any openly 
published bibliography. 
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Inconsistencies in Soviet Book and Pamphlet Listings 

PIan vypuska Iiferatury (Advance Publication Plan) 

When researching Soviet military writings, scholars will face a number of 
unanticipated problems. One will be the inconsistencies found in Soviet bibli- 
ographies. The following examples from the Plan vypuska 1iteratw-y of Voenizdat 
are illustrative. 

Each  yea^ Voenizdut, the publishing house of the Soviet Ministry of Defense, 
issues a pamphlet called Plan vypusku literafury. The pamphlet lists the authors and 
titles of all books and pamphlets scheduled for publication by Voenizdat the 
following year. The “plan” however, is not always fulfiied. Many of the books 
listed are published a year or two later than the amxxlllced date. Some never appear, 
possibly failing to get past the censor. 

The Plan vypuska literatury 1976 was typeset December 31, 1974 and sent to 
the printers January 27, 1975. Of the 249 titles given in this publication plan, 28 
percent had not appeared as of early 1981; 23 percent finally were published in 
1977, instead of 1976 as had been scheduled. Thus, approximately 50 percent of the 
books appeared as originally planned. 

There were other inconsistencies in the Plan vypuska literahuy 1976, Soviet 
bibliographical listings, and the actual appearance of specific books. Some examples 
aoted with respect to the advance publication plan and actual books available were 
as follows: 

Admiral Goxshkov’s book, Sea Power of the State, was in the Plan 
vypuska literatury 1976 but did not appear in the annual Ezhegodnik 
knigi 1976. However, it came out on schedule, as had been announced 
in the publication plan. 

Marshal Grechko’s Year of the War was in the Ezhegodnik 1976 but 
had not appeared in the Plan vypuska literatury 1976. 

Marshal of Aviation Zimin’s book, Development of PVO (Air 
Defense), which appeared in 1976, was neither in the Ezhegodnik knigi 
1976 nor in the advance publication plan. 

General of the Amy Shavrov’s 1976 book, Problems of Training and 
Education in Military SchooLF was neither in the Ezhegodnik knigi 1976 
nor in the advance publication plan. 

With the possible exception of Marshal Grechko’s Years of War, the books 
noted above were of high interest to Western scholars concerned with Soviet 
military developments. Whether the inconsistencies observed were due to security 
reasons or for other purposes has not yet been ascertamed. However, these findings 
do indicate that the annual Plan vypusku literatury is not sufficient as a single 
method of identifying books that are to be published. 

The Case of Civil Defense 

Westem scholars studying Soviet civil defense programs should know that 
books on this subject may be omitted from Soviet bibliographies. This appears to 
have been especially m e  since the mid-l970s, when Western leaders became 
concerned with the possible extent of Soviet civil defense activities. Western 
observers, such as Leon Goure and Harriet Fast Scott who had written on this 
subject, were attacked by name in a number of Soviet publications, including 
Pravda, Krasnuia zvezda and Voennoe znunie. Soviet defense-intellectuals in 
Moscow, who are permitted to meet with visiting Americans, insisted that reports 
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in the United States’ press about Soviet civil defense measures were false. With 
respect to the Soviet denials, it is interesting to note that a number of Soviet books 
on the subject have never been listed in the annual Ezhegodnik knigi. The following 
three books are examples of Soviet civil defense publications that Westem scholars 
would not find in any known Soviet bibliographical listing: 

A. A. Gromov and N. P. Krechetnikov, G m z h k a i a  oborona 
promyshlennogo ob’ekta (Civil Defense of Industrial Units), Moscow: 
Atomidat, 1975.2d ed, 243,100 copies. 
E G. Kxvtkw, Meditsinskuia sluzhba grazhahmbi oborony (Medical 

Service of Civil Defense), Moscow: Meditsina, 1975. (“his work is 
described as a textbook for doctors.) 20,000 copies. 

K. G. Kotlukov, G r a z h k  oborom (Civil Defense), Moscow: 
Fkweshchenie, 1977. loth ed, 1,700,WO copies. A textbook for Soviet 
middle schools (such schools are roughly the equivalent of junior 
colleges.) 

These examples suggest that Soviet bibliographies, while a most valuable research 
aid, do not provide all of the data needed about Soviet publications. 

Bibliography of the Academy of Sciences 

For the militaq historian, the annual Biblwgrajiia izdanii Akademii nauk SSSR 
(Bibliography of Publications of the Academy of Sciences USSR) can be very 
useful. The fast yearbook was published in 1957. Until the Institute of Military 
History was created in 1966, the Institute of History of the Academy of Sciences 
USSR was a source of Ipsearch materials on military history. In 1968, the Institute 
of History was divided into the Institute of General History and the Institute of the 
History of the USSR. 

Between 1965 and 1975, under the rubric “”he Second World War in Research, 
Recollections and Documents,” the Academy of Sciences sponsared a series of 
nearly one hundred books Some of these books were written by marshals and gen- 
aals who were directly involved in the aperations described and art: detailed accounts. 

The Biblwgrqhy of the Acadenty of Sciences gives a mom extensive description 
of the books it publishes than does the Ezhegodnik Some books have as many as 
twenty or more contributors. The bibliography gives the name of each author and 
the title of the chapter he wrote, along with other details. This is of considerable 

in the war. They are indexed by author and subject matter. 
Books from the Academy’s series, “The Second World War in Research, 

Recollections and Documents” (1965-75), for instance, are not always listed in the 
“Military Science, Military Affairs“ section of the Ezhegodnik h i g i  SSSR, so the 
historian may not be aware that some of them exist. Them are nearly one hundred 
books in this series, many of them on the “official books” list which will be 
discussed later. 

help to lesemchers looking for specific aurhom or for certain aspects of an operation 

Institute of Military History of the Ministry of Defense QVIMO) 

The Institute of Military History, part of the Academy of Sciences, was formed 
more than twenty yeam ago on August 27,1966. Organizationally, it is subordinated 
to the Ministry of Defense and the Main Political Adminish.ation The Academy of 
Sciences guides the methodology of its scientific research work, and it is part of the 
Department of History of the Academy’s Social Sciences Section. Books by the 
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institute are listed in the Bibliography of Publications of the Acodemy of Sciences 
USSR already mentioned. 

One of their most important publications was the twelve-volume History of the 
Second World War. They worked with the Central Committee’s Institute of 
Maorism-Leninism, the Academy of Science’s Institute of General History and the 
Institute of History of the USSR They also contributed to the eight-volume Soviet 
Military Encyclopedia. Both series were published by Voenizdat, the Military 
Publishing House. A great many books published by the Institute come from the 
Academy’s press, N& (Science). Their books are h i g h  quality tban most presses 
and many contain a rarity among Soviet books, an index. 

In 1977, the Institute of Military History published a “Survey of Soviet 
Literature from 1941 to 1%7” in the USSR in the Years ofthe Great Pahiotic War, 
1942-2945. This was an extensive bibliography of both books, individual chapters 
of books, joumal and daily paper articles. It is divided into periods of the war, 
gwgraphical areas, actions of fronts, individual services and service branches, and 
fleets, military art, strategy, operational art and tactics. It also includes reviews of 
books and their authm. In 1981, a third volume about individuals was added, 
“Heroes of the Fmnt and Rear.” Unfortunately, all three cover only the period from 
1941 to 1%7. Many of the early refenma materials are difficult to locate. However, 
they do bring to light some little-known publications of this period. 

Other Bibliographies 

In 1979 DOSAAF published an Annotated Catalog of Literature by the D O W  
USSR Publishing House 194.54977. It has both an author and subject index. 

Voenizdat has published two annotated indexes of memoirs from the Great 
Patriotic War pariod. The first edition, covering the years 1941 to 1975, was 
published in 1977 and a second edition, for the years 1975 to 1981, came out in 
1982 both under the title 0 Voine, o tovarishchakh, o sebe (About War, About 
Comrades, About Myself). The fmt edition covered 886 books, the second 828. 
They are separated by service into Ground Forces, Air Forces and Navy. Most of 
the books (1201) are about the ground forces. The Air Forces are reflected in 253 
and the Navy in 161. The index contained both titles and authors and annotations 
indicating reviews of the book in the p s .  The indexes include many publishers, 
not just the “Military Memoir“ series published by Voenizdat. 

The Lenin Library in Moscow regularly publishes booklets of recommended 
reading about the Great Patriotic War. A booklet in one such series came out in 
1%5, with others following in 1970, 1975, 1979 and 1985. The f i t  was entitled 
The Great Patriotic War of the Soviet Union, 1941-1945; the second was d e r  the 
title Velikii podvig me Great Feat). Since 1975, it has been entitled Velikaia 
pobeda (The Great Victory). The 1965 edition contains materials dating prior to 
November 1, 1964, the Khrushchev era. The o h m  cover “the previous four cr five 
years.” They include books and journal articles, novels and poems. The entries are 
annotated, grouped in keful categories and indexed. 

Soviet Books and Pamphlets About the “Great Patriotic War” 

The Great Patriotic War and Its Lessons 

Western visito~~ to the Soviet Union fresuently remark about the attention given 
by the Soviet media to the Great Patriotic War, as the Soviets refer to that portion 
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of World War II in which they participated. Television, radio, and the press refer 
daily to that war, as if it had taken place only recently. 

There are many reasons why Soviet books and pamphlets give continuing 
anention to a war that ended decades ago. Victory in the Great Patriotic War, 
according to Soviet spokesmen, was due to the wise leadership provided by the 
Communist Paq.  Children are told that the defeat of both Germany and Japan was 
due to the combat might of the Soviet armed form. The role of Britain, the United 
States and other nations is scarcely mentioned. In order to prevent such a war from 
again taking place, Soviet spokesmen write that the armed forces must be 
maintained in a state of constant combat readiness and remain unsurpassed by any 
other nation. 

The Great Patriotic War provides Soviet military writers with numerous 
historical events, from which carefully selected lessons can be drawn that are 
considered applicable to the present. Textbooks on procedures for command and 
control, protection of rear areas, tactics, mobilization, war fiiancing, military 
economy, leadership, moralewhatever the subject might be-begin with some 
account or example from the Great Patriotic War. The most signifcant books on 
Soviet military doctrine, strategy, and tactics, from Marshal V. D. Sokolovskii’s 
Military Strategy to Lt. Gen. V. G. Reznichenko’s Tactics, devote considerable 
space to operations, troop control and lessons from the 1941-45 period.’ 

In early 1981, Western scholars concemed with Soviet military affairs noticed 
that changes were taking place in the organization of air defense troops. Certain air 
defense functions of the Soviet Ground Forces appeared to have been transferred to 
the Troops of Air Defense, one of the five Soviet military services. When searching 
for the Soviet rationale for this organization modification, analysts found that the 
change had been preceded by lengthy discussions of the role of air defense during 
the Great Patriotic War.” 

Identification of “Great Patriotic” War Themes in Soviet Bibliographies 

Of the 351 books listed in the “Military Science, Milimy Affairs,” section of 
the Knizhnaia letopis’ 1982,226 were under the subheading “History of the Armed 
Forces USSR.” The following were in this categq: 

Books of military memoirs by senior Soviet officers-14. A military 
memoir written in 1982, for example, is not only to remind readers of 
the Great Patriotic War. but also to provide concepts that are applicable 
to military situations at the time the work is published. 

B& published by DOSAAF-6. These publications contain stories 
about the Great Patriotic War intended to appeal to the youth. Heroic 
feats are described in such a manner as to instill patriotic feehgs in the 
mind of the reader. 

B& published in language of Soviet nationality groups-30. These 
may be about a hero in the Great Patriotic War of a particular nation- 
ality. The apparent intent is to foster a feeling of “Soviet” patriotism. 
Books published in non-Soviet languages-%. Three were in Dari, 

four each in Spanish and French, and five each in German and Engliih. 
The purpose is to show the might of the Soviet armed forces in 
defeating Germany and Japan. 

“Besplatno” books-3. One of these, entitled Collection of Tactical 
Examples of Naval Actions in the Great Patriotic War, 1941-194.5, was 
a textbook published by the Higher Naval Command School in 
Leningrad. Another was Ships and Alucilliary Ships of the Navy, 
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1917-1927. The third was a l i t  of articles in the Military History 
Journal from 1969 to 1978. 

The remainder of the books under the Great Patriotic War subheading were by 
various publishers, primarily designed for patriotic-military indoctrination. 

A number of the most significant books on military-theoretical thought have 
been based almost exclusively on examples from World War II, but listed in the 
“Military Science, Military Affairs” Sections of bibliographies under the subheading 
“General Questions.” One such book was Methodology of Military-Scientific 
Knowledge (1973, by Gen. I. E. Shavrov, at the time Commandant of the General 
Staff Academy. He used examples from the Great Patriotic War throughout his bodc 
to explain current concepts and problems. Another work of significance was Gen. 
M. A. Gareev’s book, M. V .  Frunze--Military Theoretician (1985)” This is one of 
the most instructive writings crnently available on Soviet military thinking. 

As a general rule, scholars concerned with Soviet military affairs will find that 
those books about the Great Patriotic War published by Voenizdut will be of greater 
value than those issued by publishers in the various republics. Of particular 
si&icance may be the military memoirs published in recent years. These, written 
by the remaining generals and marshals with combat experience in World War 11, 
are to teach lessons applicable at the present time. 

Publishers of Military Books 

Titles of books and pamphlets under the general heading, “Military Science, 
Military Affairs,” represent dozens of different publishing houses. The main 
publishing houses are as follows: 

Voenizdat. This is the publishing house of the Soviet Ministry of 
Defense, which issues the more significant writings on military matters. 
Some books will be “besplutno”4ut not for sale. 

DOSAAF (Volunteer Society for Cooperation with Army, Aviation, 
and Fleet). DOSAAF publishem issue books and pamphlets for military 
training and Communist Party-patriotic indoctrination of youth, as well 
as various publications on civil defense. Some of these writings are most 
useful to scholars. Works on fiction and sport, of a military or military- 
related nature, also are published by DOSAAF. 

Military Academies and Schools. A small number of the many 
publications by military educational institutions are sometimes carried 
in bibliographies as “besplutno.” Many are listed as textbodrs, others are 
pamphlets described as abstracts of lectures. Only the author, title, 
number of pages, subject area and publishing institution are indicated. 
As can be seen from Table 7, the difference in this category between 
1977 and 1982 is considerable. The “besplutm” books and pamphlets 
continued to be published, but even the few titles that were allowed to 
be listed in the open press now appear to have been reduced. 

Znanie. This is the publishing house of the “All-Union Znanie 
Society,” whose purpose is to spread “political and scientific 
knowledge.” In 1984, about 2,000 academicians and corresponding 
members of the Soviet Unim academies of sciences (both national and 
regional) were members of this organization, as were the majority of 
individuals holding advanced degrees (215,000). A Znanie society is 
found in each of the republics. 

Most of the titles are in the series “To Help the Lecturer,” since 
indoctrination of the populace in military affairs, especially in civil 
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defeme, is one of the many tasks of Znunie. There was a drastic 
reduction an the number of h i e  titles between 197 and 1982 carried 
in the military section. However, official Soviet sources show that the 

Obviously, not all of the Z d  titles are being published. 
published --one more titles in 1982 than they did in 1977. x 

Table 7 

Major Soviet Publishers of Military Books and Pamphlets 
(for selected years) 

Publisher 1977 1982 

Voenizdut 
DOSAAF 
Military academies/schools 
Znunie 
N& 
Politizdat 
Others 

(Russian) 
(languages of USSR) 

None given 
Progress (foreign language) 
Novosri (foreign language) 

84 
46 
51 
45 
6 
3 

123 
(89) 
(34) 

4 
6 
5 

97 
33 
8 
7 
7 
6 

168 
(138) 
(30) 

8 
11 
6 

Total books published 373 351 

Progress Publishers. All of the titles in the bibliographies issued by 
this organization an in non-Soviet languag-, Mch, Spanish, 
Da~i, Arabic, etc. This publishing house specializes in publications in 
non-Soviet languages. 

Novosti Ress. Like Progress Publishers, most of the Novosti titles 
an in non-Soviet languages. Generally, the Novosti publications an 
pamphlets, not books. 

N&. This is the publishing house of the Soviet Academy of 
Sciences. A number of military writings of significant interest are 
published by Nauka each year. 

Politizdut (Political Literature Publishing House). Politizdut 
publishers are located in Mascow. The subject matter of these books 
appears primarily for military-patriotic indoctrination 

Other Publishing Hauses. These include publishing houses of various 
types in the Soviet republics. Many of the books and pamphlets were in 
the languages of the Soviet MtionalitieE+ Ntai, Azeri, Chechen, 
Georgian, Kazakh, Tadzhik, Udmurt, etc. Most of the publications in 
these languages are about local heroes during the Great Patriotic War. 
Many, however, are civil defense manuals and insmctions. A number 
of pamphlets are issued by Red Star publishers. Both books and 
pamphlets are published by Moloduiu gvurdiiu (Young Guard), 
publishing house of the Komomof (Young Communist League). 
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Scholars of Soviet military matters may f d  those books published by 
nonmilitary publishers to be of considerable intemt, especially when 
seeking to determine the significance of the Soviet military throughout 
the social structure of the Soviet Union. 

Books and Pamphleb of Possible Military Interest Not Listed in the 
“Military Science, Military Affairs” Section of Soviet Bibliographies 

As shown in Table 1, books and pamphlets in the weekly Knizhnuiu letopis‘ 
and the annual Ezhegodnik knigi SSSR are divided into fifty general headings, one 
of which is “Military Science, Military Affairs.” Writings of possible interest to 
scholars concaned with Soviet defense matters may be found under many of the 
other g e n d  headings as well. Some of the publications will have been published 
by Voenizdut, the Ministry of Defense publishing house. The following examples 
are from the Ezhegodnik knigi SSSR 1982. 

Under the general heading: “Marxism-Leninism’: 
Marx, K., Engels, F., Lenin, V. I. On War and Army: Collection of 

Works. Moscow: Voenizdat, 1982.512 pages. 95 kopek 90,oOO copies. 
Under the general heading, “Philosophical Science, Sociology, Psychology”: 

Men’chikov, G. P. Structure of Social Consciousness and Formation 
of Consciowness in Soviet Soldiers. Abridged lecture text. Kaum: Kazan 
Higher Military Engineering School, 1981.39 pages. “Bespkztno.” 

Under the general heading of “History“ and the subheading “History of the USSR”: 
Muwachev, Iu. V. Eight Centimeters: Recollections of an In&lligence 

Radioman. 2d ed. Moscow: Voenizdat, 1982.271 pages. 1 p d t .  1 
ruble 30 kopeks. 65,000 copies. 

Under the general heading, “International Relations”: 
Kuliiov, V. G. (Marshal of the Soviet Union). Collective Defense of 

Socialism. Moscow: Voenizdat, 1982.96 pages. @cisions of the 27th 
Congress CPSU-Into Life) 20 kopeks. 100,000 copies. 

Demchuk, P. A. Military Threat: Myth and Fact. Criticism of Modem 
Bourgeois Inventions on Problems of War and Peace, and Organizations 
for Defense of the Gains of Socialism Kiev: Kiev Military Comb&- 
Arms Command School, 1982.80 pages. “Be.yplamo.” 300 copies. 

Military Questions in the Course of Hktory of the CPSU. Textbook for 
cadets and students of higher military schools and academies. Authors: 
V. S. Vwk, S. V. Baranov, S. P. Voytenko, et al. Moscow: Voenizdat, 
1982. 224 pages. 70 kopeks. 60,oOO copies. 

N. N. Berchenko, V. E. Krevs, V. G. Sredii Semiconducting Solid 
Solubles and Their Use (Reference tables). Moscow: Voenizdat, 1982. 
208 pages. 1 ruble. 4300 copies. 

Under the general heading, “Air Tramport’’: 

Under the general heading, “International Communist Movement”: 

Under the general heading, “Radioelectronics, Automation and Telemedmics”: 

Beliakov, A. V. In Flight Over the Years: Military Memoirs. MOSCOW: 
Voenizdat, 1982. 350 pages. 1 ruble, 50 kopeks. 200,000 copies. 

Aerodymmks and DyllMlics of Flight of Transport Aircraft with 
DTRD and lVD Tatbook for Military Aviation Pilot Schools and Pilots 
of Drill Units. Authors: V. V. Fiiippov, A. L Belianin, G. F. Bonch- 
Bruievich, et al. Moscow: Voenizdat, 1981.416 pages. “Besplatno.” 

Lasers in Aviation. Authors: I. N .  Goncharov, V. N. Dew V. P. 
Kutakhov, et al. V. M. Sidorin, ed. Moscow: Voenizdat, 1982. 160 
pages. 40 kopeks. 13,000 copies. 
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Soviet “Defense Industries” and Publishing Houses 

Of particular interest to scholars of Soviet military affairs are publications of 
the various Soviet defense industries, many of which have their own publishing 
houses. Since defense industries produce goods that are also used for civilian 
c~nsumption,’~ their publications often are difficult to categorize. Officially, there 
is only one “defense industry.” In actual practice, however, the following Soviet 
ministries generally are regarded as being in the “defense industry” category: 

Ministry Product 

General Machine Building 
Machine Building 
Shipbuilding Industry 
Aviation Industry 
Defense Industry 
Radio Industry 
Communications Equipment 

Industry 
Medium Machine Building 
Elec~ronic Industry 

Rockets and space equipment 
Munitions 
Naval products and ships 
Aircraft and helicopters 
Conventional armaments 
Radios 
Other communications equipment 

Military applications of atomic energy 
Radars 

Books and pamphlets issued by the publishing houses of the defense ministries 
that are of interest to military personnel often will be advertised or reviewed in 
military journals. For example, Aviatsiia i kosmonavtika (Aviation and 
Cosmonautics) reviewed the following book in 1986: 

Cosmo~utics USSR. Moscow: Mashinostroenie (Machinebuilding), 
1986. 495 pages. 21 rubles, 90 kopeks. 

Another magazine, Tekhnika i vooruzhenie (Equipment and Armaments) in early 
1986 listed the following titles under “new books”: 

Balakhnin, G. S .  Organization and Planning of Construction Work in 
Machinebuilding. Moscow: Machinostroenie, 1986. 1 ruble, 30 kopeks. 

Gamrat-Kurek, L. I. Economics of Engineering Decisions in 
Machinebuilding. Moscow: Machinostroenie, 1986. 1 ruble, 30 kopeks. 

Scientific Bases for Progressive Equipment and Technology. Authors: 
V. P. Barmin, N. D. Kumetsov, V. P. Makeyev, et al. Moscow: 
Machinostroenie, 1986. 5 rubles. 

Morskh sbornik (Naval Collection) advertised the following books in 1986: 
Lmquer Paint Materials: Technical D e 4  and Quality Control. 

Handbook. Eds: M. I. %akin, N. V. Maimv. M m w :  Khimiia, 1985. 
272 pages. 29,000 copies. 1 ruble, 50 kopeks. 

Electric Propeller Emplacements-Handbook. 2d ed. Leningrad: 
Sudosh.oenie (Shipbuilding), 1985. 304 pages. 3,500 copies. 1 ruble, 40 
kopeks. 

V. N. Vasil’ev, N. Ia. Karaush. Operation of Ship Electrical Wiring. 
Handbook. Moscow: Transport, 1985.278 pages. 8,500 copies. 1 ruble, 
60 kopeks. 

A. M. Khor’kov. Assembling, Operation and Repair of Ship 
Automation. Textbook for Technical Schools. 2d ed. Leningrad: 
Sudostroenie, 1985. 159 pages. 6,800 copies. 40 kopeks. 
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Translations 

Ideally, it would be good if all scholars COIlcerned with Soviet military affairs 
could do research in Original Russian-language materials. Since this obviously is 
impossible, some information about the availability and reliability of English- 
language translations of Soviet books and pamphlets may be useful to those using 
Soviet bibliopphical data. 

A number of organizations in the United States, such as the Foreign 
Technological Division (v. S. Air Force), the Department of Cormnerce and various 
groups in the military services translate selected Soviet writings an military affairs. 
These include, however, only a very small percentage of the books and pamphlets 
listed in Soviet bibliographies that might be of interest to scholars. 

Beginning in 1973 a few key Soviet books on military doctrine, strategy and 
tactics were translated under the auspices of the U.S. Air Force and published by 
the Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.' In 1975 a commercial 
publisher was found for the third edition of Marshal V. D. Sokolovskii's Military 
Strategy, which had been written in 1968.14 These translations have been studied 
closely by scholars in both the United States and Britain, and are the basis of many 
articles and books about arms control and Soviet military matters. 

Current Restrictions on Translations of Soviet Material 

The brief effort to make translations of Soviet military publications available 
to Western readem was severely curtailed in May, 1973, when the Soviet Union 
joined the Copyright convention. F'rior to that time many Western military writings 
were translated by Soviet authorities and sold throughout the Soviet Union. In like 
manner, Soviet books of various types were translated in the West. Now, however, 
Soviet books, pamphlets, and journals published since May 1973, cannot be 
translated and sold for profit in the United States unless Soviet authorities give 
permission. Only Soviet newspapers are exempt from copyright. 

* 
As of 1987 the following Soviet military titles had been translated under the auspices 

of the USAF as the Soviet Military Thought Series and published by the United States 
Government Printing Office. Washimgtm. D. C. 2.0402: 

The Offensive 
Marxism-Leninism on War and Army 
Scientific-Technical Progress and the Revolution in Military Affairs 
Baric Principler of Operational Art and Tactics 
The Philosophical Heritage of V. I. Lenin and Problems of Contemporary War 
Concept, Algorithm, Decision 
Military Pedagogy 
Military Psychology 
Dictionary of Basic Military Terms 
Civil Defense 
Selected Soviet Military Writings: 1970-75 
The Armed Forces of the Soviet State 
The Ofjker's Handbook 
The People, The Army, The Commander 
Long-Range Missile-Equipped 
Forecasting in Military Affairs 
The Convnand and Staff of the Soviet Army Air Force in the Great Patriotic War 

Fundamentals of Tactical Convnand and Control 
The Sovie1 Armed Forces: A History #Their Organizational Development 
The Initial Period of War 
Tactics 

194145 
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Even after giving authority to translate and publish a book, Soviet officials 
re.tain the right to ‘‘ccmxt‘‘ the mindation. Far example, the USAF obtained permis- 
sion to translate and publish the d edition of The Armed Forces of the Soviet 
State, by the late Soviet Minister of Defense, Marshal A. A. -0. The Soviets, 
however, required that certain statements in the book be rewritten or eliminated. 

In the original Russian language edition of The Armed Forces of the Soviet 
State, Marshal Grechko had noted that in preparing the economy and populace far 
war, there must be “the systematic conduct of specialized exercises and practices” 
which are as important as in training in the armed forces. Soviet censors omitted 
this statement in the approved English translation. Elsewhere Grechko had written 
of the need for a uniform military-technologicalhnological policy, which 

along with the resolution of current problems, orients scientific, 
technological cadres on the development of long-term problems, the 
results of which may find broad application inf.ture military flairs. Of 
particular importme is basic research, aimed at discovering still 
unknown attributes of matter, phenomena and laws of nature, and 
developing new methods for their study and use to reinforce the state’s 
capabilities. 

This entire statement was deleted. A new paragraph was substituted, which t awed  
the struggle of the party “to ban new kinds and systems of weapons of mass 
deswtion. This is an important aim of military detente.”” 

English Language Editions of Military Writings by Soviet Publishers 

Each year a n u m b  of Soviet books on military matters, intemational relations 
and amrs control are translated into English and other foreign languages by Soviet 
publishing houses. Progress Publishers (Moscow) is the leader in rhis field. The 
decision to translate Soviet writings to be sent abroad probably is made by one of 
the departments of the Central Committee of the Communist Party. 

Translations of Soviet military writings by Soviet agencies should be viewed 
with caution. Some may be accurate, while others are altered significantly. A 
number may be written pximarily for the purpose of providmg dishformation to 
the Western reader. 

It is difficult to determine the reason why some Soviet books are translated by 
Soviet publishas and others are not. For example, in 1971 Progress Publishers came 
out with an English translation of The Soviet Army, by S.  S .  Lototskii. In 1969 this 
work had first been published by P o l i W ,  and later was awarded a Fhtm R k I 6  
In that same year Progress Publishers came out with a second work of note, 
Manism-Lminism on War and the Amy. This was a -ably faithful translation 
of the 5th edition of this work, fmt published by Voenizdat in 1968. 

The Soviet leadership may have noticed the attention given in the United States 
to Soviet military writings which were being translated under the auspices of the 
USM. This interest may have been one of the reasons why in 1976 Progress 
Publishers began a “ P r o p s  Military series” in English, with the following note 
on the back cover: 

The books in the new Progress Military Series will describe the sources 
of Soviet victories, examine the structure of the varww arms of the 
services and eapound Soviet views on the war. Readers will form M idea 
of Soviet offiets and men and of the kind of training that is given to the 
fighting men who are always ready to deliver a crushing blow against 
any attack who dares to vwkate thejinntiers of the Soviet Union or the 
socialist communily as a whole. 
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Following are three books of he “Progress Military Series” that have appeared 

Ruban, M. The Soviet School of Courage and Warcrqi. Mascow: 

Babenko, I. Soviet Oficers. Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1976. 
Ryabov, V. The Soviet A& Forces Yesterahy and Today. Moscow: 

The ttmx books appear to have been written for fmign cansumption, and a 
p h i n a r y  check has not idenWied a Russian-language edition of any of the above. 
The use of the English language is somewhat awkward, and not at all up to the 
standard of Mmism-L.eninism on War and the Army or The Soviet Army. 

Scholars often must use translated mataid. They should at all times, however, 
carefully check its Origins. English-language books and pamphlets published in the 
Soviet Union should be read with caution Soviet-approved translations published 
smce 1973 in the United States may have been edited carefully by Soviet 
authorities, and may differ significantly fiom the Ori@ Russian-language text. 

in English (and in other non-Russian languages as well) with identical cove~s: 

Rogress Publishers, 1976. 

R o p s  Publishers, 1976. 

Authors of Soviet Military Writings 

Most of the authors of books issued by Voeniza,  the Military publishing House, 
or by DOSAAF, are either active duty or retired military -1. Many are on the 
faculties of military d & e s  or higher military schools and often write extensively. 
For example, Maj. Gen. A. S. Milovidov, a Doctor of Philosophical Sciences and 

a Professor at the Lenin Military-Political Academy, has had articles published in 
Military Thought, the Military Hktory Journal, Communist of the Armed Forces, and 
Questions of Philosophy, a Communist Party political journal. He has been a 
umtributox to a number of books and was he editor of The Philosophical Heritage 
of V.  I .  k n i n  and Problem of Contemporary War. 

Withrespect to milimy doctrine and strategy afew key writingsby specifkgroups 
or individuals will be quoted repeatedly by other writers. Bditelno stoiat‘ M strazhe 
mire (Vigilantly Stand Guard Over the Peace), a 1%2 pamphlet by the then Minister 
of Defense, Marshal R Ia Malinovskii was the most fkequently quoted document on 
military doctrine and strategy throughout the 1960s. Marshal A. A. Grechko’s book, 
The Armed Forces of the Soviet State, also served as an authoritative work in this area 
throughout the latter part of the 1970s. 

Critical articles and books at tk same time may be written by officers at the level 
of colonel and below. Frwn the viewpoint of U. S. scholars who follow Soviet defense 
matters, two of the most significant military books in the early 1970s were 
Nmtuplenie Offensive) by Col. A. A. S i d d o ,  Candidate of Military Sciences, 
and Osnovnye printsipy operativnovo iskusstva i taktiki (Basic Principles of 
Operational Art and Tactics), by Col. V. E. Savkin, Candidate of Military Sciences. 
Both of these books have been translated under the auspices of the USAF and 
published by the U.S. Government Printing Office. 

Although the name and position of an author are hqmtmt, the subject matter in 
a book published by Voenizdat is of greater significance. For example, should an 
unlmown author of low military rank write a book descxibing the need for the Soviet 
Union to expand its military space capabilities, the work should be taken Seriously. 
Such a book, pamphlet, or article could not have been published in the Soviet Union 
without the permission of both higher Party and military authorities. 

Many of the DOSAAF publications are written by reserve or retired military 
persannel. Some of its publications, especially those about the Great Patriotic war, 
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are of vay low quality, and may be for the purpose of meeting a quota on publications 
about pamcular groups in the Soviet Union. On the otha hand, many of the DOSAAF 
books and pamphlets provide the best information available about certain military 
subjects. 

Soviet Military Publications of Particular General Interest 

All Soviet writings on military affairs Serve some purpose for the Kremlin‘s 
leaders. Any military or military-related publication may be of use to scholars seeking 
infmt ion  in specialized areas. To most scholars the number of Soviet books about 
the Great Patriotic War printed in the Kirgiz language each year may not seem 
important. But to those seeking information to determine problems the Soviet 
leadership might have with the growing percentage of national groups entering the 
Soviet med forces each year, such data might give the insights needed. 

For those analysts working on a daily basis with Soviet military writings, the 
book reviews and announcements of new books on the back cover of most Soviet 
military journals will be of interest. Some of the reviews are lengthy, and most 
specify the audience for which the book is intended. 

The “Oficer’s Library” Series 

Several times in the past the Soviet military leadership has published a “library” 
of books that are of particular interest to scholars concerned with defense matters. 
Between the Civil War and World War II a book series was issued called “Library 
of the Commander.” An “Officer’s Library“ series appeared in the 1950s. A second 
“Officer’s Library” series was announced in December, 1964, consisting of 
seventeen titles to be issued over a b y e m  period, 1965-67. However, neither the 
planned schedule nor stated titles were followed. The fmal book in the series 
appeared only in 1973. 

This series provided Western scholars with new insights into Soviet military 
organization, doctrine, tactics, strategy, personnel and other key matters. Authors 
of these works were on the faculties of the Academy of the General Staff, the 
Fiunze Militruy Academy, the Lenin Military-Political Academy or in various 
administrations of the Ministry of Defense. The purpose of the series was “for the 
self-study of officers.” Titles and years published were as follows: 

M. V .  Frunze: Selected Work, 1965. 
Dictionary of Basic Military Term, 1%5. 
V.  I .  h n i n  on War, Army, and Military Science, 1965. 
Organization and Armaments of Armies and Navies of Capitalkt 

Mamkm-Leninism on War and Army, 1966. 
Basis of Soviet Military Law, 1966. 
History of Military Art, 1966. 
Tactics, 1966. 
Military Pedagogy, 1966. 
M. 1. Kalinin: On Communist Eduatwn and Military Duty, 1%7. 
Military Psychology, 1968. 
Offier’s Guide for Quartermasters, 1968. 
Military Strategy, 1968. 
Party-Political Work in the Soviet Armed Forces, 1968. 

States, 1965. 
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Offier’s Handbook, 1971. 
Concept, Algorithm. Decision, 1973. 
Scientijic-Technical Progress and the Revolution in Military 

Affairs, 1973. 

The “Oficer’s Library Series” for the 1980s 

On October 3, 1979, Red Star announced that a new “Officer’s Library” series 
soon would begin, with the following titles idenflied: 

V. I. Lenin and the Soviet Armed Forces. (Published in 1980.) 
The CPSU on the Armed Forces on the Soviet Union. (Collection of 

On Guard Over Peace and Socialism. (By L. I. Brezhnev, published in 

Marxist-Leninist Teaching on War and Amy. (Published in 1984.) 
Party-Political Work in the Soviet Army and Navy. (Published in 1982.) 
Fundamentah of Military Education. 
Fundumentak of Soviet Military Legislation and Questions of 

documents, published in 1981.) 

1981.) 

Legal Education of Soldiers (Publiihed in 1983 as Military 
Legislation and Legal Education of Soldiers.) 

Basic Methods of Combat Training. 
Tactics of Combined A m  Battle. (Published in 1984 as Tactics.) 
History of Military Art. (Published in 1986.) 
Armies of the Countries of the Warsaw Pact. (Published in 1985.) 
Armed Forces of the Basic Capitalist States. 

By early 1986, eleven books had appeared. The initial book in the series, V.  I. 
Lenin and the Soviet Armed Forces, was published in 1980. It is the third edition of 
this Fiwue prize-winning work. The second edition appeared in 1969. The three 
editions of this book, published over a thirteen-year period, disclose many of the 
changes in military concepts over those years. 

Four books not in the original plan have been added to the series: 
Defense From Weapons of Mass Destruction (1984). 
M. V. Frunze. Selected Works (1984). 
Military Pedagogics and Psychology (1986). 
OffEer’s Handbook. (To be published.) 

Books That Are Referenced in Other Publications 

In the past certain books were listed in the “Soldier’s Bookshelf,” a section in 
the annual Calendar of a Solder. Publication of the “calendar” began in 1968. In 
the 1981 issue the “Soldier’s Bookshelf” section was dropped. This section had 
contained between 90 and 125 books each year on military subjects, plus othm 
books on sports, fiction, the arts and similar subjects considered appropriate for the 
young soldier. 

References following the entries in the eight-volume Soviet Military 
En~yclopedia’~ can be of help to scholars seeking additional information on a 
particular subject. For example, volume seven of this encyclopedia, published in 
July 1979, contajned the entry, “Military Strategy,” signed by N. V. Ogarkov. 
Although neither rank nor position were given, this contributor obviously was the 
Chief of the General Staff. At the end of the entry, under “references,” were frst 
listed works by Lenin, Marx, Engels and F m e ,  followed by collections of 

’ 
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speeches by L. I. Brezhnev and D. F. Ustinov, Minister of Defense. Ogarkov then 
identifkd two specific books, Military Strategy, 3d edition (1968) and War and 
Army (1977). A few books by “bourgeois” authors then wexe given. From these 
references any scholar wuld assume that Military Strategy and War and Army 
remain two basic Soviet texts. 

“Official” Soviet Military History Books 

Western military historians and researchers can be so overwhelmed by the 
available Soviet data that they scarcely know where to start. In such chxmstmces, 
the list of seventy-five “official warks” in a 1985 book, 4145 Great Patriotic Wor, 
edited by Lt. Gen. M. M. Kir’ian, Deputy Head of the Institute of Military History 
of the Ministry of Defense, is most welcome. The books date from 1943 (Ddkaf of 
Fascist German Troops Near Moscow) to 1984 (Second World W a l h o r t  
History).’* Twenty were by Voenizdat, the Military Publishing House. Nauka, the 
p u b l i i g  house of the Academy of Sciences USSR, was second with twenty-one. 
Sixteen came from Politizdat, the Political Publishing House. Phneta, Mysl’ and 
Belarus’ had two each. Liesma, Priok, Tula, Molodaia Gvardiia, and Moskovskii 
Rabochii each had one book on the list. 

The Soviet Military Encyclopedia and the Military Encyclopedic DictWmuy 
(1984) are “official works,” as is the twelvevolume History of the Second World 
War 1939-1945. Also on the list are 50 Years of the Armed Forces USSR (1%7), 
Army of the Soviets (1%9), and The Soviet Armed Forces: A History of Their 
Organizational Development (1978). After the general books, the various battles, 
the mices ,  the front histories, partisans and rear services me other subjects of 
“official works.” There is a separate list of nineteen metlloits right after the 
“official“ one Eight Communist Party leaders are on a list of their own-led off 
by N. A. VopKsenskii’s War Economy of the USSR in the Period of the Great 
Patriotic War (1948). This book had been suppressed by Stalin and the author 
arrested. voz,xMenh * *  was subsequently shot in 1950.19 

Censorship of Soviet Military Publications 

All openly published Soviet military materials are carefully censored, to ensure 
that no classified military data is released and that authors do not deviate from 
policies established by the Party leadership. All books, joumals, and daily papers 
published by organizations of the Soviet armed forces, such as Voenizdar, are under 
conml of the Main Political Adminimation of the Soviet Anny and Navy, an organ- 

Party. This ensures that only approved Party-military views are published. 
ization with the rights ofa department of the central Committee of the Chntnum ‘ t  

Government and Military Secrets 

Many types of information on military matters that are readily available in the 
West simply do not appear in the Soviet press. For example, although the Soviet 
“Backfiie” bombers have been flying since the early 197Os, as of mid-1986 no 
photograph of this aircraft has appeared in Soviet military journals. Sane extent to 
which infomatian is conmlled in the Soviet Union can be seen in the following 
defiition of government and military “secrets”: 
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Government secrets are made up of informution of state importance: 
mobilization plam and operational phnr and data, calculations, projects, 
and memures about the Armed Forces as a whole and on separate 
military objectives; all questions connected with the defense of the 
country; information about mobilization, material, and food reserves; list 
of military production, and military orders and other documents of 
defense importance. 

Also considered a government secret is important economic 
information; the wealth of our country; discoveries, inventions, and 
improvements of a nonmilitary nature in all area ofscience, technobgy. 
and the economy (before their publication); information about 
negotiations, dealings, and agreements of the USSR with foreign 
governments; and ako any other measures in the realm of foreign policy 
and foreign trade not published in offiial sources; government ciphers, 
and the content of correspondence written in cipher, and so forth. 

Information on the organization of the Armed Forces, their number, 
locations, combat capability. armaments, equipment, combat training, the 
moral-political state of groups, their material andfinancial support, is a 
military secret. 
Data about the guarding of state borders, information on military 

inventions and improvements; about the economy, having military 
signijiiance; about the location of military objects (depots, airdromes, 
and so forth); about the statuv of communications. transport. etc.. ako 
are considered military secrets. 

The range of questions composing military secrets in time of war, 
naturally, is broader.” 

The above covers about every type of information possible about military 
matters. From this definition of a “secret,” it is apparent that what does appear in 
the Soviet press is carefully fiitered. Soviet books and pamphlets of all types, with 
very few exceptions, must show a censor number?l 

Possibilities of Deception 

Photographs in Sovia military publications frequently are altered. Certain items 
may be blurred with an air brush, or the photograph may even be a composite. The 
caption beneath the photograph or illustration may be compkely incorrect. As with 
errors in other Soviet material, it generally is impossible to determine if the 
misleading information is deliberate, or simply due to carelessness. 

For these reasons, it is important for anyone using Soviet materials to check a 
variety of sources. The Soviet leadership seeks to keep military secrets from the 
Soviet people as well as from foreigners. Even top Soviet diplomats may not have 
access to information about the Soviet armed forces of a type that is common 
knowledge of the armed forces of non-Soviet d o n s .  Despite the care with which 
Soviet publications are censored, any scholar who reads Soviet military and 
military-related works, fi-om textbook for h i g h  military schools to accounts of the 
Great Patriotic War, can obtain a knowledge of and insights into the Soviet armed 
forces unobtainable from any other sources. 
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1. These thm. publications, which will be described in detail, may be ordered by 
subscription from Victor Kamkin, Inc., 12224 Paddawn Drive, Rockville, Maryland 20852. 

2. This annual publication, whicb will be described later, can be found in the Library of 

3. ’Ihe exact order and composition of general headings and subheadings change each 
several years. The listing in Table 1 is as of 1 July 1986. 

4. This number simply signises the number of books and pamphlets listed up to this 
pdcular  point in the curzent calendar year. 

5. Titles and commentary on Sovia military journals are given in the Appendix. 
6. As of July 1986, the order of precedence of Sovia Services was: Strategic Rocket 

Forces, Ground Forces. Troops of Air Defense, Air Forces, Navy. 
7. Daily papers in which d c l e s  of military inteatst are most likely to be found are given 

in the Appendix. 
8. V. G. Kulikw, AkadenuYu generul‘nogo shtubu (Moscow: Voerrizdat, 1976), pp. 205-6. 

At the time this book was M i U e n ,  General of the Army Kulikov was Chief of the G e n d  
Staff. Beginning in 1978, members of the Institute of the USA and Canada told Visiting 
Americans that a new book on military strategy soon would appear. As of mid-1987, the 
promised work had not materialized. 

9. See: V. D. Sokolovskiy, Soviet Milifmy Sfrafegy, 3d ed, Analysis and Commentary by 
Harriet Fast Scott, ed (New York: Crane, Russak and Co., 1984; folllth reprint with new 
introduction); Lt. Gen. V. G. Reznicbenko, ed, Tucfics (Moscow: Voenizdat, 1984). 

10. Looking back, analysts found that a number of articles published in Voenno- 
isforicheskii zhurnal during 1979-80 were concerned with the role of air defense during the 
GTeat M o t i c  War. Of paaicular interest was a book by N. A. Svetlishin, Voirka PVO sfruny 
v Velikoi otechestvennoi voine (Troops of National Air Defense in the Great Patxiotic War) 
(Moscow: N&, 1979). 

congress. purchase of copies is unceItain. 

11. M .  V. Frwue-voennyi feorefik (Moscow: Voenizdat, 1985). 
12. Annuals of the Bolshaiu sovefskuiu enfsildopediiu for 1978 and 1983 show that 742 

titles were published in 1977 and 773 in 1982 
13. According to the late General Secretary Brezhnev, “as much as 42 percent of the 

defense industry’s output is used for civilian pllrposes” (24th Congress offhe CPSU, Moscow: 
Novosti Press, 1971, p. 47). 

14. Marshal V. D. Sokolovskiy, Sovief Military Sfruregy, 3d ed, Analysis and Commentary 
by Harriet Fast Scott, ed (New York, 1984). 

15. For a more detailed discussion of the translation of Marshal Grechko’s book, see the 
review by William F. Scott “Guidelines for the Future,” Sfrufegic Review (Summer, 1977), 
pp. 87-89. 

16. This is a prize awarded for the best writings each year on military subjects. 
17. lhe ikst volume of this series appeared m 1979, the final, eighth volume was published 

18. ’he books were distributed in the time period as follows: 1940s-3 1950s-2 

19. Isforiia Velikoi otechestvennoi voiny Sovetskogo Soiuza, 1941-1945 (Moscow: 

20. N. A. Beshkarev, Vpomoshch’ doprizyvniku (To Help the Re-Callup) (Moscow: 

21. Speeches and axticla by Party Secrdary L L B&ev did not cany acensornumba. 

in 1980. 

196044-6 1965-69-13; 197G74-18; 1975-7%16; 1980-84-18. 

Voenizdat, 1965). Vol. 6, p. 418. 

Voenizdat, 1%7),p. 93. 
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Addendum 

APPENDIX 

Soviet Publications of Military 
and Military-Related Interest Journals 

Journals Directed Primarily at Military Readers 

Voenno-istoricheslcii zhurnal (Military History Journal). This is one of the best 
written and best edited of all the Soviet military publications. New writings on 
World War 11 appear each month, not simply to provide information about that war, 
but also to give examples considered applicable to the study of current doctrine, 
strategy, tactics and organization. Military history receives great attention in the 
Soviet military structure. 

Kommunist vooruzhennykh sil (Communist of the Armed Forces). This twice- 
monthly journal of the Main Political Administration of the Soviet Army and Navy 
has a “political studies” section, in which specific directions are given to political 
instructors in units, out l i ig  lesson plans and hours to be given to the study of 
particular themes. 

Voennuia mysl’ (Military Thought). A monthly journal for Soviet officers, 
generals and admirals published under the auspices of the Soviet General Staff. 
Circulation is similar to the “Restricted” level of classification and sometimes there 
are higher levels of classification. In recent years about eighty of the “Restricted” 
level issues through December, 1973, have been translated by the U. S. government 
and are obtainable. (See Selected Readings from Military Thought 1963-1973, 
Shcdies in Communist Affairs, Volume 5,  Parts I and II, U.S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D. C. 20402, for a selection of the best of these articles.) 

Zurubezhnoe voenme obozrenie (Foreign Military Obsewer). Soviet military 
personnel may stay abreast on the military forces on non-Soviet bloc nations 
through readiig this journal. Since Soviet secrecy permits very little infomation to 
be publiied on Soviet military hardware, this monthly journal provides up-to-date 
infoxmation on the latest military equipment found in non-Soviet nations. Beginning 
January 1, 1986, copies of this journal were no longer available abroad by 
subscription. 

Journals of the Five Soviet Military Services’ 

Voennyi vestnik (Military Herald). This is the monthly combined-arms journal 
of the Soviet Ground Forces, and contains articles of interest on tactics and 
equipment, generally directed at company grade officers. 

Vestnik protivovozdushnoi oborony (Herald of Air Defense). Trwps of PVO (air 
defense) form the second largest service in the Soviet armed forces. Their monthly 
journal includes articles on interceptor aircraft, surface-to-air missiles and radar 
units. 

Aviatsiia i kosnwnavtika (Aviation and Cosmonautics). The official journal of 
the Soviet Air Force is published monthly and includes articles on space. One or 
more cosmonauts are on its editorial board. 

Morskoi sbornik (Naval Collections). This monthly joumal of the Soviet Navy 
is somewhat similar in format to its U. S .  counterpart, the Naval Institute 
Proceedings. Articles generally are of a high quality. 

*All except the Strategic Rocket Forces openly publish their own journals. 
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Journals for a Variety of Readers. 

Tyl i snabzhenie Sovetskikh voonhennykh sil (Rear and Supply of the Soviet 
Armed Forces). This is the monthly journal of the Soviet Rear Services, which 
performs quartermaster and other functions for the entire Soviet armed forces. 

Tekhnika i woruzhenie (Equipment and Armaments). A Deputy Minister for 
Armaments is at the Ministry of Defense level, and each service has a deputy 
commander in chief also concemed with armaments. This monthly journal is of 
interest to armament and engineering officers of all Soviet services. 

Voennoe znanie (Military Knowledge). The monthly journal of DOSAAF and 
of civil defense. It is intended primarily for those who teach Soviet youth 
“Beginning Militiuy Training,” especially males before being called up for active 
military service and the civil defense instructor. 

Znumenosets (Banner Carrier). Published monthly by the Ministry of Defense, 
this illustrated journal is for warrant officers and n o n d s i o n e d  officers of all 
the Soviet branches and services. It contains articles of a technical nature and 
Stories. 

Sovetskii voin (Soviet Soldier). A twice-monthly publication of the Main 
Political Administration of the Soviet Army and Navy, this illustrated journal is for 
Soviet enlisted personnel. Its primary s t m s  is on the glory of the Soviet Fatherland 
and the armed forces. 

Soviet Military Review. A monthly publication published in English, French, 
Spanish, Arabic and Russian. It is intended primarily for foreign consumption. 
While many of its articles are of interest, as a whole the tone of this joumal is not 
the same as that of journals intended primarily for Soviet military personnel. 

Agitator armii ijlota (Agitator of the Army and Navy). Another twice-monthly 
publication of the Main Political Administration, the joumal is intended for use by 
the “agitator and propagandist,” two respectable terms in Soviet society. Scholars 
interested in finding indications of what the Soviet military are told at Party and 
Komsomol meetings will find this booklet of interest. 

Journals That May Carry Articles of Military Interest 

Kommunist (Communist). This is the official journal of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union. It may occasionally publish articles by the Ministry of Defense 
or other key military figures. 

Voprosyfilosofii. (Questions of Philosophy). Articles in this journal usually are 
associated with questions of Marxist-Leninist philosophy. On a few occasions 
articles of major military interest have appeared in this journal. 

SSHA (USA). This monthly journal of the Institute of the USA and Canada is 
apparently designed to M o m  Soviet readers about United States’ policies, and also 
it is to appeal to United States readers. A number of the articles are on military and 
military-political matters, dealing with SALT, European security and related items. 
Well-known Soviet military strategists are associated with the institute. Many of this 
journal’s articles may be simply for propaganda and dishformation purposes. 

Mirovuia ekmwmika i mezhdmarodnoe otnoshenie (World Economy and 
International Relations). This is the monthly journal of another Soviet research 
institute of the Soviet Academy, the Institute of World Economy and International 
Relations (MEMO). Like the Institute of the USA and Canada, military strategists 
serve on its staff, and articles of milimy interest at times are published. Its intemts 
extend to all of the non-Communist world, not simply to the United States. As with 
articles in the journal, SSHA articles in this journal should be read with some 
skepticism. 
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Military Daily Papers 

Krusnuiu zvezda (Red Skzr-usually 4 pages). This daily paper is by far the 
most important publication for scholars in-ted in Soviet military affairs. It is the 
official daily of the Ministry of Defense, and is published every day except Monday. 
This paper is available throughout the Soviet Union, and frequently contains articles 
on military doctrine, strategy, tactics, organization and related military subjects 
written by the Minister of Defense and other senior military leaders. 

Sovetskii patriot (Soviet Patriot4 pages). An official organ of DOSAAF 
(Volunteer Organization for Cooperation with the Army, Aviation and Fleet) and 
is published twice weekly. Intended primarily for youthful readers, this paper 
devotes a great deal of attention to civil defense. 

Each of the Soviet military districts, groups abroad and fleets publishes its own 
paper, but these are dfficult to obtain. 

Other Daily Papers 

Pruvda (6 pages). This is the official daily paper of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union. Occasionally items of military intemst are published. 

Izvestiia (6 pages). The official organ of the Soviet government, this daily paper 
also occasionally publishes item of military interest. 

Following Anned Forces Day, Tank Day, Navy Day, Rockets and Artillery Day 
and other military holidays, many Soviet pumals and p a p  carry articles by senior 
military leaden and particular services or service arms are extolled on these 
occasions. 
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